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PREFACE 

Developing countries have, in the last 10 years, been subje<.1 to profound 
economical, political and social changes. These changes, taken together with the 
increased pace of technological development, have forced developing countries into a 
process of adjustment of their production mechanisms which is without precedent. 

Part of these mechanisms is the production equipment, for which increased 
demands for better perforTTlance are being made on a technical, human and management 
level. 

It has been noted in developing countries that the equipment. in general, has not 
lived up to expectations because of poor reliability or total non-functioning. 

One of the principal reasons for this is the very little emphasis that is put on the 
maintenance function and its management. 

UNIDO and the International Labour Organisation have become increasingly 
aware of the importance of maintenance in social and economical development. This has 
caused them to undertake various programmes to improve the situation. 

Drawing on their far-reaching knowledge and experience, the two organizations 
have established the need for a reference manual with a special focus upon problems of 
maintenance management in developing countries, aimed at executives as well as 
maintenance man&gers. 

The aims of the manual are : 

(a) To make top management aware of the importance and benefits of good 
maintenance, and conversely of the problems and costs of neglecting the maintenance 
function; 

(b) To provide a professional guide for maintenance managers in medium-scale 
enterprises in developing countries to help them organize their maintenance departments 
and to implement efficient maintenance mani:lgement systems. 
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The manual does not refer to any specific branch of industry : the object is to 
provide an overall approach to the maintenance management problems of the various 

process industries (continuous, batch, seasonal etc.). 

As to the target group of readers, the manual can be especially helpful to general 

managers and maintenance managers by emphasizing the benefits which accrue out of 

well-organized maintenance systems, e.g. reduction in cost of spare parts stocks, increase 

in productivity, better energy and environment management, longer life cycles for 

machinery, lower failure rates, especially in continuous process industries etc. 

Patrick De Groote (1945) i~ the author of the present manual. He graduated in 
1971 from the State University of Ghent, Belgium, where he obtained a Master of Science 

in mechanical engineering. He worked as a maintenance engineer and maintenance 

manager in Algeria for many years and has carried out frequent missions as senior 

consultant in over 50 developing countries worldwide. As such, he has become a well

known figure on the international maintenance scene. 

Special thanks are due to the following experts for their highly appreciated 

contributions to the manual : Professor Robert Leenaerts (Universite catholique de 
Louvain, Belgium), who wrote a major part of section 1.2 of chapter I, entitled ·economic 

importance of maintenance•; Dirk Deceuninck (SOL Systems, Belgium), who wrote section 

3.6 of chapter Ill, entitled ·computer-aided maintenance•; Claude Georges (DGS 

International, Belgium), who contributed to section 6.2.2 of chapter IV, entitled 

•Maintenance and new technologies•; and Maurits Depraetere (DGS International, 

Belgium), who wrote section 6.3 of chapter VI, entitled •Maintaining excellent 
maintenance•. 
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INTRODUCTION 

ABOUT THIS MANUAL 

Is the introduction of a planned maintenance system worth the investment, and, if 
so, where should it begin in order to make it profitable as soon as possible ? 

The objective of the maintenance function is to ensure the most efficient availability 
of production equipment. utilities and related facilities at optimal cost and under satisfactory 
conditions of quality, safety and protection for the environment 

To write a book on maintenance management in general and in developing 
countries in particular is a multi-faceted challenge. 

First of all the subject is very wide-ranging, if the public that would be interested in 
it is considered : maintenance people and technical managers of equipment owners, 
decision-making centres of companies or economic sectors, professional federations, 
training organizations, financing and development aid organizations, consultants etc. It 
would be an illusion to think that this theme could be discussed thoroughly in the limited 
framework of this book, and be relevant to each one of the interested parties. 

Then the subject is complex. It concerns many different fields : technique, 
organization, management, training, computerization, finance, personnel, economy etc. It 
would be an impossible task to deal, in depth, with each of these topics in one book. 

Moreover, the subject concerns equipment of a very diverse nature : various 
sectors of industry, mining, energy, agriculture, earth-moving equipment, rail transport, road 
and water transport, hospital equipment, equipment for laboratories and training centres 
etc., in short all technical equipment as well as the related infrastructures. 

Finally the subject deals with a difficult environment : that of developing countries. 
This alone is a subject for multiple studies. 

This book is, of necessity, incompl~te. 

In addition, the authors wish to reply, though only partially, to the above question, 
asked so often by entrepreneurs of enterprises of various sizes in developing countries. 

UNIOO / ILO • MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT MANUAL December 1993 
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Just as there is no simple solution to a complex problem in mathematics, there is 
no miracle answer to the problems of maintenance. 

It is on the basis of over 20 years of experience in the fteld of maintenance in 
developing countries, that several approaches of a practical and feasible nature are 
presented in this Manual. 

By way of introduction, the executive summary is devoted to the problems of 
maintenance in developing countries, as they are being experienced today. 

Then, since the intention is to address, primarily, the decision-making centres of 
the companies concerned, the case for maintenance is presented and its importance 
emphasized. 

Chapter I highlights the challenge of maintenance and its dose link with quality, 
productivity, safety and the protection of the environm~nt. A second topic concerns 
microeconomic and macroeconomic considerations, inclucing some relevant statistics. 

Chapter II is devoted to the definition of the maintenance function, its activities, its 
levels and the arfferent aspects of terminology. 

Chapter Ill is especially intended for maintenance managers who are looking for a 
satisfactory method of introducing a planned maintenance system. Maintenance strategies, 
organization charts, personnel, data processing, maintenance planning, and computer
assisted maintenance management systems are the main topics. The chapter concludes 
with practical considerations on management tools for maintenance. 

Preconditions for implementing the plan are dealt with in chapter IV. This chapter 
includes some practical advice for the introduction of a maintenance system in a new 
factory and for the restructuring of maintenance services in an existing one. It also gives 
ideas for a pennanent maintenance promotion and awareness-raising campaign. How to 
execute a maintenance audit is explained in detail. The important topic of technical 
documentation is introduced, as well as the problem of spare parts. 

Chapter V deals with the development of human resources in maintenance. It 
includes some considerations about personnel administration in relation to recruitment and 
salaries and incentives policies. Furthermore, an enterprise policy for human resources 
development for maintenance is described, including recommendations for practical 
actions. 
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Chapter VI is in fact a conclusion of the whole book. It offers reflections on how 

maintenance can face the constant technological evolution in terms of methods, 

techniques, training, control devices etc., and how an excellent level of maintenance can 

be kept up when a satisfactory performance has been reached. 

At the end of each chapter there is a selection of related literature. A detailed 

bibliography for those wishing to pursue the subject further has been added to this Manual, 

as well as a glossary of over 400 current terms in the profession, induding their French 

translation. 

The appendices provide examples and illustrations to complete the text. 

The Manual is not aimed at any economic sector in particular. A •horizontal 

approach• has been chosen, and it can be used as basic reading for all users of technical 

equipment. The industrial atmosphere which pervades the book is intentional. The notion 

•industrial maintenance•, as presented here, should be understood as •maintenance as it is 

practised with professionalism in industry•, and not solely as •maintenance of industrial 

equipment•. 

The authors hope that this work will contribute to the economic and social 

development of developing countries. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1 • The present state of maintenance in developing countries 

To date. the process of industrialization of de\-eloping countries has not been very 

successful, and maintenance of production equipment in particular has suff~ed. 

Many industrial plants now stand idle. or are badly run. and cannibalizing of 

equipment often occurs. In addition, the finished products generally do not meet the 

standards of quality for which the plants were designed. Safety is in many cases 

insufficient, and the protection of the environment non-existant. The consumption of spare 

parts is far too high, the morale of personnel far too low. Overgeneralization should 

certainly be avoided (some plants dearly work better than others. and not all countries 

suffer from identical problems), but the trend. the overall pattern, is the same in the majority 

of developing countries. From over 500 maintenance audits in which the author was 

involved in about 40 developing countries, it was found that the technical availability of 

industrial equipment in the countries concerned did not average more than 30 to 40 

percent. It was estimated that 80 percent of the unavailability was due to problems in the 

maintenance of the production equipment at all stages, that is, pre-investment studies, 
equipment design, construction, commissioning and operation. 

When reviewing the facts which affect the maintenance of industrial plants in 

developing countries, five major problem areas can be distinguished : 

(a) The plant and its operation; 

(b) Maintenance organization and its management; 

(c) Material resources with special emphasis on technical documentation and 

spare parts administration : 
(d) Human resources for maintenance: 

{c) Financial constraints and problems which originate from the local 

infrastructure and logistics. 

Each of these problem areas will be discussed in the following sections. 
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1 • 1. The plant and its operation 

The origin of many maintenance problems can be found at the design stage long 
before the start-up of instanations. 

These problems concern essentially lhe correct adaptation of the equipment to 

local conditions, the timely supply m all operation and maintenance documentation, the 

supply and installation of machines. ~re Jats, training of personnel, technical assistance 
and after-sales service. 

In pre-investment studies, the maintenance fador (budgets, human and material 

resources) is rarely considered. 

The terms of reference and technical specifications deal particularly with the 
production machines and relatec' infrastructures. They never deal in detail with fadors such 

as standardization, maintainability, technical documentation, spare parts, training of 

maintenance personnel and maintenance organization. 

During contractual negotiations, maintenance specialists are usually absent. The 

requirements of maintenance are rarely taken into consideration, on the one hand because 

of the lack of consciousness of this problem and on the other for reasons of increase in 

costs. The extra cost that maintenance requirements entail is in no relation to the benefit -

both financial and moral - gained from a well-running plant. 

Regarding the design of the factory, too little attention is paid to the factors which 

determine its success, such as location, size, availability of energy and water, adaptation of 
the equipment to the environment (human and climatic). This is often due to the fad that the 

designer is not a plant operator himself. 

Regarding the choice of adequate technology for developing countries, this does 

not imply the use of outdated technology. Not enough attention is paid to the following 

factors which have a direct influence upon maintenance : distance between the plant and 

the suppliers, communication deficiencies, severe climatic conditions, lack of a suitably 

qualified worldorct:: operational errors occuring more frequently than in the traditional 

industrial context, e!c. 

Regarding the strategy of construction of a plant it has been found that the auxiliary 

services (workshop, stores, offices etc.) are built after the installation of the production 

machines. Precious time is therefore lost in training and organizing maintenance. 
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From the organizational point of view, the various maintenance sections are 

planned too !ate (in many cases just before start-up;, leading to insurmountable problems 

during the start-up period. 

The supervision of plant construction by the customer concentrates almost only on 

the erection, commissioning and start-up of the production machines and buildings. The 

control of services rendered by the supplier in the field of technical documentation, spare 

parts or training for maintenance is for instance usually neglected. 

Finally, the construction planning rarely being respected, the contractor tries to 

make up for the delay by accelerating the remaining work at the end of the construction. 

This concerns mainly electricity, instrumentation and automation. It has been found that 

these measures lead to points of neglect and error in vulnerable installations, where 

maintenance will have to face most of the probfems after start-up. 

1.2. Maintenance organization and management 

The lack of organization and management of maintenance particularly concerns 

the following •opics : 

(a) maintenance is generally underestimated and its productive function is not 

recognized : 

(i) Insufficient attention is paid to the requirements of maintenance in the pre

investment and engineering phases, as well as during the purchase of 

equipment; 

(ii) There is a belated preparation of the maintenance function when 

implementing new projects (human, material and financial resources); 

(iii) The maintenance department is placed in a minor position in the 

organization chart; 

(iv) Insufficient financial means are allocated to maintenance; 

(v) Not enough qualified personnel are assigned to the maintenance 

department; 

(b) The maintenance organization chart is unclear or ill-defined and the job 

descriptions are non-existent; 

(c) The following functions are non-existent or underestimated : methods, 

programming, job preparation, scheduling, maintenance management and stock 
administration; 
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(d) Data collection is insufficient, information flow is not defined, and there is no 
feedback nor evaluatio., of data; 

(e) The internal organization is neither established nor fonnalized 

(f) The aspect •maintenance managemenr is practically non-existent : 

(i) Definition of a maintenance concept; 

(ii) Establishment of a management steering-chart; 

(iii) Selection of maintenance ratios; 

{iv) Establishment of failure and reliability statistics concerning the production 

machines; 

(v) Analysis of breakdowns {nature, frequency, c;irect or indirect effect); 

(YI) Assessment of maintenance costs and rde-cycle costs; 

(vii) Dosage of periodic. condition-based and corrective maintenance in 

maintenance planning; 

(g) Maintenance methods are underdeveloped and the consequence is : 

(i) No maintenance planning; 

(ii) Incomplete lubrication planning; 

(iii) No job preparation and no work analysis; 

(iv) No machine history files; 

(v) Poor selection of parts or raw material to be stocked; 

(YI) Impossibility of indicating or respecting a delay; 

(YI) Training in maintenance organization, methods and management intended 

for engineers and foremen is not covered in detail, and often does not 

correspond to the real needs. 

1.3. Material resources 

The material resources which are necessary for maintenance practice are the 

technical documentation, spare parts, tools, measuring and control instruments, machine 

tools and workshop equipment. The lack of technical documentation and spare parts is 

especially serious and is explained below. 

(a) Technical documentation 

Experience has shown that the lack of adequate technical documentation Is one of 

the most serious handicaps which developing countries are faced with in maintenance 
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practice, in particular : no detailed drawings, poor operation arid maintenance instructions, 

unclear instructions for removal, no adeQuate spare-parts lists and insufficient failure 

diagnosis check lists. Drawings - if presented at all - are general assembly drawings 

instead of manufacturing drawings or exploded views. These are just a few of the most 

common problems. Incomplete or inadeQuate technical documentation (in a language 

which is not commonly used in the country, bad translation, unclear descriptions, fuzzy 

figures etc.) jeopardizes fault diagnosis and repair. In addition, the safety of the plant 

environment and personnel is in danger. Poor documentation makes the training of the 

personnei impossible, and it causes serious problems in the reordering of spare parts in a 

situation where the local manufacturtng of parts is often barely possible. 

(b) Spare parts administration 

The shortage of spare parts is a permanent nightmare for those responsible for the 

operation and maintenance of an industrial plant in a developing country. First, the 

installations are more vulnerable, if compared to the operating conditions in the 

industrialized countries for which the plant was designed. Extreme differences in climate 

and other physical aspects of the region, human shortcomings, lack of technical support 

from the local dealers and, very often, the selection of unsuitable equipment cause the 

cunsumption of spare parts to be much higher than in industrialized countries. In addition to 

this, the purchasing of spare parts creates enormous problems: the identification and 

codification of the parts is an almost impossible job due to language or infonnation barriers 

and the technical documentation is generally incomplete, unclear and inadequate. Other 

dilemmas exist in finding a supplier for one or another spare part. It is a fact that parts which 

cost only a few cents can cause the shut-down of a complete plant, whilst the supolier may 

not be intP,rested in selling such a small part. Then, the problems of international currency 

transfer; customs dearance pror...edures and the sometimes unbelievable bureaucracy slow 

dcwn a commercial transaction up to a point where !he whole business grinds to a halt. 

When the parts finally do arrive, they are often stocked under unsatisfactory conditions, and 

maintenance stores are very poor1y organized, so that there is a risk that parts may be lost 

forever. 

1.4. Human resources for maintenance 

Apart from the lack of motivatiun and attitude towards the job, the technical 

qualifications and experience of the local workforce are generally very low, particularly 

emongst the craftsmen and foremen. A lack of technical training and, above all, the 

absence of an industrial tradition and experience mean that maintenance practice 

becomes problematic. 
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The mag.c word '"training• does appear in capitals on each and every construction 

contract. However, this training is often reduced to some totally inadequate study tours all 

over the world. Training is given to the higher-level personnel of the future plant or is only 

limited to operating personnel, while the foreman who has to maintain and repair the 

equipment later on is neglected. 

Employment conditions for the few technically educated people are generally very 

poor. Most of the time the organization in which they have to function is inadequate and 

there is a high turnover of personnel. An extremely difficult and delicate problem is the 

mental attitude of the workers {personnel) towards the requirements of a modem, industrial 

society. People who have demonstrated technical capability in a rural environment are not 

necessarily able to master the additional collective disciplines required in every industrial 

pattern of society. There is little motivation, originating from the lack of accepted industrial 

traditions or incentives policies. Many of the workers do not even understand the 

importance of their jobs in the framework of the company. How could discipline be 
expected from a greaser (a very important function) when he does not have any 

understanding of the need for lubrication? The personnel problems can sometimes be 
solved by so-called •technical assistance•. However, it is very difficult and expensive to 

bring in experts from developed countries. This cannot be considered as a permanent 

solution, but only as a possible palliative for the time being. 

1.5. Financial constraints and other problems 

Generally, maintenance budgets are set to\:i low, or they do not exist at all. There is 

hardly any cost control, and cost ctata, as far as they can be obtained from the 

manufacturer, are not appropriate foi a developing country. The scarcity of hard currency 

makes the reordering of necessary spare parts in sufficient quantities nearly impossible. 

The other problems - i.e. infrastructure and logistic support problems - may be summed up 

briefly. Housing and supply problems, power cuts, telecommunication problems, 

bureaucracy, inefficiency : all these are elements which make maintenance of technical 

equipment in developing countries extremely d1tli~lt a11d frustrating. 

2. Improving industrial development by adequate maintenance 

The question now is to establish what can be done to alleviate this situation. Can 

the specialized personnel needed be found? Can the spare parts be acquired in 

alternative ways? Can these, and the other problems discussed here, be solved 

satisfactorily? If so, how? Experience has shown that if the necessary action is taken in a 

correct and suitable way at different levels, the conditions of industrial development in 
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developing countries can be improved considerably. This, however, requires an individual 

approach for each project, in which the specific local mair.tenance and operating 

conditions are examined very closely indeed. The people involved in this kind of work must 

operate together as a disciplined team, which in tum requires them to have ample 

experience concerning the operating and maintaining of industrial plants in situations 

typical for developing countries. 

2 .1. Design and acquisition of equipment 

Plants wtlich are built in developing countries often have not been designed to be 

run in a developing country environment. They have been designed for quite different 

operating and maintenance conditions, for different levels of personnel, for substantially 

different climates, assuming the unhampered availability of spare parts, in short, for a 

completely different set of requirements. This dominant reason shows where to find the key 

to the solution of the problems of industrial development. People who thoroughly know 

what it is to run and maintain a plant in a developing country have to be involved. They also 

must take part in the specification of requirements, in the design and in the setting-up of the 

plant. 

As long as the construction of copies of plants from developed countries in 

developing countries continues with, in addition, a very small amount of complementary 

training, and with inadequate technical documentation, tht! problem will never be solved; it 

will only become worse. A completely new strategy has to be adopted, the aim of which 

must be to ensure a total transfer of technology, w:~ich would not only allow the production 

of the products in the quality and volume required, but which would also include the 

measures needed to ensure that the plant be maintained in such a way that it can continue 

to operate for an acceptable period of time. 

Though adequate technology is only a part of the new strategy, it is an important 

one. It is this technology which enables the equipment to be operated and maintained 

correctly under the local human and physical circumstances. Great care must be taken with 

highly sophisticated machines, because it is extremely hard to maintain them under the 

particular conditions generally prevailing in these countries. This requirement does not 

mean a need for old technology but rather for a strong, modem, proper technology 

adapted to the environment. In this respect there is also a need for the setting-up and strict 

application of national and in-plant standards. 

It cannot be too strongly emphasized that attention must be paid to maintainability 

at the time of design of the equipment, to accessibil!ty and to easy repair, in other words, to 

the action measures needed in ordAr to prevent the plant from being a total failure. 
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Detailed specific technical specifications concerning maintenance should be part 

of the general specifications, in particular: for the technical documentation; for spare parts 

delivery; and for training of maintenance personnel. 

2.2. Maintenance organization and its management 

Adequate organization can relieve the substantial personnel problems which exist. 

Detailed eiaboration of job descriptions is necessary down to the lowest level. A simple but 

strict organization should be applied and a clear maintenance concept should be defined. 

Concerning the maintenance organization at plant level, centralized maintenance 

systems have proven to be the most effective at least for small- and medium-scale 

enterprises. Nevertheless centralization or decentralization remains a difficult question in 

organization techniques, which will be dealt with in a separate chapter (3.2.3). Clearly 

defined organization charts should be flexible enough in order to follow the growth of the 
plant. Separation in!o different services of the different trades involved reduces the 

problem of lack of highly qualified multi-skilled personnel. However, great care must be 

taken with European-oriented pre-established organization charts. It has been seen in the 

past that these generally are unsuitable :n a diffiet•lt industrial environment. A tailor-made 

chart should be compiled for each individual plant. 

Regarding the paperwork, it should be done in mind that data collection and 

information systems are an absolute necessity if the maintenance department is to be 
managed correctly. However, they should be as simple as possible with routings well 

defined. 

Finally, because of the importance of the maintenance func.1ion in the production 

process, the maintenance manager should be on the same hierarchical level as the 

production manager. A maintenance strategy should be defined and should result into a 

corporate maintenance management master plan. This should include policies concerning 

subcontracting of maintenance work and renewal of equipment. A sound maintenance 

planning system should be introduced, based on regular inspections. Condition monitoring 

and preventive maintenance programmes should be established, including a rigorous 

lubrication programme. 

Appropriate maintenance management systems should be introduced and the full 

commitment of the general management ;s an absolute precondition for the success of 

maintenance. 
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2.3. Material resources 

(a} Technical documentation 

It is imperative that clear and complete technical dccumentation in the correct 

language suitable for inexperienced people is provided. In this respect the following 

requirements must be covered : 

(a) Detailed machine drawings with comprehensive description of all 

components: 
(b) Complete manufacturing drawings for parts su'.ject to wear and also for 

important parts, thus enabling their local manufacture; 

(c) Detailed operation a~d maintenance instructions; 
(d) All electrical, hydraulical, pneumaticetc. drawings and diagrams with a list of 

components; 
(e) Detailed spare parts lists, together with exploded vir;ws, in which all standard 

parts are designated according to an international standard, a.nd in which the 
manufacturer's parts code number is taken up for all specific parts; 

(f) Fault-finding check-lists, with necessary instructions for crJrrective action; 
(g) Detailed removal and reassemblir.g instructions; 
(h) Complete information about preventive maintenance to be carried out, 

including lubrication instructions. 

Moreover, close attention should be paid to important topics such as storage ard 

conservation techniques for documentation, its uniform presentation, its internal 
management in terms of filing, dispatching, updating etc. 

(b} Spare parts 

When new equlpment is acquired it is absolutely necessary to insist upon the 

provision of a realistic supply of spare parts. Not only of the expensive and bigger parts 
which hardly or never break down, but also of the small vital parts which cost next to 

nothing, but without which ~e plant comes to a standstill. As has been said before, detailed 

technical specifications concerning the delivery of spare parts should be included in the 
contract with the equipment suppliers. At plant level, a sound spare parts control system 
should be established. All spare parts should be ~iven a code number according to an in
plant coding system, base<! on systematic identification and designation of the parts. 

Special attention should be paid to the adequacy of the storage facilities and to the 
collection of concrete data concerning the consumption of the parts. 
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Finally, the possibility of local manufacturing of spare parts should be promoted. 
To this end the approach must anticipate the necessary equipment and facilities. 

2.4. Develco~ment of human resources 

The training of maintenance personnel is not easy. especially at the level of 
foremen. When new equipment is ordered, the supplier should be involved very closely in 
the training of maintenance personnel. This should be detailed in the technical 
specifications in the contract. Special attention should be paid to the possibility of •on-the
job• training during the erection phase (especially for the qualified workers and the 
foremen). 

The engineers should also be trained during the erection phase, particularty in 
maintenance management methods used abroad. Study tours to equipment manufacturers 
can have very satisfactory results. 

Regarding in-plant training, apprenticeship methods must be used in order to raise 
the workers to an acceptable level of qualification. Small nuclei should be established, 
composed of a foreman, a qualified worker and an apprentice. This formula has already 
produced very interesting results. In-plant training at foreman level is much more difficult. 
Here, well-selected technical assistance should be sought. A judicious selection of the 
foreman trainee, with on-the-job assistance by an expert has also led to very good results 
in the past. The same remarks are valid for the training of engineers. Special attention 
should be paid to training in maintenance management systems. 

2.5. Maintenance cost control 

The cost of plant operation, and especially the cost of maintenance, should be 
estimated realistically, a requirement which is very often neglected when evaluating 
industrial projects. The principle that local subcontracting is cheap is a fallacy. It should be 

made clear that for the slightest repair or modification, an extremely expensive expert may 
have to be called in from abroad. 

Control of the cost of maintenance requires the setting-up of an appropriate cost 
control system. The first thing to do is to install a data collection system, which shows the 
exact origin of the costs. As was stated earlier, this necessitates the establishing of an 
adequate maintenance organization, including the procedures and forms for the 
information flow. 
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Only when this condition has been fulfilled can a correct maintenance budget be 

established. This gives the maintenance manager better ammunition with which he can 

support his arguments in discussions with the general management. Maintenance cost 

statistics are much more important in a developing country than in an industrialized 

country. They greatly support the argument when trying to obtain the necessary funding. 

Only too often it has been observed that general managers in developing countries look 

only at the direct costs of maintenance at the shop-floor level, completely ignoring the fact 

that other factors also have to be considered in the calculations, such as production and 

quality loss due to poor maintenance, or negative effects on safety and environment. 

2.6. Setting·up of a national maintenance strategy for developing 
countries 

To solve the maintenance problems in developing countries as mentioned above, 

coordinated and coherent actions far beyond plant level are necessary. A continuous 

dialogue between the economic actors and the authorities is indispensable. Decision 

makers should be made aware of the micro-economic, macroeconomic and social 

importance of maintenance. Moreover, a rapid exchange of information and experience 
between plants or countries is a necessity. This is the reason why a national maintenance 

strategy is recommended for each individual developing country. This must not be limited 

to the industrial sector only, but must concern other users of equipment, such as 

agriculture, public works, telecommunications, health and transport. 

Existing experience in establishing such strategies in developing countries has 

proven that encouraging and satisfactory results can be obtained within a reasonably short 

term. A national maintenance strategy can be established through a support structure, such 

as a national maintenance institute whose objectives and tasks would be the following : 

(a) To promote maintenance at the national level; 

(b) To convince every level of the population of the importance of maintenance 

for the sake of the country's economy; 

(c) To coordi.1ate maintenance improving activities in plants, ministries, 

institutions etc.; 

(d) To advise the ministries and planning departments; 

(e) To advise and provide technical assistance for new projects, which include 

an important equipment component; 

(f) To advise and provide technical assistance to equipment users (plants, 

workshops, transportation organizations, etc.); 

(g) To organize training and information sessions, seminars, workshops etc. for 

maintenance staff; 
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(h) To exchange infonnatton and experience between equipment users in their 

own country and in other countries; 

(i) To promote local manufacture of spare parts; 
(j) To promote operational research in maintenance engineering and 

management; 

(k) To participate in international maintenance events • 

ID 

UNDO 
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UNID011173 
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UNITED NATIONS. NEW YORK 
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CHAPTER I 
THE CASE FOR MAINTENANCE 

1 • 1. The challenge of maintenance 

The profitability and efficiency of the investment in production equipment can only 

be guaranteed if the following components are ensured : 

(a) Productivity in terms of quantity, price and continuity; 

(b) Quality of final product or of service offered; 

(c) Safety of functioning and personnel; 

(d) Protection of the environment. 

Well-run maintenance is a prerequisite for attaining these objectives. This is 

summarized in the chart below. 

SAFETY 

~-----------4/TY 
MAINTENANCE 

ENVIRONMENT PRODUCTION 

PRODUCTIVITY 

= 
EFFICIENCY OF INVESTMENT 

Maintenance is facing a colossal challenge as it must deal with complex 

influences which are often opposed on it, such as : 
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(a) Physical : natural degradation, wear and tear of components, climatic 

influences; 
(b) Technical : in constant evolution, increasing introduction of new 

technologies; 
(c) Human : development of human resources, systems to motivate personnel, 

social and cultural evolution; 
(d) Organizational and managerial : new approach to management, 

development of computer aided systems; 
(e) Economic and financial : fluctuations in world economy, evolution of the 

national economy, speeding up of privatization and rapid disengagement from the public 

sector, uncertain availability of financial resources, in hard currencies as well as in local 

money; 
(f) The market : requirements of national and international markets which are in 

constant change. 

Finally. because it has always been underestimated and often unaccepted as a 

major component of profitability, maintenance is placed on an inferior hierarchical level in 

many companies. This position is hardly favourable to dealing with the above-mentioned 

problems. 

To sum up, the greatest challenge for maintenance, in particular in developing 

countries, is to a great extent a search for suitability and adaptability to a complex 

environment and vice versa. 

1.2. Economic importance of maintenance 

1.2.1. Introduction 

The expenditure which a manufacturing plant, a company or a country has to make 

in order to ensure an •acceptable• level of maintenance of its production equipment is 

generally totally underestimated. Clear and objective data are hard to produce because a 

common terminology and standard accounting system do not exist. On the basis of several 

surveys which have been carried out in this field during the past 20 years and of the 

author's personal research and experience, it can nevertheless be concluded that this 

expenditure is tremendous. 

By R. Leenaerts (Universite catholique de Louvain, Belgium), except for the figures mentioned in 
sections 1.2.2 and 1.2.3 and the failure patterns in section 1.2.3. 
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1.2.2 Macroeconomic considerations 

On the macroeconomic level in industrialized countries, the following figures 

highlight the importance of maintenance : 

(a) In France, maintenance of production equipment costs 15 percent of gross 

national produd (GNP). On average, maintenance ~ts rank from 12 to 14 percent of GNP 

for European countries; 

(b) According to the European Federation of Maintenance Societies (EFNMS), 

every year 125 billion United States dollars (USS) are spent in the western part of Germany 

for the maintenance of produdion equipment; 

(c) An average of 5 percent of their turnover is spent annually by 165 of the most 

important industrial companies in the United States in order to maintain their production 

equipment; 

(d) In 1990 about 2 million people were employed in maintenance in 

approximately 350,000 industrial enterprises in Western Europe, according to EFNMS. 

EFNMS has undertaken several surveys in selected European countries. 

Maintenance costs on a yearly basis have been compared to the turnover of enterprises, 

producing the figures listed bF.iow ( 1990) : 

Country 

- Ireland 

• Italy 

- Netherlands 

- Belgium 

- France 

• United Kingdom 

- Spain 

Percentage of turnover 

5.1 
5.1 
5.0 
4.8 
4.0 
3.7 
3.6 (statistics of the author) 

The economic development of many less industrialized countries has been 

hindered by the imbalance between the purchasing of appropriate technology, including 

modem technology and equipment, and its rapid premature deterioration. This imbalance 

is found at all levels (industry, transport, communications, infrastructure, roads, railways 

etc.), which indicates that it deals with a mechanism which has not been mastered, even 

partially, by political parties and Governments of tt1e countrie~ concerned. The result is, on 

a macroeconomic level, that the ratio of profit to investment is not only inferior to what it 

should be, but will become close to zero very soon. 
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The inevitable consequence of this state of affairs, which has aggravated the 

situation even more in the developing countries, is that over the last 20 years, developing 

countries have had recourse to huge loans with international financing organizations. They 

are now burdened by foreign debts of such importance that this has become one of the 
major headaches of the International Monetary Fund. It is therefore imperative to reduce 

investment drastically and, in the case of future borrowers, to demand a concrete 

proposition regarding objectives and profitability. 

The problems involved in this situation indude multiple axes of approach, among 

which maintenance can be a determining impetus towards a solution. By applying the 

principles of maintenance judiciously r systematically r rapidly and generally r it is possible to 

improve the use of production tools in the short and medium term. Over the longer term a 

better profitability of future investments can be assured in line wi*.h the required feasibility of 

projects. 

Maintenance can be used at management level as a means to improve economic 

performance, thus helping to solve, if only partially. the problem of foreign debts. 

Undoubtedly this is a most optimistic conclusion if the gloomy prognostications that are 

made concerning the subject of development policy are taken into account. 

1.2.3. Micro-economic considerations 

The maintenance of production equipment obviously has an impact at the micr<r 

economic level, as illustrated by the figures given below. 

In a study published by ·FACTORY" in the early 1970s, the maintenance costs of 

687 United States industrial enterprises accounting for 53.8 percent of United States 

industrial production were analyzed. The following figures were obtained: 

(a) Yearly maintenance cost in relation to tumover : average of 4.12 percent, 

with a maximum of 17.5 percent; 

(b) Maintenance cost in relation to fixed assets : average ranging from 2. 73 

percent to 13.8 percent, with a maximum of 17 .13 percent; 

(c) Maintenance cost in relation to production cost : average ranging from 1.38 

percent to 12.15 percent, with a maximum of 15.86 percent. 

Studies made in Japan in the mid 1970s gave 4 to 6 percent for the ratio of 

maintenance cost to fixed assets. 
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As to the maintenance cost compared to the production cost. most surveys gave a 
range of between 6 and 12 percent. 

A survey made in 50 industrial enterprises in the metalworking. food. chemicals. 
texties and paper industries. by the Centre for Inter-enterprise Comparison in the United 

Kingdom in 19n resulted in the folowing intereslil-o figures : 

Bil1il 
Maintenance costslfixed assets 
Maintenance cos1Sllumover 
Maintenance costs/added value 
Maintenance statfllotal plant wortdorce 

Percentage range 
5.3to 26.7 

2.Sto 9.8 
3.8to 16.2 
4.7 to 16.9 

In 1979 W .J. Marcelis carried out several surveys in various European industries. 

He compared maintenance costs with replacement mst of production equipment and 
obtained 7 percent on average. For buildngs he obtained 1.5 percent 

A survey made by DGS INTERNATIONAL in 1987 in three industries in Europe 
(cement. mechanical construction. petrochemicals) resulted in the following figures: 

Bali2 
Maintenance cost/fixed assets 
Maintenance cost/added value 
Maintenance manpower cost/ 
total maintenance mst 
Cost for spare parts/ 

total maintenance cost 
Maintenance staff/ 
total plant workforce 

Percentage range 
7.98 to 16.4 

10.44 to 12.9 

41.75 to 58.35 

17.02 to 44.64 

5.6 to 65.7 

To be able to understand the place maintenance occupies in man.tgement. 
reference should be made to the life cycle and investment curve in relation to the 
equipment. 

(a) Ute cyde of equipment 

For each item there is the phase of design followed by manufacturing or 
construction. Then comes the period of use which is limited because of progressive 
deterioration, and finally, after a certain time, total breakdown and scrapping. 
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Of equal importance is its economic evaluation. So whatever the equipment, the 
same life cyde as represented in figure I is used as a base. It clear1y shows the quantity of 
goods or services produced annuaDy. 

The two areas in the diagram can be explained as follows: AC corresponds with 
the design (AB) and manufacturing (BC) phase of equipment, and CF represents the 
operation phase (exploitation). 

o A 

E 

f 
Disposal 

B 
c 

Tme(years\ 

Figure I. Life cycle of production equipment (goods or services) 

AC corresponds to zero production, whereas CF starts with a section CD (which 
corresponds to the start-up of the equipment), DE represents the operation phase and EF 
descends in relation to gradual obsolescence. Disposal (scrapping) is at point F. 

It is essential for the manager to understand that an equipment life cyde ge.1erally 
follows the same pattern. To ease understanding, the failure rate A. has been introduced. 

This shows the number of breakdowns that occur during a certain period of time, e.g. 
weekly or monthly. 

This failure rate obviously depends on the age of the equipment. This can be seen 
in figure II, shawing the "bath-tub curve", which is one of the existing patterns of failure. 

Classically, curves of this sort can be divided into three zones. In zone 1, during 
the start-up, a decreasing number of hidden construction failures, errors of assembly and 
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running-in problems cause breakdowns. In zone 2, exploitation, the failure rate is stabilized 
by controlling wear and tear, but this inevitably wm increase. Zone 3 is characterized by an 

accelerated failure rate due to age followed by obsolescence of the equipment. 

Any curve of that type will obviously stop suddenly if the equipment is discarded 

(disposal or scrapping) or rebuilt. 

CD 

! 
CD 

.2 
&ii 
LL 
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Figure II. Failure rate in relation to age of equipment. 
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Other failure patterns exist. m; shown below : 

2• 2b 

' ' 
i. i. 

I I 
I I -I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I ·- n. ·- n. • . .... ... 

2c 2t 
I j 

1 i. 

I 
I i 

I 

I I I 
I I 

I - I n. .... ,._ 

2• 
I 

). 

~ 
I 

' I . Tine 

Pattern 2a shows a constant evolution which ends in an accelerated rate as in 
pattern 2. 

Pattern 2b shows a steadily increasing failure rate with some acceleration (no 
identifiable wear-out age). 

Pattern 2c shows a low failure rate when the item is new, and the failure rate 
increases suddenly to a constant level. 

Pattern 2d shows a constant level of failure during the whole life cycle. 

Pattern 2e starts with a high inf ant mortality (bum-in period) which drops to a 
constant level. 

The pattern of figure II (bath-tub curve) is characteristic for electromechanical 
(classical) equipment. The more complex the equipment becomes the more the pattern 
evclves towards 2d and 2e (electronic, hydraulic and pneumatic equipment). 
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Knowtedge of the age-related patterns of an item (e.g. figures II, 2a and 2b) is 

important for the maintenance manager. This can help him decide whether to invest in a 

rehabilitation or whether to proceed towards scrapping. 

Failures which are not age-related - they depend usually on the complexity of an 

item - have almost no relationship between reliability and operating age (pattern 2c, 2d and 

2e). To avoid infant mortality after intervention, it can even be decided not to do any 

scheduled overhauls for that type of equipment. In this case, in order to prevent failures, 

condition-based maintenance techniques wtll be introduced. 

(b) Investment cutve 

Considering the close relationship between the life cycle of the equipment and the 
financial resources involved for design, construction (or acquisition) and expk>itatiOn, it is of 

the first importance to examine how these financial resources will evolve with time. This is 

shown in the investment curve in figure Ill below. 

At the design stage, the following are grouped under the heading •pre-investmenr: 

cost for research, development, in short all activities involved before construction, such as 

project feasibility studies and marketing studies. 

In absolute value, pre-investment is often modest; its evolution is shown in the first 

part of figure Ill. 

As to the actual investment, this is the capital needed to acquire not only the 

equipment, but also all the resources necessary for its exploitation . 

.. 'i-.. (2) ... (31 ... ..__ 
I 

I • I 
l 

I 
I 
I 

J, 
~ 

~=::. .... 
(J)OllH 1 IW 

Figure Ill. Investment curve for production equipment (for goods or services) 
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Compared to pre-investment, the investment is of a completely different nature: it is 
much bigger. Because of this, once the decision to invest has been taken, it is in the 

interest of everyone to start up the equipment as soon as possible. This is the part close to 

the vertical as shown in figure Ill. 

A logical consequence of this approach is to define post-irvestment as the 

invested amount during exploitation, which is necessary to ensure correct running of the 

equipment. 

Post-investment obviously includes not only all maintenance costs, but also those 

incurred for improvements or modifications (small engineering and construction work) 

carried out on the equipment in order to assure technological updating. In figure Ill the post
investment occupies a place stretching over a normally long period. The curve shows, at 

first, a rapid increase in relation to the start-up of the equipment. This increase then attains 

a more or less constant rate, which means an efficient use of the equipment in practice. The 

final increase of the curve is due to the obsolescence of the equipment, thus resulting 

finally in the stoppage of exploitation and post-investment. 

It should be noted that, because of the long period post-investment covers in total, 

a considerable financial value is represented, sometimes exceeding that of the actual 

investment. 

1.2.~. Analysis of maintenance costs 

Given that the results obtained from the exploitation of equipment are evaluated on 

the basis of the criteria of economic profitability, these same criteria must be used to 

evaluate the performance of maintenance. The analysis of maintenance costs is 

consequently a priority. 

There are two sorts of costs: direct and indirect. The indirect costs are also called 

failure or non-efficiency or breakdown costs. The former are those which determine the 

actual maintenance practice and are all quantifiable. The latter correspond to production 

losses (and their harmful consequences) resulting in the unavailability of equipment due to 

insufficient maintenance. This explains why they are called failure costs. Certain of them 

can be quantified, others not. 
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(B) Direct maintenance costs 

An overview of current direct maintenance costs is given below. 

Regular maintenance costs. These are the first to be taken into consideration 
because without them the equipment could not even be put into service. An examp'e. is the 
technical inspection of a vehide or a pressure resistance test for a boiler. 

Labour costs. Their existence is obvious, but it is a good idea to remember that the 
relation between maintenance workforce I production workforce is in constant growth and 
the same applies for the related costs. Workforce in this sense signifies personnel at all 
levels: qualified workers, supervisors, cadres (engineers), management. 

Equipment costs. The initial supply of equipment and tools is considered as part of 
the investment. Nevertheless, it is often necessary to acquire supplementary machines, 
tools or instruments after start-up. These must be charged to post-investment. 

Consumables, spare parts and stock management costs. It is evident that 
maintenance work and the use of spare parts and consumables go together; their costs 
must be included in the list of direct maintenance costs. Moreover, storage costs and stock 
managp:.1ent costs are important and should also be noted. 

Training costs. However satisfactory the qualifications of the workforce are, 
technological developments make it necessary to carry out training and upgrading on a 
regular basis. The costs of these training programmes are direct maintenance costs. 

Subcontracti:1g custs. These costs occur when, for technical or economic reasons 
(and if justified by correct equipment management), it is decided to partially subcontract 
maintenance work, as is happening more and more : the total amount of these costs 
(contract price increased by Ct)Sts for internal preparation and follow-up) must be included 
in the direct costs. 

Costs for technological updating. Although strict administration, accountancy and 
fiscal regulations cannot provide a clear picture, it is customary that costs of technological 
updating (for instance through minor engineering work executed by the maintenance 
department) are part of the direct maintenance costs. It is wise to verify the legality of each 
case, especially when taking into account the geographical location of the equipment. 

These are the major elements which make up the inventory of direct maintenance 
costs. Each of them are quantifiable and, in a well-run business, are quantified. They are 
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the basis for an erroneous and widespread presumption that maintenance is cost-making, 
unprofitable and in the end, a luxury. 

(b) Indirect costs (failure costs) 

Indirect or failure costs are caused by a deficiency or lack of maintenance and are 
a financial loss sustained by the company. A complete analysis of them is almost 
impossible to do with great precision because the majority are not directly measurable. 
This is not a reason though to ignore them. The following nomenclature does not pretend to 
be exhaustive. It merely brings to light the most important causes of failure costs and 
illustrates the way they should be approached. 

Reduction of production or service. Here, financial loss immediately comes to 
mind. When equipment breaks down or is out of order due to failure, nothing is produced, 
thus profit is lost When calculating the hours of breakdown, there is a way to evaluate the 
corresponding loss rigorously and, in nearly every case, to establish that it represents a 
much higher failure cost than could have been imagined in the first place, certainly far 
higher when compared to other costs. 

Alteration in the quality of production or service. Insufficient maintenance does not 
only cause sudden breakdowns; it can have more insidious consequences such as a 
slowing-down of activity {thus a reduction in production), and an alteration in the quality of 
the goods produced or the services rendered. Sooner or later this will be felt commercially, 
either in a reduction of prices - hence profit - or in dissatisfied customers resulting in loss of 
part of the market. 

Delivery delays. The corollary of the two preceding situations is temporP.ry 
disorganization and consequently a delay in delivery time. Normal contracts will provide 
penalties for delivery dt:lay which represent a supplementary failure cost. 

Depreciation costs. It is well known that the depreciation of equipment is 
calculated on the basis of its lifetime. If this time is abnormally reduced because of 
breakdown the financial burden of depreciation will augment. The difference compared 
with that of the original depreciation plan has to be added to the list of failure costs. 

Work accidents. Maintenance has the responsibility of ensuring not only the well 
running of the equipment, but also the safety of functi11ning, in particular the safety and 
protection of personnel. It is not surprising to note that statistics have proven that there is a 
direct link between quality of maintenarice and the number of work accidents. Purely from 
the economic point of view, this link is covered by an insurance policy whose premiums will 
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be much higher If safety is poor : thus a failure cost. less obvious, but which nevertheless 
should be considered. 

Alteration in the work place and environment. What has been said about 

personnel is the same for the workplace and even to a certain extent the environment. 
There can be serious consequences caused by maintenance deficiencies if the workplace 
is alterated (buildings, useful ~rfaces), and if problems occur related to environment (i.e. 
increased pollution). Experience has shown that no comparison exists between the 
modesty of direct maintenance costs, which should have been consented to in order to 

prevent these situatiOns, and the seriousness of damage done. The corresponding failure 
costs are thus comparatively high. 

Demotivation of personnel. Unreliable equipment is caused by insufficient 
maintenance which in tum is the cause of incidents and repeated problems. This will 

demotivate the personnel. Obviously demotivated personnel will become completely 
disinterested in the production equipment and maintenance, so that a vicious circle ensues 
which does not end in measurable failure costs, but which can nevertheless cause a total 
work stoppage. 

Company Image. The preceding factors concerning deficiencies of maintenance 
culminate in a negative image for the company. The cost of reducing this image has to be 
added to the preceding failure costs. 

These are the principal indirect maintenance costs. They are not all of equal 
importance nor measurable, but must all be given close attention by management. Some 
(e.g. loss of production) are perfectly measurable, whereas others can only be evaluated 
by estimated imprecise factors. Whatever the case, the evaluation of failure costs (however 
approximate) is highly recommended and should always be part of management thinking. 

1.2.5. Setting economic objectives for maintenance 

Maintenance management involves establishing the objectives and determining 
and controlling the resources to carry them out. There are two principal aspects relevant to 
the economy : 

(a) One would involve combining direct and failure costs in order to obtain the 
best financial result possible - it is, in fact, a minimalization problem, as shown below; 

(b) Another would involve integrating direct and failure costs in the economic 
calculation of depreciation so that the life-cycle cost of the equipment also produces the 
best possible financial result. 
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Concerning the resources to be foreseen, short· and long-tenn management 

should be considered separately. The former involves the setting-up of a maintenance 

policy, whereas the latter is concerned with actual strategy. 

(a) Minimization d direct costs and failure costs 

Maintenance activity could be imagined as being measured by a •rate of 

maintenance· indexed from o to 1, where O corresponds to no maintenance at all and 1 to a 

rate of maintenance which keeps the equipment in perfect working order with a perfect 

remedy always on hand to deal with eventual breakdowns. These extreme situations are 

utopian, but alow the problem to be placed in its economic context. 

Concerning the direct costs, it is easy to see that an increasing •rate of 

maintenance• results in increasing costs. Figures which illustrate this function do not exist, 

but it has been established that the growth is more or less exponential. 

In figure IV the evolution of direct costs is represented by a constant growth curve 

identified by index (1). 

Likewise, the rate of maintenance has an effect on the failures, and thus on the 

indirect costs. Failure costs appear as high as the maintenance rate is weak, which means 

that they should be considered as a decreasing function of the rate. In figure IV this function 

is represented by the decreasing curve (2). The same applies for the physical depreciation 

cost (curve 3 in figure IV) . 

• iii 
0 
0 

( 1) Direct costs 
(2) Failure costs 
(3) Physical depreciation costs 
(4) Total mainlenanc:e colts 

Rate of manenanc:e 

Figure IV. Development of maintenance costs. 
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Considering direct costs together with indirect costs/failure and depreciation costs 

is a basic approach of management. It is obvious that a better financial result cannot be 

obtained by only reducing the direct costs to a minimum. Both costs must be dealt with 

together. The sum total of both costs can be easily determined by the combination of anves 

(1), (2) and (3) in figure IV. The result is shown in curve (4). The latter curve denotes that 

the management of maintenance and of post-investment is not a question of reduction but 

of minimalization, which is shown in the diagram as a minimum of total maintenance costs. 

In other words, an optimal rate of maintenance exists which suggests 

fundamentally a new approach. Maintenance is no longer carried out to keep the 

equipment running at any cost, but so that the highest profit can be obtained at minimal 

cost 

As to the rate of maintenance, the important point is to be conscious of the 

existence of a minimal cost of maintenance and to manage accordingly. Pareto's law, well 

known by maintenance people, as reflected in figure V, shows that 75 percent of the 

maintenance budget is necessary for only 25 percent of the operations. This means also 

that 75 percent of direct costs of maintenance correspond to 25 percent of failures. 
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Figure V. Development of direct maintenance costs according to number of interventions 
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{b) Optimization of the equipment life cycle 

Determining the lifetime of production equipment is a key question for 

management. In simple terms the question is : at which moment should the equipment be 

scrapped and replaced so that procl.lction can continue in the most economical way. 

There are several methods of calculation, and probably the simplest is to make a 

yearly evaluation of the decrease (Al) in the inventory value of the equipment, and the total 

rosts (C) of maintenance. By divi<ing the figure (Al+C) by the cumulated running hours (H) 

a value is obtained which, after having decreased to a minimum over the first few years, wiD 
increase due to the progressive and rapid acceleration of maintenance costs (see figure 

VI). 

In theory, the optimal lifetirr.~ is fixed by the value of the abscissa which is to the 

right of the minimum. This conclusion - rigorously theoretical - has to be judged with a 

certain flexibility because it is influenced by the more or less easy valuation of the 

inventory. Equally, it can be mod"tfied by the financial conditions governing the economic 

situation. In any case, the determination of the optimal lifetime must be obtained by 
calculating the financial costs taking into account rates of interest and inflation . 
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A second approach to the same topic by introducing management criteria in tenns 
of the payback period and the optimal renewal time, comparing global costs of purchase. 
maintenance and running with the cumulative income during the lifetime, is given in the 
following figure VII (from F. Boucly and A. Ogus Le management de la maintenance; edited 
by the Association Francaise de Normalisation (AFNOR), 1987) : 

March 1994 

Cumulated income and costs 

result 
is negative 

•·· 
' 
' 
' 

•
1 

Time 
... 

i'> positive Glo~al result is negative 

Figure VII . Lifecycle cost of physical assets 

Key to figure VII 

A = acquisition cost 
F = cumulative functioning (running) cost including operation and raw 

materials cfJmposed of : 

F = fixed costs for functioning 
P = various costs due to unavailability or degradation 
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M = cumulative maintenance costs 

C = total cost 
V = sales (income) 

Page 35 

Total exploitation result over the lifetime is (all costr1ncome considered in 
constant monetary value) : 

R = V - (A+ F + M) 

T1 : global result is O - this is the payback period 

T3 : global result is maximum 
T 4 : global result per time unit is maximum. This is the maximum efficiency 

of the investment. 

The optimal age for replacement is T 4 when the global cost pe,. time unit is 
minimum. It should be mentioned that the above considerations stili are influenced by the 
depreciation policy (long or short-tenn), the fiscal system of the country etc. 

In chapter Ill this strategy is dealt with once again as part of an overall 
maintenance management master plan. 

1.2.6. Evaluation of the efficiency of Maintenance 

The methodology of evaluation of the efficiency of maintenance consists of two 
stages : first, a budgetary evaluation including budgetary control and the calculation of the 
differences stated. Secood, efficiency is estimated through comparison of benefit and total 
production and post-investment cost. 

(a) Budgeting 

Budgetary evaluation is predictive, and is usually done on the basis of one of the 
previous situations of which the use has shown its validity. 

(0 Direct costs 

Evaluation is done on the basis cf the tenninology proposed in section 1.2.4 
(a) above. 
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Apart from some rare unexpected situations, direct cost budgeting can be 

done with high precision, and its forecast from year to year is repetitive. 

All these costs are available based on the figures obtained from maintenance 

administration; their influence is conditioned by the exactitude of the unit 

prices, the quantities and the allocations, in other words, by the rigidity of this 

administration. 

A rigorous and detailed p!'"ocedure for budgeting is only necessary in relatively 

exceptional cases when direct maintenance costs represent an important part 

of the added value. In other cases, it is sufficient to evaluate the costs of the 

main operations by regrouping the smaller interventions under one separate 

and global budgetary position for each cost centre. 

(ii) Failure costs 

Referring to section 1.2.4 (b) above, failure costs are influenced by a number 

of parameters, some of which cannot be measured. Consequently, it is difficult 

to budget them. Fortunately, management principles allow a more general 

approach through a forecast of the following indirect costs : production loss 

(profit loss); salaries and wages of non-utilized prodt•~iion personnel; and 

depreciation cost of the equipment during the period of inactivity. 

(b) Budgetary control 

Budgetary control is done on the basis of accountancy of real post-invt..;tment 

expenses and the downstream calculation of profit losses. It measures the differences 

which exist between actual results and previous budgetary evaluations. This control 

highlights the necessity of forecasting maintenance work and allows for the improvement of 

future budgetary evaluation. 

For easy comparison, the differences for each cost allocation which has been 

done to set up the forecast have to be measured. The resulting information is then linked to 

successive fixed deadlines (for instance every month) which represent a basis for the 

appreciation of the maintenance policy and of post-investment strategy. 

(c) Economic ratios 

Because of its importance, post-investment should be evaluated on a regular 

basis. 
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As maintenance is a logistic function integrated into a production process, its 

efficiency is hard to appreciate in absolute value. Consequently, appreciation parameters 

cannot be chosen amongst operational figures. They must be defined in relative values, i.e. 

through ratios. 

Maintenance will be evaluated through some internal performance indicators 

which are discussed further in chapter Ill, section 3.7 (management tools for maintenance). 
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CHAPTER II 
WHAT MAINTENANCE REALLY IS 

2.1. Definition of maintenance function 

2.1.1. Introduction 

Maintenance is the function which should ensure the most efficient availability of 

production equipment, utilities and related facilities at optimal cost and under satisfactory 

conditions of quality, safety and protection of the environment. 

AFNOR (Association fran~ise de nonnalisation [French Standards Institute)) 

defines the maintenance function as ·everything that is necessary to enable equipment to 

be maintained, or restored to a specified condition or a fit state to perfonn a given service" 

(Standard X60 - 010). The DIN Standards Institute (Gennany) defines maintenance as "the 

series of measures designed to maintain equipment or to restore it to the condition 
originally intended, and to ascertain and evaluate its present condition• (DIN 31051). The 

British Standards Institution (BSI) defines maintenance as follows (BS 3811) : "the 

combination of all technical and associated administrative actions intended to retain an 
item in, or restore it to, a state in which it can perform its required function." 

Maintenance was long considered to be a subordinate function, entailing an 
inevitable waste of money. There was a tendency to lump it together with troubleshooting 

and repairing machinery that was subject to wear and obsolescence. 

In actual fact, the maintenance function involves far more than that: it has become 

an unceasing effort to achieve a compromise between "technical-economic" and 

"technical-financial" considerations. Yet there is still a long way to go before its productive 

function is fully understood. For that to happen, people have to realize that maintenance 

has not merely the function of a "partner" of production : it is quite simply a sjne gua non of 

production. 

Its relation with equipment performance is a matter of integrated strategy at the 

senior management level. As such, the maintenance function becomes a total Integrated 
physical assets management function. 
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The whole cycle starts in fact long before start-up of the equipment. The stage of 
pre-investment studies for instance is of the utmost importance for the choice of the 

equipment both in terms of life-cyde cost as well as in terms of appropriate performance. 
The design stage however will have to take into account topics such as reliability, 
maintainability etc. If all this is underestimated from the very beginning by senior 

management, it could be said that future quality and production losses are in fact built in. 

Moreover, in the absence of an efficient maintenance management system, once the 

equipment is in operation, tremendous problems arise concerning productivity, quality, 

respect of production schedules, environment and safety. 

To do its job successfully, maintenance calls for sizeable and correct human and 
material resources. It cannot become a dumping-ground for personnel who do not have, 

for instance, the necessary skills for manufacturing, and it must receive an operating 
budget so that it can perform as more than just an emergency repair service. Planning, 

organization, and a methodical work approach are essential for managing maintenance 
activities. Appropriate programmes are required in vocational training, as well as in 
research and development (R & 0) in the field of maintenance, to enable the quality of work 

to be continually enhanced. Only then will the maintenance function be able to play its 

prime role fully in productivity, finished prodLOct quality insurance, personnel safety and 
environmental protection. 

2.1.2. Objectives of maintenance 

The main ob;ectives of maintenance are as follows : 

(a) To optimize the reliability of equipment and infrastructure; 

{b) To see, on an on-going basis, that equipment and infrastructure are kept in 

good condition; 
{c) To ensure prompt emergency repair of equipment and infrastructure so as to 

secure the best possible availability for production; 

{d) To enhance, through the study of modifications, extensions, or new low-cost 
equipment, the productivity of existing equipment or production capacity ; 

(e) To ensure operation of equipment for production and for the distribution of 
energy and fluids; 

(f) To improve works safety; 

{g) To train personnel in specific maintenance skills; 

(h) To advise plant management as well as the production, purchasing, 
engineering and R&D departments in the fields of acquisition, installation and operation of 
machinery; 

{i) To play an ongoing role in guaranteeing finished product quality; 
(j) To ensure environmental protection. 
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2.1.3. Terminology 

Maintenance is put into practice through 3 forms, namely : 

(a) Design-out maintenance; 

(b) Preventive maintenance, which includes systematic (periodic) maintenance 

and condition-based maintenance; 
(c) Corrective maintenance. 

In chart form, the layout is as follows : 

DESIGN-OUT 
MAINTENANCE 

SYSTEMATIC 
MAINTENANCE 

MAINTENANCE 

PREVENTIVE 
MAINTENANCE 

CORRECTIVE 
MAINTENANCE 

CONDITION-BASED 
MAINTENANCE 

Maintenance can aiso be divided into planned and unplanned maintenance (or 

scheduled and unscheduled). The following chart highlights the relation to the previous 

chart: 

DESIGN-OUT 
MAINTENANCE 

PLANNED 
MAINTENANCE 

PREVENTIVE 
MAINTENANCE 

MAINTENANCE 

CORRECTIVE 
MAINTENANCE 
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UNPLANNED 
MAINTENANCE 

CORRECTIVE 
MAINTENANCE 
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(a) Design-out maintenance 

This is also known as plant improvement maintenance or as adaptive 

maintenance, and its object is to improve the operation, reliability or capacity of the 

equipment. 

This sort of work usually involves studies, engineering, construction, installation, 

start-L!p and tuning. 

The improvements which are brought abcut must always contribute towards 

reducing equipment downtime and operating costs, including maintenance costs in 

particular. 

Moreover, it has been demonstrated that the principle of design-out maintenance 

must come into action on the drawing board: from the moment equipment design starts, 

thought needs to be given to various maintenance-related considerations, such as the 

following : maintainability (capability of being easily maintained and protected against 

failure); local repairability (e.g. ability to be welded, recharged); ability to be dismantled 

easily; accessibility; and selection of low-maintenance materials. 

(b) Preventive maintenance 

The principle of preventive maintenance is always based on thinking ahead. It is 

put into practice in two forms : systematic maintenance and condition-based maintenance. 

(i) Systematic maintenance 

March 1994 

This consists of servicing the equipment at regular intervals, either according 

to a time schedule or on the oasis of predetermined units of use (hours in 

operation or kilometres travelled) with a view to detecting failures or ;>remature 

wear and eliminating them before a breakdown occurs. The servicing 

schedule is usually based on the manufacturers' forecasts, revised and 

adjusted according to actual experience in previous servicing. This type of 

maintenance is also called periodic maintenance. 
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(ii) Condition-based maintenance 

This type of maintenance, also called predictive or auscultative maintenance, 
is a breakdown prevention technique requiring no dismantling, and based on 
inspection by auscultation of the equipment involved. 

It enables the state of wear of the equipment to be analysed while it is running. 
The advantage is that it makes it possible to get an idea of the condition of the 

equipment without down time andlor dismantling. 

It calls, however, for rather sophisticated equipment and specialized 
personnel, and mainly makes use of techniques such as sound analysis, 
vibration analysis, thermography and thermoscopy. shock-wave analysis, 
ultrasound analysis, the frequency spectrum and SDectrographic oil analysis 
programme (SOAP). 

Failures are detected by comparing the measurements thus taken with the 
original data, and by analysing graphs that demonstrate the trend in the 
various measurements in relation to elapsed running time. 

The failures observed, complemented by the findings of the programmed 
inspections and checks, are then dealt with through occasional corrective 
action, which enables breakdowns to be avoided. 

The goals of a preventive maintenance programme are : 

(a) To inspect and improve the condition of the equipment before it interferes 
with production in terms of quality, quantity or price; 

(b) To take action before the repair costs become too high; 
(c) To eliminate or limit as far as possible the breakdown risks for equipment 

with heavy breakdown costs; 
(d) To enable repairs to be carried out under the best possible conditions; 
(e) To avoid the breakdown of important parts or excessive energy consumption; 
(!} To remove the causes of serious accidents; 
(g) To influence personnel attitudes : better-running equipment results generally 

in better-motivated personnel and a more accurate behaviour toward$ the upkeep of all 
physical assets ; 

(h) To reduce the overall maintenance burden through better work preparation 
and reduction of unforeseen production stoppages. 
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The implementation of a preventive maintenance programme requires a good 

maintenance department organization, with particular emphasis placed on the following 

areas: 

(a) Inspection of equipment in operation on the basis of a pre-established 

programme of periodic inspections so that working conditions can be checked; 

(b) Systematic servicing after inspection of the shut-down equipment and 

programmed parts replacement. The first step in devising this programme will be 

forecasting the IHetime of parts subject to wear and components (study of reliability. failure 
modes and effects, fault tree analysis etc.). The programme will subsequently be refined 

and adjusted according to the experience acquired from inspections, in order to optimize 

the replacement intervals. This activity emphasizes the capital importance of proper 
mastery of the statistics in the machine files and keeping the latter up to date. Indeed, too 
long a replacement interval increases the risk of a breakdown, while too short an inteival 

results in the replacement of parts and components that have not completed their optimal 

lifetime; 

(c) Overhauls, which often require considerable work, can be carried out during 
programmed shut-downs or during low production periods (holidays or weekends); 

(d) Routine maintenance, such as greasing, tuning, cleaning, running in new or 

overhauled machines, painting etc. 

Setting up a preventive maintenance programme, carefully researched and 
specially designed to deal with the problems specific to each item, continues to be one of 
the most effective ways of reducing breakdowns and keeping equipment in good condition. 

It is important to implement the preventive maintenance programme as soon as new 

equipment is put into service. 

(c) Corrective maintenance 

Also called breakdown maintenance, palliative or curative maintenance, this 
consists of : 

(a) Troubleshooting on machines whose poor condition results either in total or 
partial stoppage of the equipment, or in its operation under intolerable 

conditions; 

(b) Machine repairs. 
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Corrective maintenance can bottl be planned (e.g. scheduled repairs) as wen as 
unplanned (e.g. troubleshooting). 

It is 1herefore indispensable to work rnettmcaly to keep the time of repair as short 

as possible. Good work preparation and the gathering and processing of all the data 
relevant to the repairs will enable : down time to be avoided; mistalr$ in assembly or 
dismanUing to be eliminated; and improvements to be made in the conditioos under which 
the work has to be performed. 

2.2. Activitis of a maintenance department 

The activities of a maintenance department embody the functions listed below 
according to a chronological order of occurrence in maintenance practice. The 
organizational structure and the related personnel which are necessary to implement these 
functions are described in chapter Ill. 

2.2.1. Methods 

The methods function consists in thinking through and making the best possible 
preparation for maintenance department work through the use of suitable techniques and 
appropriate resources. 

This function can be applied either to a single well-defined job, in which case it 
involves •work preparation· as discussed below in section 2.2.3, or to a whole maintenance 
programme on a machine. 

The way to proceed is to assemble as many factors as possible which can enable 
maintenance work tu be property carried out, by : 

(a) Coding machines according to where they are installed (itemization); 
{b) Establishing machine record cards and machine history cards; 
(c) Establishing machine files and keeping them up to date; 
{ d) Defining work studies, among others for repetitive and important jobs; 
(e) Designing preventive maintenance programmes; 
(f) Enlisting the help of the engineering section in establishing the framework of 

design-out maintenance activities according to the equipment ano tooling available - in 
particular with reference to shape, tolerances and materials; 

(g) Cooperating in the establishment of in-plant standards and standardization 
of equipment; 
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(h) Taking part in shop-floor diagnostics in the event of critical breakdowns; 

{i) Analysing and evaluating on a continuous basis all the information gathered, 

with a view to improving methods for all the important jobs and updating and correcting the 

existing programmes and procedures; 
(j) Analysing repetitive failures and advising the engineering section of the 

resulting proposals tor modifications; 

(k) Preparing for the annual shut-down; 

(1) Cooperating with the stock management department in selecting the spare 

parts, tools, and materials to be kept in stock and in deciding on the relevant management 

parameters; 

(m) Developing forms and documents for use by the various services of the 

maintenance department and determining their flow (management information system). 

2.2.~. Engineering 

The engineering function concerns the study and design of modifications or minor 

extensions to existing equipment and machinery, with a view to improving : capacity or 

output; quality of production; personnel safety; maintainability or accessibility; and 

environmental impact. 

The work of the engineering section is thus characterized as much by the wide 

diversity of work studied as by the variety of techniques used to execute it. 

The staff of this section therefore needs to be versatile and highly skilled, and 

should be very maintenance-minded and concerned about : speed of execution; avoidance 

of unnecessary petty details; the gravity of problems relating to spare parts and 

accessibility; and equipment maintainability. 

The engineering section, as designer, will act as a monitoring body of the work 

executed by the relevant maintP.nance services. In this capacity, it will be responsible not 

only for the studies, but also for the erection, installation, start-up and fine tuning of the 

machinery concerned. 

2.2.3. Job preparation 

The job preparation function concerns the work study which determines operating 

procedures, job specifications, material resources, personnel requirements, time allocation 

and workload. 
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Job preparation results directly from the methods function. but centres on a given 
individual job. 

Good job preparation involves studying and defining two facets : desaibing 1he job 

and breaking it down into separate operations. The deScription of the job is also a guide 

for the person responsible for monitoring safety, quality, and cost. Breakdown into separate 

operations provides the required time-lines for the job sche<lJling. 

It is not necessary to prepare etery maintenance job, because it is a good thing to 

let the foremen or the persons responsible take some initiative in carrying !t out. 
Discernment must be used, therefore, in deciding which jobs do need preparation. In 
maintenance work, job analyses demonstrate that preparing for the work pays off in at least 

25 percent of cases, even if for the sole reason that better use is made of personnel. 

In addition, job preparation offers other advantages, such as : 

(a) An opportunity to draw up an estimate before the work is carried out; 

(b) An opportunity to request the customer's agreement before carrying out the 
work; 

(c) Setting realistic time-lines; 
(d) Greater accuracy in defining spare part and raw materials requirements; 
(e) An opportunity for making sure in good time that the spare parts and raw 

materials are available in stock; 
(f) The assurance of having a better balanced workload; 

(g) Greater freedom of action for the supervisory personnel, who thus have a 

chance to spend more time on organization tasks; 

(h) A better working atmosphere between the maintenance and production 

departments. 

2.2.4. Programming - work scheduling • follow-up of work in progress 

The programming function is responsible for assembling the required material and 
human resources, drawing up a programme and setting time limits. The function includes, 

in particular : 

(a) Planning the overall programme to be tackled by the department (long-term 

planning); 
(b) Assessing work request priorities; 

(c) Making sure that orders for subcontracting and supplies required for 
programmed work are followed through, in liaison with the work preparation staff; 

(d) Controlling the respect of instructions and time-lines 
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This function is therefore closely related to the work preparation task. Hence it is 
advisable to locate the programming function in the same office as the preparation function. 

Work Scheduling is the function closest to job execution (short-tenn planning). !t 

deals with workload planning in accordance with the plan ;aid down in relation to workers 

and machine workloads. In this context. it is a necessity if rational use is to be made of 

manpower. 

Follow-up of work in progress is usualy taken care of ~ the office in charge of 
work scheduling (also caled planning-man). He is continually monitoring the workload of 
the personnel executing the v.l>rk and of the machine tools, and correcting both 

underutilization and overutilization. The schedule must allow for contingency work time in 
which to deal with unexpected, emergency or delayed jobs. A special plan for preventive 

maintenance enables progress on jobs scheduled according to agreed time-lines to be 

monitored easily. 

2.2.5. Job execution 

Job execution is facilitated and optimized by good preparation and efficient 

planning, provided that those responsible for job execution keep strictly to doing quality 

work while also observing the agreed time-lines. 

Without job preparation and planning, time will be wasted during execution, and 

that will result in a low rate of utilization of maintenance personnel, and consequently in : 

time. 

(a) Poor synchronization in the timing of the work done by the various teams; 

(b) A large number of unsolved problems emerging during execution; 

(c) The use of tools that are unsuitable for the job; 

(d) Poor use of skilled personnel. 

Needless to say. wasted time raises both maintenance costs and equipment down 

In other respects, with a new project, much time-wast:ng can be avoided by 

making the right choices of location, in designing the factory, for strategic maintenance 

points such as workshops, central stores, subsidiary stores and the maintenance planning 

office. 
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GeneraRy speaking, decentralizing the various sections reduces trips between the 
stores, workshops and work sites, but on the other hand, centralizing often permits better 

organization, which leads to cost reduction. 

2.2.6. Quality control of maintenance work 

The quality control function for maintenance work is very important in that it 

guarantees quality of execution. The degree to which it is effective constitutes the hallmark 

of maintenance. 

The essential nature of its role is ful! justification for the necessary investments, in 

both personnel, tools and measuring instruments. For manufacturing workshops, and in 

particular for machine-tooling, it is therefore worthwhile training some staff to specialize in 

quality control. On the shop-floor, the staff at the foreman level will often be made 

responsible for controlling the work of their own crews. 

The instructions describing in detail both the inspection procedures and the tools 

needed for controlling on the job site, in the workshops and also for subcontracted work 

must be drawn up clearly in the course of job preparation. 

2.2. 7. Spare-parts management and maintenance stores 

The function of the spare-parts management and maintenance stores should be 
fulfilled by the maintenance department rather than by the purchasing and reordering 

department. The tasks must be shared out between the two departments as follows : 

(a) Maintenance will be responsible for establishing the purchase or reordering 

request, concerning technical decisions, coding and description of the item; 

(b) The purchasing department will take care of commercial decisions, 

preparing the purchase orders and following up on them. 

It stands to reason that hannonious cooperation between the two departments will 

ensure optimal selection in purchasing spare parts. 

The prime task of stock management is to anticipate, at all times, the factory's 

needs as regards : consumables and current maintenance store items; standard parts; and 

spare parts specific to a machine. 
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Next, these parts must be administered and the quantities to be reordered must be 

de:termined. Moreover, stock levels and various other parameters, such as consumption, 

dt!livery delay, safety stock, the requirements peculiar to certain markets for products that 

need to be reordered, etc. should be defined. 

This important function ought to involve everyone. But what actually happens is 

that conflicts frequently arise because the various users all see the stock situation from their 

own standpoint. 

To avoid conflicts of this sort, it is indispensable to establish a sound stock 

management policy with coding and correct designation of all the parts. Coding and 

designation, applied at all levels of ordering, manufacturing, maintenance and industrial 

accounting, will avoid any ambiguity in the exchange of information. 

2.2.8. Management of maintenance personnel 

Personnel management is one of the essential aspects of running a maintenance 

department. The rational use, selection and motivation of personnel all depend heavily on 

it. 
These criteria have a direct impact on the quality and quantity of work delivered by 

the department, hence on its efficiency and its cost-effectiveness. 

In view of the above, manager~'. should take particular note of the following points : 

(a) Personnel qualifications : maintenance jobs, which are often complex and 

varied, call for highly qualified staff; 

(b) Staff who have received training in a variety of fields will be much 

appreciated in view of the various disciplines with which they will be confronted; 

(c) Close attention should be paid to foreman-level personnel because they are 

often underestimated. In addition to their hierarchical role, they also have to take on a task 

of fundamental importance, namely personnel training; 

(d) Function and job descriptions must cover all maintenance positions; 

(e) 

(f) 

Recruiting maintenance personnel calls for particular care; 

Training and upgrading maintenance personnel; 

{g) Salary policy : care must be takE:n that average maintenance salary rates are 

the same as those for production, when qualifications are equal. Output-linked wage 

structurAs must be applied with caution; for instance, by judging the worth of personnel in 

money terms on the basis of efficiency and quality of service rather than on quantity. 
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2.2.9. Maintenance accountancy and cost control 

By decreasing its own costs, any maintenance department enhances the 

profitability of an enterprise. To be able to control the costs, it is necessary to know what 
they are and to be able to interpret them. 

For this purpose, a maintenance-oriented accountancy system should be set up in 

dose cooperation with the company accounting department, with the objective of : 

(a) Supplying the maintenance department on a continuous basis with all the 
data relating to its own expenditures, and thus enabling it to react promptly to any 
discrepancy or error; 

(b) Ensuring better monitoring of allocations [to cost centres], and thus limiting 
the number of errors; 

(c) Facilitating the drawing-up of estimates; 

(d) Enabling the expenditures relative to a single job to be compiied more easily; 

(e) More dosely defining and keeping track of the allocation of overheads. 

2.2.1 O. Exploitation of utilities 

The utilities, or facilities for the production and distribution of energy and fluids, 
indude: 

{a) Electricity production and distribution; 
(b) Water treabnent, distribution and sewerage; 

(c) Compressed air production and distribution; 

( d) The vacuum network; 

(e) Heating and steam production and distribution; 

(f) Refrigeration and cold network; 

(g) Storage and distribution of various gases; 
(h) Storage and distribution of fuels. 

Exploitation of utilities includes not only the maintenance but also the operation of 

these facilities. Maintenance is the most suitable department for carrying out this task, since 

it requires qualified personnel who can act as operators and service technicians, rather 
than as operators only. 

These facilities can be looked upon as ancillaries to production, the operation of 
which does not call for personnel with a one-machine speciality, but rather for good 
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electromechanics trained in both fields. Especially since their job will consist, to a much 
greater extent, in routine inspections and maintenance than in operating a one-process 

machine. 

2.2.11. Managing the maintenance department 

All the above functions should be managed in a proper way. Apart from its 

technical aspect, maintenance is considered more and more as a top-management 

function on company level. Maintenance managers need to change their (often technical) 
language into a language which is understood by executives and decision makers {Le. in 

terms of costs, return on investment, added value etc.) 

The maintenance management function is involved at the following levels : 

(a) Shop-floor : technical management of maintenance work including methods, 

planning, quality control and analysis of operational statistics; 

{b) Maintenance department : strategical and economic management through 

the definition of maintenance policies, including a maintenance concept, the follow-up of 

economic performance indicators, personnel management , subcontracting policy etc. 

{c) Company-executive level : participation in the definition of corporate master 

plans concerning amongst others renewal policy, acquisition of new equipment, 

development of human resources etc. 

In order to reach this objective, the maintenance manager must have quick access 

to both technical as well as economic data. 

Moreover, as the maintenance function in many companies is now moving towards 

a "total integrated physical assets management" function, maintenance managers are 

becoming part of the corporate board of directors. 

2.3. Maintenance levels 

In order to set up an efficient maintenance organization, and to take management 

decisions in matters such as the degree of subcontracting, the investment in maintenance 

workshops, the recruitment of appropriate personnel etc, maintenance activities have been 
analysed in relation to their complexity. 
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Five levels of maintenance can be discerned, according to the complexity of the 

work and the urgency of action to be taken. AFNOR Standard X60-011 gives the 

definitions presented below. 

2.3.1. Level 1 

Simple adjustments anticipated by the manufacturer, by means of accessible 

components, requiring no disassembling or opening of the equipment, or completely safe 

replacement of accessible consumable components, such as signal lights or some types of 

fuse. 

Remarks : Servicing of this type can be performed by the equipment operator on 

site, without tools and by following the instructions for use. The stock of consumable parts 

required is very small. 

2.3.2. Level 2 

Troubleshooting by means of exchange units designed for this purpose, and minor 

preventive maintenance operations such as greasing or checking for proper functioning. 

Remarks : Servicing of this type can be performed by an authorized technician 

with average qualifications, on site, with the portable tools specified in the maintenance 

instructions, with the help of the afore mentioned instructions. The transportable spare parts 

required can be easily procured without delay in the immediate area of the place of use. 

Note : A technician is authorized when he has received training enabling him to 

work safely on a machine which could be potentially dangerous, and with full awareness of 

the problems. 

2.3.3. Level 3 

Identification and diagnosis of breakdowns, repairs by replacement of components 

or working parts, minor mechanical repairs, and all routine preventive maintenance 

operations, such as general adjustment or recalibration of measuring instruments. 

Remarks : Servicing of this type can be carried out by a specialist technician, on 

site or in the maintenance shop. This is done with the aid of the tools specified in the 

maintenance instructions and measuring or calibration equipment, and if need be of test 
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benches and machinery inspection benches, using au the documentation necessary for 
maintenance of the equipment, as well as store-supplied parts. 

2.3.4. Level 4 

All major corrective or preventive maintenance jobs except modernization and 
rebuilding. This level also includes gauging of the measuring equipment used for 
maintenance, and may also indude calibration by sper.ialized organizations. 

Remarlcs : Services of this type can be carried out by a team which indudes highly 

skilled technical specialists, in a specialized workshop fully equipped with tools 

{mechanical equipment, for cabling, deaning, etc.) and if need be with measuring benches 

and the necessary callipers for the work, using all the general and specific documentation. 

2.3.5. Level 5 

Modernizing, rebuilding or execution of major repairs, entrusted to a central 
workshop or an outside workshop. Spare parts manufacturing. 

Remarlcs : By definition, work of this type is thus carried out by the manufacturer or 

the rebuilder, with resources specified by the man"•facturer and therefore very similar to 

those used in the onginal manufacturing. It may also be carried out by a fully equipped 

central workshop. 
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CHAPTER Ill 
PLANNED MAINTENANCE SYSTEMS 

3.1. Maintenance strategies 

Three major tendencies exist when setting-up a maintenance strategy which 
relates to the question of •ownership• of the equipment : 

(a) The •owner" is the maintenanr~ department which makes the equipment 

available to the production department on the basis of a kind of •contract•. The contract 
specifies the performance standards and operational criteria; 

(b) The •owner" is the production department which calls upon the services of a 
maintenance department to keep the equipment in good running order; 

(c) Both the maintenance and the production department render their service to 
an "owner" who specifies the expected output. 

It is obvious that both technical as well as organizational decisions related to 
maintenance will depend on the choice of one of the three alternatives. 

The most appropriate will depend upon the ty;>e of activity (industry, transport, 
etc.). 

The explanation below is based on the third alternative, but can be used with small 
modifications for the two others. 

Nevertheless, one thing should be clear whichever alternative is used : 
maintenance must play a leading role in maximizing the efficiency of the investment in 

terms of quantity, quality and cost, regardless of how it is organized. 

The continuous evolution of the maintenance approach from the "oil is cheaper 

than steel" attitude towards that of the Life Cycle CosVProfit (LCC/LCP) and Total 

Productive Maintenance concepts highlights the importance of defining integrated 
strategies on both the company as well as the maintenance-department level. This is set 
out in more detail in the chapter IV. 
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3.1.1. On the company level 

The development of maintenance in a company must fit into a framework of a 

corporate strategy which should deal with the following topics : management of human 

resources; reneW;J.I of production equipment; acquisition of new equipment; introduction of 

computerized systems; financial management; marketing; maintenance; production 

processes; raw materials and the social, cultural and economic environment of the 

company. 

An individual corporate management master plan should be developed for each of 

the above items. 

3.1.2. On the maintenance department level 

A maintenance management master plan should be drawn up and must deal with 
the following topics : 

(a) Tne hierarchical position of maintenance in the company organization chart; 

(b) The development of h;_iman resources in maintenance; 

(c) The introduction of an analytic accounting system which details maintenance 

expenditure per cost centre, per machine and per function; 

(d) The setting-up of a separate maintenance budget; 

(e) The acquisition and renewal of equipment (choice of technology, definition of 

reliability and maintainability specifications in th& design, terms of reference, participation 

of maintenance specialists during negotiations, introduction of the life-cyde cost appmach, 

taking into account the indirect costs); 

(f) The structure of maintenance : centralized, decentralized or mixed; 

(g) Computer-assisted maintenance (technical) and computerized maintenance 

management systems; 

(h) The subcontracting of maintenance work; 

(i) The definition of a maintenance co!'lcept; 

(j) Relations with the qua!ity cont• .. ' ,..~partment; 

(k) The ~afety of personne' _. . >aiG · / i~ general; 

(I} The protection of the e .. · ;r(~ ;r :·~r 

Even though an t• ·~ above f!e ... ~ are importc::a11t, emphasis will only be put upon 

these which, in the author'~ upinion, are the most important. 
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The hierarchical position of maintenance in a company must be very nigh : at the 

same level as that of manufacturing/production, the commercial department, administration 

and finance. In other words the maintenance manager must be a member of the Board of 

Directors. 

Various structures of the maintenance department exist : centralized, decentralized 

or mixed. The choice between centralization and decentralization depends on a multitude 

of factors such as geographic considerations, size of the plant, differences in process 

technology between the production areas, degree of requested availability, non-efficiency 

costs etc. 

The structure that has given the best results in small- and medium-scale 

enterprises in developing countries is that of a centralized maintenance. Even for bigger 

companies a centralized structure produces excellent results. Chapter IV will deal with this 

theme in more detail. 

In the development of human resources, there are two urgent priorities: motivation 

and training. One of the problems is to attract highly qualified personnel to a field which 

traditionally offers rather poor career prospects. This is certainly true in the case of 

engineers. It is the duty of the company to remedy this deficiency by setting up a career 

plan for the whole of the maintenance personnel. 

Computerization of maintenance must not be looked upon as separate from the 

rest of the company computerization. The ctloice of computer programmes and hardware 

rr.ust match those which already exist in other departments such as accountancy, 

production and management of raw materials. 

In the acquisition of equipment, either for reasons of renewal, or extension and 

modernization, maintenance must play an important role in the choice of the adequate 

technology, in the design of the P.quipment and infrastructures and in the setting up of 

specifications to ensure maintenance. This is the reason why it is imperative for 

maintenance specialists to take part in all contract negotiations. 

A subcontracting policy is a factor which contributes greatly to the performance of 

the servi~e. The inevitablf~ question is : should the work be done by the company workforce 

or should it be done by tJutsiders ? In the latter case, which are the jobs that should be 

subcontracted and which ones should be kept within the maintenance department so that 

the loss of know-how can be avoided, even if an investment in specialized personnel is 

necessary? 

In the definition of the maintenance concept, a well-balanced dosage between the 

various forms nf maintenance must be introduced (periodic, condition-based, corrective 
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and design-out). This dosage must be decided on the basis of a thorough study of the 

importance of reliability and maintainability of components and systems in relation to 

safety, production, quality, cost of repairs and environment. The search for zero-defect is 

out-of-date: it has become more a question of mastering the breakdowns and learning to 

know where failures can be accepted or where they are absolutely unacceptable. 

3.1.3. The maintenance concept 

An important part of the Maintenance Management Master Plan is the definition of 

a maintenance concept, which in fact means a choice of a maintenance form for each 

machine depending on the priorities which are given by the company in terms of safety, 

production, quality, cost and protection of the environment. 

The use of the following techniques can be considered : 

(a) Failure mode effects and criticality analysis (FMECA) deals with the study of 

failure mechanisms of components. Effects of possible failures are analyzed in relation to 

the function and performance of each component. They are divided into variow; criticality 

categories : ca!astrophic, c..'Omplete or partial loss of function, no influence. A criticality index 

for each failure mode is obtained by r.alculating the product of the following ratings : 

(i) Probability of each failure mode occurring; 

(ii) Criticality of the failure ; 

(iii) Difficulty of detecting the failure in advance; 

(b) System reliability-analysis. This analysis is based, on the one hand, on 

FMECA for components and their influence on the system, and on maintainability 

considerations on the other; 

(c) Fault tree analysis is in fact a risk analysis based on the study of various 

failures or malfunctions influencing relations which can lead to a catastrophic failure. A risk 

rate of occurrence is given to each of these events, which finally gives, through a fault tree, 

the catastrophic failure risk; 

(d) Hazard and operability study is the study of possible failures and their effect 

on the operability of an item (component or system). This study is done during the design 

stage as well as continuously during operation; 

(e) ABC analysis (Pareto law) : production machines and utilities are grouped 

into three classes depending on the criticality of the effects which failures or malfunctions 

can cause. The criticality rate is given by an enterprise-specific priority rate in relation to 
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safety, production, quality and protection of the environment. As a matter of fad, it can be 

stated that failures on, for example, 20 percent of the machines could be responsible for 80 

percent of critical effects. 

The above considerations will give an overview of the satisfaction rate of 

quantified requests in relation to reliability, maintainability and availability of the system. 

These requests will particularly be defined on the basis of their effects on safety. 

production, quality, cost and environment. This will allow the customer to formulate 

adequate specifications in the tenns of reference as to the design of the equipment. 

A maintenance concept (policy) can then be defined in terms of the dosage 

between the various maintenance forms (periodic, condition-based, corrective or design

out maintenance), which must be applied to each component or system. 

Periodicities which will be fixed for components or subsystems based on the 
above approach must then be grouped to packages on the system level. This will lead to 

related maintenance programmes, which in tum should be linked to the maintenance 

levels (see chapter II). For each level, the maintenance tasks can then be defined in order 

to assess the necessary human and material resources needed. 

Regular evaluation of the implementation of the above maintenance concept and 

the effect on the behaviour of the equipment must be carried out. This will allow a tuning of 
the maintenance programme and a feedback of information which can be helpful to adapt 

the design. 

3.2. Organizational structure of the maintenance department 

3.2.1. Principles of maintenance organization 

The most efficient organization is not the one which is perfect from the design point 

of view, but the one that is applied correctly. This often means a simple organization at the 

initial stage. Clear, concise explanations of the various mechanisms and information 

routings are necessary for the personnel to fully understand the interdependencies. After 

the introductory period, the chosen organization is adapted step lly step so that it may be 
improved and completed. 

The principles which the author would recommend as being fundamental for the 

organization of maintenance in enterprises in the developing countries can be summarized 

as follows: 
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(a) Decide on the structure of the maintenance department. If possible, 

centralize all maintenance activity in one department under one head; 

(b) Place the maintenance department high on the factory organization chart; 

(c) Make sure that maintenance is not headed hierarchically by production. 

Ensure that both are on the same level; 

(d) Assign fully qualified personnel to t.'le maintenance department; 

(e) Allocate sufficient financial resources; 

(f) Devise an organization which suits the particular needs cf each factory and 

allow it to evolve accordingly; 

(g) Avoid trying to set up a perfect organization from the start. Find flexible 

structures and ensure that the personnel understand the system thoroughly before final 

implementation; 

(h) Avoid useless paperwork but fill in carefully any forms necessary to ensure 

an efficient flow o! information. 

3.2.2. Position of the maintenance department in the organizational 
structure of the plant 

It is important to establish a direct link between the head of maintenance and the 

factory or company manager. The responsibilities of the former encompass every function 

explained in chapter II on •what maintenance really is·. 

The hierarchical position which should be assigned to the maintenance 

department is illustrated in the following general organization chart. 

Factory 
Management 

, 
Production Maintenance Administration Commercial R&D I Des; artment Department Department Department 

As the objective for the production and maintenance departments is the same, i.e. 

production at a minimum cost under good quality and safety conditions, it is indispensable 

that both departments are placed on the sarPe hierarchical level in c,:-der to allow 

interrelations, based on an equivalent decision-making power. 
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Maintenance organizational structures have been subject to continuous 

modifications since the earty 1950s. Until that time ·breakdown maintenance· was the most 

common maintenance ·system•. With tht! development of continuous process industries 

(petroleum, electricity, steel etc.) preventive mainte.-.ance was introduced more and more 

and moved, in the late 1960s, towards the •productive maintenance• concept. This concept 

considered the maintenance funetion as a real •partner of production•. This concept was 
extended in the late 1970s to the total produdive maintenance (TPM) approach under the 

impulse of the Japanese Manacement Association. The three most important aspeds 

which already existed in the various other maintenance models became the headlines of 

TPM, i.e. measurement, operator involvement and planned maintenance. In analogy with 

quality and production control techniques, the most typical charaderistic of TPM is the 

involvement of all the ac~ors concerned in the production process induding upstream and 

downstream adors, independently of their hierarchical level. This •total• involvement of 

personnel in the TPM model was first developed in Japan (especially in the automobile 

industry) and produced good results. Obviously all kinds of motivation techniques and 

incentives were used (and were possible to use) to reach the objectives. In particular, 

involvement of machine-operating personnel in maintenance adivities is one of the key 

issues of TPM. This led towards a kind of integration of produdion and maintenance. 

Despite positive experience with the TPM approach in some industrialized 

countries, where both maintenance (up to certain adivities of the third level) and operation 

are carried out by the same personnel, experience iri developing countries suggests that -

at least for the moment - maintenance should be to a certain extend independent and the 

company st1ould be very careful with the transfer of maintenance tasks to operators. 

Moreover maintenance should not be placed hierarchically under production. A head of 

maintenance has to be able t J use his or her authority in relation to operation (i.e. stop for 

urgent interventions), to renewal of equipment or to acquisition policy. This is not always 

understood when maintenance depends on production. The latter often aims only at 

achieving a record output no matter what it costs, while totally under-estimating the rapid 

deterioration of equipment. This opinion should not be taken as a recommendation to 

isolate maintenance into an "ivory tower". separating it from the other actors in the plant. On 

the contrary, it is the authors' opinion that the TPM approacn should be customized for 

developing countries so that positive results (especially personnel involvement) can be 

obtained by using appropriate methods, but still taking into account typical environmental 

aspects and personal behaviour. In fact, a clear relationship formulated in detailed 

procedures between maintenance and production should be established as far as possible 

before actual start-up of a plant. This relationship should be the basis of yearly produdion 

plannings and should be reviewed during monthly or three-monthly meetings, in order to 

ensure a satisfactory system of consultation between the two departments 
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The role of maintenance during the acquisition of new equipment or plant 

extensions is of the utmost importance. During the preparation of a project or contract 

negotiations the purchaser must not only be represented by production or commercial 

people, but also by maintenance, whose opinion must be a deciding factor. 

The centralization of maintenance has a number of advantages. The most 

important are : 

(a} Keeping the Board of Directors advised by means of one source of 

information; 
(b} Efficient use of personnel and sound job preparation; 

(c} Avoidance of non-respect of procedures due to personnel turnover, by 

means of written procedures and a central storage of information; 
(d} Better supervision and optimalization of maintenance costs through a dear 

separation between •clients• and ·suppliers•; 

(e} Better use of specialists, machine-tools and specific tools; 
(f} Optimalization and better follow-up of sub-contracted work; 

(g} The possibility of reducing down time for yearly overhauls and major repairs 

through the concentration of all available resources; 
(h} The improvement of quality and efficiency of maintenance work through the 

centralization of experience gained in repair and trouble shooting for the whole plant; 

(i) An easier setting-up of adequate technical specifications for the purchase of 

new equ:pment, taking into account better maintainability and measures to ensure proper 

maintenance (such as technical documentation, training, spare parts etc.). 

3.2.3. Maintenance organization chart 

(a) Introduction 

A maintenance organization chart (organigram} which can be used as a 

discussion base for different tvpes and sizes of factories signifies an approach in terms of 

the necessary functions whir!l m:.ist be assured. For that purpose, it should be understood 

that a function on the chart can be carried out by one or several people, or conversely one 

person can assure several functions. It all depends on the size. 

Given that this manual is aimed in particular at small and medium-scale 

enterprises in developing countries, in order to facilitate a better understanding of the 

organization charts, their compilation can be done in successive stages : 
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(a) The first stage is a simple organization chart for a small factory showing the 

basic functions indispensable for an efficient maintenance operation; 

(b) The second stage concerns a bigger factory with one single production area 

and working 8 hours a day; 

(c) The third stage is for a new factory with several production areas and 

working on a continuous basis (24 hours a day); 

(a) Finally, the fourth stage concerns the evolution of the preceding organization 

chart towards alternatives depending on various particularities of plants. 

The functions are explained step by step so that the reader can find all the 

elements needed to adapt the given advice to each particular situation. 

(b) About maintenance organization charts 

Before dealing with the organization charts in detail, it is important that emphasis 

be put upon some principles. 

In a maintenance department five groups of functions should be present in order to 

cover all the tasks as described in chapter II. They are: 

(a) A function of reflection : methods, job preparation, planning; 

(b) An execution function; 

(c) A control function; 

(d) A logistic function: workshops, laboratories, garage, stores; 

(e) An evaluation and management function. 

These functions must always be part of an organization chart, however small. 

Regarding maintenance trades, the organization chart should be established in 

such a way that the trades are separated as much as possible (mechanics in a mechanical 

section, the same for electricians etc.). Even though the current tendency in modem 

industry is to set up multi-skilled teams, the authors consider that this is not yet opportune 

for most developing countries. This sut:>ject will be dealt with further in chapter V. 

Maintenance activities should be split up into preventive and corrective 

maintenance. Job descriptions should be defined accordingly. In medium or large-size 

factories, this resi.Jlts in one (or several) team(s) working a normal day and carrying out 
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preventive tasks exclusively. As to the team(s) in shift, they should take care of breakdowns 

and minor repairs. The latter case is only relevant when the factory is working around the 

clock. For a factory which only works eight hours a day, the above teams in shift will do the 

normal timetable, but will still be in charge of corrective maintenance exclusively. 

Logistic supports should be centralized : central workshop, spare parts store, 

planning office. Independent decentralization in the r •. •ction areas should be avoided 

especially for small plants. For bigger plants, the setting-up of communication links 

between each of the above services in the main production area could be helpful, 

particularly for the planning office. Nevertheless workshops in this case should only be 

equipped with basic equipment, as it would not be efficient to have a double set of 

equipment from the central workshop located in the production area. 

(c) Basic organization charts 

c.1. First stage 

The simplest organization chart (first stage) for a maintenance department is 

composed of five boxes which correspond to the five principal functions mentioned above. 

It is presented below. 

MM 

PL 

INT ST 

~ : Maintenance management 
PL : Planning 
ll'IT' : Interventions 
ST : Stores for spare parts 
WS : Wori<shop 

ws 

This organization chart contains the following functions : 

(a) MM : maintenance management, responsible for technical and 

administrative management. This particularly concerns the supervision of 
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various tasks. the establishing of a budget, the follow-up of expenditure, the 
interpretation of technical failures. the instructions for maintenance 

programmes, the recruitment of personnet, taking part in the board meetings 

and advice in the field of renewal and purchasing of equipment; 

(b) PL : planning, responsible for methods (preventive programmes, work 

preparation), work planning (programming - scheduling) as wen as for the 

technical documentation. This function will also be in c.'large of the choice of 

parts to be stored and their administration; 

(c) INT : shop-floor interventions, responsible for all mechanical, electrical and 

other interventions, and for preventive as well as corrective maintenance; 

(d) ST : spare parts storing, responsible for stockkeeping of spare parts 

(registration, filing, conservation, storage) and issuing; 

(e) WS : mechanical and electrical repair, responsible for minor welding jobs, 

metalwork and small electrical repairs. 

In fact. for very small factories these functions could actually be carried out by one 

person (e.g. a plant with a total workforce of 10) or by 4 or 5 people for larger ones (e.g. 

total workforce 20 to 30). For still larger factories (workforce 50 to 100) maintenance 

departments will have a staff of 10 to 20 people. 

This organization chart could progress (for small factories) towards the following 

chart: 

PL 

SPMS 

MT REP 

PREY <XIRA 

... .. --~ CG¥I Cowtie11lrem~ 

Sfal ,..._ SPMS 5-1*9 .....,__,, 
pt Pwwlo MO•ar" 
L'll __. .... ws WOlll-
MEC 

_...,. 
"" --El.fCMfSTR c_,_,,,.._, ~ ~ 

~ Pr••AiemMW~ IW:P R..-
m T-
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The same functions as in the previous organization chart are found here, but with 

some developments, as follows : 

(a) INT has been split up into two subfunctions, one mechanic (MEC), the other 

electricity and instrumentation (ELEcnNSTR). Moreover, the mechanical 

function is composed of two : one for preventive work (PREV), the other for 

breakdowns and minor repairs (CORR); 

(b) the workshop (WS) has been reinforced by the following subfunctions : MT 

(machine-tools), REP (mechanical and electrical repairs) and a small store 

for raw material and tools (TST). 

This case involves a factory workforce of 80 to 130 and a maintenance department 

staff of 20 to 25. 

Examples of detailed manning tables for the above organization charts are given 

in section 3.3 below. 

c.2. Second stage 

A second stage in the design of organization charts concerns a larger factory with 
one production area working eight hours a day. The preceding organization charts could 

evolve as follows : 

MM 

CMPO SECR 

SPMS 

UTIL 

.... .,_.......,,,,.,,__ 
"" 

..___ 
SECA - ""' - .. CY'() C-el-~olla REP .... 
MS -- - ......................... 
ElllNS 

, __ .... ......,. --INT ·- QM a.--- --. UTIL u-
EWS c_._,.,, <WI o..,. 
PREY 

, __ 
CIV C"'11-

CClfl c ........ __ 
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The maintenance department is composed of the previous functions, resulting in 

four line services (MS - ES - SPMS - GM) and one staff section (CMPO). The various 

functions put forward in the preceding organization charts appear again, but for certain 

amongst them the implementing services have been adapted slightly. 

This is the case with the mechanical and electrical functions which have now 

grouped together not only the interventions but their respective workshops (MWS : 

mechanical workshop/EWS : electrical workshop). In other words, the mechanical and 

electrical functions are big enough to host their own workshops. On the contrary. a central 

workshop would probably be too small to exist as a separate service. 

A new service has been added : GM (General maintenance). This service is 

responsible for the exploitation of utilities (production and distri~ution of energy and fluids), 

maintenance of rolling stock (GAR : garage) and civil works (CW). 

As can be seen in sec1ion 3.3 below, an organization chart of this size is 

applicable for a factory workforce approaching 200 and a maintenance workforce of 

approximately 40 to 50. 

If a plant has a lot of control, regulation or automation equipment it is wise to create 

a separate service ·1nstrumentation·(1NS). Moreover, in the case of a plant with mechanical 

and electrical equipment which necessitates a continuous follow-up (for instance, plants 

with a high breakdown cost such as a power plant), creating a heavy workload on the two 

services, then it would be wise to group the workshops MWS and EWS into a CWS (central 

workshop). The organization chart below shows the possible organization for such a case. 

CMPC 

PAEV. CCffl 

~ : Maintenance manaeeme111 
CMPC : Central maan1enanee piannong omce 
SECR : Se<nlallal 
MS : Mec:tlanoc:al MMC8 

ES : Eieell'leal .....,ooe 
INS · 1n1rum9ftlalM111 lllt'llee 
CWS · eenn1 wo""11Gp 
SPMS . Spare Pl"• m.nagemenl and llONI 
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~ 
Pl 
PREV . 
CORA : 
LAS 
HT 
MWS 
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SECR 

EWS 

General maintenance 
PlaMang 
Prevenl!\18 malnl;anance 
Convciova m111n1a11ance 
Lal>OtalOt'f lor on1rumen1ahor• 
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Mr.llanoc:al wotkltlop 
Eleelnc.i worllahop 
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The function PL {programming - preparation - scheduling) has been decentralized 
as a staff function in each of the services concerned. Taking into consideration the amount 

of work the mechanical, electrical and instrumentation services have to do, the 

centralization of PL within the central maintenance planning office would not give the 

necessary flexibility. The central maintenance planning office will then mainly focus on 

methods, technical documentation and minor engineering work. 

The workforce and size of the factory for this organization chart are not so differer.t 

from the preceding one. Above all, it is the nature of the work and urgency of the 

interventions which justifies a more extensive organization chart. 

An example of a manning table for the above organization charts is given in 

section 3.3 below. 

c.3. Third stage 

A third stage in the design of maintenance organization charts applies to a factory 

with several production areas and working 24 hours a day. It is the most complete 

organization chart for a maintenance department. If considering the various services as 

functions, exactly the same ones are found as described above. Thus, even though this 

organization chart can be considered more or less as a standard one, it has to be adapted 
to each factory. Therefore, it can be used only as a guide, not as a master plan. 

MM 

CMPO SECR 

MS ES INS cws SPMS 

MY Maintenance management 
CMPO Central maintenance planning office 
MS Mechanical service 
ES Electrical service 
INS Instrumentation service 
CWS Central workshop 
SPMS Spare parts management and stores service 
CM General maintenance service 
SECR Secretariat 
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The above organization chart may be useful when discussing the various 

problems and activities of the maintenance department. It shows the principles c' an 

organizational structure for a maintenance department, but must not be -;onsiderej as an 

all purpose organization chart, which may be applied in any plant. 

The standard organization chart is composed of seven centralized services, each 

reporting to a service head : central maintenance planning office, mechanie&I service, 

electrical service, instrumentation service, the central workshops, spare parts management 

and stores, and general main~enance services. 

All the heads of services report to the maintenance manager. In large plants, some 

of the services may be decentralized in each production area (assigned maintenance), 

under the authority of the maintenance manager. This is especially the case for CMPO, MS 

and ES. 

Many alternatives of the standard organization chart are possible and may be 
justified in some cases. The chart represents a general organization for which the 

principles may be applied in any p!ant. 

The various services of the maintenance department 

For better understanding, the various services of a maintenance department are 

detailed hereafter, based on the last organization chart. For each service reference is made 

to a more detailed chart in appendices 1 to 6. 

1. Central maintenance planning office (CMPO) 

March 1d94 

The standard organization chart for the central maintenance planning office 

is shown in appendix 1. 

The maintenance methods section (MET) is composed of a centralized office 

with decentralized desks in the various production areas of the plant. 

The maintenance engineering and construction section (ENG) has a drawing 

office at its disposal and will deal with (apart from modifications and small 

extensions) updating drawings, the standardization of parts and machine~. in 

the plant and plant improvement studies. 

The tribology section (TRIS) will mainly be involved in the planning of 

greasing and oiling, the organization and the inspection of lubrication work. 

and with the selection of lubricants. Lubricators (greasers) should be 
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integrated into the preventive maintenance teams of the mechanical 

department. 

The maintenance management (MM) section takes charge of analysis of data 

for management and control of the cost of maintenance and of various 

stat~stics and data such as frequency and origin of breakdown. This section 

will calculate performance ratios and compile them into a steering table for 

the maintenance manager. 

The central documentation section will gather and administer all documents, 

drawings, instruction manuals, catalogues etc. regarding the plant and its 

equipment. 

To ensure a correct flow of documents, a copying section, equipped with 

photostating and other copying equipment is a necessity. This service is 

generally underestimated and neglected. 

2. Mechanical and electrical services (MS-ES) 

Appendix 2 shows the standard organization ct;art for the mechanical and 

electrical services (MS and ES). 

The mechanical and electrical services deal, principally, with 

troubleshooting, on-the-spot repair, supervision of the equipment ~nd the 

carrying-out of routine and preventive maintenance activities. They are 

responsible for the quality of work and for the activities of the craftsmen. To 

facilit&!e internal communications and to specialize the personnel in one or 

mom production areas, the electrical and mechanical services can be 

decentralized by assigning maintenance teams to the different production 

areas of the plant. i:ach maintenance team would be composed of two parts : 
the planning section (PL) (maintenance programming - job prepa1at!on -

scheduling) and the intervention teams (INn, which are split into a day crew 

for preventive work and three crews for corrective work working on eight-hour 

shift (SHIFT), thus giving a 24-hour cover. 

As has been seen before, centralizing of PL at the level of the central 

maintenance planning office can be justified in small or medium-sized plants. 

The function of "inspecting" the installations, which is frequently carried out 

by the maintenance methods technicians, can as easily be carried out by the 

foremen. This function seeks out causes of possible breakdowns before they 

actually occur and draws up a list of unscheduled work. This is carried out by 
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a programme of systematic inspection visits. Experience shows that 70 
percent of breakdowns could be avoided if the; visits were well organized. 

3. Instrumentation service (INS) 

Appendix 3 shows the standard organization chart for the instrumentation 

service {INS). 

The instrumentation service deals with the apparatus and equipment for 
control and regulation of the production process, as well as with all 

pneumatically and electronically controlled equipment including automation. 

The principles of decentralization and organization, as described for the 
mechanical and electrical services, are equally applicable in this case. 

Frequently the telecom-service, which deals with all telecommunication 
equipment of the plant, is part of the instrumentation service. 

INS also has a specialized workshop (LAB). 

4. Central maintenance workshops {CMWS) 

Appendix 4 shows the standard organization chart for the central 
maintenance workshops. This chart applies to a universal and completely 
integrated maintenance workshop. Small plants will have only some of the 

sections mentioned. 

Heavy and light machine tools are part of the metalworking section (MW) of 

the mech?.nical workshop {MWS). In some cases, there may be a large 
number of these ma:hines. 

All work concerned with metallic construction is part of ttie sheet 
metalworking (SMW), piping, welding and cutting section. A team of 

specialized welders (high pressure welders, welders of non-ferrous metals, 

etc.) is not always wr.uranted, but will depend on the frequency of work and of 

the possibility of subcontracting it. 

The foundry and the forge are an essentia! c:lement in the manufacturing of 
spareparts. Often subcontracting may replace such equipment, as it may also 
for other specialized shops su~h as gear-cutting, toolmaking, heat treatment, 

chrome-plating, metallization, diesel engines, pumps, vulcanizing, hydraulic 
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equipment, overhead traversing bridges, refractories and maintenance 

section for machine tools. 

The repair shops deal with important overhaulirig, as well as with repairs in 

the shop and on the spot. On-the -spot repair work should be avoided as 

much as possible. It is better to dismande the machine or subassembly in 

question and repair it in the central workshops. If repairs on the spot cannot 

be avoided, the crews of the central workshops should deal with them. 

The electrical workshop contains a rewinding section. In some cases a 

factory lighting section may be justified. 

A planning section in each sttop will deal with job planning and preparation. 

Intermediate and final checks will allow the quality and the rate of output of 

jobs carried out by the craftsmen to be controlled, and testing-benches 
{electrical, hydraulic, pneumatic etc.) will confirm the reliai.>ility of the 

manufactured or repaired parts. 

5. Spare parts management and stores service {SPMS) 

Appendix 5 shows the standard organization chart. 

A ·selection of spare parts• and "codification of specific part!.;• section will 

deal with the selection of all spare parts, which should be kept in stock to 

assure a normal operation of the plant. At the same time this section will deal 

with the codification of the safety parts {subassemblies or parts which are 

subject to very little wear, but which have a critical importance for the 

operation of the equipment) and of specific parts (parts for one well-specified 

machin/3 or equipment, and thus of one well-specified manufacturer). 

The "codification of standard parts• section will deal with the codification and 

the designation of standard parts and of all maintenance materials. 

The •standardization• section deals with the standardization and 

interchangeability of parts with a high turnover. This is the basis for an 

economical management of these parts, since it will limit the numbar of stock 

items, eliminating equivalent or identical parts. 

The "stock management" section deals with the proper administration of 

stock. The section has at its disposal a Stock Control Card on which all the 
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information for sound management is written down. This will enable the 
purchase of parts or material according to one of the existing types of stock 

management. 

Common parts and articles are stored in a central store, which may possibly 

have some decentralized buffer stores in different areas of the plant. It is the 

central store which will receive the parts, distribute them and keep the parts 
and articles in stock. 

6. General maintenance (GM) 

Appendix 6 shows the standard organization chart. 

General maintenance normally has its own teams for operating and 
maintaining the factory utilities (equipment for production and distribution of 

energy and fluids such as electricity, air, water, gas, steam etc.). In some 
large plants, utilities (UTIL) can be separated from the maintenance 

department due to their size. 

The •maintenance of rolling stock• section (MRS) will have at its disposal its 

own maintenance infrastructure (garage, store etc.). 

The maintenance of the buildings and infrastructure (BM) is done by a 
speciai section, whicil has masons, electricians, plumbers, carpenters, 

painters, etc. 

The •materials handling• section (MHAN) has crane drivers, drivers for light 

and heavy vehicles, drivers for lifting equipment etc. 

Maintenance of tracks, roads and sewerages is done by a specialized 

section. 

c.4. Fourth stage 

Finally, in a fourth stage an application of the above organization chart for a 
medium-sized plant (actual workforce of 900) is given below. The organization chart is 

composed ">f four lint services and une staff service. The mechanical workshop and the 

electrical workshop (EWS) - although geographically in one building - are from the 

organization point of view assigned to the mechanical and to the electrical service. The 

manning table for this example is given in chapter Ill, section 3.3. 
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The above organization charts concern a centralized maintenance department. 
The reasons for a centralized structure have been listed previously. Nevertheless, the 

organization charts of a decentralized structure and of a mixed structure have been 

included in appendices 7 and 8. In addition, and for reasons of comparison, two 
alternatives of a centralized structure for the same type of plant have been included in 

appendix 9. 

As to the latter, the first alternative has assigned maintenance teams in the 

production area for each service (MS and ES); the INS is centralized but could - for bigger 

plants • be assigned to the production areas. The second alternative has maintenance 
heads for each production area dealing with MS, ES, INS and the related PL. These 
maintenance heads depend on the maintenance manager. 
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3.3. Staffing 

3.3.1. Manning tables 

There is no particular standard which allows for the establishing of manning tables 
for maintenance. It is difficult, if not impossible, to compare maintenance services in 

different companies, even if they are similar in type. There are many factors which affect the 
basis for comparison induding : 

(a) 

installati,,ns; 

{b) 

(c) 
(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

(j) 

personnel. 

The complexity, the degree of automation and the diversity of production 

The diversity of production processes; 
Age and physical condition of the factory; 
Size of the factory; 

The organization of maintenance service, work methods and crtw1 output; 

The degree of preventive and corrective maintenance; 

Climatic influences; 

The degree of computerization in maintenance; 
The degree of subcontracting of maintenance work; 
The qualifications of the workforce and the value of the supervisory 

Thus great care must be exercised when comparing manning tables for 

maintenance. There are intematior.al statistics which indicate , in average figures, the 

mawenance workforce relative to the total workforce of a factory in each indust!}'. 

These figures have been substantiated in the table below by the results of 

approximately 500 audits in developing countries. They represent average figures which 

have been established accord;ng to stated needs. They cannot be considered as absolute 

objectives, and are given for purely indicative purposes. They can change in a very 

impo1tant way, depending on the above factors. Introduction of more automation, for 
instance, will increase the figures of the maintenance workforce compared to the total 
workforce. 

The introduction of new technology will also increase the percentage of engineers, 

and in this case part of them will become direct personnel (needed for complex 

intervention work). 
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Maintenance workforce I 
Industry (percentage) total workforce 

Food 18 
Textiles 12 
Skins and leather 1 O 
Chemical industries 30 
Building materials 15 
Steel 22 
MetaDurgy and electromechanical 
construction 1 8 
Cork 2'1d wood 1 0 
Paper 12 
Ot~er 12 
8ectricity and gas 60 

Average weighted figure 22 

Source : OGS INTERNATIONAL 

The distribution between engineers (cadres), supervisors and workers in the 

maintenance department can also vary depending on each company. 

Nevertheless, the di.>tribution below has produced good results in developing 

countries: 

Group 

1 . lndjrect personnel 
Engineers (cadres) 
Supervisors + technicians 

2. Direct personnel 
Qualified workers 
Unskilled workers 

Sourc_.\: DGS INTERNATIONAL 

Distribution 

1.1 to 5 
7.9 to 18 

55 to 59.1 
28 to 31.9 

In general, indirect personnel will represent 12 to 25 percent of the total 

maintenance workforce, depending on the size and nature of the work. 

Referring to the organizaticn charts, discussed in section 3.2 above in four steps, 

imaginary manning tables for some of the charts are given below as cm example. 

The charts discussed under stage 1 concern small factories of which the total 

workforce is as follows : 
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{a) Plants with workforce of 1 O; 
{b) Plants with workforce of 20 to 30; 
(c) Plants with workforce of 50 to 100; 
(d) Plants with workforce of 80 to 130. 

Examples of manning tables for some of the cases discussed are presented 
below. 

1. First stage 

TOTAL 
WOACFCACE 

SERVICE/ 
SECTION 

MM 

Pl 

NT 

ST 

ws 

Totll 

T 
FM 
aN 
SW 
w 
x 
~ 
PL 
INT 
ST 
ws 

March 1994 

... 
1 

x 

x 

x 

x 

1 

10 20T030 SOTO ICll 

TOTAL FM OW'l °"" SW T- T ... CMQ ClWI SW OW'l SW SW w 
MEC ELEC MEC MEC MEC ELEC ELEC 

1 1 1 1 

x x x x 
I 

x 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 

x x 1 1 x 2 

x x x 1 1 

1 1 1 1 1 " 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 

Table 1 a. Three examples for the first chart of the first stage 

Technician 
Foreman 
Qualified worker (level 1. 2 ar d 3) 
Specialized worker 
Welder 
Function executed by the same person 

Maintenance management 
Planning 
Interventions 
Stores 
Workshop 

T-

1 

x 

s 

2 

2 

1U 
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SERVCEI ENG SECR T FU OW3 aN2. SN QW3 SN LO w AW TOlal 

SECTION MEC MEC tiEC El£C El£C 

..... 1 1 

SECR 1 1 

OPl 1 1 
NT 1 1 

UEC 1 1 

PfEV x 2 2 
com x 2 1 3 

ELECT JWSTR. 2 1 3 

SPMS x 2 1 1 4 
ws 1 1 

TST x x 
UT 1 1 
tllN 1 1 2 
FEP 2 1 3 

Tolal 1 1 1 1 2 8 3 2 2 1 1 1 24 

Table 1 b. Example for the second chart of the first stage 

ENG 
SECR 
T 
FM 
CNI 
SW 
LO 
w 
AW 

~ 
PL 
INT 
MEC 
PREV 
CORR 
ELECT./INSTR. 
SPMS 
WS 
TST 
MT 
MN 
REP 

Engineer 
Secretary 
Technician 
Foreman 
Qualified worker {level 1 , 2 and 3) 
Spec.ialized worker 
Lathe operator 
Welder 
Aid-welder {help'!lr) 

Maintenance management 
Planning 
Interventions 
Mechanics 
Preventive maintenance 
Corrective maintenance 
Electricians I instrumentists 
Spare parts management £.nd stores 
Workshop 
Toolstore 
Machir.e·tools 
Me:alworking 
Repair 

2. Second stage 

The charts discussed under stage 2 concern larger factories of which the 

workforce approaches 200. The following manning table relates to the first chart presented 

under this heading : 
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3. Third and fourth stage 

As the standard chart presented under stage 3 relates to all types and sizes of 
plants, supplying manning tables would not make sense. Instead, a manning table for the 
plant presented under stage 4 is given (see appendix 10). 

3.3.2. Subcontracting 

In industrialized countries, subcontracting of maintenance activities is often 
recommended for the following reasons : 

(a) To decrease the company workforce, while focusing for on upgrading 
qualifications; 

(b) To deal with the increasing complexity of production systems with a high 

variety of technologies. 

Western companies are often inclined to call in subcontracting based on 

strategical, social, economic or other reasons, such as : 

(a) The fact that firing personnel is expensive; 
(b) Restricted time-lines for work execution; 
(c) Lower productivity when the personnel is underoccupied; 
(d) Higher motivation of personn~I when there is higher demand for 

technological knowledge; 
(e) Better mastering of variable costs; 

(f) The anufacturers' guarantee on the equipment; 

(g) Regular inspection controls by accredited organizations. 

In developing countries, the problem of subcontracting is more complex. 

First it depends on the local infrastructure around the plant. Are there workshops at 
a reasonable distance which can overhaul diesel engines, grind crankshafts, cut gears, 
execute surface treatment etc.? This will define whether an important investment is to be 

made in the workshop or if all machine-tooling or specialized work can be subcontracted. 

Secondly, subcontracting of maintenance work with a high standard of complexity 

will be done currently instead of investing in expensive training of highly qualified 

pP.rsonnel. 
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Often companies in developing countries take into account a socio-economic 

efficiency rather than a financial efficiency by creating jobs, even though their personnel is 

not fully occupied. 

In most cases subcontracting of specialized maintenance work to local companies 

is not possible because of poor standards of quality. Companies in developing countries 

are quicker to call for specialized services on the equipment manufacturer or on 

specialized technical assistance. 

The fields in which subcontracting is justified in most developinJ countries are : 

(a) Maintenance of specific machines (either through after-sales service or 

through technical assistance) : turbines, laboratory equipment, computers, photocopiers 

etc.; 

(b) Intervention with a high complexity : computer numerical control machines, 

complex automatization etc.; 

(c) Spare parts manufacturing and reclaiming; 

(d) When specialized and very expensive equipment is needed; 

(e) Major work: overhauls, repairs, modernization or small extensions (when a 

substantial workforce is involved in a limited period); 

(f) Regular (official) inspections. 

3.4. Data collection and information flow (maintenance management 
information system - MMIS) 

3.4.1. Maintenance data 

The data which the maintenance department will require in order to carry out its 

job efficiently are of various types : 

(a) Basic data regarding written procedures on the internal relations and 

organization of the maintenance department; 

(b) Detailed inventory of machines, apparatus, installations, including technical 

characteristics; 

(c) Technical data contained in the technical documentation; 

(d) Instructions and information regarding job execution; 

(e) Historical data on machines; 

(f) Information regarding spare parts; 

(g) Necessary data for cost control and maintenance management. 
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In order to avoid incoherence and discontinuity of work due to turnover of 
personnel, it is necessary to record all instructions regarding the organization, work 

methods, information systemc;, etc. By keeping written records, poor aptJlication of verbal 

instructions can be avoided. These concern mainly : 

(a) The organization chart of the maintenance department; 

(b) The description of functions and related job descriptions; 
(c) The interdependencies between the various sections of the maintenance 

department and internal procedures; 
(d) The interdependencies between the maintenance department and the other 

departments of the plant, including related procedures; 

(e) External relations with the subcontractors; 

(f) The internal and external information systems of the maintenance 

department; 

(g) Maintenance methods, in particular preventive maintenance, lubrication, set-

up of machine files and !!'aintenancP. planning; 

(h) Coding, storage and management of spare parts; 

(i) Training of maintenance personnel; 

(j) Plant safety and hygiene. 

A complete inventory of all items to be maintained, with an indication of their 

locatior. and main characteristics, is the starting point for maintenance strategy and 
planning. 

The technical documentation contains all the drawings and documents which are 
or have been necessary for the design and construction of the plant, as well as for the 

sound operation of the equipment. It contains all the information regarding operation, 

maintenance or possible future extension of the plant. 

The information regarding maintenance job execution concerns : 

The job request; (a) 
(b) Gathering all the supports for job preparation, including work specifications 

The job-order; 

The work planning (maintenance programming and scheduling); 

(work study); 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) The feedback of information to the various sections (methods, stock 

management, acco1mtancy, machine files). 

The data regarding the history of machines are collected on a history record card 
after each maintenance intervention on the machine, and also during the operation of th'! 
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machine. These data fonn the basis for the cost and productivity analyses of the machine, 
on the one hand, and for the preventive maintenance programmes as well as the 

preparation of capital overhaul~. on the other hand. The history data concern essentially 

the following information : 

(a) The reason for the intervention \type and cause of failure or other reasons); 
(b) The type of intervention; 
(c) The frequency of intervention; 

(d) The parts replaced; 

(e) The time to repair (shut down time); 
(f) The operating hours of the machine. 

The documents regarding spare parts constitute, together with the technical 
docurrentation, the main infonnation support between the purchasing department, the 
spare-parts store and the user. These documents concern the codification of the parts, the 

spare parts management, procurement/reordering and stock movement 

The data which are required for cost control and maintenance management, 
should permit the calculation of the cost for each maintenance job. This cost should include 
the following components : labour, materials, subcontracting services (internal and 
external) an1 overheads. 

The labour cost covers the actual wages paid to the personnel, as well as 
incentives and social advantages. 

The material cost contains all charges for spare parts, raw materials and other 
maintenance materials. 

The external subcontracting services may concern the carrying-out of an actual 

maintenance job, or the payment of technical assistance or part-time personnel. Internal 

subcontracting occurs when the maintenance department receives services from other 
departments of the plant. 

The maintenance overheads concern in the first place the charges for rent (i.e. 
occupied surface, energy), as well as the depreciation of the machines used by the 

maintenance departnf'~ .t, insurance and other constituents of the operating costs of the 

department. 
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3.4.2. Data collecting forms 

Fonns are used to collect the necessary data for maintenance. They fonn the basis 

for further processing. Examples of basic forms are ouUined below. If a computerized 

maintenance management system is introduced, several of those fonns can be 

disregarded as data can be entered immediately into the computer. Nevertheless it should 

be emphasized that the introduction of a computerized system can only be efficient if a 

manual sys~em is functioning correctly. 

(a) Technical data concerning the equipment 

The machjne record card (appendix 11) is completed for a machine or a device 

and contains general information such as type of machine, manufacturer, supplier, 

inventory numbe,, year of manufacturing and technical characteristics. 

The motor card (appendix 12) for electric motors contains general information 

(type, make, drawing number etc.), physical and electrical characteristics and a list of main 

spare parts. 

work. 

(b) Instructions and information concerning job execution 

The job reauest (JR) (appendix 13) is used to express a request for maintenance 

The degree of urgency indicated on the JR should be considered as follows : 

A = very urgent : risk of standstill of a whole section or safety risks for 

personnel. The JR should be signed by a department head. 

B = urgent : risk of a breakdown of a machine or small risk for safety of 

personnel. The signature of a section head is requested on the JR. 

C = to be programmed : the execution of the work can be integrated into the 

work programme. Signature of the applicant responsible is sufficient. 

The programming register (appendix 14) is intended to register all JR and to follow 

up their status. 

The worts-file (appendix 15) contains the JR, drawings, technical notes, schemes 

and any other support or safety rules. 
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The job order (JO) {appendix 16) (also called work order (WO)) contains a 

summary of the work procedures and on the back the hours docked in by each craftsman. 

For complicated wol1\ a job preparation will be made on a work specification sheet. 

The wort soecificatjon sbeet \appendix 17) is intended for job preparation and is 
completed in case of a complicated job on the basis of a work stu1y. For repetitive work. a 

standard work specification sheet is made by the methods unit and is added to the job 

order. 

The majntenance card contains the instructions for preventive maintenance 

(appendix 18). It descr.bes what has to be done to which part of the machines. Furthennore 

it indicates the frequency and refers, if necessary, to more detailed instructions about how 

to do the job {Work specification &'ieet). On the back of the card a drawing or scheme 

indicates the subassemblies which are the subject of the intervention. Separate 

maintenance cards are made for mechanical, electrical and instrumentation equipment. 

A lubrication card (appendix 19) contains all instructions for oiling and greasing. 

The job reoort provides brief infonnation about the work done during each shift or 

day by the intervention crews (appendix 20). 

(c) Machine history data 

The history record card {appendix 21) provides all infonnation necessary for a 

summary of the ·ufe" of the machine. The main data contained in this card are : 

{a) Description of the work done and the parts replaced; 

{b) Shut--down time of the machine for maintenance interventions; 

(c) Running hours on a monthly basis. 

(d) Forms used for data collection concerning spare parts 

The spare parts list (appendix 22) contains the following main infonnation 

concerning spare parts to be stored : 

March 1994 

{a) Designation of parts; 

(b) Drawing number of manufa.:turer of machine or subassembly, 

including item number e;: spare part; 

(c) Manufacturer of the part, including reference for ordering; 
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(d) Unit price, weight, country of origin, custom code; 
(e) Delivery delay, estimated monthly consumption; 

(f) Initial provisioning. 

The j:;sujng sbeet (IS) (appen<flX 23) is used to request a spare part. 

The entering sheet (ES) (appendix 24) is completed when entering or returning 

parts in the store. 

A purcbase request (PR) (appendix 25) is used for purchase or reordering and for 

extemal manufacturing or repair. 

A designatio.1 card (DCD) (appendix 26) contains the list of parts belonging to a 

corresponding subgroup in the coding system. It is used to allocate a code number for new 

parts. 

A stock control card (SCC) centralizes all information concerning the •nfe• of a 

store item. A form which is based on the Kalamazo system can be found in appendix 27. 

The bin card (BC) (appendix 28) contains information concerning movement of 

parts and gives a constant indication of the state of tne inventory. It is stored in the bins of 
the spare parts. 

The inventory cbeck card (ICC) (appendix 29) is used to control the inventory and 

to update all data. 

The store catalogue (SC) (appendix 30) gives a listing of all parts stored in the 

compar.y. I~ is distributed to the job preparation sections and to the production department. 

3.4.3. Information flow 

The information flow should be designed so that job instructions are forwarded 

and all necessary data gathered. Furthermore the information circuit should allow for the 

evaluation of data intended both for the maintenance management and reordering of spare 

parts as well as for tile follow-up of machine history, the updating 'Jf maintenance 1nethods, 

the updating of maintenance programm~s. the preparation of year1y overhauls and the 

renewal of equipment. 
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(a) Information flow of a job execution 

Following is the explanation of the information flow for work execution. The circuit 

is shown in appendix 31. A job request (JR - appendix 13) is issued for every job except for 

the work foreseen in the preventive maintenance and lubrication programme or emergency 

work. The JR is sent to the programming unit of the section concerned which then registers 

the request (appendix 14). The programming unit opens a work file (appendix 15) which 

contains the JR, drawings, schemes and all other support and any existing infonnation on 

job instructions. The work file is transmitted to the preparation unit 

The preparation unit studies the need for a preparation or work specification sheet 

(appendix 17) and always issues a job order (JO - appendix 16). A work specification sheet 

is completed if necessary and is attached with the JO to the work file. The latter is returned 

to the programming unit for integration into the long-tenn planning (work programme -

appendix 32). On the basis of this long-tenn programme, the programming unit transmits 

the work file in due time to the work scheduling unit which sets up a workload programme 

for each crew (appendix 33). In the case of a preventive maintenance or lubrication job, the 

methods unit opens directly a work file on the basis of the preventive programme and 

planning, including JO and all necessary support. The unit transmits the work file to the 

work scheduling section which in tum integrates it in its workload planning. This planning 

is transmitted to the foreman in charge of execution who distributes the work to his crews. 

Emergencies are communicated by phone to the foreman who will issue a JO after job 

execution. 

In case of a job to be done by different sections (for instance mechanical, electrical 

and workshop) the job report is sent to the programming unit of the mechanical section 

which will coordinate and distribute secondary JRs to the various programming units of the 

secticns concerned. 

After job execution, the job order, completed with clocked hours per person, and 

the work file return to the programming unit. A copy of the job order is forwarded to the 

methods unit for evaluation. Another copy is sent to the accounting department. The 

evaluation of the JOs in the methods unit will result in an updating of the history sheet and 

possibly in an improvement of v1ork methods, an updating of the preventive maintenance 

programme etc. The data are evaluated further by the rr.ai'ltenance management unit. 

In appendix 31 a simplified data processing circuit for job execution is shown. In 

order to guarantee a good information flow up to the maintenance mana9er, the foreman or 

crew leader completes a job report at the end of each shift (appendix 20). This report is 

sent each day to the preparation unit which, after evaluation, transmits it to the 

maintenance manager. 
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(b) Information flow for spare parts 

The information system of spare parts consumption COt!trol and file 1.1pdating can 

best be explained by the study of data-processing circuits for spare parts. 

These circuits are : the circuit of purchase request and the circuit of movement 

sheets. 

The need to stoc!c a part is noted by the user on a purc.'1ase request (PR) for initial 

supply (appendix 25). After checking by the head of the requesting section or department 

the PR is sent to the spare parts management and stores service (SPMS) for checking and 

codification (registration on the designation card DCD - appendix 26). From now on these 

items have entered the spare parts management system. The completed PR is sent to the 
purchasing department and the ordering procedure is set in motion. 

Before being stored the delivered parts are checked both by the purchasing 

department and SPMS and if necessary by the requesting dspartment. These checks are 

essential to ascertain quality and correctness of the order. After checkina. an entering 

sheet (appendix 24} is issued by the storekeeper on which any discrepancy between the 

ordered quantity, received q11antity and entered quantity is noted. 

Stored items are entered in a store catalogue (appendix 30) toget1er with 

designation, code number and storage position. This catalogue is frequently updated by 

the SPMS and distributed to the various departments. Items required from the stt':-c are 

noted on an issuing sheet <IS - appendix 23). 

If a user orders too many parts for the actual needs of a certain job, they can be 

returned to the store by means of ar entering sheet on which "Return" is marked. 

Each item stored has a bin card (BC - appendix 28) placed in its bin, on which 

each movement lentry, issue, return) is mentioned by the storekeeper. This allows a 

continuous inventory of stock. which can be checked by the stock management section by 

means of an inventory check card (ICC - appendix 29). 

A copy of the movement sheets is sent to the stock managemMt section of SPMS 

where the data of ttiese sheets is entered on a stock control card (SCC - appendix 27). The 

stock situation (normal, reordering level, minimum stock, stock-out, PR in progress, order in 

progress, delay exceeded) is indicated on the cards by means of coloured clips. These 

cards are filed so that the coloured clips are viewed horizontally. This permits a rapid 

survey of the stock situation. In case the stock level moved ooiow the reordering level 

(which is defined for each store item depending on the monthly consumption, delivery 
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delay, price etc.) a PR is sent to the purchasing department for ordering. In appemfDC 34 a 

simplified data processing circuit for spare parts is presented. 

The system described above is very simple arid can be inplemented manually for 

up to 30,000 stock items. Nevertheless. experience has proven that with modem electronic 
data processing techniques (especially microcomputers) a computerized system is already 
efficient for 1,000 stock items. 

3.5. Maintenance planning 

3.5.1. Introduction 

The planning of maintenance work in general concerns daily maintenance. the 

repair schedule. preventive and design-out maintenance. periodic overhauls, planned 

replacements and the activities of the central workshops. 

Daily maintenance concerns cleaning of the equipment, routine maintenance (i.e. 

tuning. adjustment, alignment. greasing etc.) and the various checks to be made (abnormal 

heating ~nd sounds, vibrations, leaks, normal operation in general). The daily 

maintenance also concerns breakdown maintenance, i.e. unscheduled interventions which 

are often urgent. Emergency work should on the average not exceed 5 percent of the total 

workload of a well-run maintenance department. It should be stressed here that the 

maintenance department in industrial plants in most developing countries faces about 60 

to 70 percent of unscheduled work. A substantial reduction of these unscheduled 

interventions can be achieved by implementing a sound, planned maintenance system. 

The repair schedule consists of : 

(a) Repairs on site: repairs on the machine will take place when the defective 

sub-assembly cannot be transported into the workshop; 

(b) Repairs in the electromechanical workshop concern the repair oi i:iSSemblies 

or subassemblies, such as pumps, compressors, fans, electrical and pneumatical 

equioment, electromotors. 

Workload planning should be fixed by taking into account the .,riorities put forward 

by the production department. 

--------·----------' .. ,_ -'------..--
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The planning of design-out maintenance is in general a tong-range pl?.:ining, due 

to the fact that modification or extension work to the equipment require detailed preliminary 

studies. In practice these plans are made on the basis of the data received from the central 

maintenance planning office. 

As to the planning of preventive maintenance and lubrication (periodic and 

condition-based maintenance), a distinction should be made between activities with a high 

frequency (daily and weekly), which often interfere with the activities of routine 

maintenance, and activities with a low frequency. Activitir;S with a high frequency seldom 

require the shut-down of the machine, whereas interventions with a low frequency 

(monthly, three-monthly, half-yearly or yearly) involve more important work, so that it is 

generally necessary to stop the machine for some time (partial overhauls, exchange of 

parts, changing oil etc.). The planning of preventive maintenance and lubrication is found 

in the following sections. 

Periodic overhauls are planned on the basis !>f the manufacturer's instructions and 

on the analysis of the history of the machine; they generally take a long time. It may be 

interesting to plan these periodic machine overhauls at a period of the year of general 

plant shut-down. During this annual overhaul, any problems with the machines which have 

not been solved during the current year should be dealt with. The planning of an annual 

overhaul requires long and detailed preparation. Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that 

the principle of annual overhaul is not always ideal. Regular shut-down of a part of the 
installation (for example during week-ends) for overhaul or repair is a new trend in many 

factories. The planning of overhauls and major repairs is found in section 3.5.4 below. 

Planned replacements are necessary due to the wearing of parts or 

subassemblies after a certain time of operation. For instance, bearings, seals, sleeves, 

drive chains etc. are replaced systematically after a number of operating hours or 

according to condition-based parameters. The planning of these replacements is based on 

the history of the machine, on-site experience or on instructions of the manufacturer. The 

use of condition-based methods should be stressed. By monitoring the equipment, the 

intervals between replacements are increased, thus reducing the high cost of systematic 

replacement. A condition-based philosophy should be part of a maintenance strategy 

taking into account the risks which can be taken in relation to safety, reliability and quality 

(see section 3.1 ab~ve). 

The central workshop is concerned mainly with the repairs as mentioned above 

plus the manufacturing of spare parts or renovation of subassemblies and equiprr.ant. The 

planning o! this work will depend on the priorities of the production department and the 

availabili~ of skilled personnel as well as appropriate machinery. 
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In the following sections the planning of preventive mainter.ance and of lubrication 

will be discussed in detail. Their importance is vital for the availability and life cycle of the 

equipment. 

3.5.2. S:-lanning of preventive maintenance 

The preventive maintenance file contains all the information necessary for the 

execution of preventive maintenanrg work. This information concerns the work study (work 

specifications), the parts of the machine to be inspected, as well as the job planning, 

inspection schedules and check-lists. 

A distinction is made between the following types of information : 

(a) Job instructions : the preventive maintenance card; 

(b) Programming of preventive maintenance : work programming; 

(c) Scheduling of preventive maintenance jobs : workload planning; 

(d) Inspection of the work. 

Preventive maintenance job instructions contain the detailed operations to be 
carried out on the machine and the rules which should be respected during interventions. 

These instructions are written on the preventive maintenance card which is in fact a 

maintenance programme (appendix 18). It contains the most important information on 

preventive maintenance. The card is made by the methods unit (MEn. The instructions 

entered on the card are ba~a:1 on the technical documentation from the manufacturer and 

on experience. Certain instructions will require more detailed information regarding work 

specification and procedures. In this case, it will be necessary to refer to the documentation 

or to prepare the job in detail on a work specification sheet (appendix 17). Check-lists can 

be used to facilitate the inspections. An inspection report is made after each visit. 

The implementation of the preventive maintenance card is done by separating the 

preventive work into mechanical, electrical and instrumentation work. A card is made for 

each machine, assembly or subassembly. The instructions are given for each periodicity, 

starting with the highest one. These instructions should be clear, precise and in simple 

lanJuage. 

Based on the preventive maintenance programme per machine, detailed planning 

will be done for all the machines. This preventive maintenance planning will take into 

consideration the time which is ne~ssary to carry out all the jobs for each subassembly 

indicated in the programme. It will also consider the periodicity of the interventions. For 

coordination and practical purposes, the plan will make a distinction between the 
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preventive mechanical maintenance and tht! preventive electrical maintenance, and will 

contain also the planning for lubrication. This lubrication planning should be added to the 

mechanical planning because in most cases, the lubrication job is done at the same time. 

Regarding the scheduling of preventive maintenance, reference is made to section 

3.4 above, in which the information flow for the execution of maintenance work is 

explained. In this case, the information flow is not basically different from any other 

maintenance job, but a distinction is made between high and low frequency jobs. 

For high-frequency work (periodicity less than 2 weeks) the scheduling officer will 

automaticaUy indude the jobs in the workload planning (appendix 33) of the intervention 

section. The list of jobs and their periodicity is only set up once by the methods unit (central 

maintenance planning office). Copies of the preventive maintenance cards which contain 

the work instructions and specifications are lodged with the foreman of the intervention 

section. 

For scheduling the jobs, the scheduling officer sends a JO to the foreman in 

charge with an indication of all relevant preventive maintenance cards/tasks. 

After the job has been done and inspected, the completed JO will be returned to 

the foreman and will then follow the normal circuit as described in section 3.4 above. 

Regarding the low-frequency work (periodicity more than 2 week~) the 

maintenance methods unit (MET) will make a JO in conformity with the preventive 

maintenance planning, will add the corresponding preventive maintenance cards, and will 

send the whole file to the programm:ng section. The programming officer opens a work file 

(appendix 15) and includes all relevant information. The work file is forwarded to the 

scheduling officer who transmits it to the foreman of the respective intervention section, 

according to the workload planning. Execution and further processing of data is done 

according to the normal circuit. 

After preventive maintenance work has been carried out, the craftsman will make a 

job report (appendix 20). 

Inspections are included in the foreman's workload planning v.· are done by 

inspectors from the CMPO or PL section. An inspection report is made after each 

inspection. This report is a form which should already contain all the predetermined 

checkpoints (type .::.r check-list where the items have to be ucked). 
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3.5.3. Planning of lubrication 

The lubrication file contains all the information necessary for canying out 
lubrication. This information concerns work SJ)£:Cffications and lubricating points, as well as 
planning and inspection of the work. 

A distirtction should be made between the following elements : 

(a) Work instructions : the lubrication card; 
(b) lubrication planning : work programming; 
(c) The lubrication workload schedule : workload planning. 

The lubrication card (appendix 19) contains the following infonnation : 

(a) The designation of the machine; 
{b) the designation of the subassembly; 
(c) The lubrication points; 
(d) The method of intervention; 
(e} Tue periodicity; 
(f) The lubricant which should be used. 

Lubrication planning is done for lubrication which exceeds two weeks. It is based 
on the lubrication prograrrme an::! is in line with the preventive maintenance planning, 
because most lubrication activities which exceed two weet<s coincide with those of periodic 
maintenance. 

As to the information flow in relation to lubrication work, reference is also made to 
section 3.4 above, in which the information flow concerning the maintenance work 
execution is explained. 

For lubrication activities with high frequency (periodicity less than two weeks), the 
scheduling officer will indude them automatically in the workload planning of the greasers 
(mechanical crew). This planning is only made once in cooperation with the methods unit 
of the CMPO. A copy of the lubrication card is lodged with the foreman of the mechanical 
intervention crew concerned. The greasers themselves receive the work Instructions from 
the foreman Who makes a combined job order for the jobs to be carried out during the da)'. 
This JO follows the normal routing as explained in section 3.4. 

For lubrication activities with low frequency, the maintenance methods unit (MET} 
makes a JO, according to the lubrication planning. The appropriate lubrication cards are 
adc4ed and the whole file is sent consecutively to the programming officer and the 
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scheduling officer who Includes the work in the workload planning accordng to the classic 

scheme as explained in section 3.4 above. 

3.5.4. Planning ot overhauls end major repairs 

(a) lntrociJG1ion 

The various operations which are necessary for the implementation of 

maintenance work can consist at a number of complex tasks. This is especially the case for 

overhauls and major repairs. 

These tasks must be carried out respecting a certain sequence and 

interdependence. This means that certain tasks are consecutive, others can be done at tt.e 
same time. 

Several methods exist for the planning of overhauls and repairs. One of them is 

the programme evaluation and review technique (PERn which is explained ir. more detail 

below. The method is based on the calculation of the critical path of all tasks to be 

executed. The method can be implemented very easily today by using existing 

microcomputer programmes. 

(b) Implementation of the PERT method 

To set up PERT planning, the following steps should be taken : 

(a) Identification and breakdown of the various tasks : listing of all the tasks to be 

accomplished between the shut-down of the machine/installation and the 

restarting. This step is an important one, and for major overhauls several 

woik sessions are needed; 

(b) Estimating the time needed to execute the various tasks and estimating costs 

: this is carried out on the basis of the above list of tasks. Manpower can also 

be estimated, resulting in a workload and cost forecast for each task; 

(c) Definition of the s~quence for execution : the order of execution must be 
defined in a logical way, taking into account that some tasks must be done 

consecutively and others simultaneously; 
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( d) Definition of the interdependence of certain tasks : this means that the tasks 

which cannot be started before others are finished must be indicated; 

(e) Set-up of the graph : in order to visualize the execution sequence and 

interdependence of certain tasks, a graph should be drawn up. Each task on 

the graph is represented by a number. Consecutive tasks are linked by a 

continuous line. Interdependence is shown by an interrupted line between 

two tasks. The time needed to execute a task is written on the line connecting 

the two consecutive tasks. Interrupted lines have a zero duration; 

(f) Calculation of the ear1iest and latest start, of the ear1iest ar.d latest finish, and 

of the resulting margin of each task : the ear1iest start corresponds to the 

follow-up of successive tasks; the latest start corresponds to a follow-up of 

simultaneous and/or successive tasks taking into account that the next task 

should not be delayed; the resulting margins are obtained by making the 

difference between the latest start and the ear1iest start; 

(g) Definition of the critical path : the tasks for which the total margin is zero are 

on the critical path. This means that each delay for these tasks will result in a 

delay for the whole work. Consequently these tasks should be supervised 

very thoroughly to avoid any delay in the execution. 

3.5.5. Work programming and scheduling 

(a) Programming 

The programming function as mentioned in chapter II is responsible for making 

available the human and material resources needed to carry out a work programme : 

drawings and technical documentation; spare parts and supplies; tools; measuring 

instruments; machines, machine-tools, accessories and miscellaneous devices; transport 

and lifting equipment and manpower. 

The programming function is thus responsible for the definition and editing of the 

work programme. Consequently it has a mid- and long-tenn planning mission. 

Th!s function is carried out by the programming officer in the planning section. This 

function concerns the management of the job orders and plays an important role in the 

work execution process. 
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An example of a work programme is shown in appendix 32. This planning can be 

presented on a larger SCAie if necessary, or can be introduced in a computerized system. 

In order to follow up the various work orders more easily and to have a survey of 

the job request s:tuation, a programming register (appendix 14) is kept in which is noted 

each JR and its follow-up. This register shows, at any moment, the exact status of the JR 

and its execution progress. 

(b) Work scheduling 

The job scheduling function has a short-term planning function as explained in 

chapter II. It is in fact the planning function which is the closest to execution : it is 

responsible for the work distribution according to a plan (workload planning), which is 

established taking into consideration the workload of the teams and machines. It shows the 

necessity for the efficient utilization of manpower ar.d equir>ment. 

The job scheduling should take into account a buffer for unforeseen work, 

emergencies or delayed jobs. The job scheduling is done by a scheduling officer of the 

planning section who is also in charge of the follow-up of work in progress. Therefore ad 

hoc controls will be done during execution. If necessary, appropriate measures will be 

taken to update the planning or to re-schedule works. 

In order to fulfil this task, workload planning (appendix 33) is d0t1e. Such planning 

is represented in this Manual on an A4 format, but can be made on a bigger form if 

necessary or introduced into the computer for easier access. The JOs in progress are 

represented by thick lines, the length of which represents the duration of the different work 

phases (for workshop) or of the job (for interventions). 

If necessary, this monthly planning can be split into weekly plannings. 

3.6. Computer-aided maintenance· 

3.6.1. Introduction 

Efficient and effective maintenance above all requires a structured organization, as 

already discussed in this Manual. Once this is in place, further improvement can be 

obtained by computerization. 

• Contribution by Dirk Oeceuninck. 
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Efficiency wtll be improved by the computer in reducing administration, replacing 

manual data processing, and better communication. Quick and easy access to operational 

and technical data will make maintenance interventions more efficient. but also more 

effective because the information, if found quickly, wil help in analysing and deciding upon 

the most suitable intervention. Finally, at management level, where strategies and targets 
are set. the availability of the right management information to monitor perfonnance 2"'d the 

possibility of analysing in further detail the underlying reasons for good or bad performance 

will improve the overall effectiveness of the maintenance operation. 

In section 3.6.2, the different functions which can be computerized in maintenance 

are explained. It will quickly become dear that near1y all functions of a maintenance 

department can be computerized, and that every organization will have to choose 

selectively those which show the most room for improvement. In this section, for better 

understanding, some topics which have already been discussed will be repeated in a 

summarized form. 

In section 3.6.3 the different phases in implementing a computerized maintenance 

system are discussed. 

In section 3.6.4, condition monitoring with real-time data collection and analysis is 

dealt with. 

Finally, section 3.6.5 deals with the cost-benefit aspects sof a computerized 

maintenance system. 

3.6.2. What can be/should be computerized in a maintenance department 

3.6.2.1. Main aspects of comouterization 

Before discussing the main aspects of computerization, an overview is given 

below of the different fields which are part of the maintenance operation and which are 

subject to computerization. 

Job execution cycle 
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Registration of breakdowns of equipmenVrequests for interventions 

Long-term planning (work programming) 

Planned corrective interventions 

Preventive interventions 

Major repairs and overhauls 
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Job preparation 
Reservation of parts, tools 
Allocation of trades/staff to jobs 

Requests for availability of equipment 
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Short-term planning (scheduling) with analysis of availabi!ity of manpower, 
parts, tools, equipment 

PERT planning tor major repairs 
Printing of job cards 
Issue of parts, tools 
Monitoring of works in progress 
Reporting back 

Work executed 
Tmespent 
Machine down-time 

Signing off jobs as complete 

Soare oans cycle 

Reservation of parts 
Reordering of parts 

Reception o~ parts ordered/entering 
Issue of parts 
Stocktaking 

These fields deal with a large amount of data which are registered, communicated, 
consulted and treated in many different ways. In this data processing the computer can play 
an important role. 

Four aspects of computerization are discussed below. 

(a) Database 

First of all there is the database, which stores an enormous amount of data in a 
structured way in one central place. Data are entered only once at one place, and are 
available to anybody who wishes to consult the database. 
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The data in the database will be basic, operational and historical. 

(i) Egujpment database 

This is the structured description of all equipment maintained by the 

maintenance department. This database will hold : 

Basis data : identification, codification; basic details; technical details; bill of 
material; and structure, relations, dassifications. 

Operational data : which interventions are outstanding for the equipment 

Historical data : all data recorded on past interventions on equipment 

(ii) Parts database 

This is the description of all parts used by the maintenance department for 

maintenance intervention : 

Basic data : identification, codification, designation; basic details; technical 

details; where used (in which equipment); and stock infonnation. 

Operational data : which parts are reserved, on order etc. 

Historical data : parts consumption. 

(iii) personnel database 

Basic data : maintenance departments; trades; personnel. 

Operational data : outstanding work per department, trade, person. 

Historical data : history of work per department, trade, persoo. 

(iv) Maintenance database 
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Basic data : preventive maintenance schedules; standard maintenance 

instructions; picking lists of parts; drawings. 
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(b) Tra.r1sactions 

Secondly there are the transactions functions. These functions feed into the 
database the maintenance actions carried out (refer to the overview of actioos given 
earlier, from registration of breakdowns to signin.; off jobs as complete). 

Each of these transactions adds data to or updates data of the ~dintenance 

intervention. 

Part of the data can be used operationally : date and intervention are scheduled; 
parts reserved for the job. 

Part of the data win be used later as historical data : which interventions and when; 

cause/action taken; down time; and hours worked, parts used and costs. 

(c) Computer tools 

Thirdly, the computer can cany out a number of time-consuming data processing 

functions: 

{a) Automatic planning of preventive maintenance schedutes; 

{b) Analysis of manpower, spare parts, tools and equipment availability for 
scheduling; 

{c) Reservation and automatic reordering of parts; 

(d) PERT planning for major overhauls. 

(d) Query facilities 

Finally, there is the facility to select, retrieve a, 1d treat data from the database to 

obtain infonnation : 

(a) Basic data : equipment or parts with specific technical characteristics; 

equipment where a specific part is used. 

(b) Operational data : (i) Outstanding work 

By type of work, by priority 

By equipment, group of equipment, location 

By department, by trade etc. 
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(c) Historical data! : 

(ii} Par1S 
Reserved not yet issued 

On order not yet received 

(i) Analytical 

Previous interventions or. specif1C equi~ 

Similar problems on comparable machines 

(i) Management infonnation. Summary information 

which is based on the detailed data in the 

database is discussed here : 

Cost by equipment. groups of equipment, 

locatiOns, cost centres. 
Performance indicators - objectives and actual 
results: 

Percentage of downtime 

Mean time between failure (MTBF) 

The perfonnance indicators may be calculated and presented on management 

information screens (or print-outs} under the form of steering charts. These will indude 

targets, ranges and actual results. 

For each indicator it must be possible to go into further detail to analyse the 
under1ying data in a systematic way, for instance : 

(a) MTBF below target; 

(b) Evolution of MTBF over time; 

(c) Overview of maintenance intervention within time window; 

{d) Selection of specific interventions (recurring problem). 

Based on such an analysis, corrective action can be taken. 

It is in this area of retrieving data in a flexible way to obtain valuable information 

that recent software developments (relational databases) have opened up new horizons. 

3.6.2.2. Improvement jn efficiency and effectiveness 

(a) Efficiency 

The database where basic and operational data are stored, and are available to 

anybody who wishes to consult the database, will reduce administration significanUy. 
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This central database eliminates the need for multiple individual file systems for 

different people in the organization, and for multiple files with the same infonnation ordered 

and grouped in different ways. Retrieval of operational and technical data will be quicker 

and easier, as a computer system will allow many different ways of selecting the right data, 

which is often cumbersome or nearly impossible with a manual system. 

The computer tools can save a lot of time and administration. Also the fact that 

these functions can be carried out quickly and more frequently with up-to-date data will 

improve the efficiency of these operations. 

Finally the work involved in creating summarized management information wall be 

greatly •educed. 

(b) Effectiveness 

The fact that data can be ccnsulted easily and quickly will improve the availabtlity 

of the right infonnation needed to analyse and decide upon the most adequate action. 

It is in this area that c Jmputerization can have an enormous impact. When a break

down occurs, it may be extremely valuable to be able to quickly retrieve information about 

previous interventions or similar breakdowns on equipment of the same or comparable 

dass. Deciding the right intervention will have an effect not only on the cost, but also on the 
result of the intervention (down time of the machine, subsequent availability and reliability 

of the machine). 

The same holds true for ex-post analysis. As targets are set for machines, it must 

be feasible to monitor results against targets, and go into details at the level of the 

individual interventions to analyse the undertying reasons for good or bad performance. 

Based on this infonnation one should be able to take corrective action. 

(c) Conclusion 

From this explanation it shou'd be clear that improvement in efficiency and 

effectiveness will have an impact both on direct costs as well as on indirect costs (the 

"breakdown" cost). 

Reference is made again to this in section 3.6.5 below, where the cost-benefit 

aspect is discussed. 
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3.6.2.3. Summary 

Nearly all functions of a maintenance department can be computerized. Every 

organization wiU have to make a selective choice of those functions to see where there is 

the most room for improvement. 

As a general rule it can be said that the bigger the maintenance organization, the 

bigger the impact of a computer system. However.smailer organizations can also benefit 

from a computer system, but they Wlll have to be more selective. 

It will often pay to work sl Jwty, gradually adding new transactions, with more data, 
more tools and query facilities. lm~roving efficiency and effectiveness involves a lot of 

management time, and can only happen step by step. Computerization should support 

these steps. 

An example of this step-by-step approach is given below : 

(a) Once a coding structure for equipment and ~larts has been set up, a 

computer database will soon be interesting to consult the information and keep it up-to

date; 

(b) Registration of work carried out and parts used per item of equipment will 
give a more detailed picture of the total maintenance cost This cost can now be charged to 

each item of equipment; 

(c) selective registration of technical aspects (cause of failure, action taken, 

down time) for critical equipment will help in analysing this part of the maintenance 

operation; 

(d) Registration of the. requests for interventions, together with preventive 

maintenance schemes will give overviews of outstanding work and initial support for work 

programming and job scheduling; 

(e) A further step may be computer analysis of manpower, parts, tools and 

equipment availability; 

(f) Finally, a management information system (MIS) with performance indicators 

may be added. 
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3.6.3. The different steps in implementing a computerized maintenance 
management system 

3.6.3.1. Phased aporoach 

As with every computer project, different phases have to be followed in order to 

arrive at a successful implementation of a computerized maintenance management 

system. It is worth stressing again that maintenance must first of all be adequately 

structured and organized before it is computerized. The different phases of a 

computerization project are the following : 

(a) Scope of the project : 

(i) Objectives; 

(ii) Identification of what can and should be computerized; 

(iii) Feasibility, cost-benefit analysis, justification; 

(b) Functional specifications. First a general description should be given 
followed by a more detailed one of the functions to be computerized; 

(c} Technical specifications. A technical description of the functions with the 

corresponding data model should be given; 

(d) Programming; 

(e} Training; 

(f) Implementation. 

Two other phases determine the environment used to develop the system : the 

choice of software and the choice of hardware. 

Each of these phases starts with an objective, and ends with a report. These serve 

as an input and a time and effort estimate tor the following phases. 
Management can then monitor the progress of the project, and intervene after 

each phase (if necessary), when neYt agreements have to be made. Management thus 

avoids being dragged into a project where costs and implementation time far exceed the 
initial idea, or which has grown away from th9 initial objective. 
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(a) Scope of the project 

The most important phase is the first one, because it is then that what will be 

computerized is detennined. It has been pointed out that being selective in what should be 
computerized, by carefully weighing up the cost and benefits, is essential. It has also been 

indicated that progressive computerization in different steps along with improvements in 

the organization is strongly advisable, especially for small- and medium-scale enterprises. 

(b} Functional specification/technical specification/programming 

The way these phases are carried out will depend on whether it is decided to 

develop the system internally or to use or adapt an existing software package. 

1. Internal develooment 
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A great deal of attention should be given to the detailed functional 

specification. It is in this phase that what the computer should do is detennined 

in detail. aose cooperation and communication with the different people in the 

organization who know how they have to operate or would like to operate is 

essential in this phase. 

Once the functions are defined and described in detail, they have to be 

translated into a technical spec.ification, which involves the description and the 

structure of the data used (data mooel), the function itself (input, treatment, 

output), and the user intarface (in otiler words, the screens and the screen 

handling). In this last part, the user should be involved very closely. 

The next phase is the programming. This will take up the major part of the 

project time. As the user is involved in the very first stages of the project, it is 

important not to create illusions, and to inf arm him in a realistic way about 

expected delivery dates. A progressive step-by-step computerization is 

therefore advisable, but it is essential that the analysis is done at the global 

level to ensure future i:itegration of the different steps. 

The choice of hardware and software is in principle independent of the 

functional and technical specification, and can be determined in function of the 

hardware and software strategy of the company. 
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2. package 

A great number of software packages for computerized maintenance 
management are available on the market They range from small personal 
computer (PC) packages to big complex packages, are developed in different 
software languages, run on different hardware platforms, and cover certain 
ranges of the complete spectrum of maintenance functions that can be 

computerized. Moreover, the market of software packages is sbll increasing. 

Based on the general functional specification and other criteria (hardware, 
software language etc.), one (or more) software package(s) can be selected. 
The package can be used as a basis to compare the functions in it with what is 
needed. By so doing, the paci<age is used as a "vital• fur .iional and technical 
description of the maintenance functions to be computerized, and will 
concentrate on the differences as compared with the needs or on 
shortcomings of the package. 

The report of the detailed specification will be a •correspondence - non
correspondence• report. The technical specification report will be a description 
l')f changes to be made to the package. 

The choice of hardware and software will be determined by the package, and 
will therefore be an important factor regarding decision-making. 

As programming is now limited to modifications in the package. this phase will 
be significantly reduced in time. In many cases, this phase will be planned in 
parallel with the next phases, as these mostly can be carried out for a great 
part with the standard package. 

(c) Training I implementation 

Training is a very important phase of the project. Every user shc.•Jlrj know ~xactly 
what the functions do, how to use them, how information can be retneved. Training should 
go on after the system is live, as many questions only come up after the user has worked 
with the system for some period of time. 

The best results are obtained when one or two people in the organizatio:i are 
responsible for the application, and know ii inside out. They can train people in charge of 
the different aspects of the application, who can In tum train users of their unit. They wlll 
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deal with an questions from the various users. and evaluate possible further enhancements 
to the applications. 

It is also advisable that management be trained, although they may not be working 
with the system operationally. It is important that they fully support the introdudion of the 
system, that they understand the time needed to start up the system. and that they know 
what can and cannot be expected from it. 

A great deal of data input is needed before the system can become operational. 
Again, a selection of what is absolutely needed for start-up and what can be entered later is 
necessary. Also, a good coding structure and classification of equipment and parts is 
essential. 

Once the system is programmed, data are entered and the users are trained, the 
system can operate correctly. 

The manuai system may be abandoned right away, or after a short period in which 
both systems have run in parallel. 

3.6.3.2. eackage versus internal development 

The choice between these two approaches will very much depend on the scope of 
the projed, the computer resources within the company and the market. 

The following observations can be made : although every maintenance 
department is different, many operations will, functionally speaking, be similar. Software 
companies are therefore able to develop packages which can fuHil 70 percent, 80 pcrcer.t 
or possibly 90 percent of the functions to be computerized. 

If this is the case, then there is an important economic advantage in using a 
package and adapting it so that it can incorporate the remaining functions. 

An internal development for all fun~ions of a maintenance department can be 
estimated at least at five man-years of work over a period of two years. Adapting a package 
will be a matter of months. Market prices of packages augmented by the •adaptation cosr 
will in many cases be significantly lower than the Nintemal developmenr cost. 

Beside the savings on implementation time and development cost, there is a 
number of qualitative aspects which are important. Chances of a successful project are 
higher with a package which has been Implemented in a large number of companies. 
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Based on this experience, a package will have evolved and operates in a way that is 
d!fficult to achieve initially by an internal development. 

Software companies committed to their package will continue to develop it, and 
this will lead to new releases, new n.odules with extra functions. This will aliow a 
maintenance department to follow new developments in the software market. 

Also, user groups in maintenance departments using the same package can 
exchange experience and dis~ss or propose new developments. 

The advantages are dependent on the quality c ~ the packages available on the 
market, the degree of matching the required functions (7u to 90 percent) and the possibility 
of easily adapting the pack&ge, either internally or by the software company. 

In many cases, local support by the software company in training users and 
computer people or in programming is absolutely essential. 

An internal development may be preferred, when the adv&.'ltages of a package are 
less attractive, such as : small application; insufficient local !.upport for the package; 
difficulty in adapting the package; big or 1ery specific ctpplie:!tion, where a package does 
not cover sufficient functions. 

3.6.3.3. Chojce of software and hardware 

The choice of software and hardware is dependent on the overall strategy of the 
company. In terms of hardware, there is an evolution from one big central computer 
towards a number of low-cost departmental systems with dedicated applications. These 
departmental systems may be PCs, PC networks or minicomputers. 

The rea~on for this is the extremely fast development of ever-higher-performance 
and lower-cost computer processors and memory. This allows small low-cost computers to 
handle specific applications, which is more economical than one big system handling all 
applications. 

The disadvantage of this development is a more complex data and communication 
structure, as data are treated and stored on different systems and there must be 
communicat;on between them. 
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In terms of software, the most important development is the introduction of 

relational databases with their own languages and tools. Compared to tjaditional file or 

database systems, the relational database offers the advantage of very flexible ways of 

retrieving data. in any combinations determined at the moment of the consultation. 

This is particularly important for database applications where large amounts of 

data are stored, and have to be consulted as operational and management information, 

which is certainly the case for a maintenance system. 

Secondly, relational databases allow programmes to be used more or less 

independently from the database, which allows easier modifications to both programmes 

and database. This is an im~10rtant advantage where packages must be adapted. 

This added flexibility requires a hardware of higher performance, with extra 

internal and external memory. However, as indicated above, the cost of •performance• and 

•memory• continues to decline, which explains the fast growth of relational database in the 

market in recent years. 

3.6.4. Condition-based maintenance (condition monitoring) 

Condition-based maintenance is becoming an important factor in improving the 

effectiveness of a maintenance operation. 

By analysing the exact state of the equipment, a breakdown might be prevented or 

an intervention planned for the most suitable time, which may be more economical than 

corrective maintenance after a breakdown or systematic preventive maintenance based on 

fixed intervals. 

In recent years there have been significant developments both in the technology 

and the application of this technology in the maintenance operation. 

The areas of use, the subject of computerized condition monitoring and the 

computerization aspects of the implementation of condition-based maintenance systems 

will be briefly discussed. 

3.6.4.1. ~ 

Condition monitoring is mainly used in the fallowing areas in developing countries: 

vibration monitoring; wear debris monitoring; equipment performance monitoring. 
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Vibration monitoring. This is widely used for rotating machines. The measurement 

ranges from the simple level measurement to measurement at specific frequencies 

(discreet frequency monitoring) and more sensitive techniques such as spectral analysis. 

Level vibration analysis is commonly used for routine measurements, ·with simple 

portable measurement equipment. The measurements can be recorded manually, or 

entered into a portable data collection device. 

The more sensitive but complex spectral analysis has to be carried out by 

experienced engineers. Recent developments have led to programmable measurement 

devices, which can be programmed by these engineers, for each specific machine or 

component. The data collected can be downloaded in a computer for detailed analysis. 

This allows the •expert analysis• to be integrated into the preventive maintenance 

operation. 

Wear debds monjtorjng. Wear debds monitodng can be carried out through 

analysis of the wear debris in oil, using magnetic plugs, ferrography or spectrographic oil 

analysis {SOAP). 

Typical of these methods are the regular manual interventions. Recent 

developments have led to systems which monitor a machine continuously and retain a 

sample as soon as the measurements become cdtical. 

Egujpment performance monjtorjng. A great variety of performance monitodng 

methods are used. Some examples are : 

(a) Temperature measurement for beadngs (thermography or thermoscopy), 

infra-red thermography for insulation for electronic cards etc.; 

{b) Output-input analysis : flow-press:Jre for pumps, electricity/fuel consumption 

for diesel generator etc. 

All these methods are machine specific, and in general only few standard 

monitodng systems are available. 

Typical of these methods is the large amount of data which can be collected. They 
are mostly recorded in graphical form, for visual analysis. 

As with new measurement devices data are available in electronic form; the data 

can be communicated to a "cell-computer" which stores, treats, and produces data output 

from different measurement devices. 
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Important here is the standardizatio!l of the measurement devices and the 
standards of data communication. 

3.6.4.2. eomouterizatioo aspects 

The first objective is to acquire the necessary know-how to translate condition 
monitoring results into adequate maintenance intervention. This indicates the choice of the 
right method and measurement device, and a significant leaming period to interpret the 
measurements. 

Once 8 ce:tain know-how is acquired, the attention can shift toward improving the 
efficiency of collecting, recording and analysing data. As indicated, new computerized 
measurement devices and electronic data communication will help in turning these 
condition monitoring activities into preventive maintenance operations. 

The computerization will again help in providing the right data at the right moment, 
in the right fonnat for analysis and interpretation. 

3.6.5. Costs and benefits of a computerized maintenance system 

3.6.5.1. Cost of a system 

The cost of a computerized maintenance system can be expressed as the man
years needed to carry out the different phases of the project, the cost of hardware and the 
yearly maintenance cost. 

The figures given below are examples for an average project, where the man
years indicated refer to the total time spent by the project team and all people involved at 
various stages (management, users etc.). Figures are given for both an internal 
development and a package-based project. 

Internal development Package based 
Software (man -years) development 

(man - years) 
Scope of the project and 1(aJ 0.5 
functional specifications 

Technical specifications 4 1 
and programming 

Training and 0.5 0.5 
implementation 

IUIAL 5.5 2 

(a) This is for small applications. Software for complete integrated packages need 
5 to 20 man-years to be written. 
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(a) Package odce (1991 prices) 

Market prices of packages vary depending on the required functions and local 

situations. Packages are often priced as a function of the number of users. 

Package and users 

PC package 

Multi-user 

10 users 

10 users 

(b) Hardwire (1991 prices) 

Price range <United States doDars) 

7.500 - 25,000 

25,000 - 50,000 
50,000 - 125,000 

PC prices range from $ 2,500 to $ 12,000, depending on the make of the 

processor and memory. 

Departmental systems range from $ 20,000 to $ 50,000. 

(c) Yeady maintenance 

Here reference is made to market pr!ces for maintenance contracts for hardware 

and software. These typically range in the order of 10 to 15 percent of the hardware and 

package price. 

3.6.52. Benefits of the system 

Improvement in efficiency can be measured in terms of the direct cost. Studies 

have shown differences of 20 percent in maintenance expenses between well and badly 

organized maintenance departments. A large part of this difference is due to restructuring 

and improved organization. The savings due to computerization can be estimated at 3 to 5 

percent of the maintenance budget. 

Improvement in effectiveness is more difficult to measure, and has to do with the 

availability, reliability and life cycle of the equipment. Some order of savings are found, and 

again part of these are due to computerization through the availability of the right 

information. 
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In condusion, the total yearty savings due to computerization of maratenance can 
be estimated at 5 to 1 O percent of the maintenance budget 

3. 7. Management tools for maintenance 

3. 7 .1. Maintenance management methods 

The importance of the economic stakes of maintenance are such that a manager 

will ask the following question : which actions must be undertaken to ensure that 

maintenance of the equipment is carried out in lhe most efficient WWf ? 

As mentioned in chapter l, section 1.2, the answer to this question can be analysed 
more easily by considering two types of management. One is short term, e.g. from year to 

year, and is defined as maintenance policy; the other is long tenn, sufficiently long to cover 

the period of exploitation foreseen, and is defined as •post-investment strategy". Both 
management types are part of the Maintenance Management Master Plan. 

Maintenance policy. 

A maintenance policy governs, above all, the technical aspects (knowledge of 

equipment, foreseeing and prevention of break-downs, carrying out of work, selection of 

types of maintenance, etc.) aspects of organization (definition of organization chart, 

administration of operations, planning of studies and work, sub-contracting etc.), 

accountancy procedures and financial evaluation. 

A maintenance policy is a system of organization and management which allows 

for the coordination of operations in such a way that, year after year, the efficiency of the 

exploitation of the equipment is optimized. This can be expressed through the following 

ratio (on a yearly basis) : 

Total cost of maintenance 
Profit withdrawn from eq~ 

PosHnvestment strategy 

Once the management methods are defined, their development must be in line 

with the level of obsolescence of the equipment. This often results in a modification of the 

maintenance policy, for instance by selecting different types of interventions or deciding 

• Contri>ution Robert Leenaer11 (Universite catholique de Louvain, Belgium) 
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upon partial or total rehabilitation or technological updating. It is obvious that these 

preoccupations are done in the framework of optimalizing the life cycle of the equipment, 

as has been discussed before. 

Under these conditions, the final objective during the whole life cycle is to 

optimalize the ratio : 

Total post ·invesbnent cost 
Profit wihdrawn from eq....,. 

This procedure :s part of a real strategy which turns post investment ·thus 

maintenance- into an actual profit centre for the manager. 

3. 7 .2. What are management tools and how can they be used ? 

For the efficient management of a maintenance service, it is advisable to have 

condensed, easy and quickly accessible information on hand. Maintenance managers 

have long known of the necessity to have benchmarks which give an idea of performance 

of their departments. Therefore indicators must be found that can.on the one hand, situate 

maintenance in relation to the other services in the factory, and on the other, compare it 

with active maintenance services in other similar and equally important sectors. 

These performance indicators, and related information are generally presented in 

the form of coefficients or of a relation of two absolute values and are called •Ratios•. These 

ratios become, in facL, real maintenance management tools for monitoring an existent 

maintenance system. As to the decision upon maintenance priorities and levels, section 

3.1, •About maintenance strategies•, should be reviewed. In that section is explained how 

to define the equipment to which maintenance efforts should be directed if resources are 

limited. These methods are also management tools which are linked to strategic decisions 

about the maintenance concept. 

Comparing the maintenance performance ratios of one plant to those of another 

even in the same industrial field can be dangerous, particularly for plants in varied 

situations: different countries, or a different industrial environment. 

The deviations in reiation to these "foreign• averages do not necessarily imply 

good or l'ad maintenance. The results are based on particular situations in the plants 

concerned and on their own system of data gathering. This can seriously influence the 

results. 
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During the definition of ratios. experience has shown that the following principles 
must be respected : 

(a) Each user must choose their own ratios: the maintenance manager of a 

fadory is not necessarily interested in the same ratios as a manager of another fadory or 

production sector would be; 
(b} The number of ratios on the monitoring chart (steering chart) must be limited. 

A dozen is considered ~ sufficient 
(c) The ratios must be based on data easily available in the factory. A reliable 

system of data gathering is thus indispensable; 

(d) Updating of the values which make up the ratios must be carried out on a 
continuous basis; 

(e) The resulls must be carefully interpreted. so that they can be compared to the 
previous results. For example. the variations in the exchange currencies will have a 

marked influence on the value of spare parts used or on the production cost of a product 

Differences in production equipment or maintenance resources will also have an influence. 

3. 7 .3. Performance indicators 

There are two categories of ratios under which the performance indicators can be 
presented: 

(a) Economic ratios which allow the follow up of the evolution of internal results 

and certain comparisons between maintenance services of similar plants; 

(b) Technical ratios which give the maintenance manager the means of 

following the technical performance of the installations. 

3.7.3.1. Economic ratios 

(a) Ratios linked to maintenance costs 

Amongst the economic ratios that exist, those which seemed to be the most 

representative have been chosen. Understandably this list must be completed by 

"customizing" for each company. 

March 1994 

Direct cost of ma:ntenance 
Added value of products 
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The direct cost of maintenance comprises : cost of manpower; cost of materials 

(spares, parts sut>;ect to wear, miscellaneous); cost of subcontracting work; and overheads. 

The added value of the product constitutes the total cost of production less the cost 

of raw materials. This ratio situates the importance of maintenance in a plant. The fad of 

using the added value and not the total cost of production eliminates the important 

fluduations in the plant itself as well as between enterprises due to the fluctuation in the 

price of raw materials. 

Direct cost of maintenance + faiunt costs 
Added value of products 

Even though it is theoretically posSlble to calculate this ratio by type of produd , it 

is easier and just as efficient to calculate it for the whole plant or production unit. Particular 

attention must be paid when calculating the failure costs. 

As already mentioned in chapter I, this takes into account ad hoc circumstances 

such as profit loss through use of a substitution product, the intem1ediate stock of a product 

in the process of manufacturing, the possibility of overcoming the loss in production by 

overtime, loss of company image, indirect over1oad of the equipment etc. It is an actual cost 

because it can be calculated immediately after failure has occurred. 

This ratio is important for the maintenance manager because he tends to think that 

the failure costs are low and do not influence total costs of maintenance. As the direct and 

indirect costs vary inversely to each other - care must be taken to keep this ratio as small as 

possible. 

Cumulative costs of maintenance of a unit since start -up 
Number of running hours since start-up 

This ratio links the total direct costs of maintenance to a time u 1it (apparatus, 

equipment etc.). 

Two precautions are necessary : 

(a) The costs must be calculated in constant monitary values; 

(b) The interest on money spent must not be added to the costs of previous 

years. 
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If the entity shows a low rate of utilization. the penalization produced by the 

valorization of interest wiD be serious. and will give an erroneous idea of the cost of the 

entity. 

This rctio allows an efficient comparison of similar entities. 

Another ratio is : 

Total mUttenance manpower cost 
Total cirect mU1tenance cost 

(b) Ratios in relation to spare parts 

Average stock value 
Replacement value ol production equipment 

This ratio takes into account the components of maintenance costs in relation to 

exterior ones. This ratio is significant for indicating the degree of ageing of the equipment. 

Likewise it has a comparative value for similar plants or for a developing 

enterprise. 

Cumulated value of issued spares over 12 months 
Average stock value over 12 months 

This ratio measures the stock level of spares or stock rotation. This m~ans the 

number of times the value of the stock is issued per year. 

The value of the yearly issues is clearly defined. The average stock value is the 

average value during the period of issues. This eliminates any ad hoc variations in the 

stock value. This precaution is necessary because if the stock value was taken at the end of 

the exercise by a company which amortizes regularly at the end of ever) exercise a 

considerable stock of spares, non-representative stock rotations would be obtained. 

Cumulated value of issues over 12 months • cumulated value of issues of safety parts 
over 12 months 

Average stock value without safety parts 

This ratio eliminates the safety-parts issues on the ratio of stock rotation. These 

parts are generally supplied together with the production equipment. From the accountancy 

point of view, they are considered together with the fixed assets. 
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A substantial reduction in the stock value then arises without deaeasing the value 
of the issues. Here too the stock rotation would not reflect the real situation. 

Even if it is sometimes diffiaJlt to define and classify with precision the safety parts, 

the last ratio Wl11 be more precise than the previous one. When considering 2 types of 
dassifications, it can be seen that 1he last ratio is hardly influenced by variations, whereas 
the previous ratio is very sensitive. In other words any error in dassification of safety parts 

w!n have a limited impact on the last ratio and a strong impact on the previous one. 

Two other ratios in relation to spare parts are interesting : 

Consumables and spare parts 

Utilization of stock 

_ Total store issues and purchase 
- Total cirect maintenance cost 

_ Total yearly store issues 

- Average stock value 

(c} Ratios in relation to ma11power 

Cost of s!Jbcontracting 
Direct cost of maintenance 

This ratio follows the evolution of the policy adopted for subcontracting. 

Subcontracting is defined as the total amount of maintenance operations which 
are given to outside companies. 

Cost of maintenance personnel 
Direct cost of maintenance 

This ratio gives an idea of the impact of fixed or temporary personnel. 

The temporary workforce is described as follows : ad hoc personnel supervised by 

the company personnel and placed under the orders of the company foreman. The work 
carried out by the temporary manpower is added to that of the maintenance department. 
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(d) Ratios in relation to post-investment 

Performance of post-investment wUI be estimated as part of the whole production 

actiVity through the comparison of appropriate ratios; post-investment can then be identified 

among other financial topics which will result in a more global appreciation. More 

especially. the following imicators will be mentioned: 

Maintenance 
Total direct and indirect costs 

= 
Total investments 

Post-investment 
_ Total maintenance. renewing and rehabilitation costs 
- rteplacement value of the equ'1ment 

Weighing indicator 
_ Post-investment cost per production unit 

- Added value per prodJced unit 

Other ratios exist, based on the same principle and aimed at detailing one or 

another topic. All must be calculated on a periodic basis, for instance monthly, and are then 

presented in a time-base graph. This gives a very representative visualization of the 

maintenance activity and its economic impact. 

In these graphs, each variation is an indication of regression or progress which is 

necessary for sound decision-making. 

On the basis of these economic figures, the evaluation of the efficiency of post

investment becomes possible through comparison of the obtained profit and the expenses 

necessary for ensuring correct functioning. 

3.7.3.2. Technical ratios 

The technical ratios, far more numerous than the economic ratios, are also much 

more varied. This is why only those considered to be fundamental and applicable to all 

companies are described on the condition that the principles of preventive and organized 

maintenance can be applied. 

Contrary to the economic ratios which are often in relation to the whole plant 

maintenance, the technical ratios concern mainly apparatus, measures or installations. 

They can be placed under two categories : 
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(a) Those which interest the users of the equipment and are a measure of the 

efficiency of maintenance; 

(b) Those which interest more directly the maintenance manager in measuring 

the efficiency of maintenance policy. 

Hours theoretically avaiable - Hours of mUttenance 
Hours theoreticaBy avaiable 

By hours theoretically available in a period is meant the hours during whid1, if the 

machine is technically in working condition, it can really be used. For a 30-day rronth in a 

factory running at full capacity.this corresponds to 720 hours. 

The hours of maintenance are considered as hours of breakdown, of preventive 

maintenance, of repairs, inspection, lead time awaiting spares and waiting around for 

maintenance personnel during micro-stops. In certain companies the hours of down time 

for accidents are considered as hours of breakdown or repairs. This depends on the 

agreement between maintenance departments and production. In any case, the details of 

causes of down time will highlight certain stoppages that necessitate particular analysis. 

This ratio indicates the time during which the equipment would have been in 

production. It is one of the principal performance ratios of maintenance. It also allows 

calculation of the degree of utilization of equipment. 

Number of running hours 
Number of running hours + down time for maintenance 

It is the ratio of operational availability. 

The number of running hours is clear1y defined. 

Down time for maintenance includes : repairs, preventive and corrective maintenance, 

overhauls and microfailures. 

Number of hours of down time for unscheduled maintenance 
Number of running hours 

The numerator is calculated based on total down time for maintenance reasons, 

less the hours for scheduled inspection and maintenance. 

This ratio represents the lost production hours due to breakdown for maintenance 

reasons, during which the production manager could not use the personnel for other jobs. 

Number of stoppages 
Number of running or usage hours 
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This ratio characterizes the number of failures in the system per unit of time and is 
a measure of the failure or breakdown rate. It is generally preferred to the previous one 

wherever production of wastes at the time of shut-down or start-up is important and 

expensive. This is the case for paper-mills, spinning units, rolling mills and also when 
restart takes a long time. 

The unit of use chosen should be large enough so that it is representative, for 

example 1,000 hours, 10,000 kilometres, 10,000 cubic metres etc. 

The ratio makes it possible to judge the development of the reliability of the 

equipment, during its life cyde. Under normal conditions of operation and maintenance, 

this ratio evolves following the so-called •bath tub curve•. For new machines, during the 

initial working hours, breakdowns which are called 9teething troubles• will give a higher 
ratio. Later this will decrease and stabilize to a lower value. If operation is •normal• and the 

maintenance well done, this ratio will stay low during a good part of the life of the 

equipment. 

A sudden variation of this ratio, calculated periodically, indicates that something 

abnormal is taking place during either maintenance or operation of the equipme.1t. If the 

ratio increases progressively even though conditions are normal, it is time to think about 

reconditioning or scrapping of the material {see also chapter I, section 1.2). 

This ratio also represents the opposite of MTBF when the units of time are used in 

the denominator. 

Number of maintenance hours 
Number of running hours 

This ratio measures the evolution of the state of material. It can provide a forecast, 

by material group, of the maintenance workload for the personnel. 

This ratio is applied to heavy rolling stock {bulls, cranes, graders) as well as to 

industrial production machines. 

Number of man-hours for troubleshooting 
Number of man-hours for scheduled maintenance 

This ratio measures the efficiency of the applied Maintenance policy. 

By troubleshooting is meant the urgent interventions carried out because of the 

danger of serious accident or stoppage of production as well as those necessary to restart 
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an apparatus under satisfactory conditions. Troubleshooting aiways causes an immediate 

disruption in the production programme and maintenance personnel. 

Scheduled maintenance includes all maintenance work ~~pt that which involves 

major overhauling work which can immobilize the material during a long time. 

Man-hou~ spent on prepared work 
Total man-hours spent by maintenance personnel 

This ratio measures the level of work preparation. It is a sign of an efficient 

maintenance organization. 

Sum total of time allocated 

Sum total of time actually worked for these jobs 

This ratio gives an indication concerning the performance of interventions. 

From the foregoing discussion two aspects are apparent and must be considered: 

(a) One is the interdependence of the ratios in general. A ratio on its own rarely 

signifies anything specific. It must always be backed up or confirmed by examining others 

in relation to the same topic; 

(b) Another is the need for a precise terminology which is part of the numerators 

and denominators. 

Great care mu~t obviously be taken when examining published ratios in 

international literature without further explanation. Care should also be taken when 

comparing ratios of maintenance departments from different enterprises. 

To illustrate the foregoing, reference is made to a study for the Arab Industrial 

Development Organization (September 1987). In this study an analysis was made of 1 O 
ratios in three European industries and has been completed with international literature; 

the industries were mechanical construction, cement and petrochemicals. The results are 

given in appendix 41. The same study aimed at giving benchmarks for these ratios :n order 

to orient managers of the same industrial sectors in Algeria. The results are also found in 

appendix 41. 

Other figures are given in chapter I, section 1.2, but as mentioned above, they 

should all be interpreted with care and cannot be used as points of reference. 
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3. 7 .4. Management monitoring chart (steering chart) 

(a) Setting up the monitoring chart 

It has been shown above that the ratios, both economic and technical, permit the 
maintenance manager to follow the evolution of maintenance performance. The results 
allow the manager to knowingly make any decision necessary for improved management. 
All the ratios are gathered on a •monitoring chart", also called •steering chart". 

The principal objectives of this monitoring chart are : 

(a) To serve as an alarm bell or flashing light if something goes wrong in 
maintenance practice; 

(b) To allow systematic comparisons with preceding results and so establish the 
evolution of parameters and deduce the trends; 

(c) To judge the performance of different maintenance services, as lar as it is 
possible within the limits of the ratios. 

The frequency of data outputs that influences the calculation of these ratios must 
correspond to the fixed objectives. It serves no purpose to produce them too often, but they 
must be sufficiently close together so that action can be taken in time. 

The data allow : 

(a) The taking of any immediate necessary action to face emergencies; 

(b) The request for analysis reports and detailed studies on certain topics; 

(c) The correction of deviations, b'J specific actions, or verifying the effects of any 
previous corrections; 

(d) The preparation, in detail and with justification, of budgets for operation and 
investment; 

(e) The informing of management and other services of the technical and 
economic progress of maintenance in the plant; 
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(f) The justification of reorganization or reconstructing and follow-up of the 
results of these modifications by using existing ratios or by new ratios created 
for this purpose. 

An efficient and well-designed monitoring chart with satisfactory follow-up not only 
gives a precise idea of the perfonnance of maintenance, but also allows for the making of 
strategic decisions which directly influence profitability. 

(b) Users of the monitoring chart 

In general there are two types of users: 

(a) The staff in charge in the production areas (operators and maintenance 
people); 

(b) The maintenance manager. 

Both will compile monitoring charts but the degree of detail will be different. In the 
production areas, the following points will be of most interest: 

(a) Number of breakdowns per installation, machine or apparatus; 
(b) Analysis of breakdowns (origin, repetitivity, corrective measures, 

bottlenecks); 
(c) Manning tables by qualification and sector; 
(d) Analysis of work (time spent per machine or per kind of work, parts used); 
(e) Maintenance costs per installation or machine. 

For the collection of data, job order, daily job reports from the shifts, the analysis of 
work carried out, production reports etc. will be available. If necessary, specific reports will 

be made, either to analyse in detail certain situations or to establish budgets for the sector, 
in order to make forecasts for material or personnel. 

Of most interest to the maintenance manager will be the overall view supplied by 

the data collected from the various sectors. The ratios that interest the manager concern 
the whole of his or her service. They could be those presented in the previous sections. 

A centralized system for data collection allowing rapid access must be installed. A 
manual processing of these data is possible for small enterprises, but for large ones 
computerization is necessary. In any case, with the progress of micro-computerization, it 
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would be advisable that a computerized system be introduced either partialy or gradually 
for certain databases, even for small enterprises. 

(c) The monitoring chstt as a tool tor makJtensnce management 

This monitoring chart wil aUow the maintenance manager to establish company 
standards for each ratio after a certain time of inplementation. Moreover, he wil be able to 
set objectives for each ratio. By following up the evolution, on a weekly basis for instance, 

per manager wil be able to take the necessary measures. These objectives can then be 
split up for eadl production sector or even instalation. Each section head or maintenance 
master wiD have specific objectives, and the obtained results can then easily be controled 
and the measures discussed. A principal topic in this management system is the reporting 
procedures between the different sections and the maintenance rr.anagemenl Experience 
proves that a good maintenance management is only possible if the maintenance manager 
is correctly informed. A reporting system should consequenUy be installed to assure the 
transmission of the necessary information based on an efficient distribution for eadl level of 
responsibility. 
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CHAPTER IV 
IMPLEMENTING THE PLAN 

4.1. Introduction 

The implementation of a planned maintenance system is only possible if certain 
precon<itions are fulfilled. Amongst these in particular the following should be emphasized: 

(a) 

company; 
(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

An awareness and commitment of the decision-making centres in the 

Results of a thorough maintenance audit (diagnosis); 
Availability of a complete technical documentation; 
Availability of spare parts. 

The order in which the steps must be taken to introduce a planned maintenance 
system either from scratch or in the framewort< of a restructuring project is explained below 

in section 42. 

The first step is to obtain the fun commitment of the general management and to 
raise the awareness of the company personnel with regard to the necessity of a good 

maintenance system. This is explained below in section 4.3 where ideas are also given for 
a permanent maintenance promotion campaign. 

How to execute a maintenance audit is explained in section 4.4. 

In sections 4.5 and 4.6, two basic supporting topics of a planned maintenance 
system, that is technical documentation and spare parts, are dealt with. 

The present chapter is the completion of the three previous chapters, in which was 
explained : what maintenance is; why maintenance must be done; where maintenance is 
situated in a company organizational structure; how maintenance strategies and 
organization are designed; who is doing maintenance; and how maintenance is managed. 
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4.2. How to introduce a planned maintenance system 

How to introduce a planned maintenance system is described below using the 

foOowing two cases as examples : 

(a) The introduction of the system starting from scratch in a new plant; 

(b) The restructuring of a maintenance department in an exis5ng plant. 

4.2.1. In the case of a new plant 

Since the maintenance department is generally overtoaded with work from the 

start-up period onward, it is advisable to prepare and introduce the maintenance 

organization system during the construction phase of the plant. Once the plant has started 

up, the focus should be on the correct application of the proposed system, on its 

improvement and itS development with regard to the needs of plant operation. 

The principles put forward in the preceding chapters cannot be implemented au at 

once. A start should be made with the most elementary structures in order to have a hold 

over maintenance and lay down the basis for an efficient organization in the future. 

It is of the greatest importance that the future maintenance personnel should be 

present during the erection of the plant. They should be assigned to the site starting from 

top level. Here is what they are expected to do at this stage : 

(a) The engineers of the maintenance department have to concentrate on the 

proposed organization chart and prepare procedures so that it beeornes operational in the 

shortest time possible, and in particular: 

(i) To make maintenance personnel aware of the discipline of carrying out 

the instructions correctly and train them to fill the proposed fonns in 

properly; 

(ii) To prepare the different stages of the implementation of the 

organizational structures as de!cribed in chapter Ill and appendices ; 

(iii) To coordinate preparatory activities of maintenance personnel; 

(b) Mechanical and electrical maintenance intervention teams can benefit from 

an excellent training if they are involved in the erection of the plant. The periods of 

installation, tuning, commissioning and starting up are very instructive to those who have to 

carry out troubleshooting, dismantling and repair of machines later; 
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(c) The central workshop should be operational very earty (before instaning the 

machines) in order to meet the needs of the construction site and those of the difficult 
period after start-up; 

(d) The maintenance methods office must be set up gradually so that it is in 
opercltion upon arrival of the equipment Method officers should start : 

(i) Establishing the lubrication file; 
(ii) Establishing the preventive maintenance file; 

(iii) Controlling, centralizing and updating the technical documentation; 

(iv) Controlling/completing the spare parts forecasts; 

(e) The rest of the central maintenance planning office (CMPO) should be 
gradually put in place, at least one year before start-up in order to : 

(i) Design and introduce data collection forms starting with the job request 
and the job order. The personnel should be shown how to fill in this 

paperwork carefully, and the information cif'C"Jits should be explained; 

(ii) Control the maintenance activities, especially the lubrication work, 

which should be carried out from the start; 

(iii) Introduce preventive maintenance which should be implemented step 
by step from the beginning, and particularly from the moment the 

intervention teams have more time {i.e. ofter bum-in pariod); 

(f) The spare parts mc:aagement and stores (SPMS) section can already be 

doing a lot of work during erection. The following can be put in place gradually once the 

equipment starts arriving : 

(i) Creation of codification grids; 

(ii) Codification of all parts being delivered; 

(iii) Unpacking, control and storage of all the supplied spare partc;; 

(iv) Introduction of all forms, necessary for an appropriate information flow; 

(g) The mechanical and electrical services should cor.centrate their efforts in the 
first stage after start-up on ensuring the availability of the machines. All the attention will go 
towards quick and efficient troubleshooting and repairs, but as soon as possible, priority 

should be given to preventive maintenance including the int,.oduction of condition 

monitoring systems. 

Once the bum-in period is over, ti.~ organization should be improved by putting 

into practice the measures described in the preceding chapters. 
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The foUowing priorities should be respected : 

(a) Evaluation of machine data : updating of history cards. preventive 

programmes. etc.; 
(b) Maintenance management perfonnance indicators; 

(c) Stock management; 

(d) Improvement of work methods and planning; 

(e) Updating of drawings. technical notices and other documents; 

(f) Gradual introduction of a maintenance management infonnation system 

(MMIS). 

4.2.2. Restructuring of the maintenance department in an existing plant 

The restructuring of a maintenance department in a plant not only requires a 

sound knowledge of the internal procedures. but. even more. one must be fully 

acquaintanced with the attitudes and competence of the personnel. It is therefore 

impossible to propose a standard scheme. 

On the other hand. most plants • burdened with the technical problems which 
automatically arise when making or keeping their equipment running • do not find the time 

to consider seriously the setting-up of an organization and an efficient infonnation system. 

In addition. experience has shown that some systems are more efficient than others and 

are more suited for application by the personnel. There is no doubt that uniform 

organizational systems and coherent MMIS in various industrial plants of one group or 

company will ease the management and the control tasks. In a case such as this. the 

restructuring of the maintenance department should begin in a pilot section or pilot planl 

Restructuring should be decided on the basis of an in-depth audit either by an 

internal task force or by an external consultant. This audit should result in conclusions and 

recommendations along with a plan of action for implementation, together with a cost· 

benefit analysis. 

This audit should help to obtain full commitment of the general management for a 

plan of action. This should result in the definition of the hierarchical position of 

maintenance, in the acceptance of the maintenance manager as part of the Board of 

Directors, and in the setting-up of a maintenance committee at factory level, as explained 

below in section 4.3. 
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The order of priority of the restructuring activities once the general management 
has given the green light will be as follows : 

(a) Definition of the framework of a corporate maintenance management master 
plan including the principles of the maintenance concept and a plan for human resources 
development (HAO) for maintenance ; 

(b) Informing the staff : proposing the objectives, asking for cooperation, 
explaining the evaluation system ; 

(c) Centralization of maintenance activities; 

( d) Introduction of an organization chart for the maintenance department; 

(e) Introduction of some major forms Oob request. job order) allowing for an 
efficient collection of data and follow-up of work; 

(f) Organization of the intervention teams; 

(g) Completion in more detail of the maintenance concept, especially 
concerning dosage between preventive and corrective maintenance; 

(h) Upgrading of the technical documentation; 
(i) Upgrading of spare part5 availability; 

(j) Setting-up of an independent training and upgrading programme, for 
maintenance staff ; 

(MMIS); 

(k) Organization of job preparation, work scheduling and programming; 
(I) Upgrading of the central maintenance workshop; 

(m) Launching of preventive maintenance programme; 
(n) Definition of a subcontracting policy for maintenance work; 
(o) Organization of the preparation for the yearly overhaul; 

(p) Introduction of a computerized maintenance management system (CMMS); 
(Q) Introduction of a fully fledged maintenance management information system 

(r) 

(s) 
Launching of a permanent promotion campaign on maintenance; 
Introduction of a periodic evaluation system. 

In order to have an idea about the relations between the above actions, an 
example of PERT planning is given in appendix 47. This planning is only of an illustrative 

value and cannot be considered as a standard procedure. 

4.3. Maintenance awareness-raising and promotion 

It is becoming increasingly obvious that the implementation of a ;;ound 

maintenance system depends on the awareness of its importance. This importance is not 

understood sufficiently by many of the people concerned. This is why a permanent effort 
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must be made to promote maintenance and make them aware of how vital maintenance is 

to operational perfonnance, productivity, safety and quality. 

The aim is to create a real maintenance culture on company level. In order to attain 

this, the foilowing levels should be involved : general management; various departmental 

heads; machine operators or production agents; and the maintenance staff. 

It is necessary that everyone realizes that maintenance concerns them all. 

Maintenance, production or operational performance, quality, productivity, safety etc. are all 

part of the total maintenance concept, and it cannot be obtained without cooperation. 

In this way, as an analogy to quality circles, maintenance circles can be imagined, 

with the objective that maintenance will be improved by a positive contribution by the whole 

of the company staff. For bigger companies with different maintenance activity centres {e.g. 

railway companies), the award of quality labels for good maintenance results and the title 

of •centre of excellence• for maintenance both contribute towards the same objectives. 

On a management and departmental level, awareness-raising will mainly concern 

the micro-economic aspects of maintenance. Thus a comprehensible language at the level 

of target persons must be insisted upon. It is too often the case that a maintenance 

manager will use a technical language far too difficult for the understanding of the 

executives. The tenns "bearings': •thyristors" or ·PLCs" are common place for technical 

people. At the executive level, this tenninology should focus more on economical topics 

such as "profit loss as a percentage of turnover'', ''increase of production cost due to bad 

maintenance'' or "life-cycle costing-. 

One convincing method is to use figures from one's own company and compare 

them with the available statistics from other companies in the same sector. 

As a consequence, the maintenance manager must be wrll documented and 

become used to thinking more like an economist rather than a technician when he or she 

speaks to the Board of Directors. 

Where the machine operators and production staff are concerned, a training in the 

correct operation of the equipment is important. Statistics show that more than 50 percent 

of breakdowns or microfailur~s originate from a poor operation of the equipment. Failures 

in the operation result, in most cases, in short or medium-tenn breakdowns. Moreover, 

people must be taught to immediately signal anything unusual {noises, smells, vibrations, 

leaks, abnormal function etc.). Then there is a good chance that failure can be avoided 

before breakdown occurs. 
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On the level of maintenance personnel, the importance of each job must be 
ingrained (e.g. greasers), also the necessity of prevention. A continual awareness, even 

when going to and from one's workplace can help to avoid the worst. On this level, it is also 

a question of insisting on a high quality level of maintenance wcrk. 

The methods used to implement an awareness campaign and promotion of 

maintenance depend on the different levels concerned. 

On the level of the general management, it is, above all, during management 

meetings that those messages must be communicated. Newspaper articles and selected 

articles from appropriate magazines can also be circulated. Moreover individual 

discussions between the maintenance manager and his or her colleagues from other 

departments are often fruitful. But the most convincing are the results of production, 

production cost, quality or others following restructuring or improvement of the 

maintenance system. The availability of quantifiable elements is obviously necessary. 

For operating and production personnel as well as the maintenance people 

awareness-raising actions can be concentrated upon : 

(a) Films, videos or slides; 

(b) Exhibition of photos; 

(c) Distribution of "speaking balloon" posters; 

(d) Organization of maintenance circles; 

(e) Organization of competitions and awarding of quality labels related to 

attractive prizes : e.g. best worker of the month, the cleanest shop floor, sector with the 

lowest rate of failures, the department which has made the biggest effort to conserve 

energy, best design of posters on maintenance or best article in the works magazine or 

newsletter; 

(f) The introduction of the principle of centres of excellence for maintenance. 

The selection of subjects can be done through the maintenance circles or else 

through a "suggestion box". This suggestion box is well-known in United States and 

European industry as being the source of clever ideas for improvements in organization, 

production and even the design of products and machines. 

All actions must be coordinated and guided by a task force. The setting up of a 

maintenance committee composed of representatives from various departments and the 

social partners is considered a good idea. The committee can act as an intermediary 

between maintenance and the other departments in the factory. Apart from the technical 

and organizational aspects, it will be particularly designed to take in hand a continued 

campaign of promotion and awareness of maintenance. It can also establish contact with 
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other companies. This can result In an exchange of experience and infonnation which can 

only be positive for the company. 

Finally, the maintenance committee (task force) must be in charge of a continual 

evaluation of the impact created by the campaign and consequently must adapt the 

implemented methods. 

4.4. How to make a maintenance audit 

4.4.1. Introduction 

The aim of a maintenance audit is to assess the existing problems in maintenance, 

both from the organizational and the strategic point of view so as to be able to : suggest 

measures of improvement; determine the priorities for the recommended measures; and 

set up a plan of action. 

The audit must be prepared and carried out with great care and attention. 

The report must set out, objectively and clearly, the actual problems and their 

causes, as well as the proposals for action to be taken with a view to remedying the 

situation. 

4.4.2. The survey 

(a) Methodology 

During an audit survey, it is necessary to form an idea of the prevailing situation as 

objectively as possible. To this effect, inquiries should be made at the production level as 

well as maintenance. Questions are asked not only to the service heads but also to the 

foremen and workers on the shop floor. 

In order to carry out the audit, the steps to be followed are listed below. 

General information is obtained through meetings with management, during which 
a programme for the audit is established. 

The audit is then started up in the production departments, together with 

production staff. The visit should be done on the lines described below in section (b). 
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After ~ining an idea about the condition and running of the production equipment, 
only then should the various maintenance services be visited. 

Though not imperative it is better to always proceed in the same order, for 

example: 

(a) Maintenance organization chart; 
(b) Central maintenance planning office; 

(c) Mechanical workshop and mechanical interventions; 

(d) Electrical workshop and electrical interventions; 

(e) Instrumentation service; 

(f) Management of spare parts and stores; 

(g) General maintenance; 
(h) Maintenance personnel; 

(i) Expenses and maintenance budgets. 

It is important to obtain an overall view over and above the specific questions 

which are listed in the tables later in this chapter. 

The interdependencies that exist in a factory can often influence considerably the 

various topics that are the subjects of the audit. It is only by having an overall view, as 
complete as possible, that certain questions can be clarified. To obtain this, the best 
approach is to question all the actors concerned. 

Once the visits are over, a list of conclusions can be drawn up on the basis of the 
answers received and one's individual impressions. 

(b) Questions and ways to answer 

March 1994 

(i) General data concerning the plant 

General information is obtained regarding the location of the plant, the 

manufactured products, the process profile, the age of the equipment, 

the ownership and construction contract, the management, the labour 
force and the general and industrial infrastructure of the region. 

(ii) Productjon eguipment 

The data regarding the production equipment will give an approximate 
idea of the maintenance problems and workload and about other 
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technical problems which may exist. Some questions which make it 

possible to evaluate the degree of maintenance are induded. 

The information concerning the complexity of the equipment, the 

degree of standardization, accessibHity for maintenance work and the 

variety of suppliers, is set out so that an indication of the qualification 

and number of maintenan::e personnel required and the volume of 

required spare parts can be given. 

The evaluation of the data obtained is based on the following 

conventions : 

{a) Variety of manufacturers and suppliers : 

Large : a wide variety of machine manufacturers originating from 

several countries; 

Average : a wide variety of manufacturers originating from a small 

number of countries; 

Small : small number of manufacturers originating from a small 

number of countries. 

{b) Complexity of equipment : 

Big : e · 1ipment requiring special tools, devices and highly skilled 

personnel; 

Average : equipment with a technology which requires skilled 

agents but without specialized training; 

Weak : equipment based on ordinary technology. 

{c) In-plant standardization : 

Good : the installed equipment meets the company standards 

and/or the plant has at its disposal in-plant standards which make 

reordering of standardized equipment possible; 

Weak : little effort has been made by the machine manufacturer to 

standardize parts and components; 

Non-existent : no effort has been made to use standard material. 

{d) Maintainability : 

Good : excellent conditions for removal of parts and sub 

assemblies; easy access to several components, even with special 

tools; easy access for machine-handling equipment (lifting 

devices, etc.); accessories t('I ease maintenance are provided; 
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Average : fair conditions for removal and access; poor access for 
handling equipment; 
Bad : very bad conditions for removal and access. transport of sub
assemblies next to impossible without removal of other machines, 
removal of walls, etc. 

(e) State of equipment : 
Good : operation secured, no abnormal wear-out 
Average : operation securerl but apparent wear-out and ageing 
Bad : frequent breakdowns and failures; equipment too old to 
secure an operation under acceptable conditions. 

(iii) Organization and sections of majnteriaflgt 

The data with regard to the organization chart of the plant are set out to 
show the hierarchical level of the maintenance department. For this 
purpose, questions concerning the centralization of maintenance, its 
place in the organization chart, and the existence and 
interdependence of its different services are raised. 

The data obtained make it possible to check whether the organization 
system enables maintenance to fulfil its task or whether maintenance is 
regarded as an inevitable evil. 

The maintenance department can be said to be centralized when all 
the sections with a maintenance activity come under the authority of 
one department with one person in charge. 

The questions concerning the central maintenance planning office are 
related to its organization, and its role and efficiency in the plant. If the 
central maintenance planning office does not exist as such, data have 
to be collected in order to check whether this function is being 
executed by other sections. 

In addition, questior1s will be raised regarding the existence and 
efficiency of : preventive maintenance and lubrication; technical 
documentation; job preparation; information systems; and 
computerized maintenance management systems (CMMS). 

The results of these enquiries will reflect to which degree maintenance 
is scheduled or improvised. 
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It will be checked whether technical documentation is complete. The 
efficiency is also reviewed and is judged by checking the uniformity of 
the codification.the access to documentation and its updating : 

(a) Good : the parameters mentioned above are adequate for normal 

maintenance; 

(b) Average : the parameters are only partly satisfied but show 

improvement; 

(c) Bad and very bad : the technical documentation is incomplete 

and no attempt at improvement has been undertaken. 

The efficiency of the job preparation can be evaluated as follows : 

(a) Good : maintenance work is prepared in such a way that 

improvisations are reduced to a minimum. The qualifications of 

the personnel are excellent, and they have at their disposal the 
material resource.s they require; 

(b) Average: the job preparation only partly carries out the work it is 

expected to do; a tendency towards improvement exists; 
(c) Bad or very bad : the job preparation does not carry out its job 

and nothing is undertaken to remedy this situation. 

Information regarding the situation of the mechanical, electrical and 

instrumentation services is collected relating to : 

(a) The existence of a central workshop and/or decentralized 

workshops and their locations; 

(b) Planning section; 

(c) Capacity of the workshop (mechanical and electrical division) or 

of the laboratory (instrumentation division); 

(d) Intervention teams and special teams (hydraulic, pneumatic, 

electronic etc.); 

(e) Tools and equipment; 

(f) Quality of work. 

The evaluation which relates to the location of workshops can be as 

follows: 

(a) Good : workshops with a central location; 

(b) Average : workshops not so central; 
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(c) Bad and very bad : ba<ly located wortcshops with long distances 

between working-places or decentraiized shops all over the plant. 

The technical equipment and tools of these divisions are evaluated as 

follows: 

(a) Good : complete set of tools, special tools included - same for 

measuring devices; 

(b) Average : sufficient tools available for nonnal maintenance, some 

special tools are missing; 

(c) Bad and very bad : the execution of maintenance work is 

hampered by insufficient or bad tools and measuring instruments. 

The review of the quality of work is based on the analysis of the state of 
equipment, on the one hand, and on the investigation of work in the 

maintenance workshops, on the other : 

(a) Good : the quality and the precision of locally manufactured spare 

parts are in conformity with those indicated on the drawings; 

repairs on site are done in the approved way; sound state of 

production equipment, 

(b) Average : the quality and the precision of the locally 

manufactured spare-parts are only partly in confonnity with the 

drawings, nevertheless these parts can be used. The state of 

equipment indicates improvisations but does not cause 

breakdowns; 

(c) Bad and very bad : the quality and the precision of the locally 

manufactured spare parts on site are mediocre. The state of 

installations is very poor, due to repairs and interventions being 

carried out badly. 

Within the field of spare parts management and stores the following 

issues are analysed : existence, nature and codification of spare parts; 

organization and efficiency of stock management; choice of spare parts 

and their required quantity; forms and information systems; problems of 

reordering; and storage facilities. 

The fallowing criteria are used as far as the data forms and the 

information flow are concerned : 
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(a) Good : data-collecting (fonns, codification grid, various cards, 

etc.) is dear and correct. The infonnation systems operate in an 

excel1ent way; 
(b) Average : although data CO:lecting is not done in the most 

favourable way it can be used. The information system is 

acceptable; 
(c) Bad or very bad : data collection and the infonnation system do 

not fuHil the requirements. 

The efficiency is evaluated as follows : 

(a) Good : work in the various sections is correctly carried out and 

meets the requirements; 

(b) Average : the work in the various sections is not alway;; correctly 

carried out but attempts at improvement are undertaken; 

(c} Bad or very bad : the various sectioi\S exist but are not capable of 

carrying out their tasks properly. which hampers or makes 

maintenance impossible. 

The evaluation of the stores is as follows : 

(a) Good : the storage facilities meet the requirements. The parts are 

proper1y stored; 

(b) Average : the storage facilities do not always meet the 

requirements and the actual storage of parts is poor; 

(c) Bad or very bad : the storage facilities do not meet the 

requirements at all and actual storage is very poor. 

In the field of utilities, the enquiry covers the maintenance of rolling

stock, buildings, tracks, roads, sewerage and equipment for production 

and distribution of energy and fluids. Both the quality of the work and 

the means to carry it out (equipment, spare parts) are examined. 

An estimation of the degree of complexity of maintenance work makes 

it possible to have an idea of the required personnel and their 

necessary qualifications. 

The fallowing categories exist : 

(a) Routine : maintenance of rr.achines based on simple technology 
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(b} Special work : maintenance of machines and equipment with an 

average rate of automation 

(c) Very special work : maintenance of very complicated and 

automatic machines with a high precision rate. 

f av) Personnel 

The maintenance workforce is the complete personnel belonging to 

sections which have a maintenance task and which are included in the 
maintenance organizati<>n chart as it exists in the plant 

Questions regarding vocational training of maintenance personnel will 

essentially relate to the actions which have been undertaken in this 

field. 

Attention will also be given to the discipline of the personnel (follow up 
of orders. filling in of paperwork. present for work etc.) and to the safety 
of work (respect of safety orders, fire-prevention measures and devices 
etc.). 

(v) Maintenance cost and budget 

The existence and the application of accounting in the field of 

maintenance is reviewed by analysing the cost accounting systems in 

the company. Special attention will be given to the degree of analytic 

accounting and whether maintenance costs are treated independently. 

With regard to investments, the survey will examine whether 

investments in maintenance are treated independently from othGr 

investments. In addition, questions dealing with the value of stocks and 

the amount of subcontracted ma!ntenance work are raised. 

It will be determined whether breakdown costs are known and 

evaluated and whether detailed maintenance budgets exist. 

(vi) Maintenance management 

Does a corporate maintenance management master plan exist ? If so, 

what are the headlines in relation to : human resources development; 

acquisition and renewal of equipment; computer-aided maintenance; 

subcontracting policy of maintenance work; maintenance concept; 
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relations with other departments {production, quality control); safety; 
and protection of the environment 

With regard to reliability-centered maintenance. following questions 

arise: 

(a) Are FMECA, FTA, PARETO {ABC), MTBF, MTTR or other 

availability, reliability or mM1tainability an~ done? 

(b) Which are the condition-monitoring systems used by the 

maintenance department ? Are they computer-assisted ? 
{c) As to implementation, does a separate section dealing with these 

topics exist ? If SO, where is it located ? 

As a complement to the maintenance cost and budget chapter and to the 
questions under the CMPO and personnel chapters, are there other management ratios 
{both technical and economic) whidl are followed up ? How is the maintenance monitoring 
(steering) chart used for strategic decisions ? What is the relation to the CMMS ? 

A tabular summary of results is given in appendix 43. 

4.4.3. Analysis of the survey 

The analysis of the collected data aims at assessing the existing maintendllce 

problems in a company in order to recommend improvements. 

In the case of an audit in different companies or production units, the results of the 

enquiries should be split up according to the age of the equipment, e.g. : older than 1965; 
manufactured between 1965 and 1980; manufactured after 1980. 

Based on the tabular summary of the results of the survey (see appendix 43), the 
following topics will then be subject to an in-depth analysis and a description of their impact 

on production, quality, safety and the environment. When possible, figures or quantifiable 

outputs should be given : 

Average distance from the plant to the industrial centre of the region. Analysis of 

the possibilities for subcontracting; 
Type of construction contract (in case of a plant) ; 
Process profile; 
Delays in construction as compared with initial scheduling; 
Complexity of madlinery and equipment; 
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Variety of manufacturers and suppliers; 

Standardization of mechanical and electrical equipment; 

Accessibility to the equipment for maintenance work; 
State of machinery and equipment (figures should be given concerning availability 
and reliability); 

Corporate maintenance management master plan ; 

Position of maintenance within the plant's organization chart; 

Existence and efficiency of maintenance divisions or sections mentioned in the 
previous chapters; 

Amount and quality of technical documentation and the access to it; 
Maintenance concept ; 

Forms and data processing; 

The efficiency of data collection; 

Workshop : organization and equipment ; 

The study of spare.parts needs; 

The uniform codification of parts; 

Efficiency of spare parts management and reordering; 

Level of stocks of spare parts; 

Efficiency of storage facilities; 

Degree of satisfaction of requests for parts; 

The qualifications of the maintenance labour force; 

The training carried out; 

Collection of data on maintenance costs; 

Data-processing of maintenance costs; 

Maintenance management systems; 

Figures concerning performance ratios (technical and economical). 

4.4.4. Conclusions and recommendations - plan of action 

Based on the above survey and analysis the following conclusions and 
recommendations can be drawn. 

They should be subdivided into the following chapters : 

(a) Equipment including actions to be taken when acquiring new equipment ; 
(b) Human resources ; 

(c) Material resources (spare parts, technical documentation, tools, measuring 
and monitoring instruments, equipments etc.); 
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(d) Organization and management induding computerization; 

(e) Social, infrastructural and cultural environment. 
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Recommendations should be subject to pre-set priorities. This will result in a plan 
of action in the short, medium and long term. In order to highlight the interdependence of 

the various actions proposed, these can be presented in PERT planning together with a 

related bar chart. The plan of action should address both corporate as well as maintenance 

management. 

A cost-benefit analysis should also be included, which will facilitate decision-
making. 

In appendix 46 a framework is given explaining how to use a maintenance audit in 

structuring the priorities for further actions. 

4.5. Equipment documentation 

4.5.1. Introduction 

The lack of equipment documentation is a major problem faced by maintenance 

services in developing-country factories today. Main~enance without a comprehensive 
documentation is nearly impossible. Equipment documentation is necessary to ensure 
maintenance management, repair work, manufacturing of spare parts, rapid 

troubleshooting, work safety, a correct choice and management of spare parts and an 
efficient training of personnel. 

In the process of technology transfer, technical documentation is a priority link 

without which efficient transfer would be impossible. 

During hundreds of surveys carried out in industries in developing countries by the 

author, it was noted that only about 5 percent of the factories have complete 

documentation; 15 percent possess sufficient documentation which permits correct 

maintenance; 55 percent have incomplete documentation often in a language other than 
their own; and 25 percent of the plants have no documentation at all. 

When purchasing production equipment, technical documentation is generally 
neglected both by the supplier and by the customer. 

The supplier aiming at the export market often lacks experience in running plants 

in a non-industrial environment. The gullible client accepts everything; he has no time 
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during construction to check if the supplier has fulfilled his obligation and notices, too late, 
that his documentation is incomplete. 

Complete documentation is expensive. For a new factory it can cost between 8 
and 22 percent of the value of the equipment. For existing plarits, full documentation should 
only be prepared for priority equipment, as this can lighten expenses. In any case, the 
investment for setting up or improving tect.nical documentation will only become profitable 
if the documentation is used efficiently. For this, the documents must be up-dated regularly 
and dispatched judiciously. 

4.5.2. The objectives of equipment documentation 

The principal objectives of technical documentation which interest in particular the 
purchaser concerning plant constructio:i, testing and start-up are : 

(a) Follow-up and control of civil works; 
(b) Control of conformity of the machines, at the time of reception from the 

constructors, the subcontractors or upon arrival on site; 
(c) Follow-up and control of erection; 

(d) Follow-up and control of tests and start-up of installations; 
(e) Transfer of technology; 
(f) Training of personnel. 

In the exploitation of the plant a comprehensive technical documentation permits : 

(a) Maintenance and correct operation of production equipment; 
(b) Mastering of the production process (quality and efficiency); 
(c) Set-up of a preventive maintenance file; 

(d) Set-up of a lubrication file; 

(e) An efficient preparation of intervention works; 

(f) Decrease in time of research into breakdowns and troubleshooting; 
(g) Decrease in disassembling and reassembling errors; 
(h) Increased safety during maintenance work; 
(i) Efficient training of maintenance personnel. 

An adequate documentation is equally necessary for efficient management of 
spare parts. It permits : 

(a) A sensible choice and correct designation of spare parts and consumables to 
be kept in stock; 
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(b) Adequate coding of parts; 

(c) A correct choice of parts and assemblies to be manufactured locally or 

subject to reconditioning; 

(d) A rapid and correct manufacturing of spare parts. 

4.5.3. Content of equipment documentation 

Technical documentation can be split up into three parts: study and engineering; 

construction and start-up; and exploitation. 

Above all, it is the third part which is vital for the efficient running of the factory, 

because most of the documents concerning engineering, construction and start-up are not 

often used once the factory is in production. 

So, in this Manual, it is to this part of the documentation that most attention has 

been paid. The equipment documentation necessary for exploitation deals in particular 

with: 

(a) Mechanical drawings and general documents; 

(b) Drawings, diagrams and documents concerning electrical installations, and 

control and regulation; 

(c) Drawings and documents concerning circuits of fluids; 

(d) Information about spare parts; 

(e) Service instructions for various machines and apparatus; 

(f) Exploitation instructions. 

The whole of the documentation must be classified carefully and be easily 

accessible. For this, a simple system of codification should be adopted. Particular attention 

must be paid to the presentation. 

4.5.4. Codification of documentation 

The coding structure of equipment documentation is based upon the factory being 

divided into different sections so that a code can be given to each machine, assembly, 

subassembly and apparatus. It also allows the allotment of the maintenance expenditure of 

each machine and the follow-up of interventions which have been carried out. It is an 

invaluable tool in maintenance management. This coding is, moreover the basis for filing 

and administration of the technical documentation. 
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In this division, a distinction should be made between the utilities found all over the 
factory and the production machines located in specific areas. This coding according to 

location is called itemization. 

It is on the basis of these principles that itemization and documentation 

classification can be included in the terms of reference during the purchasing of new 

eQuipment. 

It is therefore preferable to do the itemization at the beginning of the project. The 

industrial architect should submit the layout drawings of the installations, together with the 
list of machines, to the supplier. From these it is then possible to draw up a proposal for 

itemization. 

Codification can be done in different ways. A coding system based on a code 

number which comprises three groups is proposed here. The first group (2 or 3 figures 

according to the importance of the factory) determines a zone. It can be a single production 

function or a complete production unit (see appendix 35). This group is also used to 

indicate the cost centre of the machine. The second group of two figures determines the 

machine (see appendix 36). The third group of two figures determines the subassembly of 

the machine. These three groups form also the basis for the coding of the drawings (see 

appendix 37). 

4.5.5. Presentation and structure of the documentation 

All the documents should be presented in hard cover DIN A4 binders. The type 

and colours can be decided in advance. The different headings will be separated by 

numbered insertions so that each heading is easily accessible. 

Equipment documentation is classified in four different types of files, established 

by zone, department or production line : general file, machine files, utility files and standard 
files. 

(a) General file 

This file consists of : 

(a) Technical specifications of the installation; 

(b) Flow-sheets showing the machines and apparatus and the information 

concerning the raw materials, consumption of fluids, etc., the plant 

layout and section drawings of installations showing clearly the 
interconrections of the different machines; 
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(c) The operation and service instructions. 

In order to obtain an overall view of the equipment belonging to the installation, an 

•inventory of machines• will be set up including the machines, apparatus and important 
accessories. The list shows the machine-file numbers as well as the principal 

characteristics of the components (see example in appendix 38). 

(b) Machine files 

In the machine files a distinction is made between the important/complex 

machines and the simple ones. 

The file of an important or complex machine is composed of eight headings under 

which the equipment documentation is classified. 

For the simpler machines and equipment, the same sort of classification is used, 

but the content will be reduced. 

The different headings comprise the following documents, separated by numbered 

insertions. 

1. Technical information 

Machine record card 

Layout drawings 

Description of functioning 

2. Installation and start-up 

Foundations and installation 
Transport and handling 

Instructions for assembling 

Commissioning 

3. Instructions for operation 

Safety instructions 

Operation 

Instructions for tuning 
Troubleshooting 
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4. Service jnstructjons 

Maintenance 

Lubrication 

5. prawjngs and nomendature 

Mechanical 
Electrical and automation 

Instrumentation 

Hydraulic 

Pneumatic 

Other fluids 

6. Recommended spare parts 

7. prospectus and catalogues 

8. Control certjfjcates and commissjoning reoorts 

Details concerning the content of each heading above are given in appendix 42. 

(c) Utilities file 

The utilities file deals with the distribution network of energy and fluids, such as 

electricity, compressed air, water, steam, gas, combustibles etc. 

The drawings and documents dealing with the machines for the production of 

energy and fluids can b~ found in the appropriate machine files. 

The utilities file also contains eight analogous headings as above comprising the 

following: 

1. Technical characteristics 

2. Description of the installation 

3. Exploitation manual of the installation 

4. Maintenance 
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5. Prospectus and service manuals of apparatus and devices 

6. List of recommended spare parts 

7. Drawings and diagrams 

8. Control certificates and commissioning reports 

(cl) Standard files 

The documentation for the standard apparatus and accessories (valves, motors, 

pumps, measuring devices etc.) whi~h are found on various machines or in different 

installations is classified in the standard files. 

There are three types of standard file : mechanica; electric/automation; and 

instrumentation. 

These files also contain the same eight headings as above, but will be simplified 

as to the content. 

4.5.6. Management of equipment documentation 

(a) Filing : wi1en and how 

The room in which technical documentation is stored should be dust-free and with 

no daylight so that the documents do not deteriorate. 

Drawings should be stored in drawers, according to codification number and size 

(DIN AO to DIN A4). The machine files, standard files and utilities files should be stored ir1 

metal cabinets, according to the file number. 

The catalogues of standard and commercial parts and products such as 

manufacturers catalogues will also be stored in metal cabinets. Filing will be carried out 

alphabetically. 
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(b) Dispatching 

Proper administration of documents requires a central documents room which 

contains all originals, catalogues of suppliers and technical magazines. 

The administration of documentation does not require much personnel : one file

keeper and one or two helpers can handle the technical documentation of a large factory. 

In small plants, this job can even be carried out by the technicians in charge of job 

preparation. 

In larger factories, it is advisable to have on hand copies of the documentation, or 

part of it, close to the equipment. Each section concerned should therefore have facilities 

for adequate storage of documents, for being permanently available in case of break-down, 

even at night. 

The person in charge of documentation should also dispatch updated documents 

to the different sections. 

(c) Updating 

Each modification, however small, must be immediately recorded on the original 

documents and made kriown to the users. 

Updating is important because it concerns mainly the drawings (electrical, 

mechanical etc.). It must be carried out by the methods section together with the drawing 

section of the CMPO. Everybody must realize that any modification to the equipment must 

be signalled immediately to the methods section. Each modified drawing will carry a new 

index. The updates are also noted on a sheet in each machine file. In this way it is possible 

to see at any time if the plan or document in one's possession is the latest and most up-to

date version. 

(d) Reviews and ~.,,.~,. :·~d: · ~~ks 

In oro~r .,J enable !'Tl ...... ~nance sta~: ,o be kept informed about new techniques in 

the field, it is ~:..;ommended to encourage them to r~ad professional magazines. A 

dispatching system should be set up so that magazines may be distribcted regularly to the 

staff. Once circulated, the magazines will be stored at the central documentation room. 
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All factories should have at their disposal a technical library with books regarding 

general mechanics, surface treatment, electricity, maintenance, spare parts management 

etc. 

4.5. 7. Basics fer terms of reference for equipment documentation 

It is recommended to make sure that separated tenns of reference which deal with 

documentation to be supplied by the manufacturer are available. These tenns of reference 

are added to the specific tenns of reference that deal with general and detailed conditions 

of purchase. 

The objectives of these tenns of reference are : 

(a} To detennine exactly which documents, drawings and diagrams are to be 

delivered by the supplier; 
(b) To define precisely the standards, fonnats and other partici.Jlar demands 

which the above documents should satisfy; 

(c) To define precisely the fcrm of presentation in order to obtain a unifonn 

documentation easy to classify and consult; 

(d) To define precisely the delivery conditions of the documentation (where, 

when, how, number of examples, originals etc.); 
~e) To detennine the responsibilities of the supplier and to fix penalties in order 

to have leverage against him if the contract is not fulfilled. 

Proposals to improve the situation of equipment documentation concern various 

levels or stages : 

(a) During the pre-investment studies, sufficient financial resources should be 

provided for technical documentation. A complete technical documentation, including 

engineerir.g work and drawings can cost between 8 and 22 percent of the value of the 

equipment, depending on the type of plant. Expecting such an investment from a supplier 

without payment is impossible; 

(b) The plant conscructors, the manufacturers of equipment and their 

subcontractors, must make a considerable effort to prepare a technical documentation 

which meets the local operational needs of their clients: 

(i) Technical documentation should be comprehensive. Concerning 

maintenance, the items listed in section 4.5.5 must be included by the 

main suppliers and their subcontractors: 
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(ii) The technical documentation must be in the language of the customer; 

(iii) The documentation must be delivered on time (first draft before arrival 

of machines}, permitting the customer to carry out the necessary 

checks and to prepare the maintenance service and training of the 

personnel; 

(iv) The technical documentation must be •as buitt• at the final acceptance; 

(v) The technical documentation must be clear and understandable for a 

workforce which does not always have the technical knowledge of that 

found in industrialized countries. Abundant use of photographs, 

exploded views and explanatory sketches are essential; 

(c) The purchaser of equipment or the plant operator must clear1y spP.Cify in 

separate tenns of reference what he expects from the supplier in the field o~ technical 

documentation. He must define the content, the fonn, the delivery conditions and the 

penalties in case of failure. Moreover, he must create a correct administration system for his 

documentation which should be centralized in the plant {coding, dassification, updating, 

system for consultation and distribution etc.). In case of non-supply of machine files by the 

manufacturer, he has to make them up himself at least in the first stage for the priority 

production machines. For this reason he should send trainees to companies specialized in 

the making-up of machine files and technical documentation. It should be emphasized that 

since a sound documentation is expensive, sufficient budgets should be provided. 

4.5.8. Improvement actions in the plant 

At plant level, the following improvement actions are recommended : 

(a) In the short term, steps should be taken: 

(i) To ce11tralize all technical documentation in one area of the plant; 

(ii) To codify and classify the documentation and create a system for 

updating and dispatching; 

(iii) To specify priority machines with a high risk of production bottlenecks 

and make up detailed machine files for them; 

(iv) To establish standard terms of reference for technical documentation 

which must be imposed on the suppliers of equipment. 

(b) In the medium and long term, steps should be taken : 
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(i) To train personnel both in the preparation of machine files and in the 

administration of technical documentation; 
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(ii) To complete graduaUy the technical documentation for machines other 

than priority ones, according to their importance in relation to safety, 

reliability. production etc.; 

(iii) To assemble workshop drawings for the manufacturing of spare parts, 

in partia.llar, from those manufacturers who have disappeared from the 
r.iarkel 

4.6. Spare parts 

4.6.1. Introduction 

The shortage of spare parts is one of the major causes of headaches for plant 

owners in developing countries. It has been stated for example that at least 50 percent of 

the unavailability of machines in developing countries is due to a lack of spare parts. 

The following common problems have been noted : 

(a) A wide variety of equipment manufacturers and little effort made to 

standardize machinery and components, resulting in a large investment in spare parts 

stock; 

(b) A poor selection of spares to be stored. This is due to two reasons : a lack of 

information in technical documentation supplied by the manufacturer, and a lack of 

experience in operation of production equipment in a developing country environment of 

those who must make the selection; 

(c) An incorrect designation of spare parts. The designations are given, based 

on the information supplied by the manufacturer. In most cases, the designation which is 

given is the one of the machine manufacturer and not of the part manufacturer. The use of 

designations, conforming with international standards, is not always done because some 

manufacturers think that by neglecting this important fact they can protect the spare parts 

market. The problem is even greater for the spare parts of subassemblies or individual 

components (the manufacturers of which are sub-contractors of the machine manufacturer, 

often to the third degree); 

(d) A non-existent unifonn in-plant codification of parts. The reasons being: 

(i) A non-existent internal coding system; 

(ii) Incorrectly identified spare parts; 

(iii) Poor application of codification systems (where they &xist); 
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(e) An insufficient or non-existent stock management. due to a lack of stock 

management systems or to a lack of information concerning the management parameters 

(average monthly consumption. price. delay. minimum and maximum stock levels. 

reordering point). Poor da:a collection (issuing or entering quantities. re,Jairabtlity etc.) or 

belated treatment (manual or by computer) jeopardzes reliable data. Moreover, unreliable 

inbrmation about frequency of part replacement or prioritto...s for planned overhaul does not 

allow for the establishing of consumption parameters; 

(f) Lengthy reordering delays, due to protracted internal delays in the company. 

delivery delays by the supplier, delays in payment or in the setting-up of financing (mainly 

for imported parts in countries with non-convertible currency). customs d~ays (heavy 

administration, work over1oad of customs services etc.) and finaily due to transport delays 

between place of arrival and destination; 

(g) A lack of hard currency for imported spare parts which obliges plant 

management to reduce its stock. This reduction is done indiscriminately, which leads to 

stock-outs of vital parts; 

(h) A random allocation of import quotas in certain countries; 

(i) A poor storage due to insufficient storage and handling facilities or to a lack 

of part conservation arrangements (cleaning, antishock or anticorrosion protection and 

coating). It has been found that approximately 15 percent in terms of value of the stored 

parts is useless when needed, due to poor storage conditions; 

ij) A poor knowledge of stock. There is an important percentage of oddments 

(often between 15 and 20 percent of the items). Stock analysis (i.e. method of Pareto) is not 

carried out and therefore spare parts for machines that have been scrapped continue to be 

stored. 

Apart from the above problems, it must be stressed that detailed contractual 

clauses concerning spare parts ar~ missing or are unclear when purchasing equipment. 

Specific tender documents for spare parts rarely exist in this case. 

Added to these problems there is a lack of facilities and capabilitie~ for local 

manufacturing of spare parts. The industrial network surrounding the factories in 

developing countries is very limited. This often forces the factories to become self-sufficient 

in this field. But it is still not enough to encourage adequate investment to meet these 

needs. 
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Techniques for reconditioning of spare parts (protective coating through welding 

techniques, metallirc:tion, application of antifriction metal, adhesives, Metalloc system etc.} 

are little known, and almost no effort has been made to develop them. Nevertheless they 

represent a cheap way to make up for the lack of spare parts in many cases. 

Finally, very little action has been taken in the field of human resources 

development for : 

(i} The choice, codification and designation of parts; 

(ii} Stock management. 

4.6.2. Selection of spare parts to be kept in stock 

(a) Types of articles 

The stock in a maintenance store can be divided into three types of articles : 

(a} Specific parts of an installation, machine or device. These parts are 

especially manufactured for the above equipment and are not interchangeable with parts of 

another make (for instance, machine frames, valve levers, spiral gears, switch contacts, 

piston rings, connecting-rods, etc.}; 

(b) Standard parts which have ch3racteristics corresponding to international 

standards and/or which are interchangeable with parts of another make. The manufacturer 

of the parts is not necessarily the manufacturer of the equipment on which they are 

installed. Examples of standard parts are bearings, 0-rings, lip-seals, fuses, cocks and 

fittings. roller-chains and V-belts; 

(c) MaintenancC' consumables and curre11t store items which are generally 

found on the market incluJe sheet metal, profile iron, castings. bolts and nuts, pipes, 

building materials, sealing compounds, cleaning products, rags, glues, lubricants, grinding 

paste etc. 

The selection of parts to be stored is based on the study of the components of the 

equipment. This study should deal particularly with the following factors : 

(a) Parts subject to wear; 

(b) Parts which rarely wear out, but their good condition is a prerequisite for the 

correct functioning of the machine; 
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(c) The stress on the equipment and its components in relation to the degree of 
utilization of the machine; 

(d) The age of the equipment; 

(e) The techn!cal level of operators and maintenance personnel; 
(f) The motivation of personnel; 

(g) The management and care of the production equipment; 

(h) The general organization of the company and of maintenance in particular. 

(b) Estimation of stock level 

The stock levels in a company, apart from the factors already mentioned above, 
depend on: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

The number of identicaJ parts installed; 

The reordering delays; 

Commercial and administration aspects of the purchasing and reordering of 
spare parts; 

(d) 

(e) 

The degree of in-house standardization of equipment; 
The possibilities of local manufacturing. 

During the various surveys carried out by the author in developing countries, it was 
observed that the selection and quantity of materials and parts kept in stock are not in 

accordance with the needs of local operating conditions. The quantity of specific parts was 

insufficient, and standard parts and consumables were generally not provided at all. 

To estimate a correct stock level, the following procedure should be applied: 

(a) The study of components of the equipment as explained above; 

(b) The detennination of the spare parts to be kept in stock; 

(c) The a'lalysis of the quantities proposed by the manufacturer of each 
machine; this study should be completed by preparing estimates or by available 
experience in relation to prevailing field conditions; 

parts; 
(d) The setting-up of recapitulative tables, which would gather data for identical 

(e) A forecast of monthly consumption; 

(f) The study of delivery delays and unit prices; 

(g) The study of possibilities for local manufacturing or repair; 

(h) Preparing estimates of quantity for an initial stock. 
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Attention should be paid to the fact that the stock level depends on the availability 

of a rational stock management system, thus allowing a strict follow-up of consumption of 

parts. If this system does not exist from the very beginning, levels of initial supply should be 

increased. Consequently the introduction of a sound stock management system is 

essential. 

4.6.3. Parts designation and codification 

(a) Introduction 

Without a uniform and common language, it is impossible to centralize spare-parts 

management and stores for different production areas. It is therefore vital to set up one 

single codification and designation system for spare parts and current store items. 

The way in which codification is carried out will determine : 

(a) The quality of stock management; 

(b) The quality of storage and consequently efficiency of serving the users; 

(c) The accuracy in which the user can express his needs; 

(d) Correct reordering by th£ purchasing department; 

(e) Proper delivery by the supplier. 

Correct codification is even more important when stock administration and 

purchasing are handled by electronic data processing. 

A coding system has to meet the following requirements: 

(a) A code number must correspond with one item only; 

(b) An item must correspond with one code number only; 

(c) A code number must be definite. A change of code number which is already 

known to the users, applied in the stores and registered in the stock management section 

and purchasing, is a constant source of confusion and should be avoided; 

(d) The code number must be logical, i.e. it is given according to a codification 

grid which takes into account the main characteristics of the item which has to be coded. 
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(b} Parts designation 

The designation must be studied very carefully : 

(a) It has to be complete and should exdude ambiguity; 
(b) It has to be dear and comprehensable to each user; 
(c) It has to be known all over the company; 
(d) It should be adapted to the restrictions imposed by electronic data 

processing and purchase procedures (i.e. the designation must be dear to an •outsider"); 
(e) It should be the only one existing in the company. 

Correct designation is indispensable in order to : 

(a) Avoid stocking identical parts under a different name in different places in the 
store, and consequendy avoid 9false· stock-outs (where one stock item is out of stock while 
the same part with another desig1. !ltion is available in sufficient quantity); 

(b) Ease !iling in the purchasing department and the stock management section; 
(c) Speak the same language among users, purchasers and suppliers; 
(d) Allow the supply of standard parts from the world market and not only from 

one supplier. 

Correct designation means a de~iqnation : 

(a) According to a standard (international, national, company or in-house) for 
standard parts; 

(b) According to the references of the manufacturer of the part or of the machine 
for specific parts; 

(c) According to references commonly used on the market for maintenance 
consumables and current store items. 

A systematic designation of standard parts according to the references of the 
machine manufacturer should be prohibited. 

When acquiring new equipment, the manufacturer or supplier should be informed 
in detail of how the parts must be designated. Immediately after delivery of the equipment a 
team in charge of the study of spare parts should check whether this request has been 
fulfilled. This check should be done in different steps, as follows : 

(a) Identification of the parts; 
(b) Gathering of standard and specific parts on separate lists; 
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(c) Checking of the correct designation of the parts with the help of standards or 

manufacturers' catalogues; 

(d) Checking of the designation of specific parts bas~ on detailed drawings 

supplied by the manufacturers. 

(c) The codification system 

The codification system which generally provides good results in developing 

countries is based on a codification according to the nature of the spare parts. It is a 

morphological codification. First there is a broad classification of products which is in fact a 

sorting process, divided into 10 classes (from O to 9). The classes are then each 

subdivided into families, subfamilies, groups and subgroups. A code number composed of 

eight figures for instance is enough even for very large stores. 

By means of an example, the principle of an eight-figure coding system is 

explained in appendix 39 for a hexagon socket head cap screw M20 x 100 DIN 912-8.8. 

In order to proceed with codification, first a codification grid should be designed, 

adapted to the equipment in the company. This must be done by the spare parts 

management and stores service, assisted by a methods section and/or technicians in 

charge of the job preparation. 

The foliowing steps should then be followed : 

(a) Check whether parts designation is complete with the help of : 

(i) Technical documentation of the manufacturer; 

(ii) International standards; 

(iii) Identification of the part in the store or on the equipment ; 

(b) Define the family and the subfamily in the corresponding class of 

codification system; 

(c) Define the group and subgroup; 

{d) Attribute the last three figures of the code number; 

{e) In case of an existing subgroup, check whether the part has not already been 

codified. 

After designation and codification of the part the store catalogue (appendix 30) 

should be completed in which all stored items are listed with an indication of their storage 

position. The store catalogue must be regular1y updated and distributed to all users in the 

company. 
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4.6.4. Spare parts management 

(a) Stock management parameters 

The function of stock management (or stock administration) is to ensure the 

availability of spare parts according to the demands of the users. It must keep stock levels 

optimal so that the production equipment operates correctly with the minimum risk of stock· 

outs and under the best economic conditions. 

The solution of the problem of availability of parts passes inevitably through the 

acceptance that future consumption will be based on past consumption. If data concerning 

past consumption is not available, it can be obtained by comparing present cases with 

previous analogous ones. Obviously past results can be adapted according to technical, 

economic or financial considerations. The main historical data used is the average monthly 

consumption. 

To obtain its objectives, the stock management section must: 

(a) Calculate a reordering level and a reordering quantity for each article; 

(b) Make a forecast of future consumption, based on past consumption, 

obviously after thorough analysis; 

(c) Issue purchase requests at the right moment; 

(d) Define dead stocks (oddments); 

(e) Correctly define minimum and maximum stocks. 

The basic parameters which are commonly used in stock management are : 

monthly consumption; unit price; delivery delay; reordering level; minimum stock level; and 

maximum stock level. 

(b) Stock management and re-ordering systems 

1. Introduction 

A rational stock management system does not mean that there should be a 

minimum of stored items. Co the other hand, overstocking must also be avoided. The best 

solution can only be found by a systematic approach. 
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Rational stock management must lead to the following condition when considering 

the reordering quantity and frequency : 

where 

Acquisition cost 

Owner costs 

Purchase price + acquisition cost + owner costs =minimum 

= all administration costs in connection with purchasing 

= all costs resulting from stock composition and conservation (interest 

loss on invested capital, storage costs, personnel costs. distribution 

and conservation costs etc.) 

The type of stock-management system chosen will depend on the nature of the 

item, and its average consumption is the first element of decision. In general, two main 

categories can be established : 

(a) Consumables and non-durable items, current store-items, standard parts, 

certain specific parts. These are items which are often used, their lifetime is limited, and 

they are subject to wear. They are called fast movers; 

(b) items which are rarely used, but which must be in stock, in case of 

unexpected breakdown, incident or wear. A prolonged stoppage of the machine can occur 

if they are not kept in stock (they are called ·safety. security or insurance parts•. and are 
always •slow movers•). 

It is evident that stock in the first category will have a large tum-over (also called 

turnaround), whereas stock in the second category will be •sleeping•. The criteria for 

classifying an item into one of these two categories is its monthly consumption. If 

consumption exceeds 0.25, then an item will be listed as a fast mover, and if less then or 

equal to 0.25, than it will be listed as slow mover. 

In order to avoid stock-outs due to a longer delivery delay then expected or to 

accelerated consumption, a "protection stock" or •minimum stock• is determined. This stock 

is expensive because it is permanent, it takes up precious storage space, it uses capital, 

and it causes owner costs (conservation, personnel etc.). 

A graph illustrating various consumption models and a minimum stock level can 

be presented as in the following figu1a VIII. 
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Figure VIII. Consumption models 

2. The management of fast mavers 

When considering management of items of which the monthly consumption 
exceeds 0.25, the following should he noted : 

(a) Care should be taken to ensure that sufficient parts are in stock. For a 

minimum stock to be established, possible abnormal consumption or delivery delays 
should be taken into consideration. There is a mathematical method to calculate minimum 

stock but because all necessary data for theoretical calculation is rarely found in 

developing countries, an empirical value of 10 percent of active stock is commonly 

accepted: 

(b) Reordering must be done in time. Firstly, the reordering level for each item 
should be determined. This level will depend on the stock level, the quantity already 
ordered ("expected") and the quantity subject to purchase request. The re-ordering level is 

determined by the sum of consumption during the internal re-ordering delay plus the 
consurnption during the delivery delay plus minimum stock. The internal reordering delay is 

the time needed in the plant before ordering. The delivery delay is the time between the 

date of ordering and the date of delivery. The reordering delay is the internal reordering 

delay plus delivery delay; 
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{c) Care must be taken to avoid accumulating too many parts in stock. A 

maximum stock will be determined, corresponding to the sum of stock at ttte reordering 

level plus the quantity of orders in progress. 

These considerations help to determine the economic quantity to be ordered, 

which takes into account the utilitarian price {Pu) of the item {unit price increased by 

transport and handling costs etc.), the interest on invested capital {i) and sundry costs {d) 

{storing, personnel etc. expressed in percentage of average stock). 

The economic quantity is calculated according to the formula of Wilson : 

0= 

i+d 
-v;; 24xCA 

where Ma = average monthly consumption 

a = quantity per order 
acquisition cost/item= CA/item 

This quantity should be considered as a tentative quantity to be stored. It is 

rounded off upwards to the next packing quantity, or should be adjusted in relation to 

projected maintenance events, such as big repairs or important overhauls. 

It must be emphasized that formulae for reordering should only serve as 

guidelines. They help the decision maker to take into consideration all the parameters, but 

a considerable number cannot be translated into formulae. This is why permanent follow

up and updating of the files are required. 

The use of the formula is not applicable to items with a low monthly consumption. 

Wilson's formula is further based on the fact that a realistic estimate of the average monthly 

consumption is available. 

The use of abac..uses can ease the application of the Wilson formula. Abacuses 

should be established in order to find Q, starting from Pu and Ma (appendix 48). 

3. Management of slow moyers 

These parts are not ~upposed to be subject to much wear. Therefore, it is the 

safety stock which is at stake if unforeseen breakdowns occur. 
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In order to determine the quantity of these items to be stored, answers must be 

provided for the following two questions : 

(a) What is the impact of a broken part on production? 

(b) What are the possibilities of local repair or reconditioning of the part ? 

On the basis of this information and taking into account the price of the items, a 

decision concerning the quantity to be kept in stock is possible according to a re-ordering 

type such as that explained below in section 5. In some cases a zero stock may be 

acceptable (e.g. a repaired part can be used provided the frequency of incidents permits it). 

4. Consumptjon and stoct: leyel control 

To be able to follow up the e\·olution of the actual stock and to ensure a rational 

stock management, correct data are indispensable and should be easily accessible. 

In practice for the follow-up of consumption and the stock level of an item (i.e. its 

history), the following data processing forms are used (see chapter Ill, section 3.4): 

(a) Each article has a stock control card (appendix 27) which is updated by the 

stock management section. The main information on this form is a current overview of stock 

movements; 

(b) Each article has a bin card (appendix 28) which is kept in its respective bin 

and updated by a storekeeper. Stock movement and :urrent inventory are the principal 

topics on !his card; 

(c) each movement of an item (issue, entry/return) is recorded on a specific form, 

i.e. an issuing sheet (appendix 23), or an entering sheet (appendix 24)). 

A procedure for data collection and processing should be formulated. A permanent 

check between what is written on the stock control card and the physical stc.ck is possible 

thr0ugh a continuous inventory system. An inventory check card (appendix 29) can be 

Jsed for this purpose. When the stock level reaches the reordering level (calculated for 

each item), a purch3se request (appendix 25) for reordering is filled in and sent to the 

p11rchasing department for further processing. 

5. Reorr1erin.g 

Different types of re-ordering are possible, both for slow movers as well as for fast 

movers. 
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(a) Reordering based on a re-ordering level. Each time the stock reaches the 

level which equals the sum of the consumption dL •ring the intemal re-ordering delay plus 

the consumption during the delivery delay plus the minimum stock, a Quantity determined 

by means of the economic quantity calculated b}' Wilson's formula is reordered. 

(b) Periodical reordering. A consequence of reordering based or. the reordering 

level is that orders are placed at variable dates. The inconvenience of this is tt.at each item 

must be considered separately. Grouping would reduce the number of orders. The two 

main criteria for this grouping relate to the supplier and the geographical location. The 

stock of items from one supplier would be checked at regular intervals t, t+P, t+2P etc. After 

grouping one could then switch easily to fixed-date ordering, for which the standard to 

optimize costs becomes the delay between the intervals of stock checking. The 

disadvantage of this system is the increase in the stock level. 

(c) Reordering in the case of low consumption. When the consumption becomes 

very low, Le.less than one unit per del!very delay, the quantity to be stocked will be 

calculated in accordance with the consumption during the time between two deliveries 

(also called •reordering systems by allotment"). 

(d) Reordering by contract. This is more a purchasing technique than a method 

of stock management. It consists of a contract with a supplier which specifies the quantity lo 

be supplied over a certain period of time. The contract details all the purchasing conditions, 

particularly price and delay. 

Regarding the reordering system based on the re-ordering level, the following 

considerations should be taken into account : 

(a) The use of Wilson's formula is often onerous, especially when no electronic 

data processing is available to facilitate the calculations. The use of abacuses mentioned 

before mall.es the work much easier, but their set-up can be tedious (slide-n•les do exist in 

this field}. Also, Wilson's formula is only usefu! if the mor.thly consumption is sufficiently 

high. A continuous stock control for each item is indispensable if this method is used; 

(b) Wilson's formula does not take into account the optimal number of orders per 

year. This means that the programme of reordering depends on the turnover of 

consumption. In practice it is necessary to consider an optimal number of orders per year, 

determined mainly by cost analysis of bulk shipping in relation to detail-transport; 
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(c) The economic and political system is in constant evolution, thus creating 

frequent changes : 

(i) Parts consumption of production units (expansion, 

technologies); 

recession, new 

(ii) Delivery cielays; 

(iii) Transport (ways and means); 

(d) For reasons of close and permaneilt follow-up of the actual situation of the 

company, a continuous updating of the reordering level and minimum stock i~ essential. 

But in reality, these parameters are usually only updated when : 

(i) There is a stock-out. with expensive production losses as a result of an 

urgent reordering under exceptionai conditions; 
{ii) The annual inventory check shows overstocking; 

(e) The only advantage of the method is that the ecom.mic reordering and 

transport quantity can be fixed exactly. This means that many items of !ow value - which 

represents a major part of stock - are grouped by family of products, in order to increase the 

reordering quantity of one supplier; 

{f) A part is only reordered when the reordering level is reached. If consumption 

decreases suddenly. there is no au\Omatic way in the manual system •o discover if this item 
is not on the way to becoming dead stock (oddr11ent). It can only be seen during an annual 

inventory check, where movement has been registered. Then it is often too late, especially 

for products with a limited shelf-life. 

The periodical reordering system is a type of stock management based on fixed

date ordering of variable quantities. The quantity to be reordered in this case is : 

March 1994 

Q = (d+a+P) Ma - (S + c) 

where c 

s 
Ma 

d 

= Quantity on orders in progress 

= Quantity in stock 

= Average monthly consumption 

= Reordering delay = internal reordering delay + delivery delay 

(delay between the date of stock revision and entering date in 

the store) 

a = Risk factor, defining minimum stock in months 

P = Period between two re-orderings 

Q = Reordering quantity 
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This method can improve a reordering system based on the reordering level and 

permits the setting-up of a real ordering schedule. 

Various methods exist concerning the consumption forecast. 

(a) With the method of mobile average, the forecast is based on data of past 

consumption (i.e. monthly) for which an average value is taken. It should be noted that it is 

necessary to analyse the reasons for consumption. Parts, for instance, used during a major 

overhaul, cannot be considered as normal consumption. 

(b) The method of exponential smoothing provides a new forecast. This is done 

by adding to the previous forecast a correction wtiich takes into account the difference 

between the last forecast of consumption (for which historical data was available) and the 

actual consumption during the period. 

In a formula : 

New forecast= previous forecast+µ (difference between the actual consumption 

and the previous forecast for the same period). 

Factorµ is called ·exponential smoothing constanr, and can vary between O and 

1. Most common values vary between 0.1 and 0.3. Higher values are used in special 

circumstances. 

(c) Stock analysis 

Regular stock analysis permits the fine-tuning of an existing system of spare parts 

management and should be part of a general policy. It determines the parts which need 

particular attention and for which the decisions taken directly influence the efficiency of 

spare parts management. 

The process of stock analysis consists of putting the items, subject to the study, in a 

decreasing order of value (uni! price). Subsequently a graph is drawn up with the abscissa 

representing the accumulated items in the same order as mentioned above and the 

ordinate representing the corresponding cumulative values (this method is called ABC

Analysis or PARETO analysis). 

tn most cases an analogous graph as shown in figure IX below is obtained : 
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Figure IX : ABC Analysis 

This graph consists of three fields: 

(a) Field A corresponds t.:> 1 O percent of the items representing 75 percent of th~ 

value; 

(b) Field B corresponds to 30 percent of the items representing 20 percent of the 

value; 

(c) Field C corresponds to 60 percent of the items representing 5 percent of the 

value. 

The spare parts in Field A are of great value, and are in general specific parts of 

low consumption. The parts in Fieh1 B are of medium value and :1re in ~eneral specific 

parts subject to wear. The parts in Field C are of low value and concern mainly standard 

parts. current store items and maintenance consumables. 

The conclusion reached is that a major part of the investeo capital is tied up in a 

small number of items. Studies aimed at reducing their number will be the most efficient 

because of the considerablP. financial impact. This in tum will serve to optimize s~ock 

management. 
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(d} Data processing and fiie updating 

This topic is dealt with in chapter Ill, section 3.4, where a data processing circuit for 

spare parts, including the necessary forms, has been explained. 

Various good computer programmes are available on the market, and are not too 

difficult to implement. Preconditions for computerizing are : 

(a) Correct designation and coding; 

(b) Correct fDCing of management parameters; 
(c) Informing, preparing and training personnel; 

(d) Well-defined data collection and information flow system; 

(e) Available experience of an efficient manual system is a plus and in most 

cases indispensable. 

4.6.5. Storage systems 

The following factors are essential to ensure optimal storage: 

{a) Spacious stores with well-designed storage systems, allowing easy access 

for handling equipment; 
(b) Suitable handling equipment in sufficient quantity; 

(c) Suitable shelves, bins, racks and other storage facilities; 

(d) Order and cleanliness, 

(e) Methods for conservation of parts (protection against dust, rust and humidity, 

suitable conditions for the storage of perishable parts etc.). 

From the organizational point of view, a centralized spare parts management and 

stores service produces the best results. Auxiliary (buffer) stores (pick-out stores) in 

production areas are possible, but the stored items are then considered as being 

consumed. 

The storage capacil'/ is determined by the number of items, the quantity per item, 

the dimension of parts, their weight and the type of storage. Shelf units should be 
considered for small-sized parts whereas high racks (maximum i~aight of 8 meters) are 

more appropriate for medium-sized parts. Heavy parts should be ·~ept in a place easily 

accessible for the han:::tling equipment or an overhead crane. Small-sized parts can also 

be stored in special bins and m< :1ium-sized parts on pallet boards. Adequate handling 

equipment should be provided. 
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Close attention should be paid to the maintenance and preseivation of items kept 

in stock. The following measures should be considered : 

(a) The original packing for vulnerable parts should always be kept (bearings, 

electronic components); 

(b) Maximum use should be made of plastic bags for storing items which are no 

longer in their original packing (electronic components, bearings, spec.i31 springs, seal 

rings, hy~raulic and pneumatic devices); 

(c) Artides with sensitive surf aces such as bearings and certain bulbs should 

never be touched with bare hands; 

(d) Electrical elements should be protected against dust and humidity 

(contactors, relays, motors etc.); 

(e) A plastic coating should be applied to surfaces with a low tolerance (gears, 

tools, bec-.ring-bushes, shafts etc.); 

(f) In areas with a high humidity, the big electric motors and solenoids should be 

kept charged with a small electric current; 

(g) Modular bins should be used instead of storing parts one above the other; 

(h) The shelves must be cleaned regulc:rty. 
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CHAPTER V 
HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT FOR 

MAINTENANCE 

5.1. Introduction 

The problems which are found in industries in developing countries in the field of 

human resources development (HAD) for maintenance can be summarized as follows : 

(a) Non-existence of a corporate HAD policy; 

(b) Absence of clearly defined organization charts and related job descriptions; 
(c) Poorly defined needs for maintenance personnel; 

(d) Deficient recruitment policy; 

(e) Poor or non-existent motivation system: career prospects, incentives; 
(f) Poor knowledge of training needs leading to inadequate programmes; 

(g) Poor knowledge of training facilities (centres, schools, institutes etc.) existing 

at national and international level; 
(h) Incoherence and poor coordination between training programmes of the 

various training institutes (national and international); 

(i) Absence of a mainte.1ance discipline in high ~chool education in most of the 

developing countries; 

(j) Inappropriate training methods (too far removed from daily practice}; 

(k) ln!:iLJfiiciency or absence of training programmes and facilities for technicians 

in the following fields : maintenance management (including CMMS); maintenance 

organization; maintenance methods; work study for machine tooling; spare parts 

management; condition-based maintenar.ce including use of monitoring instruments; 

electronics/automation maintenance; hydraulics/ pneumatics maintenance; new 

technologies : expert systems, artificial intelligence etc.; design-out maintenance 

maintainability, reliability, standardization etc.; 

(I) Inadequate training programmes for maintenance engineers; 

(m) Poor supervision and control of results of fellowships, mainly abroad; 

(n) Poor or insufficient qualification and experience of trainArs; 

(o) Insufficient budgets for maintenance training. 

This chapter deals with several topics related to HAD for maintenance. 

In section 5.2 consideration is given to maintenance personnel administration in 

relation to recruitment and salaries and incentives policies. The reason for selecting these 

two topics especially is that ;,, maintenance practice, both represent a time-consuming 
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activity for ttie maintenance manager. Moreover, they are very important and as they are 

oaen underestimated and neglected, they are the origin of many practical problems. 

Section 5.3 concerns an enterprise policy for HAD for maintenance, and in section 

5.4 the focus is on some recommended actions to be undertaken at enterprise level. 

5.2. Considerations on maintenance personnel administration 

(a) Recruitment 

The general lack of qualified workers influences the design and the 

implementation of a recruitment and promotion policy in factories and companies in 

developing countries. A form of competition springs up amongst them to lure away 

competent workers. Vague offers of work and ;:>oor selection often leads to an inadequate 

recruitment of personnel. As a result of sketchy or non-existent job descriptions, the 

profiles of candidates applying for work is not in line with what is actually needed. 

To correct this situation it is necessary that the recruitment offer should be 

accompanied by a job description as detailed as possible. This should be the basis for the 

selection of candidates. They must then be submitted both to practica1 as well as to 

theoretical tests. 

For management, cadres (engineers) and supervisors it is only if there is no 

possibility of internal promotion that recruitment will take place from outside. Poor chances 

of promotion create uncertainty among the better elements resulting in their premature 

resignation. 

Nevertheless, internal promotion must be done with cautior.. A worker, for 

instance, normally possesses 95 percent technical capabilities and 5 percent 

organizational. If one wants to promote an older worker to foreman, complementary training 

in organization and shop-floor management will be necessary. Supervisors appointed at a 

young age and adequately trained present better chances of acquiring qualities of 

organization, but ttlcy will have a problem because of lack of field experience, so that 

substitutes must be found. 

The job preparation desk is composed, in most casas, of an excellent nursery of 

supervisors already having had intensive training in the organization. 

Job preparation (work study) officers deserve particular attention. They are 

recruited from amongst the best workers between the ages of 25 and 30. This combines 

maximum knowledge with a malleable character. They must be conscientious, have an 
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open mind, have notions of drawing, technology and elementary mathematics, write well 

and Jike office work. Finally they must be willing to deal with practical inspired job 

preparation. 

These workers will follow one or two theoretical training programmes. 

The qualified workers will be recruited and the candidates have to undergo : 

(a) A shJrt professional examination (4 to 8 hours) including : 

(i) A practical part. The exact professional qualification can be judged by 

the speed, accuracy and accomplishment shown in carrying out tasks 

and the method followed; 

(ii) A theoretical part. This will show general technical knowledge, 

including reading drawings, rules of construction and safety. scientific 
knowledge which is indispensable but, naturally, adapted to the level 

of the candidate; 

(b) A trial period of 15 to 30 days to determine before the definitive recruitment, 

physical capacities, human contact with the rest of the factory, resourcefulness, logical way 

~f thinking, loyalty, eventual slackness. 

(b) Salaries and incentives 

Salaries and incentives for the maintenance personnel have always been a 

delicate subject in the salary structure of a factory. They have been the object of many 

studies which have served to show that the problem is very complex and not easily solved, 

even in developed countries. This chapter deals with the subject as it relates to the field of 

maintenance. 

The salary structure of the company should be based upon : a classification of 

jobs; a comparison of tasks inherent to each job; and job evaluation criteria (training, 

responsibility, effort, work conditions) 

Salaries of the maintenance personnel must be equal to those of the production 
personnel, that is, on an equal footing. Also, the possibilities of obtaining incentives and 

advantages must be the same, taking into account the global production of the factory. 
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In the case of output related evaluations, certain precautions must be taken : 

(a) The incentives should not be constant, but should fluctuate in accordance 

with the actual output by the personnel; 

(b) A simple system easily understood by the workers should be applied; 

(c) The incentives should be paid separately from the main salary. 

The setting-up of an output related evaluation system for intervention work (i.e. 

based on a comparison between allocated time and real time worked on a job) is done by 

means of the job preparation desk which first will prepare the work including a time study, 

and then during a minimum of one year will assess the time worked. In this way, a serious 

and objective data bank with company standard times can be established. 

Promotion is a way for the personnel to climb up to a higher grade and wage 

scale; it is an efficient tool for company directors to manage their personnel. This could also 

be a useful tool for motivation, as long as it is not abl!sed and is handled with objectivity. 

In order to be able to offer everyone the same conditions and guarantee the best 

objectivity possible, it is necessary that : 

(a) 

company; 
(b) 

(c) 

The personnel feel concerned and informed about the activities of the 

The perscnnel is trained in relation to their results and personal merit; 

The allowances take into account the kind of work, the constraints 

encountered and certain difficult working conditions. 

Promotion and career planning should be part of a corporate plan including a 

system of objective evaluation of the quantity and quality of work and experience gained 

throughout a career. 

This evaluation should be based on a grouping of all job functions into several 

families : executives, engineer levels 1 and 2, supervisors, foreman, execution and low 

execution. Each family is subdivided into grades : Director General, department manager, 

head of service, senior and junior engineer etc. 

For each group of functions and grade a basic index is given, which corresponds 

with the starting-point of a pre-established career curve on a diagram (index/years of 

experience), related to progress indicators. 

The classification of grades must strictly conform with the rules a11d regulations of 

the general status of the worker in the country. The index which links the wage scale to the 

progress indicators must also respect the national regulations. 
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5.3. Enterprise policy for HRD for maintenance 

(a) Note 

An enterprise or corporate policy for HAD for maintenance can only be efficiently 

carried out if all the actors involved are conscious of the importance of maintenance in the 

company. 

Thus the definition of an enterprise policy for HAD for maintenance must be 
preceded by awareness-raising actions. See chapter IV, section 4.3 concerning this matter. 

(b) Objectives and prerequisites of HRD for maintenance 

The principal objectives of HAD in the field of maintenance are as follows: 

(a) Remedying in as short a time as possible the lack of qualified personnel; 

(b) Adapting the men to their work; 

(c) Mastering the imported technology; 

(d) Adapting the men to the technological evolution; 

(e) Increasing productivity; 

(I) Filling the gap between real needs and the national education system ; 

(g) Following the rapid changes in the industrial society. 

Before launching any training programme it is essential that the following 

problems should be resolved based on an in-depth analysis of the maintenance problems : 

(a) Organization of maintenance in the company (organization chart, job 

descriptions); 

(b) Assessment of the training needs; 

(c) Training policy (who, how, where , when and with whom); 

(d) Planning of recruitment and training with regard to the needs in terms of 

personnel and qualifications; 

(e) Designation of a head of training for follow-up, checking and evaluation of 

results; 

(f) Administrative problems linked with training and recruitment. 
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(c) Organization of maintenance 

The implementation of a maintenance organization in a company not only requires 

the technical know-how of equipment functioning and that of the internal mechanisms, but 

also demands an excellent knowledge of attitudes and the intellectual level of the 

personnel. 

A project of maintenance organization must be established : 

(a) In the case of a new factory.with the help of the constructor or the consulting 

engineer; 

(b) After visits to similar plants in other countries in order to obtain the maximum 

profit from existing experience and discussion with the users; 

<=) After visits to factories of the same size in the country. This type of visit must 

be viewed seriously because it can be a valuable source of information and experience. 

In the case of new factories, these actions should be carried out by the future 

maintenance manager together with his or her closest staff and the head of training. 

In existing factories, the technical problems are so numerous that generally, the 

engineers do not have the time for the reflection necessary to cope with the setting-up of an 
organization and to deal with an efficient information flow. Consequently, a task force 

composed of dynamic and experienced people, under the leadership of the maintenance 

manager, should be created. This group will be in charge of picking up the weak points in 

the factory and setting-up the organization within a given time span. 

(d) Assessment of the training needs 

Training needs are assessed on the basis of an in-depth analysis of maintenance 

practice in the company. 
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The following chart explains the methodology (abbreviations defined below): 

INVENTORY OF 
PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT 

Pfa>_ PROGRAMME -+-t.~W", PLANNED 
NEEDS RESERVE 

NMAWn::lW«:E 

SAFETY 
PRICE 

SCHEDULED 
MAINTENANCE 

MAINTENANCE 
POLICY 

PAOGR 
PER 

TIME ALLOCATION 

WORKLOAD OF 
MAINTENANCE 

ORGANIZATION 

STATE 

AV AILABIUTY 

UNSCHEDULED 
MAINTENANCE 

EFFIC.-'__,--=----. 
SP.P. a 

OUM..-~-----' 

BUl.DIN3 MACHfofES DIRECT N)IRECT 
INFRASTRll:TUAE TOOLS 

Based on the assessment of the pr9sent inventory of the production equipment, 
the actual and future needs are defined taking into account operational needs such as 
production programmes (load of the machines), reserve (i.e. margin to cover unexpected 
breakdown of machines) and shut-downs for maintenance reasons. 

The application of a maintenance policy for this production equipment, in relation 
to the aspects of safety, price, state (i.e. protection of environment, comfort etc.) and 
availability, will give an estimate of the amount of scheduled and unscheduled work. 

Time allocation can be calculated based on maintenance programmes and 
penodicities (for scheduled work) and on an estimation for unscheduled work. In this way a 
forecast of the workload of the maintenance department can be formulated. 
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The organization of the work can then be defined including the organization chart, 

the information flow, management and quality control aspects. 

Finally this will result in the definition of the needs for : direct and indirect 

personnel (depending on the rate of efficiency, quality and qualification); installations : 

buildings/infrastructure, machine tools; and spare parts. 

For the personnel, detailed manning tables can then be set up (see chapter Ill, 

section 3.3 ·staffang·). 

A comparison between the existing personnel and the needs, which have been 

defined according to the above methodology, can then be made. This will result in detailed 

training needs for both workers (direct J)l~rsonnel) as well as for supervisors and engineers 

(indirect personnel). 

Training needs should be expressed on the basis of a detailed job description for 

which an example is added in appendix 40. Tne following topics should be indicated when 

expressing training needs : number of trainees; minimum qualification and experience 

before training; expected qualification after training; short curriculum of training 

programme. 

In the case of a new factory, the training needs are defined on the basis of an 

appraisal of the forecast of the supplier and with an indication of the above information. 

The qualitative requirements (required profile) can be fulfilled on the basis of the 

following possibilities : either with personnel already in situ, or by recruitment of trained 

personnel, or by preliminary training of personnel recruited for this purpose. 

An overview of tha major necessary maintenance trades in developing countries is 

given in appendix 44. 

Training programmes should be defined on the basis of : the job description; a 

trade·related training analysis, including retraining and upgrading (an example of a master 

chart fer such analysis is given in appendix 45). 

The curriculum of the training programme should include the following 

components : access level; tasks; content of training programme (theoretical, technical, 

practi~I. managerial); duration; and expected qualification after training. 
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(e) Development of appropriate training methods 

1. Trajnjng of cactres 

Training ol engineers and maintenance managers consists mainly of two types : 
technical training; and training in the field of maintenance management. 

As to the technical training, the best method consists of organizing short studytours 
to the machine manufacturers or to analogous plants, completed with in-service training 
during plant construction or with a specialized technical assistance programme. 

It is recommended that training in the field of maintenance management should be 
carried out in the framework of specialized upgrading seminars completed with short-tenn 
practical applications in selected plants. 

2. Trajnjng of suoervisors 

The most difficult level in training for maintenance is that of foremen, for which the 
best recipe is the accumulation of years of professional experience. 

The foreman is the keystone of a maintenance department. A manage.'1lent without 
competent foremen will lose its efficiency. Workers without competent foremen will become 
uncontrolled. 

The few foremen and crew leaders that there are, are always saturated with 
problems. They are asked to foresee and execute the work, to follow it and to control the 
workers. They are halted by difficulties that they, young foremen themselves, do not know 
how to solve in the context where bureaucracy and lack of supplies force them to waste 
precious time searching for a part or a tool which is missing. The result is that the worker is 
often left to his own initiative. 

To alleviate this, substitutes must be found through a rapid training of foremen, 
starting, in a first stage, with thoroughly experienced workers. The training of the 
supervisory level (technicians, foremen and crew leaders) is thus to be considered in 
another framework than that of the training of the workers. Here the tr.:tining-within-industry 
(TWI) approach (training within industry) has produced excellent results in the past. 

0) Crew leaders 

March 1994 

Only part of this training can be carried out in a training centre or Institute 
where a purely theoretical training is given which brings them up to the basic 
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technical level needed. They are often recruited amongst the young qualified 

workers and are selected for their intelligence and their ability to explain and 

to control a group. After the appropriate period of industrial activity and after 

having obtained the level of qualified workers, they will become crew 

leaders, responsible for four or five men. They are chosen not on'Y for their 

professional qualities, but for their human qualities as well. 

(ii) Technicians and foremen 

The training and practicals must be designed an~ adapted thoroughly to the 

needs of each of the levels : 

(a} The maintenance technicians should first be part of an 

intervention crew before being appointed as method officers in the 

engineering office or in thP. spare parts management section; 

(b} The job of foremen is to direct the personnel in the maintenance 

workshop or during maintenance interventions. Generally they will be in 

charge of 1 O to 15 workers, including the crew leaders. If, amongst the 

workers, some are old crew leaders with years of practical experience 

behind them and they can command respect and impose discipline, then it is 

recommended that they should receive further training using audiovisual and 

upgrading programmes in order to be promoted to foremen ; 

{c) For future supervisors, after their basic technical training and after 

having mastered the procedures of the plant (discipline, salaries, information 

circuits etc.), they are then placed together with an older foreman or a 

supervisor from the technical assistance. After this practical stage, they ha'le 

to follow theoretical courses on preparation for command and psychological 

studies. There they will see, to which practical experience this training is 

aimed at. Finally they will be placed in effective command as the definite 

head of a team; 

(d) Job preparation should be selected from experienced workers, 

crew leaders or foremen. A training in work-study techniques and a guided 

on-the-job training lasting several months will create th·e prerequisites for the 

job preparation function. 
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3. Training of gualified wortsers 

Qualified workers in almost all maintenance trades are rare in developing 

countries (see section (d) above for major necessary trades). The training must. therefore. 

be designed to stimulate all qualifications. The programmes should further be studied and 
conceived in such a way that the trainee teams not only a technique but also work habits. 

To achieve this, one must be demanding. but at the same time teach the trainee and give 

him or her real responsibilities. 

The training-within-industry method is also the most appropriate way of training for 

the workers' level. Especially the on-the-job training is most appropriate. This training 

consists of assimilating practical knowledge of the work. A worker proceeds by trial and 

error and so can get a concrete idea of what the work is all about. 

This method can only be effectively applied on the condition that the ~ierarchy is 
motivated and accepts to play the role of instructor (thus taking the necessary time for 

explaining to the worker). 

The practical on-the-job training must still be completed by theoretical courses for 

which the workers can attend training centres. 
• 

As mentioned before, on-the-job training for maintenance workers during the 

construction stage of a plant is indispensable and thus recommended. One efficient 

solution is to integrate the maintenance workers into the teams of the constructor. They stay 

under lhe iesponsibility of the constructor, but are followed and controlled by their own 

training head and his staff (future crew leaders for example). Final responsibility will have 

to be defined in the case where work has been tiadly carried out or when there is a delay in 

the planning of the construction. 

An assidu{'us follow-up and control of the trainees is vital in order to guarantee 

success of the training programme. Wee!dy controls and regular examinations can help to 

eliminate or reactivate the weaker elements.The training programme can be adapted more 

efficiently by use of these intermediary controls. They can spotlight whether the training 

programmes take into account sufficiently the realities of the environment (qualifications. 

experience of :rainees, intellectual aptitudes). 

As to the training of young workers, the apprenticeship programmes should be 
promoted. Experience has proven that apprenticeship is one of the most efficient methods 

for training new maintenance workers. As mentioned before, small nuclei composed of a 

foreman, a qualified worker and an apprentice have produced excellent results. 
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The question a~ to mult!-skllling is often asked. The experience of the author 
concerning this topic can be outlined as follows: 

(a) As the need for qualified workers is generaly high, a decisive element in the 

design of training programmes is the time factor. Training a mechanic and an electrician 

needs less time than training an eledromechanic; 
(b) For this reason, multi-skilling covering a wide range of mNe or less related 

trades is for the time being not recommended for developing countries although it is the 

trend in modem industry: 
(c) Nevertheless training of workers must include a certain degree of multi-

slolling, especially for organizational reasons, for example : 
(i) A mechanic must be able to discon~ an electric motor; 
(iQ An electrician must be able to align a coupling; 
(iii) A mechanic must have practical notions of welding, of basic hydraulics 

and of pneumatics; 
(d) Training programmes for workers for various trades should include basic 

notions of related trades to a certain extent and certainly not at the cost of t:me-consuming 
programmes; 

(e) As to the machine operators, training should include some first-level 
maintenancc tasks, limited to visual controls and regular checks (see chapter II, section 
2.3); 

(f) The problem is more complex for engineers and higher technicians dealing 
with automation : there is no other way out but to train in depth the various related trades, 
so that in this case multi-skilling must be considered. This is especially the case when it 
concerns new technologies. 

4. Training of trajners 

The success or failure of a training programme depends largely on the qua'ity of 
the training given and the motivation of the trainer. Consequt:ntly, the selection, "training 
and upgrading of trainers are very important. 

Generally, future trainers are recruited amongst the company personnel by 
rigourous selection. The criteria of selection are principally human qualities (ability to 
teach), practical professional experience, general and particular technological skills. 

The training of trainers for maintenance must be plan1"ed e&rly. They must be 
trained more in a practical or didactic way than by listening and assimilating text books. On 
top of the pedagogical principles of teaching, the accent must be put on each detail of the 
course they will have to teach, and most importantly on the spirit of maintenance. 

----~---
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Notions on safety, general organization of the plant, and the environmer.t are 
equally indispensable. A final examination is required, as well as regular control and 
upgrading. 

5. Fellowshjps abroad 

Fellowships, study tours and seminars are particularly valuable for the supervisory 
level, technicians and engineers. Their objective should be upgrading or retraining. 

Trainees should not be sent abroad for basic training. This must be given, as far as 
possible, on site, as it does not justify the high related cost. 

The only exception to this rule is specialized training for a particular machine at the 
manufacturers or for a specialized technique. 

(~ Structural and administrative arrangements 

1. Head of training 

It is necessary to appoint a head of training as soon as possible so that the setting
up of the training programme and the coordination of all stages are guaranteed. 

The person chosen must be experienced in dealing with human relations and 
must be accepted by the hierarchy. He should have a thorough practical experience and 
work closely with the maintenance manager and his staff. The trainees should be able to 
refer to him throughout the whole training period. 

He will take part in : the development of the training policy; the assessment of 
training needs ; establishing the training programmes; and determining the necessary 
resources for the implementation of the training. 

He will be in c:>ntrol of budgets accorded by the company for training, and will 
himself instruct in certain programmes, both theoretical and practical. 

He will be responsible for follow-up, control and evaluation of the practical and 
theoretical results. 

For larger companies, the training activities can be overseen by a fully fledged 
section including all necessary administrative and logistic staff. 
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For smaller companies, the head of the personnel department could be assigned 

as head of training activities. 

2. Admjojstrative arrangements 

The following administrative arrangements should be foreseen : 

(a) The establishing of sound contracts with the trainees, including fidelity 

clauses, so that th•ey will not leave the company in order to capitalize on their knowledge in 
another company; 

(b) Development of clear career prospects for the after-training period; 

(c) The inclusion of extensive training for maintenance specifications in the 

terms of reference when purchasing equipment and involving the supplier in the final 

results; 

(d) Thinking of a •continued• training, upgrading or recycling activities parallel 

with the professional life of the maintenance staff; 

(e) Stimulating internal training and upgrading through in-service training 

activities. In this sense, the training of company trainers can be extremely efficient; 
(f) The definition of detailed evaluation procedures, including a link between 

results obtained by the trainees and the chances of promotion. 

(g} Budgetary provisions for financing training activities 

Figures ranging from 2 to 5 percent of the total maintenance budget for financing 

training activities in developing countries are not exaggerated. 

Based on the assessment of training needs and the selection of training 

organizations, or methods, detailed budgets should be foreseen. 

It is recommended that separate budgets for maintenance training be defined, both 

when purchasing equipment as well as in the operational budget. This will allow a 

permanent budget control and an efficient monitoring of training activities. 

Including the ratio •total expenses for training/total maintenance cosr In the 

management steering chart as described in chapter Ill, section 3.7, is an obvious 

suggestion. 
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(h) Environmental problems 

Although environmental problems do not only concern maintenance, and are 
within the framework of this chapter not directly relevant, it is worth giving a passing thought 
to this important topic. 

The problem of the lack of qualified personnel is accentuated by the lack of an 
appropriate social infrastructure, in particular : insufficient lodgings; limited means of 
transport; and few local medical centres. 

As such the problems of absenteeism and instability of the workers is far more 
serious than that which is found in industrialized countries. 

In order to remedy this situation, it is sometimes essential for the enterprise to deal 
with topics which are not part of its business, but which are necessary to solve the 
environmental problems. 

(i) Technical assistance 

The real role of technical assistance in the process of technological transfer is not 
yet universally accepted. Often, technical assistance is treated as a paliiative to the lack ot 
qualified personnel. This can be justified in case of short-term specialized technical 
assistance. Questions arise when one wants to use technical assistance on a long-term 
basis. 

The management of production units and the training of personnel for these units 
are two inseparable elements. 

Technical assistance has a double function : that of contributing to the efficient 
running of the factory and that of training personnel. But a fundamental point must be 
insisted upon. It cannot be expected that technical assistance can both run the factor/ and 
be the perfect trainer at the same time. The reason is simple : good management demands 
work methods other than those for giving good training. 

It is certain that the exact definition of the role of technical assistance is not easy : 
type, condition and age c ! the factory, as well as the demands ot the market can all have an 
influence. 

The technical assistant finds himself in a difficult position. On the one hand, If he 
wants to have a hand in training, he must take the necessary time to explain each break· 
down, to describe how the intervention will be prepared, to rehearse It etc. During this time 
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the rest of the installation is halted, a fact which is not accepted because the reason for 

having technical assistance is to avoid just such an eventuality. On the other hand, if he 

wants to run the factory well, he must have the chance to intervene anywhere, at any time, 

without wasting time on explanations to trainees. Then he is reproached for not having 

taken enough time to help with the training programme. 

One of the first priorities for the assignment of technical assistance in a factory is to 

define a coherent policy for it. It is too e;..+Jensive for it to be used merely as a stopgap. 

Too often, technical assistance is called in at the last moment, when the 

installations are in an advanced state of dilapidation. A •fire brigade• situation risks giving 

poor satisfaction. 

The position of the technical assistant should be made official so that any 

psychological barriers can be overcome. Thus his efficiency will be improved and he will 

work to the best of his ability. 

Technical assistance must not become the easy way out. It must not be dragged 

out interminably, but its influence should be gradually reduced, thus enabling nationals to 

take over while continuing to be provided through advisers during a certain period of time. 

It is often very usefu; to complete technical assistance to the maintenance 

department with a reduced assistance to production. In this way damage to installations 

due to poor operation can be avoided. 

5.4. Actions at enterprise level 

The problems concerning human resources development for maintenance laid out 

above concentrate on the following five topics for which actions for improvement are a 

necessity : information; coherence and coordination/planning; suitability/efficiency; human 

resources, in terms of capability and motivation; and financial resources. 

The following actions should be considered at an enterprise level : 

(a) The setting-up of a corporate policy for HAD for maintenance . This policy 

should take into account the fallowing topics : 

(i) Programmes to providd specialized awareness-raising for cadres 

(engineers) and technical supervisors; 

(ii) The role of education and planning concerning HAD for maintenanc~ 

in particular; 
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(iii) The development of appropriate training methods In the field of 

maintenance; 
(iv) Structural and administrative arrangements for the implementation of 

these methods; 
(v) The organization of training at the company level through appropriate 

structures; 
(vi) Budgeting provisions for financing training activities; 

(b) Arrangements to improve and correct training for maintenance by : 

(i) Adapting maintenance training programmes to the specific needs of 

the users; 
(ii) Supervising fellowships more thoroughly and checking the results 

(mainly abroad); 
(iii) Integrating trainees in the construction teams during plant construction; 

(c) Provision of the necessary resources for the implementation n~ the 

programme: human (trainees, trainers, administration, etc.); material {facilities, equipment 

didaetic aids, etc.); and financial; 

(d) Development of a corporate career plan for all levels of m'3intenanc~ 

personnel, in particular for maintenance engineers. 
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6.1. Introduction 

CHAPTER VI 
THE NEXT STEP 

Chapter VI : THE NEXT STEP 

In the preceding chapters it was explained how to introduce a planned 

maintenance system and how to manage maintenance. 

The proper implementation of the methods proposed make it possible to obtain a 

satisfactory - even excellent - level of maintenance. 

As there are no standards concerning the degree of satisfaction or excellence in 

maintenance (as discussed before, figures can vary tremendously), only the study of the 

evolution of internal indicators can be a means for measuring maintenance performance. 

The effort which is made by the company to obtain a satisfactory maintenance 

performance should only be considered as a first step. Ir. fact, maintenance will frequentiy 

face problems in relation to both external and internal influences which need continuous 

and imaginative action for fine tuning or adaptation. 

In this chapter two of these influences are highlighted as a next step once a 

planned maintenance system has been set up : 

(a) How can maintenance face constant technological evolution in terms of 

methods, techniques, training, control devices etc ? 

(b) How can a higher degree of attention to maintenance be secured even when 

satisfactory performance has been reached ? 
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6.2. Maintenance and new technologies • 

6.2.1. Fields of application 

The need to be competitive in order to survive and progress has forced industry to 

reduce manpower costs and to increase the qualitati'le and quantitative perfonnance of 

production equipment. Constant research to enhance performance standards results in 

continuous technological evolution and in an increased use of new technologies. 

New technologies which have been developed especially in the last decade deal 
with, amongst others : new materials, such as optic fibres or composite materials; and 

advanced techniques, such as artificial intelligence, expert systems, computerized 

automation and laser applications. 

The equipment using new technologies is mostly found on manufacturing or 

transformation lines or in the processing industries using programmable logic controllers, 

automatic or semi-automatic workstations, robots etc. 

The principal differences vis-a-vis traditional technology are : 

(a) The increased use of microelectronic components in new technologies, with 
high reliability rates which differ very much from the traditional hydraulic or 

electromechanical components; 

(b) The reduction in volume and weight because of miniaturization of 

components. This presents both advan~ges and disadvantages as regards repairs and 

trouble shooting ; 

(c) The use of special materials which need specialized techniques for 

processing, repair or reconditioning. 

6.2.2. The impact of new technologies on maintenance 

(a) Consequences of failures 

High-level technology might require a very large investment. The profit loss 

resulting from a breakdown or failure, being a function of the performance of the 

equipment, will increase with the introduction of new technologies. The smallest production 

stoppage and, in particular, microfailures will have very serious consequences resulting in 

• Contribution by Claude Georges and Patrick De Groote. 
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a reduction of the benefit gained by new technologies in case maintenance cannot keep 

up. 

The reliability and the ratio ·1oss of production per unit of time• because of 
unavailability, which are the responsibility of maintenance, thus take on a far more serious 
aspect 

(b} Maintenance equipment 

The necessity to shutdown production at the last minute before breakdown oca.1rs 
compels maintenance management to set up more efficient maintenance systems cirected 
more and more towards condition-based maintenance. Reliability-centered maintenance 
and the use of advanced diagnostic or operational research techniques such as faalure 
mode effects and criticality analysis. fault tree analysis and hazard and operability studies 
become a necessity. This introduces the need for much more sophisticated maintenance 
instruments, tools and equipment such as: instruments for vibration or shock wave analysis, 
thennovision, analysis of waste debris and of effluents and analysis by ultrasound, and oil 
scan equipment. 

(c} Personnel requirements 

The personnel must be capable of understanding the functioning, the content, the 
possibilities, and the failure modes and their effects which can occur in new technologies. 

The use of increasingly sophisticated instruments for measuring, analysis and 
control is essential. Personnel must rapidly become familiar with the equipment. 

It is obligatory for maintenance management to adapt the strategies and policies of 
maintenance so that the maximum benefit can be obtained from new technologies. This 
obligation involves action on three levels : 

1. Before acgujsition of new tecbno!ooies 

The maintenance manager must be involved in the search for equipment with a 
higher level of perfonnance. He must be aware of every latest innovation, know what the 
research institutes are doing, and attend trade fairs.demonstrations and seminars. Faced 
with the improvements in performance and the consequential impact, the maintenance 
manager must change his approach towards failures, particularly microfailures. 
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As to the design of the equipment to be purchased, internal diagnostic and failure

finding systems such as the early warning system (EWS) or built-in test equipment {BITE), 

are expert systems which can ease fault analysis and troubleshooting. These techniques 

should be used as much as possible especially for equipment with a high automation 

component. 

In this way the maintenance manager will be fully prepared to thoroughly advise 

the management board concerning the purchasing of equipment. 

2. After the decision to acauire new technolooies 

The maintenance manager must organize training and continuous upgrading 

sessions for himself and his personnel. He must purchase the specific maintenance 

equipment (tools, instruments) which is necessary to maintain the new production materia!. 

He must also gather all related technical documentation. 

He must be involved in the recruitment of suitable personnel. 

The aptitude of the maintenance personnel to be able to •catch on" is a very 

important criteria. Taking into consideration the extremely rapid progress of material 

(technological obsolescence has changed from 15 years to 2 and sometimes less in very 

advanced fields), maintenance personnel must follow this evolution. 

3. Puring and after the starting-up of the eguipment 

This is the period for organizing the technical documentation, its updating, the 

preparation of work specifications, and the training of personnel both in-service as well as 

at the plant of the manutacturer. 

This means that a continuous training and retraining policy must be designed for 

the maintenance of new technologies. 

Training programmes should be developed in the fields of : fault detection; 

component and system reliability; fault prevention; use of specialized equipment; upd:lting 

of technological knowledge. 

A consequence of this is that the required qualifications of maintenance personnel 

will increase : it will be necessary to recruit more and more technicians of a higher level or 

engineers in order to face the maintenance problems. 
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6.3. Maintaining excellent maintenance • 

Imagine an enterprise in a developing country which has, with great effort and 
perseverance, set up an 011anization whose effici-11t procedures have resulted in an 

acceptable maintenance performance. Considerable time has been spent on the 

progressive implementation and running-in of this organization as well as the familiarizing 
and training of the parsonnel regarding the new procedures. 

Undoubtedly the results are convincing. The maintenance interventions, having 
been well prepared, are carried out efficiently, gaining time and improving quality to the 

satisfaction of the job requester as well as the maintenance personnel. The improvement -
even though relatively minor for the time being - in the availability of the production 
equipment proves the success of the implemented reorganization and leads one to expect 
rapidly growing results. Data-gathering permits an easy follow-up and a quick evaluation of 

the results obtained. 

It is the moment to feel deserved satisfaction. Maintenance is not causing any of 
the problem~ previously encountered . They now appear to be a thing of the past. 

Nevertheless this satisfaction has hidden risks, namely complacency. The minute 
that maintenance does not cause any more problems, is the minute that less importance 
starts to be attached to it. 

Management, at every level, must play an important role in the continued 
application of maintenance procedures. 

Without a regular follow-up by the tdchnical people in charge, the personnel will 

give in slowly, sometimes even unconsciously, to the easy way out. For example, an 

important form will be ignored because its reordering has been delayed; some history 

cards will not be kept up to date due to a sudden work overload or illness etc. 

More important still is the influence of general management. It is they alone who 
can guarantee that efficient maintenance continues to be considered a vital factor for the 
health of the factory, just as vital as reaching the production objectives, the quality of 
products, sales promotion etc. Even though managers feel its importance, the awareness 
that most company objectives can only be obtained through successful maintenance, 
especially in the fields of productivity, quality, continuity of production, safety and 

environment, has yet to be grasped by many. 

• Contribution by Maurice Oepraetere. 
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The Japanese "total productive maintenance• (TPM) concept is a success story 
based on this integrated approach. 

The aim of TPM is to optimize the productivity oi the equipment. Among the basic 
principles and ideas the following are worth mentioning : 

(a) Maintenance must a•ways be considered as a productive function, to the 
same extent as production; 

(b) TPM must be the concern of every department in the plant, not only 
maintenance, but also production, planning etc; 

(c) Every level must have the will to cooperate with TPM, from the general 
management to the lowest echelon. 

The TPM model attaches an enonnous importance to the motivation of personnel, 
and it is this motivation, found in every department and on every level, which constitutes the 

principal factor of success. 

Even if it is understood tharzero break down•is not a goal - this would entail huge 
and unjustified expense - the Japanese model is difficult to imitate because of the great 
difference in mentality. But an important lesson can still be leamed. Without the motivation 
of the workforce the perfect organization which has been established will not produce the 
optimal result required and will not resist the erosion of time. 

The motivation of the Japant!se is more spiritual: they take pride in being able to 
contribute to the expansion of their company and country, the honour of being singled out 
as an exemplary employee etc. 

This is not necessarily the case in developing countries, even if the personnel 
have a sense of duty, pride and satisfaction in a job well dor.e. A motivation of a different 
sort is needed, one that is understood by all that of material gain, and as maintenance 
involves everyone, the results obtained should be felt by the whole workforce. In the same 
way, good production results will have a direct infiuence on the wages and bonuses of the 
maintenance personnel. 

Even so, it would be a mistake to think that material incentives are the only things 
that can stimulate the workforce. On the contrary, it is recommended that a list of honour be 
placed in the entrance hall, or published In the newsletter of the bigger companies, on 
which could be noted : the cleanest workshop, the production area with the lowest down 
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time due to breakdowns, the mune of the worker who has, through his own vigilance, 
prevented a breakdown from taking place etc. 

But to return to bonuses. These are proportional to the salary level and sub:iect to 
the individual evaluation of the worker. 

The evaluation of each worker must be estab6shed according to v3rious c.1teria of 
personal appreciation, but also criteria of appreciation of the total result which stimulates 
the solidarity of a team, a workshop or the whole plant. 

The criteria of personal appreciation concern: punctuality, perseverance.discipline, 
quantity and quality of jobs done, relations with superiors, colleagues or subordinates etc. 
These are the classic evaluations, already used in a number of companies (see also 
chapterV ). 

As to the criteria of appreciation of the total result, several fonnulas are possible, 
the simplest being that at the end of the year each member of the workforce benefits from 
the annual profits of the company. Unfortunately this idea rapidly causes them to lose 
interest, because they do not realize the impact of their individual effort on the total r!Sults. 
In addition, they forget throughout the 11 months that an end-of-year bonus is awaiting 
them, and when they get it, they then consider it as their due. 

Thus, it is much better to set up monthly appreciation criteria. They will be based, 
principally, on the direct results of the work carried out by a unit, but will nevertheless be 
influenced by those of other units and services. Two examples: if a production worker is 
interested in positive "maintenance" results, this will incite him to be concemed about the 
state of his equipment, or a worker in the purchasing department will be inclined to treat an 
urgent order for one or another spare part more favourably. The result is a spirit of 
partnership and a positive sense of cooperation. 

Even if the bonuses are only distributed quarter1y, the appreciation should be done 
monthly and communicated monthly in detail, so that the personnel is reminded regular1y 
of the stimulation the appreciation is supposed to induce. 

An easy way to assess the appreciation criteria of the total results is to use ratios. 

Certain ratios, those to which an important coefficient is accorded, concern the 
results of the crew or section itself. Others, with a smaller coefficient, concern the results of 
the whole service or department. A final group, with the lowest coefficient, covers the 
results of the entire plant. 
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This system of appreciation could be implemented through the setting-up of 
maintenance circles as discussed in chapter IV, section 4.3. 

It is important that the workforce can see that general management attaches the 
utmost importance to the question of maintenance. 

Thus, it is equally important that any service or departmental report, brief but 
thoroughly explicit, must catch the attention of management. They in tum must not hesitate 
to ask for extra information or explanations on a particular point or decreasing results. 

An occasional brief vfc;it to :he shopfloor and offices by management can be a 
considerable encouragement to the foremen as well as. to the maintenance personnel. 
During these visits particular attention should be paid to the cleanliness of the machines 
and installations, updating and respect for the preventive maintenance schedule, or to 
important rehabilitation work being carried out at that moment. 

This overall interest in the maintenance function and the creation of an attitude io 
do better than others• could still be expressed more concretely through the creation of 
centres of excellence for maintenance as introduced in chapter IV, section 4.3. The 
sections or departments which had obtained exceptional results in maintenance practice, 
based on predefined corporate standards, would be awarded a quality label. The 
challenge will then be to maintain excellent maintenance in order to keep that quality label. 

The action •maintaining excellent maintenance• should be sustained and 
coordinated by the maintenance committee as proposed in chapter IV, section 4.3. 

To conclude: maintenance is undergoing an impressive tumaroL1nd. Its importance 
and productive role are being admitted and recognized more and more. Maintenance 
techniques are the subject of intensive research, and they will continue to be modernized 
and perfected in the years to come. 

Without knowing the evolution of methods nor the interest of implementing some of 
them in the companies concerned, prior to the setting up of any system It is imperaiive to 
have a rational organization with well-thought-out and respected procedures. 
Computerization and automation are only considered as tools to help and optimize human 
intervention and decision-making. 

Thus it is necessary to be well prepared for this evolution by ensuring the constant 
dedication of everyone in the implementation of the organization. 
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[ GLOSSARY 

As there is no extensive internationally standardized maintenance glossary in existence 
today, the authors thought it would be of interest to list selected terms which are commonly 
used in the maintenance profession. 

The list and explanation of tenns given below are based on the following sources : 

W.M.J. Geraerds: Glossary in the MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT MANUAL, published by 

SAMSON BEDRIJFSINFORMATIE, THE NETHERLANDS 
BS 3811 : BRITISH STANDARD GLOSSARY OF MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT IN 
TEROTECHNOLOGY 
AFNOR : INDUSTRIAL MAINTENANCE 
DIN 31051 : TERMINOLOGY FUR INSTANDHALTUNG 
DGS : COURSE ON INDUSTRIAL MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT 
P. DE GROOTE : personal research and experience 

ENGLISH DEFINITION FRENCH 

ABSa..UTE FALURE A faiul8 on an it9m who• inf8ncllld function becomes completAlly DEFALLANCE CATALEPTICUE 
unable ID be pelt>rmed 

ACCa..ERATEDTEST The item to be t.stad is submitted to an eccalarated t.sting ESSAIAOCEl..ERE 
programme (i.e. submitted ID higher speed or load coms>8f8d with 
its nonnal functioning) in order ID datact quickly erry faiUl8 

ACCESSBUTY Possibility ID have ecc:ass to a place, a part or an ec:e.aory. The ACCESSIBUTE 
accessibility is a qualitaliw dasig1 property ; It will 0.t9rmina tha 
lime needed for '9m0Yal and raeuembling of a 111.1buaembly or a 
part 

ACCllENT SEOt.ECES Oiffal9nt ways in which accidents mi~I occur SEa.a«;ES D'INCIDENl'S 

ACOUISITION COST The lotal costs at Iha chaige of tha owner tor acquiring an item or cour D'ACOUISITION 
a material and for bringing it into the cor.dition whel9 it is gipable 
of parfonning its intandad function 

ACTIVE AEOUPC>ANCY The rwcllndanl it.m is in oparltion in petallel to tM belie Um. If REDOfC>ANCE ACTIVE 
one fais the other lakes over 

ADN'fATIVE MAMENANCE See DESIGN-OUT MAINTENANCE MANTENANCE MW'TATIVE 
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ENGUSH DEFINTION 

Action tD modify en am wit\ lw ob;ecM D c:onbrn or ..,a AIW'rDf 
nw~mein...._bdon .. dMlwil'l._..inomr 
tDmmtw~t1ar.....-mcn....._orecallible 

(.l.saocialion F,.._ de Nonnaliaation) - FNneh national AFNOR 

....ardsindMe 

NJE fEllACEMENT' The ~t of a tpuup of --.i pMs, when OM part is fBFlACElotENT EN a.cc 
81Jbi9c:t to t.ilul9. Ag. ....,_It (or gioup Npl8celMnt or bloc 
r9plac:ement) is done for cost •Ying ,...,.. bued on the 
lrnowllclg9 twt i QM part is worn out, lw oltels .. lolow aoan fas 
jultiled lor inslllnc» in cue of bed 9C CI HNiy) 

AGE-sflECFIC FAIJJRE RATE !'Unbers of Wurws per time unit during life cyd9. See lllao ..... TNJXDE PMrE 
n.18, Ntmntaneous ...,,. ..a, forw of mortality, huard IUI. 

Alao...,...... u 1/MTBF. ll is in IKt "8 pRlblibilily of..,,. 

Al.Ga. Algarilwnic langlmge - c:omputtr l9nguege uwl tor pcogmmming ALOOL 
81gorilhmic melhemlltics 

ALLOTMENT 
REORJERNi BY) 

API 

APPRENTICESHIP 

AS BULT 
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Pall foUow9d to oblain en ~ ,.suit lhraugh deviclng ttw Al.GCIRfTHME 
pnilNm into • number of ...... 

Reocdering system in cue of low conunplion PAR OOTATICW 

(Asset Management Information Senric:e) Index which ellows tD AMIS 
meatU .. rnaintilnmlc:e management pertorriance 

American Petn:>llK#n lnd1ute AP1 

Leaming a ncte by being employed in it tor en agnied period el low APPRENTISSMJE ... 
MalllMnc» teams.,. usigled to specific: production arM. Alto ~ [E ZONE 
caled anigned maint8nance MANTEJW«:E ASSIONEE 

A mo,. developed expert WfNm which c.n g.nerMe M>systMna IMTEl..L.IGEfr.E ARTFICE.ll 
on its own 

In conformity wilh the real situation as it is built AS BUl.T 

American Sr.idard Code tor Information ln .. rchengH - uNd to ASCII 
inten:Mngt comput8r languagea 
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ENGLISH DEFINITION 

A maintlnence melt is campoled of folowing topics: AllJIT~ DE 
- Survey of production equipment, maintenance strategy, MAINIBWICE 

mUttlnence orglflisDol1, ma'9rilil -.d humm't 1910UW 

- FonlMHion of ~s forimpluv9ment 
- Fomulelion of. plen of ection 
- Cost-benefit analysis of lhe propoMd eciorls 

AVAl.MIUTY Pioperty of an it8m lo be able lo lJlfil • function under defined DISPONllUTE 

concitions 

AVAl.AMJTY<F SPAFE 

PARTS 

AYAl.MIUTY RATE 

BATHTUI a.JAVE 

The plOpOl1ion of slo111d itllms in relation lo r9q1iested itllms. Al90 DISPOtEUTE EN PIECES 
celllld the degfM of satisfaction of 19q1iesa.d perts 

Fraction betwMn MTBF and MTBF + MTTR. This rallt ccncems.. TAUX DE DISPCNBUTE 
CX'!1lpllri:oon of lie time during which en item can be Imel and .. 
total time during which ii can be used wiflout stoppage due to 
faiUl8s or maintenance 

Code of which the charadltrs.,. compol8d of parallel blllS from ca>EAIWHS 
citfenMlt thickness and dislance to each other. They ara rMd by 
transversal scanni\g 

Graphical raprasentation of a phenomena on time basis, "8 lonn of COUfllE DE BAIGNOIE 
which is a bath lub. In maintenance this is the ca• wilh fie Win 
rat. curve : decl'Mling in the beginning, the failura rat. wil1 

incraa• after a period during which it is. on average, conmnt 

BENCH TEST A test of • component or an equipment on • apec:ial test bench. ESSAIS SlA BANC 

BETTERMENT MAM'E*NCE Identifies how technical and managerial performance is moniloNd MANTENAHCE AMELIORATIVE 
and how oppor1lmities for improvement ara identified within the 
ragular management process. 
Is a part of DESIGN-OUT MAINTENANCE 

Fixed-bal8 two-digit coding - in comput.r techniques the nwnerical ~ 
binary system is compol8d of the liguras O end 1 

Code of which the charact.rs are composed of binary elements calE NtAIRE 

BIT 

Buill·in Test equipment. Systems foreSHn in th• delign of BITE 
equipment, to test certain functions 

See AGE REPLACEMENT REM'lACEMENT EN aoc 
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ENGLISH DEFINITION FRENCH 

BLOTTER TEST Test tD estima .. lie IMglftlde o. me..i parts in lubricalian ol. 8V lll.OrTER 

~ .. lling. one mn get.,. ma .tiout lllikn ...-ice 

BREN<DOWN COST See FAILURE COST CXlUT DE DEFAIJ..ANCE 

es British st.ndards es 

8S1 Br:tish Slandards lnstitutl BS1 

BUU-W CAPABUTY See INHERENT RELIABILITY FIABIJTE H£RENTE 

BlJfW W Initial period an.r start-up ·elm c;., ld INFANT DEVERMNAGE 
or GREEN PERIOD· .. alto PREMAlURE FAILURE AODM£ 

BlR>TICA Techniques and 19sources eimed at automizing office activities BlJREAUT1QUE 

principally r81ated to wonf pruc:essing, communication, writing and 

CALllRATION 

CAU.RATE 

CATASTROPHIC FAlllR 

publiftlg 

Critic:ality mnmytis • a melhod to group failul9s of a technical IC 
system acc'ORing to the in~ of their consequences. Flliul9 
cri1ic:aity • the pcMr\tial failures in lhe various parts of the procllct 
or •rvice systllm .,. examined to detennine ~ •verity of ac:h 
failure effect in .. nns c: lowering of parformaice, safety hazanf, 

tocal loss of !unction etc:. 

All the operations for lhe purpose of def8nnining the values of the CALBWJE 

errors of a measuring instrument (and. if necessary, to detennine 
other rnetrological properties) 

lnlentity of job requests for a certain item DEGf£ D'APPEL 

Removal of a part from a machine in order to use it for repairing or CAAt.llBALJSATICIN 
maintaining 1nOther machine 

A failu111 with wry heavy ~us DEFAl.J..AICE 
CATASTROPHIQUE 

CAUSE ·CONSEQUENCE Oiagnm baMd on a choice of critical events and the most related DIAQR,tMilE CAUSE ET ER'ET 
DIAGRAM NqUenlial problems 

CD-ROM Compact disk INd-only memory roAOM 
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DEFINITlON 

CENTRAUZEDMANTENANCE A mairMnanc:e otgllllization -=coning to which aft maint.n.nc:e MAINTENANCEcamwJSEE 
STRUCTURE wv.~ in h plant is part of one organizational structure MCI 

dlpands on one head 

CFR Constant faiunt nd8 Ta> 

CHP See INTEGRATED CIRCUIT CHP 

CM Concffon monitoring CU 

CODING (CODIFICATION) Action to •t up 111'1 orgenizlii end rdoNll sysa.m. Coclng a spare CODIFICATION 
part it a madline Q.e. with igures, letlllrs or other signs such as 
bars) will faciita its computerind management 

coa.wlSSIONING The advancement of an installation from the stage of static MISE EN ROUTE 

completion to full working order according to spec:ified requi191Mnts 

COMPLETE BREN<DOWN Result of a total failuN PANNE COMPLETE 

COMPLETE FALi.ff See TOTAL FAILURE OEFAUANCE COUPLETE 

COMPLIANCE An affinnaliv• indication or judgement that the 114>Pier of a product RECEPTION 
or Mrvice has met the requiNments of the nllevant spac:ificalions, 
contract or iwgulation ; also lhe state of meeting the IWqLlinlments 

COMPUTER-AClED (ASSISTED) Some years ago, c:ompu1eriDd systems in mantenanc:e dealt with MAO 

MAJNTINANCE management topics. Dua to the evolution of condition-monitoring MAMENICUE 
techniques and the related compu!ar assistance, today a 
difference is more and more made in lhe terminology betwMn 
CMMS (computerized maintenance management syswms) and 
computer-assisted (aided) maintanar.ce, the latter dealing moN 
will the technical aspects such as oil scan, vibration analysis, 
lhennography ate. 

CONDmON-BASED This W• of maintenance, also called pl8dictive or auscultative MAINTENANCE 
MAINTF.NANCE maintenance, is a breakdown prevention t.chnique 1WqL1iring no CONDfTIONNEll£ 

dismanUing, and based on inspection by auscultation of the 
equipment involved 

CONDITION MONITORING Continuous obHrving of an item in order to detect possible SUM ca«>fTIOJHL 
daviabon of normal behaviour o~ to be informed about its condlion 
and Nlatad evolution 

CONFORMANCE An affirmative inclcation or judgement that a piocllct or Nrvic:. has RECEPOON 
met Iha requirements of the relevant specifications, contract or 
regulation; .,., the state of mNting the iwquil'9m8nts 

CONFORMITY The fulfilment bv an um or Mrvic4t of specific 19q1.1il'9m8nts CONFORMrTE 
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ENGLISH 

COST CENTRE 

COSTS IN USE 

CRITICALITY ANALYSIS 

CRITICAUTY NlEX 

CURATIVE MANTENANCE 

OATAFlOW 

OATABAN< 

DAILY MAINTENANCE 
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MAM'ENNCE GLOSSARY 

DERNITION FRENCH 

See PERMIT TO WORK - • itlm is llJbjec:t ID C01jsjgnn•1t when ii CONSIGNATION 
is not lllow.d lo work on it 

Ill Min will a monllly ....- consumption ....aitg 0.25 -.. <XlNSOWAll.E 

lllao FAST MOVERS 

M illlm (lpMt pert) which C8mOt be u98d anymont lllW iwnoval PIECE DE CONSCMIATOI 
PECE CONSOIFTll.E 

Pioc:essing IM which ext8nds "8 capat:ily of a mein proc:8SIOI' in CO.f'AOCESSEUR 
a computer thn:iugh cil'Kt access to the memory of the main 
praceuor, b;rt which is ...-- to operatl automalicaly. 

Also called brukdown maintenance, palliative or curative 
maintanance. Form Of maintlMnce which consists of : 
- Tn>Wlelhooting on medines who• poor condilion Nldts eilwr 

in a total or partial stoppage of lie equipment, or in its operation 
under intolerable concltions 

- Machine l9p8irs 

A location, person or item or equipment (or group of these) in 
ntspecl of which costs may be ascert8ined end r.aa.d to cost 
units, e.g. processes cost centnt, production cost centnt, •rvice 
cost centnt eec. 

See RUNNING COSTS 

Centntl processing unit - a unit of a computer that includes circuits 
contlOling the inlerpnttation end execution of instructions 

S..CA 

The product of l'8 ratings P x S x D will 
P a probability of each fUJnt mod9 occurring 
S • c:riticality of lie failure 
D • difficulty of detecting the failul'9 before the product or 

Mrvice is used by the consumer 

See CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE 

Failure resulting in partial or complete materiel deterioration of a 
piece of equipment 

Routings of infonnation which are defined in the company in an 

olpnimd'#rf 

A group of data related to a certain field of knowledge and 
organiad to be consun.d by uMf'I 

See ROUTINE MAINTENANCE 

CENTRE DE FRA1S (CU DE 
COUTS) 

ANALYSE DE lA CRf1DTE 

AVME, DEGAT 

FLUX DES DCHEES 
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ENGLISH OEFWITION 

See ODDMENT Ind SURPLUS ITEM 

FRENCH 

STOCKllORT 

ROSSIGNOL 

DECENTRAUZB> A ~ ~ -=conilig to wllic:!'I w:h pnMludial'I 1M1N1BW«:E 

MAINTENANCE S\'RlJC1UE w hu ill own meillflll•._ Cl9W, wilhaut WP/ --. betwMI\ DECemWJSEE 
tllm 

DEFECT A d9pertuf9 of a qmlity ~ from its intended i.v.I or DEFAUT 
slate fiat oc:curs wilt a 191Mrilr 9Ullcient to c:m9e 911 WO c · ' IS 
prr..-:t or Mrvice not to 9atilfy iNlnd9d nonMI, or '9UOMbly 

~TION FAUR A Win (malbM:tion pmcea) which t.pperis ~ cbing a DEFAl..LNCE PROGfUSIVE 

c9ltllin period of time 

DESIGN-OUT MAINTENNCE ~s is 81tc> known as pl8nt impnwement mairltiln8nce, .ct its MMITENN«:E 

o1Jtec1 is lo impn>w lw operation. '9Ability or ~ of lie CONCEP1lE.LE 
equiprMnt in place. Thia sort of WOftt uaudy involves studies, 
c:onatruction. in.a.ton, start-up lllld tuning 

DIAGNOSTIC Identification of Wur.a based on symptoms. Ev81uation of a DIAGNOSTIC 
lilualion • ldentilcalion of a. cause of a faiu19 by way of a logical 
way of thinking based on a compilation of data as a r.sult of 
intp9Ction, conbol. IHtS •le. 

DIN Deutsche lncllstria Nonnen • German Standards DIN 

DIRECT MAINTENANCE COST Coats which ar. diNCty inbd to b auc:ution of m.intenenca. COUT ~DE 
1hay al9 compoMd of: MAINTENANCE 
• ~lar mai"ltanance costs 
• Labour costs 
• E~tcosts 
• Materiel costs 
• TrWning costs 
• Subconlnle:ting costs 
• Coats for~ updating 

A '8pair by IMIOY8I for which Iha removed part is not 19CO!lditionad RaFLACEMENT PAR 
but acnippad DESAFFECTATION 

Discarding or obrwila cilpOling of mateMI when it hu fliled or ii REFORME. DESAFRCTATION, 
no longer required for arry IHIOft DECI ~SSEMENT 

SN DESIGN OUT MAINTENANCE DCM 

DOflMANT FM.URE A failu1• which i1 not necauarily ...,, when it occurs, tor inltanca DEFAUANCE DORMNfTE 
when it concams a Ndundancy or a sub-function which is only in 

oparalion ''°"" time to time 
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ENGLISH 

DOS 

OROPTEST 

EOONOMIC OUAN1nY 

MANTENANCE GLOSSARY 

The 11*1cbdancbing1llllich • illm is OUC cl older (a.e. not in TEMPO'ARRET 
aindilian ID pecbm ils iNlndld bdan) 

S. BlOTTER TEST ESSAISA OOUTE 

Prupeny cl • i9m ID Mil 811 inllnd9d lunctian wider d9limd IUWla.ITE 
opeflllialml COldlians Wiii a limit ii llMChec:I 

MainllrWlce echelon is lie --of comp.ily of a.............. NVEM1 CE IMM'ENNCE 
intervention. GeneraHy five echelons ant considered. 
MAINTENANCE "LEVEL" is ll9o UMd 

S. \\1LSON FORMULA CUANTITE ECONCMClE 
D'ACHAT 

ENDOSCOPY Concition-based maintenance technique executed with an ENDOSCOPIE 
endoSCXJpe, which is an optical instrument eq;.iipped will a istiling 
device designed ID be inlnxb:ed in cnitin 

EOUAUZEO MANTENANr..E A maintenance form ac:c:ording to which manpower-intensive MAINT'ENNCE EGAUSEE 
maintenance activities are split up into approximately equal 
llA>peckages. The objective is ID limit the cal for mainteMnc:e 

EWS Early waming system MP 

EXAMINATION A complWhen:iive inspection aupplernent.d by mMIUNINnt and EXM£N 
phylic:ll testing in order to detiermine Ile c:ond1ion of 91\ item 

EXCHANGE lNf The NmOYlll and replaalment of M item~ IO r.ilul9 llrough EaiANQE-B'TANWI> 

excti.nge of an identical one (new or rec:oncltioned) by the IUppier 
against peyment of a relatively low price, defined by the 
reconcltioning cost 
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EXPLOITATION 

FAILSAFE 

FAIL.I.IE NW. YSIS 

FALlffCOST 

FAR.URE CArTICAUTY 

FAIL.lH MODES N.:J 

EFFECTS ANALYSIS 

FAlllff EFFECTS 

DEFINlllON 

Compul9r sysl9ln (mn.r.) wlKh has lw ~ 8llCI know- SYSTBE-EJCPERT 
how cl .. upecl in a Cl9fW1 ield.. This.,...... must UM, INat 8llCI 
.....,. knowledge ., tm it can be used bJ a non-expert. kl 
maintenance, upart SJS'elllS ... used few instance in t.illn 
diaSJIOSlic:s or IRlubleshoolitig piogrammes 

Tr'.dimansialial ............. , of al pelts of an 11 I ,.,., in 9UCh a WE EaAlE 
,,_, 1181 flair position one to anot.rdlr ... , ... ID can be_. 

M q>emlians which contribul9 to l'9 pKICldian 8llCI c:in:ulalion of EllPLOITATICN 
goods ... f9IOUIWS 

A melhod for~ l'9 mnsumption of spe19 ...,ts. This is U!W3E EJCPONENrE.. 
dona bJ adding to "8 pl9Viaus IDl-=-t a conaction wlKh lmkH 
into accounl the ditleranc:e between the last forecast of 
c:anunption (tor which historical dala ... anialU) ..... ectam 
~cluing l'9 111111e period 

A design melhod, so lhal in caw of faiu,. or human error, ~ 
cataslrophic consequences are excluded 

The Mbiily of en am to meet a dNiNd ~of perfonMnce. DEFAl..lANCE 
f.W,..s occur when .. am is not longer in the physical concllon 
whldl is consider9CI as being neceswy fol its c:on9d llncliolling 

Statistical analysis of failu,.s with lhe objedM of defining .. ANALYSE DE DEFAUANCE 
IPP'QPliate maintenance mehld 

A torm of comldive maintenance which is done after failu,. has MANTEtWCE ACCllEHTEU.:; 

OC:CUl1'ed 

A cost which con9SpOnds to proc:lic1ion losses due to unavaiabiity COUT DE DEFALLANCE 
of equipment This cost is composed of the tolowing costs : 

- Rolduction of produc:tion or uMcl 
- Ablation in the quality of production or •rvice 
- Longer delivery delays 
- Higher dlplKialion costs 
- lncrMM of work accidlnts 
- Alienation in .. woltc place mad lllVironmlnt 
- Olmotivation of personl'lll 
Also called BREAKDOWN COST or INDIRECT MAINTENANCE 
COST 

SNFMEA 

SelFMEA 

CAITICrTE OE LA DEFAUANCE 

ANALYSE DES MODES DE 
DEFAUANCE ET DE LaR 
EFFETS 

EFFET DE LA DEFAIJ.MCE 
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ENGUSH 

FAURRAlE 

FAULT 

FAULT TREE NW.YSIS 

FFT 

FFO 

FIXED TIME MAINTENANCE 

FMECA 

FOM 

FOACE a: MORTALITY 

FORCED OUTAGE 

March 1994 

OEFIN110N 

See AGE-sPECFIC FAILURE RATE -mo mlld HAZNI> RATE TMJXDEPIWE 

Ai.ck in lw Uldiolling of.,.. illm 4le to ..... or to olh9r' .-sans DEFAUT.ANOIWE 
inducing~ apemiar1 

Ob9ervdon of meClllic parts in lubcicalion oil, which ... 8lhclld FERROOfW'HE 

md lmpt in. magnelic: leld. ~ miclo9CDpJ abwvalion of .. 
pmcipitad parts sjV9 an idea about lw degrM of wr md lie 
nildld ..-ring pnx:ess.. See mo ISldar' SOAP 

Fast Fourier TIMSlonnation. Serial ftnSfonMlion lllgolillwn of .,.. FFT 
imput 9ignal no 11 signal which can be 11.-cf by compu11r 

FIRST IN FIRST OUT FFO 
Method used in slDck management on a Nt of items, aimed at 
defining lleir price. It is baed on a systelMtic: choice to issue first 
lw oldest sel Stock valua is calaUl8d on lw besis of tw most 
MCenl entries. This method is~ used for raw mdln.ls in 
important qmnffes 

See SYSTEMATIC MAINTENANCE 

Flihn m. de and eftec:ts analysis - A method to analyse l9iability MEE 
of equipn*1t or an item, inducing a systematic enalysis of al 
possible faiures which can oc:a1r during w.1-dltlned applicalions. 
Falu,. mode • lie anticipatld concitions of operation, which .,. 
used as lw badcground t:> stlAfy tie most probable ,_,,. mode, 
location and machllllism of h ilem or systllm Md its components. 
Failure affect • th• potential failures, which are studied to 
determine their probable effect on tM parformanc:a of h whole 
item and "8 eflacts of the various c:omponants on Heh ottier 

Failure mode affects and criticality analysis - a combination of MEEC 

FMEAlndCA 

Fon:a of mortaity : number of faiunts par unit of UM TAUX DE PANE 

Saa AGE-SPECIRC FAILURE RATE TMJXDE PA»IE. 

SM. SPECTRAL ANALYSIS NW.YSE ~QUENTEU£ 
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ENGLISH 

FR. 

FSI 

FTA 

HAZAR>RATE 

HAZOP 

HEAT~a.AN 

HEAT RECOVERY 

HEU COL 

Fail ... ...,. ·a ., .......... amly9ia ol an -. bJ WLYSEDE 
...,.......ng lie Nlalion blltwaen ... main bdan and ... L'NiiiOiESCEhCC 

postible IUls which cm accur beta IDr ............ a IDr DEFM!.MCE 
operlllicll.i ......_Thia...,._ ...... , is done in ... bin ol a 
dec:iliDlt ..... This mldilM ....... camills of an inu'8 lfgiM I 
olwhich.., ...... c:mmilo•...P ..... 

lnlbilily ol an ilm lo IMlll a..._. mndald ol pedommice DEFM!.MCE 

FaCnCNNELLE 

Tenn US.S lo dncribe a srmm ..... it has tie.i .,..,.nd......, AECONDITICNIE 
t. ~has ~ it lo its origilm axidlimi. or......., it llil 
com.ins .... u99d or"°"' ..,is 

SN DEGRADATION FALURE DEFAUN«:E PROGAESSNE 

SN SYSTEMATIC MAINTENANCE 

The physical equipment US.S in dma proc:euing, u oppoMd lo HAR> WARE 
computer programs, procedures, rules and associated 
documentalion 

SN AGE·SPECFIC FAILURE RATE TAUX DE PANE 

Harzald and openibii1y ~ • an •Nnded FMEA ~ by HAZCJP 
irdlding ope..tiiity faclors in llddition to equipment rut modH. It 
is a systematic llNlysis of .n installation or sys'9m lo find t. 
possibilities and effects of devilltions in tie pioc:ess which .,. not 
cil9Cly expecl9d by t. de19iers 

The principle wheNby heat liat "'91t o"-rwise be cischarglld lo AEClftRATION DE~ 
waste is passed through a suitable fonn ol heat exchang9r and 
lheNby nK:OVel'ed for other u•s 

A pmceu lhet enables wast9 heat to be stof9d or llM•rNCS for ~CYQ.MiE 
the purpose ol performing a uufW llnclion .. ......_. 

A reconditioning technique of wom-out threeds. Externally and HEUCOI. 
in .. rnaly threaded inNrts with the origin.-1 internal ciarne'9r ... 
1el9Wld in the wom-out t11.ad after l9boring and relhlMclng on a 
"91er ctamew 
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HllDEN FAUR 

D.ETIME 

IFR 

NCllENT 

NFAHT MORTALITY 

F-... 9lllution ~ uling. ~-- ..._..... tE\HSTDJE 
w:ti stlp is bued an h pl9¥icus ,... -~ implMMl.S in 
Milicial irlllliglla tor its cpclll'9SS 

The period of lime «Ming wtKh m illm is awil9ble ID pertonn ils TEMPS lllORT 

illl9nded lundian. but is not med due ID ~ of work. IDoling. 
ma..,.. opet9IOl'S Mc. 

l11cn 11 · ng Win nllll 1DC 

A dlpeltul9 of a ~ charKllristic fnlm its ineended lev9I or ~cnoN 

llltl, wilhout.,, as•o cimlim will or canfonnm ID specilcdon 
~Of ID h USlbility of a product or l9rvice 

S- CATASTRJPHIC FM.URE INCIDENT 

S-FTA NI 

S-FTA 

S- FAILURE COST 

SN PREMATURE FAIWRE - See BURN-IN 

NiALYSE OE LA FREQUENCE 

O'INCEENTS 

NiERENT REUA8lJTY Pelfonnance Dndald of M il8m which indc:ates what it is Cip8ble AABUTE NtERENTE 
of ecMving (mo cmled BUILT -IN CAPABILITY) 

INITIAL PROVISIONING A torecast and supply of spa19 parts for new equipment ID cover PREMIERE 'X>TATION 
needs ci.lring a fiBt period of use 

IN-PLANT TRAIUIG Training in the plant without sendng trainees outside FORMATION DANS l '\JSINE 

IN-PLANT STANDAAOIZATION Action which aims at reducing the number of types lfld makes of STANDARDISATION 
it8ms. This action is baMd on the set-up of rules, descriptions and 
procedures which allow to acquire items according to pr9· 

estabished specifications 

W.SERVIC£ ~ING SN ON·THE·JOB TRAINING FORMATION EN SERVICE 

.. smJ Under JMI operafir· Jiii condtions w SITU 
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EHGUSH 

.. snulEST 

INSTANTANEOUS FAIUH 

..sTANTANEQJS FAUR 

RA1E 

NTEGRATED CR:UfT 

NTERACTING 

NTERMITTENT FAILU~ 

tlTEANAL RE-OADERNO 

OEl.AY 

DEFINf110N FRENCH 

A last und9r ,... opemlial.i carlCilkiis of M illm or component 'JEST .. snu 
•·ich does not necnsita'9 the ....,,,.i of .. CCJlllPCM•ll or .. 
.,...... ol .. illm towanls ..... bench 

Anessmelll of .. Y8lue of one or lllOl9 propertiM ol ~ INSPECTION 
campar9d to deined imit nlues; the process of ...... ring. 
eamRng. '9sting. gmuging or olhenli99 compuing .. unit will 
.. appicllble ~ 

Technic81 inspections. folow.d by a report. u~1ed by VISIJES 
specialized "inspectors" who .,. in charge of pr.paring 
llllintll•ice paglWlllMI and verifyng .. qmlly of .. WOik done 
on .. equipment 

A tun in which a mdlnc:tiorl process happens instlntaneou91y. DEFAl.JANCE l'&STANTANEE 
,_celled SUDDEN FAILURE 

S-AGE-5PECFIC FAILURE RAlE TAUXDEDEFAl.l.ANCE 

T ec:hnician specialized in mainl9nance of contlol and measuring 

devices 

Spa,. parts which, wtder nonnal operational condilions, .,. not 
sq.ct ID W811r, but .._war lley brake doMt, lhe whole machine 

is out of order. The'9fcn !hey are qpt in st>ck as a kind of 
"insur.nc:e". They .,. always sbw lllOV8r.). Also called SECURITY 
or SAFETY fTEM 

Electronic device whose components and connections are 
rnanufac:tured in a l8fTlicondJclor substrafll, allowing to prucilce • 
complete function 

Function between computar and peripherals 

T11ne belWNn issue of a pun:hase requelC and iuua of an older tor 
spa,. perts 

SClUDUE 

INTERACTIF 

INTERFACE 

Inspect and ,..,.;r as necessary • a mainr.nanc. method which is IRS8 
used when lhe p~ss of wHr is irregular or not mast.red. 
Mainr.nanc:. interwnlion is decided after inspection. This is a kind 
of condlion-based mainc.nanc:. 
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ENGUSH 

ISO 

JOBCAFI> 

JOBOfllER 

JOBREQlEST 

LCC 

I.FE CYCLE 

LIFE CYa.£ COST 

LIFE CYa.£ PAOFrT 

March 1994 

DERNT10N FRENCH 

- A pmt. ecMment. ...,.._ ar.,.._ twtcm be........, ITEM 
C01llidll9dmd .........., ........ rwtllllld 

- An ~ or CXlllWllliol .. dlieCt on tllhi:ta a let of obwwtiDllS 
1111¥ be nm:l9 

- Defined Cf*llily of ......... on tllhi:ta a Mt of obw,,-..is mar 
banm:l9 

- An ob99IWd V-., .._" 1 'il he (81bibutn) or~ 
(m••nd) 

Juslintinw .If 

S. JOB OFl>ER BONDE lRAVAIL 

A wrillln inlCruction detmiling work to be c:anK..t out - .. WORK OflJfE IE TRAVAIL 

ORJER 

The job pNP8laliDn hn:tian dNnnines opaniian ~ .... jClb PAEPAR.\TJJN DE lRAVM. 

tpeeiications, ~ l'HOUR:U, NqUiNIMftb, time ~ 
mdwaddoad. 
Abo ~ WORK PREPARATION, WORK SPECIFICATION or 
WOFl<STUDY 

A llltlment Mco1d11g ... work done &.net ... conciion of ... itlrn fW'POR1" DE lRAVM. 

A document r.questing work to be carried out - '" WORK DEMANE DE TRAVM. 

REQUISITION 

Ufe cycle CCIII : h tollll cost of ownenhip of en item of mmn.I, OOUT 00 C'VClE IE VE 
taking into account .n costs of ecquilition, penonnel tnlining, 
o;ietdon, INintlMnce, mocllc•bt Md clspo..i. for ... puipose 

of mMing deciliona on new or chMged NqUiiwments Md u a 
control mec:henism in Mrvic:e, for existng Md futu19 items. The 
tenn LCP • Lile cyde profit • is .i.o commou:y UMd. 

S. ECHELON NVEAlJ IE MAMENANCE 

It has become u1U91 to compel'9 pracb:tion ~t wi" living C'VClE DE VE 
oiglniwna. For Md! iteo-:i 1"919 is the phase of delign loloWld bV 
h pMM of m.nufacturing or conltndon. Then comes the period 
of u• which is limit.ct of necnaity bec:auM of the prog19uiv• 
de .. noration, end finlJly .,.... a cert.in time, tot.a brNkdown Md 
Nin. Thia tollll pruceu is cahd ife c:yde 

S. LCC OOUT 00 cva.E DE VE 

SM LCC I LCP PAOFJT 00 CYCll DE VE 

SM LIFE TIME DlR£ DE VE 
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ENGUSH 

LFO 

DEFINITION FRENCH 

Period cbing which en lem UN19S a ~ function und9r DlREDE VE 
dlfined opetdollll mcl IMinll!IMC» condiions m1til i ..ct.a its 
limit concllion 

Lut in inlt out ll'O 
Melhod med in stDdt ....,..... on a l9l of illms. limed at 
mining lleir pnc.. It ia ba89CI on a ~ -.. or ... 1u1 
........... This meh>d ia plinciplly .... tor ............ in 

impomlt~ 

The IDllll lime of ulilizalion or piacllction in r.i.tion to "9 toflll TAUX DE Ow.£ 

adsHity 

The tomlity of documents containing technic81 information DOSSER IMCleE 
concnmilig ....... 

Listing oil dsta ~ iw:fline • including. in dlnxiulogical HISTORIQUE llMCHN: 
order, eech ...,.., mslbdon Md intsrwnlion on "9 mschinn 

Prapsrty of en lem which indicalss "9 - of~ Wider MAINIENABL'TE 
dslned operational concitions (i.e. eility of en item to be 
meinlllined easily). A good meilllllirllllMily ,... a low llTlM or low 

UTIR 

Meint.ennnce is h bdon which hM as objecive ID .,_.,. ht MAMBWICE 
fulMt av8ilebility of production equipment, utilities and ...i.tnd 
fllcilitiff at optimel QOlt and under salisfadory concitions of 
qunity, Hfecy end prolRc:tion of .. snvilonment 

MAINTENANCE~ A time-baed plnn aloedng specilc: meirUnenc9 tam to spec:itic Pl.ANfiR) DE MAINTBMNCE 

periods 

MANTENANCE PROGRMWE A compr9hensive list of it.ms end the msintenance l9qllir9d, PROOfWIAE DE 
incluclng the n.v.ls 8l which msintnnence should be perfonned MAINTENANCE 

MAJOR MAINTENANCE Is en int8'wnlion of import.Mt~ Md duration, end whic:tl is INTF~.fYENTION MA.E\ff 
INTERVENTION a necellity to avoid lhoMning of t9c:hnical lifetime 

MA.lat REPAIR See MAJOR MAINTENANCE INTERVENTION • here the REPARATION MA.EURE 
inlarvention is limitAld tr:> !9pRir ec:tivilin 

MAXMJM STOCK 

A failu19 for which the r9q11Mted operation does not happen when DYSFONCTIONNEMENr 
lie NI.red function is activatld (for in.-.:. en elec:trical switch) 

Type of c:oncltion-bued maintMance along with a sys .. matic MAINTENANCE MAAG9W£ 
effort ID find poMible impn:wements aimed 8l 19Cl1Cing vart.tions in 
lifetime betwMn simular 9CJ1ipment and at inc:realing h avenign 
lifetime 

Sum ol 1P919 perts A>c* at lie 19Dfdering lewl + (Jlrily of Olders STOCK MAXIMUM 

in progreu 
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ENGUSH 

MEJ\H DIE llEIWEEH 

FAIL.UAES 

MEAN DIE BETWEEN 

REMOVALS 

MEAN DIE BETWEEN 

UN.lJSTFED Je.K)VAl..S 

ME.\N DIE TO FAl..UE 

MEAN DE TO REP~ 

MECHANALYSE 

MEFO. 

METALLOCK SYSTEM 

METHODS 

MINIMUM STOCK 

MIS 

MISUSE 

MIXED MAINTENANCE 
STRUCTURE 
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DEFIMTION 

S..UTBF 

s..~ 

s..~ 

S..M!TF 

MANTENANCE GLOSSARY 

liCYEME DES TEIFS 
TOT.AUX DE BON 

FONCTIONNEMENT 

l«1YENIE DES TEMPS DES 
TM:HES DE REPARATIC».I 

A condition-based m8inl9unc:e technique ecc:oning ID which MECHNW. YSIS 
vibrdons from mi.ting perts .,. musuNd. The 9volution of the 
ampitude is in cirect relaion wilh the evolution of wear. SM 8110 
SPM 

Most expensive first out. MEFO 

Method used in stock rneMgement on a •t of it8ms, aimed at 
defining their price. The most expenlM •Is a,. iaued first. This 
IMChod is princ:ipaly used for iaw rnatlrials in important cpnhes 

Method to 19pair split cast-inin parts (for eumple, engine blocs). It METAL.LOCK (SYSTEME) 

conc:ems a cramping *hnique, developed by the Metallock 
Company of Hamburg, Gennany. It consists in driving in cramps 
transversely to the IPlit 

The methods func1ion consists of thinking ahead and making the METHODES 

best possible preparation for maintenance department wortc 
through the use of .,Uble tlehniques mnd IPPfOPriale means 

ca .. should be tllUn to ensu .. ht IUfticient parts ... in lltoek. A STOCK MINIMUM 

minimum sloc:k should be esteblished to tllke into consideration 
possible abnormal c:onsm1ption or dllwry delays. 

This rep,.senll the application or str .... s which are outside the UAUVAIS EIM'lOI 
usual c:apeility of the pl'Odlct or •rva syum 

A mllinteMnee orgll'lization.i ltructu .. accoldng to whic)\ • part of MAINTENANCE MIXTE 
maintenance activily is centralized (pl.nning office, wortclhop, 
stores, gener.i maintlnance) mnd another part is art9*1 to the 
production .... without ant r.i.ton betwMn them 
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ENGUSH OEFWITION FRENCH 

A melhod for loraculing lw camumpllian of...,_ s--ts bMed on ll<MMIE MC&.£ 
dlD of put consumption (t•. monfllV) tar which 81'1 ave19g9 va'ue 
is lllbn. It should be ncMd that it is nec11sary to eMly• the 
IH90l\S for c:ionunptian. Paltl used, for Ntlnce. during a ma;or 
overhaul CMnOt be considef9d as nonMI c:anunpion 

MODFICATION A change of the consbuctianldes of equipment in Older to MODIFICATION 
impRMt quality, pertonn.nce or lllfety of production. 
S.. el9C> DESIGN-OUT MAINTENANCE 

... 

.... 
Mainlllnance significant items MSI 

UT8F Mean ime batw .. n failunt - the average of intervals between MTBF 
failures, during a certain period of lime, in case the faiunt can be 
solV8d through mainllnanc:e inlervention 

Mun lime betwHn removals - average interval between the lllTBR 
moment that Iha nimovals klOk place 

Mun lime betwHn unjustified removals - average intecval batwffn MTBUR 
lhe moment that unjustified nHnOvals took place 

MTTF Mean lime to failunt - lhe same as MTBF. but involving non- MTTF 
ntpairable items (i.e. light bulbs) 

MlTM Mean lime ID maintain - the average ~ration of al preventive and MlTM 
corntelive maintenance activities during a certain period of lime 

MTTR Mean time to repair - the average duration of all 18pair activities MTTR 
during a certain period of time 

MlA. Tl-SKILL Having knowledge, capabilities and experliM in various fields POLYVAL£NCE 
181ated to a basic field. A multi-skilled mechanic has competence in 
mechanics, hydraulics, pneumatics, and basic electricity 

A departure of a quality characteristic from its intended level or PAS CONFORME 
state lhat occurs with a Mverity 111fficient to caiM an anoc:iated 
product or •rvice not to m .. t a specification 19q1.1irement 

NON-EFFICIENCY COST S.. FAILURE OOST COUT DE NON-EFFICACJTE 

NORMAL WORKLOAD Relation between the activity and the capacity on the basis of CHAAGE NORMALE DE 
practical feasibility TRAVAt. 

NORMATIVE FAILURE A failunt which occurs when a nonnative limit value of a failunt- DEFAl.UHCE NOAM4TIVE 
ntlat.ld condition is ,.ached 
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ENGLISH 

OEM 

Cl.SCAN 

OPERATN} TIE 

OPERATION NTENSITY 

OPERATION ITEM 

OPERATION PROCEDURE 

OPERATION PROfll 

OPPORTUNISTIC 
MAINTENANCE 

OUTAGE 

March 1994 

DEFIMTION FREtot 

Tt.i portion of time 1or which payment is ma but for which no TEMPS M"AODIJCTF 
.W.isrendeNd 

See DEAD STOCK STOCK MORT 
RlSSIGNa.. 

See SHUT-OOWN MAINTENANCE MAINT'ENANCE A L'NR:T 

Tl'llining cllring eucution of the job, outlide of dullOOITIS FORMATION Slit LE TAS 

Saftwar9 for c:onbolling Iha execution of computllr progrns, and ~ 
which may provide ICt.eduling, debugging, input/output control, 
ecc:ounting, compiation, ltonlge lllloc:ation, dala maMgement and 
l9laled Mrvic:es 

11'!:;. period of time during which en item performs its intended TEMPSOPEAATOIRE 
function 

The av.rage u• of the equipment per unit of time INTEHSfTE D'OPERATION 

An item (spare 1J9rt) which can be uNd again after ntmOVal. Also PIECE DURAil£ 
c:aled NON-EXPENDABLE ITEM 

Proc:edu19 to execute various operations based on a pr81iminary MODE ~TION 
study or experiencl ; operation pnicedu19s ... for example : used 
in job preparation for mUltenance wM: (woitc slUdy) 

Ttw l9petitiV9 pattem of periods of time cllring which plOCilction PAOFl. (J)ERATOIRE 
tools ... put into operation 

Maine.n.nce intervention when the OCCMsion occurs, for instance MANTENN«:E 
when equipment is lhut down for other maintenance acliv"'- CJ'PORT\JNCSle 

The ltale of an item being unable to perfofm its 19qUired function HORS DUSAQE, ARRET DE 
FONCTIONNEMEHT' 
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ENGUSH 

OUTAGERAlE 

OUTDATED 

OVERHAll.. 

PARETO LAW 

PAATIAL FALURE 

PARTS UST 

PERIODICAL REORDERING 

PERMIT TO WORK 

DEFINITION 

\Whin a spec:iild period d time, h period d time dumg which m'1 PEA10DE D'NWET 
iWn is not avaiable ID peitonn ils bldion becau99 it is~ 
from •Mee 

For a particular dasa of outllge and a speciled period of ime, h DEGRE D'~ 
quotient of h number of oumges ID h up-time tor an illm, e.g. 
sd18Clllecl outage ra•. bn:ed outage ,.... 

See OBSOlElE DEPASSE 

Total l9ClOldtioning d an item, suqect ID gradual..,. REVISION 

When lhe slDc:k lev&I is higher than fie maximum slDc:k (... SURSTOCKAGE 
MAXIMUM STOCK) 

All costs resulting from stock composition and conservation COUTS DE POSSESSION 
fm•rnt loss on invemd C8pital, storage costs, personnel costs, 
cistribution and conservation costs etc.) 

See OORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE MAINT'ENANCE PAl..LIATlvt 

Law of economic optimilm by VIL.~REDO PARETO (1848-1923). LOI DE PARETO 

Also known as 20l80 Nie - analysis based on a c:lassilcation of a 
magnitude ac:c:ording to its decreasing irnpoi1ance in Nlation to 
another mag'litude 

The it8m does not work or the service is not provided as wel as DEFAIJ.NCE PARTEUE 

expected, but it has not completely failed 

A definitive list of el itams which fonn the materiel US1E DE COMPOSANrS 

The l'lldundant item must be put into operation if the basic item fails REDOMWfCE PASSIVE 

See SYSTEMATIC MAINTENANCE MAINlENANCE PER10D1CUE 

A consequence of r90rdering besed on the l901dering level is that FIEAPPROVISIONN 
orders are plac9d at variable dates. The inconv11nienc:e of this is PERIODIClE 
that each item must be conliderwd Nparately. Grouping would 
l'llduce the number of o:derl. The two mair. criteria tor this grouping 
are the supplier and the geographical location. The stock of items 
from one supplier would be c:hec:ked at regulai intervals t, t+P, t+2P 
etc. After grouping one could lhen switch easily to fixed-dates 
(periodical) reoldening for which lhe standald ID optimize co9ta 
bec:iorMs the delay between the intervllls of stock checking. The 
disaO/antage of this system is the inc,. ... in the stock level 

A signed document, authorizing KC8SI to an item, which dellnH PEAM18810N IE TRAYAI. 
conditions, including sat.ty precautions, under which work "'llY be DECONSIONATION 
carried out. This "'llY include a document, signed on completion of 
maintenanea, staling that an item is safe and '8ectf tor u .. 
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ENGLISH DEFINITION FRENCH 

Primaiy hamds 9nlllysis - pr9limin8ry ideiltir...-.., of h If*"' llfP 

elements or .,.,a'* lud to humds 

PHYSICAL ASSET REGISTER A list of itllms. including information IUCh as canslNclianlil Md INVENTAR DES 
filchnic81 details about •Kh. This may b9 combined with .. WCB ISATIONS 
inventory 

PHYSICAL STOCK The ....i stock i.v.I of stcnd pelts QPNssecl in Wms ol qumtily STOCK PHYSIClE 
or money 

PICK-OUT STOCK A buffer stc;k in the .ortshop or pnxluction .,... which c:an STOCK TAIFON 

immediately be issued by the workers without lime-consuming 
proc:«iul'M. n concems especilllly COMln8ble lllndaid perts ol a 
low v.iu. (fast8ners. ICl9WS. bolls. fuses. ()-rings elc.). 

Maintenance for which the necessity for exec:ution is known MANTBMNCE Pl.N*EE 
IUfflCiently in advance ., that the normal planning end job 
prwparation pmcedunt can be lolowed 

POST -INVESTMENT The total of actions aimed at valuating the existing capital for POST INVESTISSEMENr 
optimal use in .. rms of efficiency end longevity during the whole 
lifetime of the equipment. Ohr aspects are the pia-inveslment 
studies, t8c:hnology transfer, cost conlml, training, the corrKt 

utiization of the equipment. the quality of produc:ion ·~· 

FOSTPONABl..E MAJNTEtWCE When the execution of rnaint.Mnce intervention can be pos"°"9d IMINTENNa DELAYEE 
until an opportune moment MAINTENANCE DIFFEREE 

PAA Primary risk analysis. Analysis of primary failu19s APR 

PREDICTIVE MANTENANCE See CONOlllON-BASED MAINTENANCE MAMBWCE PfE>ICTl'IE 

PAEMATl.l'IE FAILURE Failure which oc:c:urs too 100n compared to tM expectations DEFAUANCE PAECOCE 
c:onceming !he behaviour of the Uni concemecl. This type of failu19 f'Nfif. DE .ElMESSE) 

occurs for instance during the initial period after start-up (childhood 
disea•) 

PREVENTIVE MAINTENNCE The principle of preventiv.; maintenance is always based on MMfTENANCE Pf£VEHTIVE 
thinking ahead. It is put into practice in two forms : systematic 
(periodicj maintenance and condition-based (predictive) 
maini.nance 

PRIMARY FAIUJFE The failul9 on an item which is not the consequence of another DEFAUANCE PRNAR 
failu,. up-strNm 

PRINTED clRCUrr Card with electronic components 191ated to each other through CR:UrT IMPAME 
print.ct connections on the card 
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ENGLISH DEFINll10N FRENCH 

QUALITY CR:LE Mellod IJf eaid'8nging mas or jainng ettorts anect at impnMng CEACt.E DE QlMlJTE 

"8 ~ ol a pR>Cb:t. a piama or a .me. 

REQ..MRoG BY WELDING 

RECONDITIONING 

RECOllERA8l.E ITEM 

REHABUTATION 

Coellicient or Nldon between two abtolute vakles. It is a c:ril8ria RATD 

lor c:ompari90f'I. 

FWability-cenhd main'8nanc:e : a process used to deelmline lie RCM 
maintanance ~ts of mny physical asset in its operating 

con•xt 

Data proc:essing by computM l9lal.t ID an •Jlllrior process under TBoFS AEB. 

19spect of lie time conlllllints imposed by lhe exterior proc:esa 

See OVERHAUL RECONSTRUCTION 

S- REOONDITIONING RECCN:lfTIONNEMEN 

A nipair tech~ which is bned on • deposit of a lkin of mal9rial RE~ PAR 

on 811 item thro&9' welcing. This deposit can be obtained "1'D191 SOI OGE 
Miking with Miking rods, spnay-welding or powdlr metaization 

Said ol 811 item which can be put inlD its originel condition ~ RECONDITIONNEMENT 
appropriate techniques such as 1pray·W9kling. SN also 
REPAIRABLE ITEM 

A,.,,.,.,.. ~ pert PIECE AEPNWl.E 
S- REPAIRABLE ITEM 

PnMtion or mo'9 han one component in 8CJ!ipmenl or 1n illm in 1n REDOMWCE 
inllallation limed at incrNling l9liabilily or, in ca• of llikn, b 
ensu,. M lie MClmd8llt component 18Ms owr "9 function 

Operation which is done on In item~'°" a pert ol ita lbilty REHAlllJTATION 
8nCl which ans 81 otMining lhe Of9MI or, """91 modMNzdon • 
• ti'.~ capacily 
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ENGLISH OEFINTION 

Thi~ ...... illm pMonns. Nq&il9CI bdon undlrMI- FIA8IUTE 
defined concftons cbiig. cedmin ....... 

AELM81.11Y~ ~ N99d on lie inheNnt l'9liabilily ol eedl illlm of IMM9WteecanAEE SUA 

MAINTENANCE (ACM) ~mg ecPPrnenl in ils operalng canmt. ACM pnwides a LA FM8IJ1'E (FNIJSATION) 

melhod of ideMfying, lor w:ft piilc» of equipment. lhe C091-
elfec:M WW rtKHHry ID mM*in b MWlle pelfonnence 

RENEWAL Exc:Mnge oid by new. For iNlllnc:e, M item Mlic:h became fENOlJVEl1£MEN1 
ob90lell or who9e lilelirne has come ID en end is l9lnOWd end 
l.pemd by a new om 

RENOVATION Action of puling lhe ililm no its origiMI condilion. Thi princip9I of RENOVATION 
NnOValion mMnS a mrnplell opetalion louching on .. upec:ts of 
lln illm. 

REORDEtWllE ITEM Each component which is pert of an mm of equipment end NJiec;t NmClE 

ID NOldlring 17N'PROYISICNIEME 

RE~ BASED ON RE- Each lime lhe llDdt of IPllf9 parts ruches a lewl which~ lhe fEN'PROYISIClNI SUR 
ORlERNJLEVEL sum of lie c:onunpion cbing .. in .. IMI l80ldering delay+ lhe POM"DE ooe•l'NDE 

c:onsumplion Cllfing IMt deivery delay + lhe minimum stDc:k, a 
C9ltllin "*'fty is nlOldenld 

RE-ORDERING BY CONfRACT Purcha99 WChnique whic:h conlisls of • c:onar.ct will • suppli9r of ~SUR 
apa19 parts lp9Cifying 0. quantity to be 9'JPPljed over a cert.in CONTRAT 
period of lime. The contract dlttllils al lie purchaling c:oncitions, 
perkulalfy price end delay 

RE~ LEVEL The level of spent parts which equals the """ of .. conamplion PCM" DE ooe•wa 
during 0. inlllrMI '9-0fdering dllay + the conSC#l'lpfion during "9 
delivery dllay + the minimum stodls 

REP~ To ntstof9 an Um in an ec:ceptable concttion by lhe raneni, REPARATION 

repltlcement or l9COndtioning of ""°'"· damaged or d9cayed parts 

REP~ BY REPlACEMEHT When repair of a Wu• on an Um is done through tMKWal and REPARATION PAR 
~t of a component RBF\.ACEMENf 

REPAIWIUTY The property of • compe>Mnt to be 19paired and brought into its REPAfWll.ITE 
origNI concltion 

REPAIWILE ITEM A lpal9 part which att.r rwmovll can be~ IO that it c:en ARTICLE REPNWILE 
be uled 8gairt under the ume concltion• as a new pert 

RESTORATION 

March 1994 

MAJOR OVERHAUL or REBUILT Nlar.d to combultion engines RECONSTRUCl'ION DE 
MOTEUR 

Maintenance 9Cfions intended ID bring an item beck to it9 original REMMIE EN ETAT 
appearance or at-. 
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ENGLISH 

RISKITBI 

ACJTAlllE 

RIJNNNGIN 

SAFETY ITEM 

SAM'lE INSPECTION 

OEBilllON FRENCH 

S.. FEPAIRABLE ITEM PECE DE ACJTAT'Df 

Is a fonn of lrst-iev.I meirUnance of V9fY simple nallr9 Ind witl a IMM'ENNtCE DE AOU1YE 
high hwquency Mid\ u grMling Ind dMning. Oftlln c:mll9d DAILY 
MAINTENANCE 

S.. DATA R.OW R..UX 

The tDllll costs at ht charge of ht mal9rial owner of,.. opendon, DEPENSES COUW«ES 

IMinllnm Ind mocilc:elion of an it8m of INdlMI 

Faiin which occurs when ht ~ function is in u. (during ils DEFAl.LANCE EN 
operation) FONCTIONNEMENT 

Action clrring the period, immecl.wy ... lint start up, which ..... RXW3E 

at progrnsively ob!Uling the requemd s-rtorm.nce of en item 

Mainllnanc:e inl11Hwntion carried out on en illm clrring b operlllion llMfTEJWICE EN 
FONCTIONNEMENT 

See INSURANCE ITEM PIECE DE SECURITE 

A p19Ventive mainlenance int.rvention on a sample of identical NIPECT10N PAR 
itlms with the objec:tiv9 of defining a maint.nanc:e programme for ECHANTUONAOE 
the whole group of item• 

Optical leclu1'9 equipment which recogniN• left.rs, figul'9s, SCANNER 
drawings and graphical symbols 

S. PLANNED MAINTENANCE 

Outage due to IN programmed laMtg out of NfVice of an IWn 

A stoppege of the equipment in order to execute a maintenance AfRT PAOORMWE 
intervention according to a maintenanc» progrwnme ( ... aleo 
SHlJT-OOWN MAINTENANCE) 

S..DISPOSAL Ml&E A LA MrTAAUE 

AEFOAME. DESAFl'ECTATION 
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DEFINTK>N FRENCH 

~SHUT-DOWN Pmgr11n11n.c:I lhut~ ol .n .ppm.c or. plant in. ce.lain AA£TSAISCHIER 

aeasan ol ... year. The IM90Cl lorlhis SIM9Clll8I ~can be 
holidays o; raw-ma'9rillls availmbility {lor inane. end of ...,.. 
cam halvest). ni.- lhut..._.. .,. ge11erally u99d ._..,. fMior 
IMinlMlnc:e works 

SEQJRIJY fJEM See INSURANCE ITEM PECE DE SECl.RTE 

SENSOR Device which dllivers, ~ fRlm a phylical ~. enolwr SENSE\Jt 
magnUte often electrical, which is related to dw lint and 
imrnecUtlly Clpllb6I of being used IDr measuring or W11111181d 

Sf£LF Lft REM him wilh restridld lfof9ge ife. for inane. due ID ~1, NmClE PER1SSaE 

agMig or perishebilily 

SHFT Pel'IOllMI working 8 houn. as part of a 3 x 8 houis &imellble giving EQUFE POSfEE 

24 hours cover 

SHOCK PULSE METHOD See SPM CHJES DE SHOCK (IETHCDE 

O') 

SHORTAGES TME The period of lime during which ... illlm is unable ID pedorm cl» to TEMPS MORT 
shortages of llibaur. sparM. fllciffes e1c. S.. IDLE TIME 

SKJT-OCMN F~ F-. .. which occurs when 1he lllCPrad bdon is not in use (during DEFAUANCE A l'AARET 

its shut-down) 

SLEEPING REM A IP4M'• part which has no movement. but the equipment in which it STOCK DORMNfr 
is buit is d in use. As such it is a slow mowr. 

SOFTWARE 

SPARE PART 

SPC 

SPECFIC ITEM 

March 1994 

Spectrometric oil analysis programme • a condition-based SON> 
maintlnance l9chnique which mea.,,.s the concenhlion and ... 
nasu .. of metalic parts in lubrication oil. The meaurwnent is done 
by .,_..s of spectn>metric analysis in a i.tio .. tory. This '9chnique 
mms it possible ID tjtv• • idea about the stal9 of WMr of c:ertmin 
components 

Computer programs, procedures. rules and any uaoc:iar.d lOGICE. 
docunentalion concerned with lhe operation of a data proc:eaing 
system 

See SPECIFIC PART ARTIClE SPECF10l£ 
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SPECIFC PART 

SPRAYWBDWG 

STANCWDZATION 

STOCK MOVEMENT 

STOCK-OUT 

STORAGE LH fT'EM 

SUDDEN F Al.URE 

SUfTABUTY 

SUPE1¥LUOUS FUNCTION 

DEFINlllON 

The• pMs.,......, ~ lora wel delned illnl of PECESPECFDJE 

acppm.nt and ... not n...a.ige-... .... .-ts of anolwr ...... 
(IDr instance, machina frws, vallM levers, spAI gears. $witch 

c:orDds and CCHllK1ilig-nxis) 

~.....,.in which .. 19181-.. in bdon of NW..YSESPECTIW£ 

hqulncy is c:.led spectMn. 

A c:ocicitiOIHluad maiNlnmce ~ aimed al r 11111·ng .. SPU 
candilion of bal- and dar-baarings. The buis of tis tlc:hr*"8 is 
.. IMUlllWMllt of a pnhe -.. which is gei..-.ct by .. ialng 
.......... or by one of .. mp .qact ID dmmaQ9 or_._ The 
~of ..... givw ... imambaul .. dlglweof ..... 

A ~lditioning ~- SOllW3E PARPRO.ECTIJN 
S. REQ.AIYNG BY WELDING 

Being in conlonnily will stMdards. SlandlniDlion of illlms alon NORMALISATION 

l8lling up in.pant standants ( .. IN-PLANT ST ANDAROS) 

Ruin or l9IMnces which dab ltle type and nau. of ... illrn. It NOAliES 

is a cnt.rNn ID which is ralatld a speciicalion CH' dnuiptio11 

S-PASSIVEFIEDUNOAACY ~ENSTANDBY 

A mowment of a .,,.,. part in ltle slD,. is an entry. an issue or a UOUYEMENT DU STOCK 
relUm. 

When .. stock level is zero AlW1\R DE S!OCK 

SM SHELF-LIFE ITEM ARTICl.E PERISSA81£ 

A mac:hine is composed of UMfl'lbNs r.nd ~which in SOlJS.ENSEl8.E 

tum are composed of parts. Subassemblies can generdy ba 
'9p8.rad or n1coucitioned 

MMufadumg of a procllct or the exeaitcn of wolll: or Mnim by • SOlJs. TRNTANCE 

specialized company for anoltt•r comp'lny. In maintenanca 
subcontracting, contracts .,. mada for certain work in ailttar 

speaaliud hlds or bacausa of .. manpow1r needed 

SM INSTANTANEOUS FAILURE DEFALLNa SOlOAINE 

SN AVAILABILITY DISPONIBl..ITE 

ltams or components which sal'I• no purpo• in IM contat undlr FONCTION SUPERA.UE 

consideration 
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SUAPLUS STOC:X 

A...-pert~ for equiplMnt which has beconl9 oblal9l9 or STOCK lliKlRT 
which does not exist.....,.._ AllO c:.a.d DEAD ITEM AOSS1GNC1L. 

An ex8111iMion, h wrin9n r9pOlt of which would include a AUDIT 
l9CCll1 .... 11Wan for acion.. SN 8llo AUDIT 

SYNOPTIC DISPlAY Di9P1aY ...,.._mg in a SPPllical W1iJ lw dill9Nnt compoi-* of SYt«lPTD£ 

- inmllalion 

SYSTBMTIC IMINTEtWCE This contists in 98lvicing h equipment at ..., ina.rvals, eillwr MANIEIWtCE 

TARAN 

TELElllATIC 

TEST 

~ig to a time sdiecllla or on tw bais of~- w1ils SYSTBMTIQlE 
of use (hours in operaliol1 or llilamens lnlveled), will a view to 
cllelcting w.n.s or.,....,..,.. - and eliminllling l'9m belol9 a 
blMlrdoMI occurs. 
The MrVic:ing schecllle is usualy based on manufllc:tu .. rs' 
tor.casts. 111Viwf and q,stld acconing to acUI llll**a in 
pi9vious 98Mcing, and nollld dcJwr'I in ... madlirl9 .... This type 
o1 IMin'9rlMC:e is mo Clllled periocic IMin'9rlMC:e. 

Te5' and l9pllir as necessary • ... IRAN SIB 

Comes lnxn lhe GnNlk "TEREIN" which ..-is "TO a.IRE". TEROTECHNOLOGE 
A combination of ~l IMnc:iml. •igineering. builclng and 
olher pmc:tic:es applied to physical assets in pul'IUit of ec:onamic 
life-cycle costs. 
N«M : its pl9Ctic:e is c:onc:emed with the spec:ificaton and design 
for relillbility and maintlliMbility of pa.nt, mec:hinefy, equipment, 
builcings and stiuc:tu1Ws, with their installation, commiaioning, 
opeiation, maintenance. mocification and ~t, Md with 
feeclleck of inlonnalion on 1ies91, perfonmnC» erd com 

A critical trial or examination of one or more properties or ESSAIS 
c:hanlcteristics of a material, pn:dlct, sat of observation, ate. 

ContlOI and supeMsing technique conc:eming ........ of hedng THERMOGfW'HIE 

of an item. lnfra-ntd .,.nnography is a lildlnique which .nows to 
detKt at a cat1ain cistanca the surface tamparatul9 of an ilam 
based on the arniSlion of inrr...d waves 

nteAMOVISION v..,.a 19P19santation or ha9ting enacts. T ac:hniqua which is UMd THEAMOYISION 
to f9P19sanl variations in the state of healng of an aqlipmant or 
pmt of it It is uwf in c:ondilion-bu9d mainlenanca to follow up tw 
evolution of weer, for inscanca, of Rllar bearings 

TtfPON-AWAY errs !PARTS) Pai1s which ... thlOWll awsy when they ... worn out PIECES CONSC:>liMA8LES 
PECE CXMIOMPTB.E 
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ENGUSH 

TOTAL FM.URE 

TOl'AL PRODUCTNE 
lllUfTEtWCE 

TRllOlOGY 

TROUBl.E SHOOTING 

TQC 

TTT 

DEFINITION FRENCH 

This •Ub in a camplela lack of~ of lie pnxlld or ..W. ~ DEFAUANCE TOl'Al£ 
pertonn h 19qUi19d lundiDn 

Teal pnxb:iw main....._ The aim of TPU is to op4imia the TPM 
pnxb:tivity of .. equipment. Among ... buic piiiiciples and roPCWM'BWC:E 

idlu ... falowing .............. ing: 
• Main~ must always be c:onsid9red as a produc:tiw 

blc:tion, '° the ..,.. --.t as plOCb:tion. 
- TPM must be 0. c:oncem of~ depamwnt in h plmt Not 

ot"1/ mainllnmce but allo pioduction. plllnning ... 
- Ewry i.e1 must hew d'9 will to cooperalll in TPM • from the 

gll*W rnmagllMlll to h lowH ec:Nlan. 

All analysis caning a c:e,,.... period of lime on a urnple of id9ntical ECHANTU.ONAGE TRESHOl.D 
item aimed • incnlasing .. pr9Vliing meinlllnm inl9MI 

n. t.ch.wlogy and senrice of lubrication (comes from the grMk TRlllOI OGE 

"TRIBEIN" whch ~"TO RUB") 

All anelysis of h failure process with the ob;ective of det.cting REOtERCHE DE PNINES 
the origin of faiunt 

ToCBI quality c:onbul Tac 

Total time on Int TTT 

Universal MairUnanc8 Dndards • a W.-alccation melhod baed \MS 

on a number of standald rnainllnMce tasks for which an average 
time estimation has been done 

Stal9 of an item which is un.tlle to fulfil a function under defined INOISPONllll.ITE 

c:onditions. This unavailability can originate from a brvakdown, a 

lack of spa:-• per1S or the absence of a certifical9. 

lH>O£DU.fD MAMENANCE MainllnMce which is not IUbj«t to regular intelWntion, the latter MAINTENANCE NON-PLANFEE 
being hardy pl'8dictable 

Total cllration cllring which 1n item is available for Nlvic:e Ta.FS UTLE 

USE BASED MAHTBW«:E A form of maintenance whic:h is ba .. d on a maintenance MAWTENNCE SEl.ON 
intervention att.r a period of use, independently of h c:onditiort at UTl.ISATION 

that moment. n. periodicity is •XJ>r9Hed ei1her in lime or in a u•· 
baed unity such as kilomelnts, running hours. 
S. SYSTEMMIC MAINTENANCE. 

um.mes lnstalalions for the production and dstribution of energy and fluids UTIUTES 
in a plant (electricity, w.ter, compre1Nd air, oxygen, gaz, fuel 
etc.). 
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ENGLISH DERNITION ;:RENCH 

UTUlATION FACTOR The ralio of .. .am time in use to .. awWlilily over • sta9ld TAUX O'Ufl.ISATDI 
inarwl of time 

\QJ v .... cisplay unit - • dnic:e, visually limilar to • ..,,.,.. .... Vl1I 

which is med to cisplay dlla "°"' • c:ompMr 

WAIT NE SEE MMllENN«:E A kind of c:ond'M meintmnance : llis type of~ is med IMM'ENANCE E>CPECTATNE 

if ilsullcient ~ Hists concHling ... expedi9d failul9 
and ils environment and~· 

Property is inherwit in the product or seMc:e ibelf and. wh.n FAll.ESSE 

.m;.ct ID lie nonnal stresses of use, r9SUlls in one of lie types of 

failure which occur. Weakness is usually intn:>duced bV poor or 
wiong design. materials, pruceS99s or opeiUon 

WEAR CE8R1S UONITORl'<IG Can be C8lried out l\raugh ...tysis of the ...,. debris in oil, using CONTAC1.E DE DEPOTS 

the folowing methods : 1N9»1ic plugs. '9nography. spectmrnelric 
oil analysis (SOAP) 

WLSON FORMLlA Fonftlla med in sp8f8 perts managament to calculale the economic WLSON (FCRIUl.E DE) 

IHfdering quantity 

WORl<MANSHI' Error or defaUt during the manufacturing process of en item VICE DE FASRCATION 

WORK ClRCER A written instruction detailing wolk ID be carried out - ORlf£ OE TRAVAI. 
.. JOB ORDER 

WORK PROGRAMMING The programming function is responsible for assembling the OROONNANCEMENT 
18qUir8d material and human 1'9sources, drawing up a programme 
and setting time limits. The job includes, in par1icular : 

Planning the overall programme to be tackled by the department 
(long-tenn planning); 

- AsseSling wo111: request priorities; 
- Making sure that orders for subcontracting and supplies 

ntqUintd for programmed wo111: are folow.d through, in liaison 
wilh the wolk pntparalion staft, 

- Seeing to it that instructions are obeyed and that time-lines are 
adhentdto. 

WORK REOOSITION A document requesting wolk to be carried out DEMANOE OE TRAVAIL 

WORK SCHEDULING The function closest to job execution (short-tenn planning). It dNl1 IM4CEMEHT 
with wolidoad planning in ac:cordanc4t with the plan laid down in 
relati1Jn ID warn and machine workloads. In this context, it is a 
necessity if ration.i UM is to be made of manpow1r. 
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ENGLISH OEi:...lllON FRENCH 

A docunent delaibing the way in which lie WOik is to be carried PfE>ARATION DE TRAVAI.. 
out. It may define .......... tools, lime Md llandalds 

See JOB PREPARATION Ena DE TRAYAL 

See WOFIC SPECIACATION 
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SELECTED LITERATURE ON MAINTENANCE 
SELECTION DE UTTERATURE SUR LA MAINTENANCE 

SELECTED LITERATI.IE 

The present bibliography is a selection of interesting literature on maintenance edited in the 

English and French languages. It should be mentioned that very interesting litterature on the 

subject also exists in other languages, including German, Dutch and Swedish. 

La presente bibliographie est une selection de litterature ectitee en anglais et en fran~is. n 
convient toutefois de signaler que des ouvrages tres interessants existent en d'autres 

langues, notamment en allemand, neer1andais et suectois. 

AUTHOR/AUTEUR TrTl.E/l'ITRE 

NXTAJCL LNIVERSITE CATHa.DJE DE LOUVAIN. FAISABl.ITE DES PRO.ETS DANS L 'N>USTRE DES 

1987 PROCEDES 

ACCTAJCL LNIVERSITE CATHOLJQlE DE LOUVAN- MANTENANCE ET POST·l'IVESTISSEMENT ~ 

INSTITUT DE GENE CHNO£. 19111 L '1NDUSTRE DES PROCEDES 

AFNOR AFNOR·PARIS. 1986 COMMENT RE~ SA MAtrrENANCE 

AFNOR AFNOR • PARIS. 1986 TENJE ET GESTION DES STOCKS 

AFNOR AFNOR ·PARIS, 111114 OOCUMENTATION DE GESTION ET C7EXPLOfTATION 

DES STOCKS 

AFNOR AFNOR • PARIS. 1989 MAINTENANCE NXJSTRIEll.E 

AFNOR AFNOR • PARIS. 11188 GERER ET ASSURER LA QUAUTE 

AFNOR AFNOR • PARIS. 1986 RATIOS DE MANTENANCE ET GESTION DE BIENS 

DURABLES 

AFNOR AFNOR • PARIS, 11188 c.oNTRAT DE MAINTENANCE 

ALCOUFFE EYROU.£S ·PARIS, 11187 LA GESTION DES STOCKS 
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8.L TALC. GENEVE, 11183 
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8.1.TA.l.0. GENEVE, 11183 
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HOAMES DE TEMPS 
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OPERATIONAL fESEARCH If MAINTENAtCE 
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FLUORESCENT PENETRANf INSPECTION WELDING 

twDIOa( 

lA GAaatE DU STOCK 

SECURITE ET H'fGENE °""5 L 'INDUS1RE DU FER ET 

DEL'ACER 

CHOIX DE TECHNOLOGIES ET CREATION OaFLOIS 

PAR LES ENTREPRISES MLUl-NATIONALES DANS LES 

PAYS EN OEVELOPPEMENT 

LES ASPECTS SOCIAU>C OE L 'lfDUSTRIAUSATION 

INTROOUCTION A L'ETta DU TRAVAI. 

AMEUORER LA MAINTENANCE DANS LES PAYS EN 

DEYELOPPEMENT: L'APPAOCHE DE L'Off 

CONOfTION BASED MAHTENANCE : A POWERFULL. 

TOOL FOR MODERN PLANT MANAGEMENT 

SIMUlATNl MULTI SKl!. MAINTENANCE: A CASE 

81\.0Y 
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BUINGTONR. 
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LIFE CYCLE COSTING : A REVIEW 
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A LA P.£OICRCHE DU COllT GUlBAl 

l£ COllT GLOIW.DE CU& DE VE 

l£S COllTS DE LA NON-EFFCACITE DES 

EQUl>EMENTS 

l'EDUCATION, LA FORMATI>N. LA MOTIVATION OMS 

LA ME1HODE TPU 

VERS l£ ZERO PANE AVEC LA MAHTEtMNCE 

COtOTIONNEll£ 

l£ PERT A LA PORTEE DE TOUS 

HANDUN3 NC STORING Of' SPARE PARTS NC 

MATERIALS FOR M4MENANCE PURPOSES ON THE 

PLANT LEVEL 

POUTIQUE D'AOtAT ET GESTION DES 

APPROVISIONEMENS 

METHODS FOR NON-DESTRJCTIVE TESTING Of' PPES 

N4DTUBES 

MANTEHANCE TEAMS.., TEROTECHNOLOGY 
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APPENDIX5 

STANDARD ORGANIZATION CHART OF 
SPARE PARTS MANAGEMENT AND STORES (SPMS) 
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COO SP 
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SEL 
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MISC 
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MISC 
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Standard parts 
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Central Store 
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UTIL 

STANDARD ORGANIZATION CHART OF 

GENERAL MAINTENANCE SERVICE (GM) 

HEAD 

1-------1 SECR 

BM MHAN 

GAR STORES 

UTIL 1 UTIL2 

OPER 

SECR 
UTIL 
OPER 
MAINT 
MRS 
GAR 
BM 
MAHN 
TRS 

MAINT 

: Secretariat 
: Utilities 
: Operation 
: Maintenance 

OPER 

: Maintenance of rolling stock 
: Garage 

MAINT 

: Maintenance of buildings and infra.;tructure 
: Materials handling 
: Tracks, roads, sewerage 
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APPENDIX7 

DECENTRALIZED MAINTENANCE STRUCTURE 

OPER 

PRODUCTION 
AREA 1 

PROO Production 
OPER Operation 
MAINT Maintenance 

PLANT MANAGEMENT 

PROO 

OPER MAlNT 

PRODUCTION 
AREA2 

OPER MAINT 

PRODUCTION 
AREA3 
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APPENDIXS 

MIXED MAINTENANCE STRUCTURE 
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APPENDIX 911 
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CENTRALIZED MAINTENANCE STRUCTURE 
(ALTERNATIVE 1) 
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APPENDIX 10/1 

EXAMPLE OF MANNING TABLE (PLANT WITH WORKFORCE OF 900) 

I 

SERVICE/ 
SECTION 

Director of 
Maintenance 

M 

El"G 

TITLE 

Electro-mechanical engineer (MSc or BSc) 

Secretary 
Typist 
Office boy 

Mechanical engineer (BSc) • H68d of service 
Typist 

Electro-mechanical technician (head of section) 
Methods officer (tech1tician) 

Electro-mechanical technician 
detail-drawer 
tracing-drawer 

TRIS Mechanical technician • specialist lubrication 

DOC Officer documentation 
Helper 

FEPFO Office-boy 
2 helpers 

ES Electrical engineer (BSc) • head of service 

Pl_ Job prepara!or • electrician • head of PL section 
Programming &nc! scheduling officer 

INT Foreman • electrician • head of interventions 

s 1 crew-leader 
1 qualified worker • level 2 • electrician 
1 qualified worker • level 1 • electrician 
1 switch-board electrician 
1 specialized worker • ~lectrician 

Number 

1 

1 
1 
1 

1 
1 

1 
1 

1 
3 
1 

1 

2 
1 

2 
1 

1 

1 
1 

1 

l• shifts 

4 
4 
4 
4 

_J 4 
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APPENDIX 10/2 

SERVICE/ 
SECTION 

MWS 

N 

PL 

INT 

r ... 

N 

MT 

TST 

TITLE 

Qualified worker - electrician 
Specialized work'1r - electrician 

Qualified workers - level 2 - rewinder 
Qualified workers - level 1 - electriciao 
Qualified workers - level 1 - electro-n:echanic 
Specialized worker - electrician 
Helper 

Mechanical Engineer (BSc) - head of Service 

Job preparator - mechanic - head of PL section 
Qualified worker - level 3 - sheetmetal working - piping 
for job preparation, welding and metalworking 
Programming officer 
Scheduling officer 

Foreman - mechanic - head of interventions 

1 crew-leader 
1 qualified worker • level 2 - mechanic 
2 qualified workers - IAvel 1 - mechanic 
1 specialized worker mechanic 

Qualified worker - level 3 - mechanic 
Qualified worker - level 2 - mechanic 
Qualified worker - level 1 - mechanic 
Specialized worker - mechanic 
Qualifieci worker - level 3 - lubricator 
Qualified worker - level 1 - lubricator 
Spec:alized worker • lubricator 

For Jman - Head of workshop 

Highly qualified workar - lathe operator/miller 
Qualified worker - level 2 - lathe operator 
Qualified worker • level 3 - fitter 
Qualified worker - level 2 - tool grinder 
Specialized worker - mechanic 
Specialized worker - level 2 - carpenter 
Carpenter - helper 

Store-keeper 

Crew-leader 
Highly qualified worker - hydraulics 
Qualified worker - level 3 - mechanics 
Qualified worker - level 2 - mechanics 
Specialized worker - mecnanic 

]• shifts 

, UNIDO / ILO - MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT MANUAL 

Number 

3 
3 

1 
2 
2 
2 
1 

4 
4 
8 
4 

1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 

1 
1 
2 
1 
3 
1 
1 

1 
1 
3 
3 
1 
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APPENDIX 1 OJ3 

SERVICE/ 
SECTION 

TITLE Number 

Crew-leader 

Pl P/W/CUT Qualified worker - level 3 - sheet metalworking - piping 1 

INS 

SPMS 

March 1994 

PL 

INT 

LAB 

Qualified worker - level 2 - sheet metalworking - piping 2 
Specialized worker - sheet metalworking 1 
Highly qualified welder (HP-welding) 1 
Qualified worker - level 2 - welding 2 
Specialized workBr - welding 2 
Helper 2 

Electronical engineer (BSC) - head of Service 

Job preparator - head of PL section 
Programming I Scheduling officer 

Technician - instrumentation - head of intervention 
Qualified worker - level 3 - instrumentation 
Qualified worker - level 2 - instrumentation 
Technician automation 
Highly qualified worker - electronics 

Technician instrumentation 
Qualified worker - level 3 - instrumentation 
Specialized worker - instrumentation 
Qualified worker - level 3 - Telecommunication 

High-level technician - head of service 
Typist 
Office-coy 

1 
1 

1 
3 
2 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 

SP + STP Technician • mechanic 1 
Technician • electrician I instrumentation I automation 1 
Qualified worker • level 3 - mechanics 2 
Qualified worker - level 3 • electrician 1 

Spare parts management officer 3 
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APPENDIX 10i4 

SERVICE/ 
SECTION 

ST 

CM 

UTIL 

TlnE 

Qualified wc.rker - Level 3 - electro-mechanic 
in charge of reception/entering 
Store-keeper - qualified worker - level 2 
Store-keeper - qualified worker - level 1 
Store-keeper 
Helper 

Chief foreman - head of service 

1 qualified worker - level 3 - electro mechanics J 4 shifts 
1 qualified worker - level 1 - electro mechllnics 

Qualified worker - level 2 - vehicle mechanics 
Specialized worker - vehicle mechanics 
Qualified worker - level 3 - vehicle electricity 
Store-keeper 
HelJ:er 

Crew leader 
Qualified worker • level 2 • Building electricity 
Aid-electrician 
Masol'l 
Aid-mason 
Plumber 
Painter 
2 workers for shuttering and wiring 

Material handling - planner 
Material handling - driver 

TOTAL 

, UNIDO / ILO • MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT l\~ANUAL 

Number 

1 

2 
2 
2 
2 

1 

4 
4 

3 
2 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
4 
4 
1 
2 
2 

1 
4 

119 
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MACHINE RECORD IOBmn fDtOll M.I N' 

CARD 
27.333 

u.=--tUNT nH CAllDN" ,Ml 
POWDER .. XER MPH 1500 MA001 ,,, 

IUNUPAClUllU MlllALN" l'UNY IDU'AlllllllfflUCTION 
llMPH150031 1 8 01 INWNTOllYN" c:oeT CIN1'M 

COLUTI'I 
YIAll OF CONITllUCllON OllDIEllN" 

9Ul'fU9 ALFA COMPANY ltd. 
1111 247721 

CrouRoad22 STAllT-U' DA ft OllOlllDATa 
21.307 21 

KERBY· U.K. Sept.1911 1111 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCESSORIES 

Powd9r mixer with planelaiy gar ditve : 
• 1 llght fitting on bowl cover MAX MULLER-CHEMLUX 

• c.p.ctty : gma capacity 1500 I type 20H-D-Sch 220 V, 20 VA (Me technlcel lteratur. chllpter 7) 
: net capacity min. 375 llmax. 1200 I • 1 timer for Mlectlon of mlxl~ time SCHLEICHER 

• Speed ...,.-<ton : mbdng ann 10/18151 rpm type DZA52·SL (80h) 220 V C (IH technlcal llterature, chapter 7) 

r,:t•u 518114124 'Pfn • 2 bowls (•H drawing 224.284, chapter 5. Vi 
• Material : rame cast Iron • 1 standard bowl cover (•H drawing 224.4 o, chllpter 5. 1) 

bow4, cover, outlet diam. 400 S.S. AISI 304 • 1 bowl cover with two ld1 ( ... drawing 224.~0. ch~ter 5.1) 
mixing ann, ecraper S.S. AISI 304 • 2 trolley• for bowl• (1H drawing 224.478, chapter 1. ) 

• 1 Installation device for mixing arm (IH drawing 224.471, chapter 1.2) 
Equipped with : 

• V4tve belt (7 V-Mta SpA 12,5 x 2582 Lw) 
- Main motor 18,S kW 1500 rpm 
• Hydraullc unit with motor 5,5 kW 1500 rpm 
• Helcal mbdng ann and SCf8P9' 
• hydraulic unit and two hydraulc cyllndere for bowl Mftlng 
• Bectrtcal switch cabinet with control penel 
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220. 1770. 3310 

ELl!ClWCAL llOTOllS 

DalQNAllON 

Mliirl dririle mot« 
Motor hydr. uni 

# 

llOTOlll CMD N" 

MC001 
MC002 

CLwWllM 111 _, IMICIH? 3800+560 (bcMI) KG 

COllNDSID Allt 

CONIECT. DIAll.: 11:2' BSP.f 

CAl'Aal"f': 

""aau"e : 8 bar 
CONDITIONNCI : Ncm111I 

UT1Ul"f' COMtlCTlONI 

CONIECT, DIAll. : 

CAf'Aal"f': 

"'DSUltl: 

lal'lltATUltl: 

WATU 

ASSEMBLY DRAWING 

~ r 

ILl!CT. l'OWU 
24Kw 

CONNICT. DIAM.: 

CAl'AaTY: 

f'tllMUltl: 

TUll'lltATUltl : 

380V 

OTHUI 

1. Main molor with V·bel drive (5) 
2. Motor hydrlllJlic int (8) 
3. Hydraulic ISlll ( 111) 
4. Planetary gearbox 
5. Pneumatic •peed ..i.ctlon (21) 
8. Two hydraulic cylndln (1 II) 

SO Hz 

7. Proldm•y twlch 'Upper pc>ealon' ( 10) 
8. Proxlmly twlch 'Inching' (II) 
9. Proxlmly twlch 'Safety ring' (12) 

10. ProJdmly IWlch 'Bowl detedlon' (11) 
11. Light fining (20) 
12. Bowl(3) 
13. Service davlce for compreued air (17) 
14. Manual operated botlom vltve 
15. Bottom tide 

Flgur• belw_.. ( ) rel« to dra~ 
224.4?8 'General Vlaw', chapl« 1.2 
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APPENDIX 12/1 

MOTOR 
CARD I 

APPENDICES 

I A I BI 
POWER STATION 

MANUFACTURER SUPPUER "'Y&ITORY N'" CARD N' 

ACEC 

TYPE 
AK1328S44N 

POWEr. 

5.5 KW 7,5 HP 

SEIUALN' 

663351007 
VOLTAGE 

2201380 

ZEMCO INTERNATIONALS.A. 
.:tue de la Fontaine 312 
GEMBLOUX - Belgium 

32.073 E.008 

11Act9NE Rl..E /ID N' 

3/E/008 30600007 

MOUNT. ARRANG. 

v 1430 11p111 FLANGE IPROTEC110N 

IPS4 

TECHNICAL SPECIACATIONS 

iJIMENSIONS 

-------;.(------
------c ------

-.J~-

.. .. ._Ii. ! r) J'!\as S 

& !i i: •1: 13: •10 te: 
A 14 ; 11!1 8~ "Ii 111-. 
a 5 i: ,~5 lt!i Tl:, ic: 12 1 5 u 
~ "' r: 10: ic·: 11:: ~..,; 1 "' ue 

"" 
!Cl 

". 

-r 
-1·0 

nt t 15' G E F 

°" EA ~A a:"' TA te '4 JO !i u !i 2ti 20 

21 ' 20 
e 5 f: te5 •&5 11-:. 2oc 1s 1 5 t2 1e1 2eo 12• to2 5 TA'~ ='• isc. e 2~ 20 ua J~J l!i j 
A•• s:: 11'1 n~ o-. U1' 1 ,~ 1111 • 

.. ~ 0,,(~ • 0 ~ S: tft'i 1e5 T)C 20'i ] 5 12 Ul1 12• 124 102 5 U. tft 24 50 I ;/1 20 UI 378 25 

-----'e'-'• F ''' ''' Gr, .... 1 , .. •·e j Art. 1:..;.~. e ~ r: 2T5 215 110 25:, 1: • -;..:.,--.-o·-,--1-.-,--,-1"--,-,l-,-,-.-,-.-2.--.0--.--,-.--.-.--.. -,-0-.-2'--l-C-11 
~----'A-·•'-•-•~l..:.~--''-''-'-'~"--'"-'''---~'~''-~''-·-'"-"'-------------------------__J 

: .~ ; ~~~ :;~ :~~ :~~ '1 
1

; 
14 

~: nc ~ 1~1 "1 11a ~ u '~ 11! e~ A J'. 14 u 10 451 10 / 

. _._._._'_'_._~-¥~h-·_. _'_'_"..;.'_2_·~'-·-'~;. __ '.:_·.· __ ''_~·---~····:.._!!'_',~--2•_· __ ._,_· __ '_"_' __ '·_·_'_•_2_·_1_•_·_"_'_0_·_· __ '1 __ .. _ .. _'_'_2_1_'~[ 
Pu~,,,~ 111'!1 11~ • 311 . 

.............................................. -~ .................................................................. .. 
PHYSICAL DATA: 

R•tMI torque Mn 

Starting torC!ue r.ta 2.3 xMn 

BrHk down Mk 2.l xMn 

Momeni of ln•ll• J 0.014 

lnaul11tlon clau 

W•lghl 

SPECIFIC DATA: 

DOllYSTEM 

March 1994 

Nm 

Nm 

Nm 
2 

Kgm 

Kg 

ELECTRICAL DAT A : 

(380 V. dir.ct •tarl full pow•r) 

RatMI current In 

Starting curr•nl I• 

Frequency 

Pow• l•c.1or Coa 

Etflclencv 

13 A 

72.8 A 

50 Hz 

0.79 

81,6 

DOI JO/ IO fl» 

---------------·---------·----------
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APPENDIX 12/2 

INSTALLED ON: IDENTICAL MOTORS ON : 

1.8.005 3.E.803 

7.0.016 4.0.002 

3.E.70'l 8-H.039 

9.1. 7rtl 

CODE OF EQUIVALENT MOTORS 

30600103 
30600721 
30600:n2 

SPARE PARTS 

NUMBER CODE DESCRIPTION REF.MANUFACTURER 

1 Driving eno endshield 54 (19) 
2 Non-driving end endshield 52 (19) 
3 Fan cover 55 (22) 
4 Metallic fan 58 (21) 
5 Driving end ball bear;ng 6308 2Z 62 (5) 

Non-driving end ball bearing 6308 2Z 62 (5) 
6 Metallic leminal box complete 64(29) 
7 Stator - (2) 
8 Shalt with die cast rotor - (3,4) 

PEMARKS 
When ordering apare parts, alwayi> mention type, serial number and mounting 
arrangt1ments of the motor 

• Figures between ( ) refer to drawing A-66-A3-2298 ·Motor AK 132-8", 
Chapter 7. 

.., 
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APPENDIX 15 

WORK· © I I 
0 FILE I 

WOA<~ll.E NUlmER NlM&RJR DRAFTER DATE ex; Al.LOCATION KAC191E II" 

6: 0 © © 0 
PROOUCTICll AREA.YACHINE REQUESTED IYISERw:E 

© © 
OESIGNATIOfl OF WCfll( REQJESTED DATE DEGAEEOF EY 

® e A iB'i C 

REMARKS 

® 
CONTENT OF FILE/DATA 

J08 Joe ESTI- ESTI· ESTI- EST1. ESTI· 

DA~ JR 
PHASING SPEC MATE MATE MATE MATE MATE 

DRAWINGS MANUALS 
SHE~ SHEE~ IS@ JO 

'€ 1€> l® •@ s® €) ® .. @ 16 IB (@ 

PREPARED BY· TElf PHONi: H' TRANSM OATE VISA Cl' VISA Cl' REMARKS 
TOPREPAR Joe PREPAllATOR HEAO METHODS 

e ® ® ® ® 
D081YITUil 
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CLOCKED HOURS OF J03-0RDER VALUATION REllAAKS 

ON-io8 !«>UFIS RECOAO HOUAL.Y TOTAL 9 
RATE 

Ol\TE TIWJESMIUI NlUIER TIME @ 9 FAOU6 m 

® ® ® 
9 USED@ 

~- HOUR - HOUR -

-

PtECll CREW· CHECK CHECK Pl. CHECK COIT 
(AO(R ~OREMNI ·ACCOUNT TOT TOTAl.(i9 

DATE DATE DATE DATE 
RE~Rl<S 

6> 0 6> 9 G 
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ENGINE LISTER HR·3 

SERY1CE ITEMS 

. A$llt vllNe .... dearMOeS 

SAFETY PROCEDURES 

EWol9 dilmluil!Slg make an It.I !he MPG c:annol be •ited by llCddenl 

REMARKS 

IWOll9 IWllCMng c:ylllder i-d cov.r, <:Mn propeity 
Vlllve dMrancie fol' lrMI and uhaual vall/9 
iWI :O,OSmm 
uflaUSI :0,10mm 

DRAWING AND MANUAL N° 

OC..8'1919 

WORK SPECIFICATION 
SHEET I 

.IGe OllDlll N' I DllAl'ftll 
DA1"1 MAC._ .. LI I ION' 

83592 PVDM>GS 24.11.SJ 81(Ml12·803 

VIM 8UHIM90ll NAiii DA1"1 INlllNTOllY N' 

HARDOUIN 24.11.83 27.832 

TOOLI AND DEY1CEI 

• 1-drtvel'1,218 
• open-end aplnMf 5111 • .il4 
• lhlcllMu-gq, 
• ring lplnnet' 5111 • 314 

SPARE DARTS 
NllA. DESIGNATION 

1 Seal ring C3K40702 

I I I 
aNCIALITY ,ACll 

MEC 1fJ 

C08TC911'111 ~TN' 

10.201 OOOillA 
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40a.20.087 
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PUlft' lllNlmmn I ROClll N' 
8 OS 1 

1..,..... ALFACOMPANYUd. 

P08. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

C...Aoed22 
KERBY·U.lt 

SERVICE ITEM 

V-bel"'rM 

Planeeary gaar drive 

~tlctpaad 
Mllction aystem 

I aow1 ccwer .... ct bot\ 
boW 

I 
I 

I 

~lm'llCI 

Powdermbc• ..,..,._, 

MAINTENANCE CARD I 
IWM'ACTUMll ,.,,. 

COLLETTE MPH 1600 

"1ANUPM:TUMll "" 

CMD-. I'". 
'" MCltl ......... , ..... INCIALl1Y 

11M7 M 

INlllN1'0fW .... CDeT C9ITlll 

11.to7 11 

PERIOD. MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES 
M 

3m 

3m 

8m 

8m 

ATI'ENTION: 

• Before doing any malnttn11nca, make eura 11• alactrtcal control box hH been 
awltchad oft and aecurad. 

• Do not UH detergent• to clean and do not epray water on the machine. 

Check tlf'lllon and atate of V-balta •1•and conttuf allgnmant of pulaya •2-. 
A*9t or replace, Ir naceaaary. 

Check atate ol bearlnga and gaar1 .S- (no unuaual nolcaa, vibration• or ell !elk•). 
Check ol I.val and replace baarlngt1 or gears, It nac•aary. 

Remove cover -1- and check pn.,m11tlc cytlndare (fixing, no air l•kl, no dam11ge). 

CMctc 1tata of bowl cover 1eal "4- and replace, K nace ... ry. 

S.e lnltruotlonl "Taking down of 
s>IM*rv o•r 1yetam• 
Chapter 4.1.2.3 • Fla 21.307 

Sea drawing 224.497 In 
chapter 1.2 and drawing 
224.488 In chapter &.1 • 
Flle21.307 
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LUBRICATION CARD 
PUNT I UC:lOll llACl9e/~ llANUPACTVHll "'' WORKSHOP I• •LUNG Mlllln1 nu1chlM MONDIALI YIKINGI· MA 
.,,..,... aH.-....LY llANUPACTVlllll "" MONOIALE 

LUBRICATION ITEM PAOCED.r) LUBRICANT -
.0.. - oeac:M'noN 1 I s llANUPACTUllP "'e QU""'11TY 

1 V1V Tai* slide and bearing ol 0 d R SHELL Talona 30 aoc.needl oilcan 
15117 longludlnal tplnr.ila 

2 317 Slid9I ot ,,._ !ravel and 0 d R SHELL Talona 30 aoc.needl oilcan 
gears ot Wlllcal travel 

3 415 Sllda9 0 d R SHELL Talolla 30 aoc.needl oilcan 

' 9113 Pllow d longludlnal ...,. 0 d R SHELL Talona 30 aoc.needl oilcan 

5 10 Pllow d .,.,.._..,.,.. 0 d R SHELL Talona 30 aoc.needl oilcan 

ti 11 T,.,_..... spildl and IU 0 d R SHELL Talona 30 aoc.needl oilcan 

7 14 Mamni9m ol !Mglluclnal erawt 0 d R SHELL Talona 30 aoc.needl oilcan 

• e Oil ..,.. geartlolc d Mr.Slodl L w s SHELL Talona 30 aoc.needl 

• c Ol lwlli travel gMrbo• L w s SHELL Talona 30 aoc.needl 

10 F Oil..,..-.rm L "' s SHELL Talona 30 aoc.needl 

11 8 Oil bath ell \WfQI spindle L "' s SHELL Tona oll 2'1 aoc.needl 
c • s SHELL Tonaoll27 1,61 

~2 A/111 Geart.lo• ol ... Utock c A s SHELL Tal?na 30 " 
13 Ol8 Travel gaarboll c a s SHELL Taion. ao 6,41 

14 1 Over'"" R • s SHELL Talona 30 acc.naedl 

t ......... UdlNll .. lllWl·C..,..... .. ·0...-..· ..... a ,.._.,..., • ....., • ....-,._,.,.,, ._.., •• _.._._. , ...................... 

CQONo, ,Mii 

LC/0007 C 1/1 

llACl99 .. Ll/10Ne. ... CIAUTY 

110o011.- LUI 

NllNl'OllY N' COST Cumll 

17.UI 17 

MISCELLANEOUS 
lllTMOO 

See "llting lnall\ldlona. 
Flle 1110-012·803 
See oiling lnltl\ldloM • 
Ale 1110-012·803 
See oiling lnallldlona • 
Flll 1110-012·803 
See oiling ll\lll\ldlona • 
Fiie 1110-012·803 

OOll'llTUI 001,."' 1:• 
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JOB 1 l I 
REPORT 

DATE 
PAGE 

TUii las: lruc I ..srR Ian I ..... ,, lz 13 lo.y I 
~TOWOlllC 

CAEW-lEADER 

MMl8ER PRESENT RlREMAN 
NUMBER SICK 
MJll8ER ON LEAVE 

INST Al.LATION N".JO DESCRIPTION OF EXECUTED WORK 

UNFINISHED WORKS 

CHECK NE>CT CREW-LEADER JOB.PREPARATION DESK SUPERINTENDENT 

DATE DATI DATI 
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HISTORY RECORD 
CARD 

Mlm Of MMUPACl\1111111 GAUNT& INWNTOllY Hr. llUNNNCI TIMI 

SAl.lllltltl I ,..onpena ~.204 YIAll ... PH. llM. '"II. llAV JUN. .IUL 

--.T.IMC ... /APl'AllBL rlA~l"ll'I 8l'Alll UP DAft 11~ .. li/IDNr. 1112 
N0-3J0.2IO 03 CENTAIFUOAl. P\Jf.P 11.0U4 802.073 

"" lllULW DAft DUl Ofl AllVICI , ... 
N0.5371.'3 , ... 

ftAll OI' CCINl'l'MIC'l10N DllAl'ftll DA ft , ... 
1113 PV08IDGS 24.11.13 tH? 

JOB ORDER N". NATURE DATE AND HOUR DATE AND HOUA TOT. TYPE OF MAINTENANCE INTERVENTION 
(") OFIHUTDOWN OFITAATUP DOWNTIMI 

!111.24 • 14.0lt.lol/1411 I 5.0IUMlllll 2611 "'.,.__ d peoloM tlMd 

137.M e 1S.Ol3.loll1illl 11.03.lol/1311 '"' ~ ... .....,...,. lllodl8 ol OOU"""9 

145.M "' 13.05.lol/1511 13.05.1411111 311 Aeweldlrlg molopul'l'lp ,_ 

159.14 , 14.0l.lol/1311 14.0l.lollllll Ill A_...,,. .... beeMp 

•p• ........ =*&w..-; 8•9'alll:.._. Alli•w• ;O•~; R• ........ DQll'f'ITUI 

I I I 

AUG. ''"· OCT, NOV. DIC. 

CAUSES OF FAILURES 

1111811 lfglllly clAlllllM 

Wr .. ...,__. 
d pump 11111 9ll9IM 

DQlll/M/117 
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0 x 
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SPARE PARTS LIST 

llACtlNEIDEVICl AND TYPE INVENTORY No. I MACHINE FILE / ID No. 
BRIDGE DEMAG GP 204 2.1.168 810.009.500 

NAME AND ADDRESS OF SUPPUEA NAME AND ADDRESS OF MANUFACTUAEA 

MANNESMANN DEMAG FORDERTECHNIK MANNESMANN DEMAG FOADERTECHNIK 
KM WllhMmseras• 338 • DUISBURG I B.R.D. Kart Wlhllmslr- 338 • DUISBURG I B.R.D. 
Tel.: 0241/44561 • Telu: 22846 

POI. OE91GNATION Ct: SPARE PART 

' Bralle r.~ FW. DE~\ 
58029044 

2 0..., grove ball bearing 
800001Nt25 

3 SIOlled ~'-cl IC:r8W 
M4 x 18 • DIN 84-5.8 

4 Spring 3 kg. lot 1313 PKF4 
DEMAG 583 n 344 

5 SplMrtc;al ,..., bMrW1g 
22211 CK ISO 15 

I G-~ R 114' model 
H1, lorm A. DIN 71412 

7 Huagon Mad-plug 
M22 x 1,5·DIN1110.5.8 

a Filing key B Sx5x11,5 
01'.'18885 • C 45 K 

9 Male union l&q 
DS-18 OtN 2383-Sl-GT 

10 Huagon'-d-M 12X35 
DIN601-4.8 

DGllS'tftal 

IM!IT TOT 
IMllUF 
UP 
Da*lil 

TOTAL .. STALl.£0 
~ACT\l~R 
U .. Tl'flCH 
OElAY IN MCNT149 

Tel.: W41/44561 ·Telex: 22848 

COOE No. OAAWINO INST lr£M MANUF. 
No. TOT. 

26500 721 DE MAG 2 1 DEMAG 
20605844 

281 19 o:.>2 DE MAG 3 4 SKF 
20605644 

26307923 DEM AG 26 2 BSK 
20605644 

27807928 DEM AG 29 1 DEMAG 
20605844 

281 21 015 DEMAG 31 2 SKF 
20605644 

3.5302 027 llEMAG 39 1 TECAl..AMIT 
20605644 

35203520 DE MAG 40 1 BSK 
20605644 

28209421 Of MAG 41 1 BSK 
20605644 

25408203 DE MAG 48 3 ERMt:TO 
20605644 

26309708 DE MAG 2 4 BSK 
20605644 

lllOllTH ESTIU CONS 
PROF Cl 

MONTH~ Y ESTIMATED CON!UMPTION 
PAOPOSED QUANTITY 

SUBASSEMBLY AND TYPE 
ELECTRIC ROPE HOIST PK1N·2F 

NAME AND ADDAEll OF MANUFACTUFIEA 

MANNESMANN DEMAG FORDERTECHNIK 
Kart Willelmsl,_ 338 • DUISBURG I B.R.D. 
let: 0241/44561·Telex:22846 

REF.FOR NEn ORI· CUSTON DEL. 
U.P. WEIGHT IN ORDERING 

• .. -ft 
QIN CODE u 

56029044 220 0,500 D 8444 2 

6003 385 0,285 B 7302 3 

2 0,004 B 5201 1 

563 711344 24 0,03 D 8304 1 

22218CK 3200 4,5 B 8444 8 

RH1A 12 0,03 F 8201 1 

. 4 0,004 B 6303 1 

. 3 0,003 B 5201 1 

GE 18SR 29 0,0111 B 5206 4 

. 27 0,004 B 5201 1 

PAGI 1/1 

IPICIAUTY 

MEC 

PLANT/SECTION 
CRANES ANO OVERHEAD TRAVELLING 
BRIDGES 

DRAFTER DATI 

PVDBIOOS 20.08.11183 

MONTH. PROP. 
EITIM. REMARKS ........ o. 

0,75 II 

0.10 4 

0,10 2 Minimum ordering quMtlly: 
100pertl 

0,10 1 

0,10 2 

0,10 1 Minimum ordering quantity: 
50 perta 

0,10 1 

0,25 3 

0,10 3 

0,10 4 Minimum ordering qUMtlly: 
100 part• 
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CllN"TER SECTl()fj CHECK 
HEAD 

PHOHENO 

0 CD CD © 
AEOUESiEO 
QUANTITY 

COMPLETE DESIGNATION 
® ® 

------

UNITCOOES No WORK· REAL DELIVERY 

0 PART. 1100K • TON FM.Ii OF JR DATE 

' SET.PAIR A IOOP 
I CAN. IAAAEL. IOX. PAC'IET I IDOOP 
l Q.O c 1000 "° 
4 UT'AE I> l'llll 
S MUN i IOOOl 
• Ma F CM 
1 Ml a .... @ ® @ I GA 

YU ~NTUNIT 
DESOEUV LOC DHIAEO DELl>1'RY LOCATION 

"'' DEUV DA TE DElli'IED DEi.MAY DA TE 

srOR '°' IT~ P091TICIN 
9PlolS SPAM PAAT11 MANAGEMENT ANO STOAES 
cc COST CENTRE 
UP UT .. IT~ PRICE 
TP lOTALl'NCE 

DCl9 SftTlll 

DATE OF ISSUE DEi DELIVERY DEi 
DATE DE Lii/ii RY 

LOC ISSUING SHEET 
101 l©I © 

CODE STOA. CODE 18SU£0 OUANTITV STOCK WT MU 
REOUESTE POS. ITEM ISSUED 

MU BALANCE No. 

® ITEM @ e @ ® @ ® ® 

RECEIVEDIY ISSUED IY CHECKITOCIC CHECliSPMS REMARKS 
SUPEAVI IOfll 

DATE DAlE 

® ® @ @ 

,.. 

© © 
cc UP "' 
@ @ ® 

TOTAL 

e 
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REASON FOR ENTERING 
PUACtt RET MAM.IF. REP 

ORD. REC. l~M 
QUANT QUANT. CODE PU 

UNIT CODES 
0 · PART, llOCllC t TOM 
1: SET. PAIR A· IGOP 
I. CM UAAEl.. llOll PACGT I IOllOP 
3. ICILO C IGOl(G 
4 · UTRIE D IOOl 
5. MIETRIE E IOOOl 
• Ml F.CM 
1 ID ..)-
•. QR 

DG9SY9181 

OAlE ORAl'TER 

I I PHONE No 

SUPPLIER 

COMPLETE DESIGNATION 

N•~JO CH&CIC 
QUALITY 

CONTRCil 

ENTERING SHEET 

PURCHASE ORDER DELIVERY BILL 
No. DATE No. DATE 

I I I 
ENTERING ITEM F.NTERING MU STOR. STOCK MVT 

CODE QUANTITY POS. BALANCE No. 

CHECIC CHECK CHECICSPMI REMARKS 
;TORE- ENTERING DATE STORE 
ICEEi'ER SUPERVISOR 

No. 

INVOICE 
No DATE 

I I 
C.C. UTIL. PRICE TOTAL PRICE 

TOTAL 
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RECUEl'IED av DIVISION DA'IEOF 
ISSUE 

PtfONENo. 

AEOUES'IED I CHECK 9Ul'E"NlENDANT CC DESTIN Al.l.OCATION IUDGETNo 
DELAY MACHIN&: 

DA'IE 

POS. ITEMCOOE QUANTITY FULi. Of:SIGNATION OF ITEM 

UMITCODlS CHECK 9PM9 CHECIC BUDGET c:anA. 
0: PMJ,IOQK I: TON 
1: In.PAIR A: ICllP 
I : CAIUIAAl•l. IOll. PM:KET 1· 1-p 
3 1111.0 C 10000 ICO 
4 UTAE D 1CllL 
$: ME1M E 

,_ .. ... F CM DA'IE DATE 
1 1111 G:MM 
l:QR 

DGaaft'IW 

PURCHASE FIRST AEORDl"NO 
OADl"NO 

REQUEST IXT.MAHUF. EXT.NP. 

I PUACI iASEA • PttONE I RIMAAKI OF PUACHAI& DEPARTMENT 

MU DEL OADEA No. UP TP 

CHECIC PUACHAll& IUPEAINTINDANT CCNTA AIC. 

DA'IE DA'IE 

No. 

POllllLI IUPPl.IEA 
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STOCK t~ 
CONTROL CARD '-

COMPLETE DESIGNATION " " , 
."\: 

" "" " 
NOAloW. 
S10CX 

PU SUV TYPE REP CUSTOMS COOE AVERAGE MONTK.Y DELIVERY DELAY ISSUE ,._..,,OUDT 
AECll> 
l.E1IEl 

SUPPLIER ITEM REF ./SUPPLIER MNIM. PUACHASING 
QUANTITY 

-STOCK 

PR ANO ORDERS EXPECTED 

DATE QUANTITY u ClELAYS SUPPUER NUMBER DATE QUANT_ DEl.AYS 

PR 

PO 
STOCK 

PR ZERO 

PO 

PR 

PO 

PR 

PO 
PAIN 
~SS 

PR 

PO 

PR 

PO 

PA POlll 

PO 

PA 

PO 

PA 

PO Dll.AY 
EXCUDEC 

REMARKS 

PU PURCHASE UNIT MU MANAl"..EMENT UNIT 
SUV : STANDARD UNIT VAl.UE MAN MOOE MANAGEMENT MODE 
uP : UTIUTARIAN PRICE cc C.:.ST CENTER 
REP AEPARAllLITY PO PURCHASE ORDER 

PA PURCHASE AEOUEST 

KALAMAZOO IYITUI 
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S10lt .., 
- llilODE 

IECIAD LE1IEL - -POS STCCll. SlOCX 

..-j/ STOCK LEVEL 

SUPPUER AECIUIE> cuunn QIMnlY ClUMnTY STOCK MYTNo 0.TE llo. StlEET C.C l'IElllAAl<S 
CU£NT CllWITlT1' "' llETUAN OUT 8AlMCE 

TIWtSFER 

TO Iii CAAAED l'OAWAl!D 
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BIN CARD 
PRINCIPAL 

STORAGE POSmON 
SECONDARY 

DESIGNATION 

ISSUE RESTRICTION 

MU CODE 

SUPPLIER MOVEMENT STOCK MVTNo. DATE SHEET No. C.C.CUENT RE· BAl.ANCE 
IN TlHI OUT 

DGl IYITEll DOI 3GllGllllO 

MU : MANAGEMENT UNIT 
UVf N" : MOVEMENT NUM8ER 
CC : COST CENTER 
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INVENTORY 

STOCK ITEtJCOOE DATE MU 
BAUNCE 

CHE.Ck CONTROU.ER CHE.Cl<SPMS 

DOSSYITf.JI 

..... 
WTN' 
STOil PCS. 
uP 
MAN 

MANAGEMENT UNIT 
MOVEMENT l«AeER 
STORAGE l'OSITION 
UTa. ll ARIAN PRICE 
SPARE P~RTS MANAGEMENT SECTION 

MVTNo. 

REMARKS 

INVENTORY CHECK 
NAME Cl' CONTAOUER 

CARD N° 
DATE 

MAN ACCOUNT 

ACTUAL VALUE OF STOR. POS. PHYSICAL VARIANCE UP REMARKS 
CIT,..,.11 VARIANCE 

UNIT COOl!S : 

0 PIECI, BOOK • M2 C:1~KO 
1 SET, PAIA 7 M:1 0: IOOL 
I CAN, DARRl1., IO)(, PACl<IT f OR I: 1000 L 
3 KILO • TON ,: CM 
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APPENDIX31 

SIMPLIFIED DATA PROCESSING CIRCUIT FOR JOB EXECUTION 

-----r= flEQUEST 

• I PAOGWtG '· .. ( REGISTER 

• 

STORE 

WAITWGFLE 

STORE 

EXECUTION 

RE~ST EVALUATION 

PRICE CAl.cu.ATION 

COSTAU.OC. 
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APPENOIX34 

SIMPLIFIED DATA PROCESSING CIRCUIT FOR SPARE PARTS 

IS 

UPDATING BIN CARD 

DELIVERY OF 
SPARE PART~--~LA_CCOUNT ___ AN_CY_J 

UPDATING OF 
STOCK CONTROL 

CARD 

REORDERING 
LEVEL 

ISSUE OF PURCHASE 
REQUEST FOR 
REORDERING 

CONTROL.OF 
STOCK LEVEL 

CHOICE OF SUPPLIER! 
ORDERING 

DELIVERY OF SPARE 
PARTS+ QUALITY/ 

ES IN STORE 
UPDATING BIN CARD 
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APPENDIX 3511 

DOS SYSTEM 

March 1994 

DIVISION OF A FACTORY 
INTO DIFFERENT SECTIONS 
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DIVISION OF THE SECTION 
OF A FACTORY INTO 

SUB-SECTIONS 
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APPENUIX36 

I CODIRCATION OF 
THE MACHINE 

SUB-SECTION 31 : DEBARKING SECTION 

r---------------·-1 
~ .-,-. ' 
I 31.231 

II I 

I: 124 

o: 
3t2SI 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I N 

N r--------
1 
I r-------------, :r---------------, 

I II I 

I Q I I I B 1: I I - II I I : I 31.12 I I ILJ c w 31313132 31.33 1 : 
I _. '3121 II I 
1;:; . II I 
I "" If I 
I 11 I 
I d I 
L--..:.-~-------- L------- ----' L..---------------J 

DO•IYITFiM 

lff'iW 

31.01 io 09 
31.11 
31.12 
31.21 
31.22 
31.23 
31.24 
31.25 
31.31 
31.32 
31.33 

Reserved for the utilities of the zone 
Transversal feeding chain conveyor 
Longitudinal faeding chain conveyor 
Debarking machi'le 
Belt conveyor 
Vibrating through 
Crushing mill 
Pneumatic conveyor 
Chain con·1eyor 
Metal detector 
Chain conveyor 

APPENDICES 
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APPENDIX37 

DIVISION OF THE MACHINE 
INTO SUB-ASSEMBLIES· 

DRAWING CODIRCATIONS 

DIVISION OF QEBARKING MACHINE No. 3121 

31.21.00 : Debarking machine : 

31.21: 10 : Feeding conveyor of debarking machine : 

31.21.11 : Frame of feeding conveyor : 

31.21. 12 : Drive of feeding conveyor 
31.21.13 : Lifting cylinder of feeding conveyor : 

: 

: 

: 

31 .21.20 : Debarking ring : 

: 

: 

: 

31.21.30 Evacuating conveyor 

CODIFICATION OE THE DRAWINGS 

No. (2) 31.21.11 M 001/A 

No. (3) 31 .21 . 11 M 002/C 

· Debarking machine : frame of 
feeding conveyor 

· Debarkiag machine : detail of 
rear bearing block 

The figures between brackets refer to the size of the dra\\ing (according to DIN 
standards). 

M refers to a mechanical drawing (E = electric, A = regulation and control, 
H = hydraulic, P = pneumatic). 

A and C at the end of the drawing No. ref er to the updating index. 

DGSSYSTEM 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
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DESCRIPTION OF THE ZONE/DEPARTMENT 

...... MACHltE No. DESIGNATION 

1. 350.10.00 Blower (lnll4) 

2. 350.10.05 Electric motor tor blowef 

3. 350.20.00 F.., 

.. 350.11.02 PNissuN caMoli.r 

5. 350.30.00 Register 

.. 350.30.01 SeM>mator 

1. 350.40.00 Blower 

DCMllYST9i 

INVENTORY OF MACHINES 

PREPARATION RAW MATERIALS 

MANUFACTUAEA TYPE/ MAIN CHAAACTl!AllTICI AEFl!AENCI 

Al.VI DB31·3Dl·M1 Flow 4.000 m3lti 
Prnlure IOO Pa 
Rpm2850 
Orlenlallon 1 

ASEA MT 100l.A PowerUKw 
RpmUOO 
Form83 
Volla19 220t'380 V 

A.A.F. DRl-PACK·FDS 
N" 4·MJ8.1125 

HONEYWELL Cll04S0-1043 Diii . .,,._.. 0,2·3 mbllr 
Max.~ 100 mbllr 
Conllld 10 A (220 V) 

FLN<T SROB.0504 

HONEVWELL MG440102I Angle 180" 
P~SVA 
Vollage 24 V• 
Rpm1.800 

Al.VI DB31·3DL·M1 Flow 3.500 m3AI 
PreuUl'9 800 Pa 
Rpm2.300 
OrterMtlon7 

ZONE NOJDEPARTMENT PAGE 

320.00 1/1 

DRAWING NO. 
(1) 320.00.00.M 001 

No. 
OllllAVATIONI MACHINI 1'1LI 

350.11 

A10,012 

A01.002 DllMnslonl, 
... c1n1w1ng 
(0) 360.20.0CIM002.C 

H03.003 

F02.006 Dlmtnllonl, 
... cnw1ng 
(1) 350.30.00MOOM> 

HOO.OH 

350.11 
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APPENDIX 3911 

CODIFICATION OF SPARE PARTS 

1 • INTRODUCTION 

Designating a spare part means defining its physical, dimensional, electrical or other 
charaderistics. Parts codification can only be efficient if its designation has been correctly 

done. 

An example is given below of a hexagon socket head cap screw M20 x 100. This desiption 
is incomplete : the exact form of the head is missing (thick, flat), and also the physical 
characteristics (i.e. tensHe strength) and t:lread (fine, normal). Obviously a description which 
would include all that information would be too long and unusable. In !he case of standardized 
parts all information can be expressed by referring to a national or international standard 
which gives the correct identification of the part. 

In the example, the head of the screw is a thick head, of normal metric thread, completely 
threaded, with a minimum breaking strength of 80 Kgf/mm2 and elasticity of elongation limit of 
64 Kgf/mm2, hardened and tempered. Complete information is included in the following 
standardized designation : 

hexagon socket head cap screw M20 x 100 DIN 912-8.B 

2. ATTRIBUTION OF A CODE NUMBER 

This example belongs for instance to class 1 : assembling elements and mechanical 
transmission parts. 

To define the family and the subfamily, the codification grid of class 1 should be analysed 
(appendix 39/3). The number of the family is obtained by reading the grid horizontally (family: 
assembling elements - number 0). 

The subfamily is obtained by reading the grid vertically (bolts and screws - number 2). 

This gives the first 3 numbers of the code : 102. 

UNIDO / ILO • MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT MANUAL March 1994 
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APPENDIX 39fl 

The same process is applied for the group and subgroup with lhe grid of appendix 3914. The 
number of the group is 2 (hexagon socket head cap screw), that of the subgroup (accooing to 
DIN 912) is 1. 

This gives the first numbers of the code 10221. 

The last 3 numbers define the dimensions. In the case of screws it is possible to attribute a 
pre-coded number to the dimensions defined in the standard DIN 912 (appendix 3915). For 
instance a screw M20 x 100 has 164 as its 3 last numbers. This method can be used for all 
standardized items of which a certain variety is stored. 

The complete designation with code number for the example is : 

102 21 164 Hexagon socket head cap screw M20 x 100 DIN 912-8.8. 
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APPENDIX 39t'5 

PRECOOIFCATION OF A HEXAGON SOCKET HEAD CAP SCREW 
M20 X 100 ACCORDING TO DIN 912 

IN STEEL OF 80 KGf/mrn2 

001 Hexagon socket head cap screw M 4 x 6 DIN 912-8.8 

002 Hexagon socket head cap screw M 4 x 8 DIN 912-8.8 

003 Hexagon socket head cap screw M 4 x 10 DIN 912-8.8 

004 Hexagon socket head cap screw M 4 x 12 DIN 912-8.8 

097 Hexagon socket head cap screw M 12 x 140 DIN 912-8.8 

098 Hexagon socket head cap screw M 14 x 30 DIN 912-8.8 

099 Hexagon socket head cap screw M 14 x 35 DIN 912-8.8 

100 Hexagon socket head cap screw M 14 x 40 DIN 912·8.8 

151 Hexagon socket head cap screw M 18 x 180 DIN 912·8.8 

152 Hexagon socket head cap screw M 18 x 190 DIN 912·8.8 

153 Hexagon socket head cap screw M 18 x 200 DIN 912·8.8 

154 Hexagon socket head cap screw M 20 x 40 DIN 912·8.8 

155 Hexagon socket head cap screw M 20 x 45 DIN 912·8.8 

156 Hexagon socket head cap screw M 20 x 50 DIN 912-8.8 

157 Hexagon socket head cap screw M 20 x 55 DIN 912-8.8 

158 Hexagon socket head cap screw M 20 x 60 DIN 912·8.8 

159 Hexagon socket head cap screw M 20 x 65 DIN 912·8.8 

160 Hexagon socket head cap screw M 20 x 70 DIN 912·8.8 

161 Hexagon socket head cap screw M 20 x 75 DIN 912·8.8 

162 Hexagon socket head cap screw M 20 x 80 DIN 012·8.8 

163 Hexagon socket head cap screw M 20 x 90 DIN 912·8.8 

164 Hexagon socket head cap screw M 20 x 100 DIM 912·8.8 

165 Hexagon socket head cap screw M 20 x 110 DIN 912·8.8 
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APPENDIX 40f1 

EXAMPLE 
1IS 

FUNCTION ANO JOB DESCRIPTION SHEET 

DESIGNl'l llCH OI' POST ...... IMLEI NiE PAOFESSIONo\L OJAUFICATION -ATTER 3 .. 21 ~---(Mdri:81~ 

-- ....... ..,.,..-a1...,. !*IS nacxasoilw --- -~al-pMIS 

SITUATION IN ORGANIZATION CHART 

OEPAATOIENT SECTION CAEW 

POSITION OF POST Equipe 
~ Mechlnical Womhop w 

dejour ~ 
I-
¥ 

OESIGNA11CN PROF.OUAL.. StffMlR a: 
~IERARCHICAL DIRECT ~ 

SUPERIOR For.nan Workshop Forwnan..,., Daya.. 

SYSTEMATIC FUNCTION.AL RELATIONS 

Wilh: 

1'<1 PRODUCTION UNIT 
• F-11M medlanic:al lllOlbhop 
·Coleagms 

WITH HEADOUARTER None 

OUTSIDE COMPANY None 

DIMENSIONS OF POST 

IN ChARGE OF FOLLOWING STAFF GlOBAL BUDGET 

H' FIMCTlON PAOF.OUAL. OPERATIOh 

OTHEll 

AESPONS.·YAUJEs-Mll TERIAL· TOOL•PAOOUCTS 

Tooll 

DClllYITlll 
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APPENDIX 40l2 

EXAMPLE -REatlRED COMPETENCES 

IEDUCA1'°" 1ECINCAL. E:IUCA1ION -Ell'~ ...... ... x ....... ....---lWflMUM CAP. --- _..._ - J[ 

II 111.-tl x 

-=-- J[ 

~,., ...... 
MAXMJM ~ 

,,_ 

ACTIVITIES AND RESPONSABIUTlES 

PRN:IPAL 'JI, OCCASIONALS 

• Assisi n9V91111Dn a-s cbing 

zcn 
tndlle shooting 

S2 !!:! 
cnO 
"'i= Oen -TOTAL 0 

.c--,,_ ............ -. 
• Acljull ............ . °" __ ..., 1a•-=c.10-0lll__, 
• Repeir ...... ,,_...-=c. IO-Ollb-. °"*---on~ 

:Ill: a: 
i ... 
0 
z 
Q .... 
::> 
0 

MISCEUANEOUS "' )( 
w 

-TOTAL !IS 

• Slale of tools 

..J 

~~"' _z 
.... ffi~ 
~i~ -TOTAL I 5 

DOllYSTlll 
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APPENDIX 40/3 

EXAMPLE 
all 

CONDITIONS OF WORK 

'WOlllCllD ..,.. Oayawr 

EFR)RT Can be impoMnl 

! 
POll1ICIN AT WOM Sh9'I 

0 
j:: 
Z5 
li 

llZE A.age 

u 
..J W.DEXIENR Goad c 
!i! • > 1B90N/ ATTBl1IOll/ % Goad IL 90tl0TIINY 

llOVW ~Woibhap 
OcQsionaly in .. planl 

- Yr/good 

NOICES Variat*t 

~TIDN/UIN Nme 

~ .... UGKT 600lux Z5 
li 
u .... ,.... Oil. gtease Md soMll1tS 
~ 
Ill 
ii 
2 ODOURS Negligeable 

"' 
CUllA11C CONDl1ION& Variable 

fOtl.-U 
Imprudence in UM d C8lfUI tools 

Oltl NeglllCCion of salefy ~ 
-:i.= 
u"' U-ca; fOtl Idem 

OTHERS 

OBSERVATION' 

Principal adivily area : mechanical wOlbhop 

DGllYITIM 
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RESUL I ::t Ut-' SUAVE HI IN ~!... -AND &1 ·~~""'::.-

ANALYSIS OF WORLD LITTERATURE 
RATIOS 

Oil9Ct co.t ol maintenance 
1. 

Added v.iue ol production 

Oil9Ct maintenance cost 
2. 

Replacement value ol auets 

3. 
Cost ol maintenance pel'IOmel 

Direct cost ol maintenance 

4. Cost ol spa19 parts and curNnt maintanenca Items 

Oiroct main•nance cost 

Average •tock value 

5. Replacement v.tue ol production aquipmant 

Cumulated value c4 isauad aparas over 12 months 

6. Av.raga stock value over 12 months 

Maintenance workforea 
7. 

Tot.I plant workfon:a 

Downtime cl'8 to lnakdown 

8. Hours theol9ticaly avalabla for prouction on yeaity basis 

Number ol stock itam• satisfied on IS 

9. Total runbar ol requasead items on IS 

N\.mbar ol stock-outs 

10 
Total it1m1 in stock 

1/ Guida for the iippbtion ol rMnagalMnt ralioa for maintenance 
in irdJatry • bv DGS INTERNATIONAL for AOOI and INMA/Algaria 
(lnatiU National d'Eute1 at Rachan:ha1 an Maintenance) 

Mt!IJ 

10,44 

12,7 

58,35 

22,79 

13,06 

120,8 

5,8 

10,42 

95,83 

:? 

CFU r-c.1-ir• ... c 

12,9 

18,4 

41,75 

44,64 

9,8 

71,15 

28,4 

5,94 

98,07 

8,99 

MEC: 
CEM: 
PETROCHEM: 
n.a.: 

11,87 15·25 

7,98 10·15 

62,90 35-45 

17,02 40·50 

3,49 5·10 

n.a. 50-60 

85,70 10·15 

n.a. 10·15 

100 75-85 

0 2·5 

mechanical con1truclion 
cement 
petrochamlcal• 
data non available 

r.i;u 

20.00 

10·15 

35-45 

45-60 

7-12 

40.50 

15·20 

8·12 

75-85 

5·10 

IFl!.l-1. • 

10·16 ! 
5·12 I 

:a m 
45.50 

en c 
~ en 

25-35 0 
'Tl 

8·12 
~ 
c 
-< 
0 

60-60 'Tl ,, 
m 
:D 

30-40 'Tl 
0 
:D 
i!C 
)It 

3·10 z 
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m 
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APPENDIX 4211 

TECHNICAL POCUMENTATION 

CONTENT OF MACHINE FILE 

1. Technical information 

1.1. Machine record card 

Each machine has its own card comprising the principal technical specifications, 
a photo or an outline (see example in appendix 11 ). In case of important sub
assemblies or devices, a separate card is made (e.g. electric motor card in 
appendix 12). 

12. Layout drawings 

- The general layout and, if necessary, the layout for the subassemblies 

indicating any cumbersome obstructions, the free areas for dismantling and 

handling, connection points for earthing circuits of the machines and the 
utilities with their related connection data (electricity, compressed air, cooling 
circuit etc.); 

- The layout also indicates the siatic weight and the centre of gravity of the 
machines. 

1.3. Description of functioning 

A description is given of the different modes of operation, the aim of the 
components and accessorit?s for manoeuvring and tt1e applied principles of 

operation. 

2. lnstn!lation and start-up 

March 1994 

2.1. Foundations and instellation 

- The data relative to the foundations, such as dynamic. and static loads, and the 
principle drawings of foundations; 

- Installation drawings and physical characteristics of circuits of fluids, the 

electrical network and other circuits which are necessary for functicning. 
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2.2. Transport and handling 

This heading comprises all the information relative to transport and handling of 

the machine (handling diagrams, protection, choice of slings, weigM of the 

heaviest parts and sizes of the most cumbersome parts etc.). 

The description also mentions the safety measures (mechanical and electrical, 

precautions regarding the products used etc.) which must be taken when 

dismantling and moving the machine. 

2.3. Instructions for assembling 

This chapter describes the order in which the different subassemblies of the 

machine or installation must be mounted, if necessary with the help of 3ketches, 

as well as data on tuning and adjustments. 

If need be, the manufacturing drawings for the framework. metallic constructions 

or any other device to be supplied locally can be added. 

2.4. Commissioning 

- A list of the various checks to be carried out and actions to be undertaken 

before initial start-up (filling-up of oil, greasing, cleaning, removal of the safety 

packaging used during transport etc.); 

- Safety measures to be taken before start-up (checking the correct sense of 

rotation of the motCirs, testing the safety elements and interlocking); 

- An elementary description of the procedure for a test run, together with a 

sketch of the synoptic display. 

3. lnstructjons for operation 

3.1. Safety instructions 

- Precautions during normal operation; 

- Actions In case of breakdowns or power cuts and shortage of fluids or raw 

materials; 

- Safety measures during maintenance and repairs; 
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- P:-eca•1tions and the speci<il equipment and clothing needed during the 

handling of materials for tt?a production and maintenance of the installatio.."lS; 

- A detailed list of raw materials and cleaning products together with their 

chemical features. 

32. Operation 

- A check list of controls must be implemented by the operators at each start-up 

and while the machine or installation is in service (deaning of air filters. 

checking of oil levels, checking of pressure gauges and thermometers); 

- Start-up procedure for the machine or installation; 

- Procedures for the different operational modes {manual, automatic; ei~ ); 

- Means of intervention and safety systems which have been foreseen in case of 

ai:cidents or danger, 

- Procedure for the shut-down of the machine or installation. 

3.3. lnstroc:tions for tuning 

With the help of sketches, figures or photos, detailed descriptions of tuning and 

adjusting operations are given, which must be carried out during the dismanding 

of a machine for maintenance. A list of instruments, measuring devices, tools and 

other accessories is also added. 

3.4. Troubleshooting 

This procedure is presented in three columns:"symptoms"; "possible causes"; and 

•remedies". 

4. Seryjce jnstructi.Qm. 

Marr.h 1994 

4.1. Maintenance 

- Maintenance cards (see example in appendix 18) containing the sub

assemblies of the machine or installation which have to be checked or 

maintained regularly with the indications of work to be done and the 

periodicity; 

- The list of maintenance pnducts with their chemical characteristics, so that 

they can be purchased; 

- Check cards wittl tolerances for assembling and tuning; 
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- Check-lists for control and verification after assembling; 
- Test programmes: 
- Fault diagnosis instructions. 

42. Lubrication 

The lubrification files (see example in appendix 19) indicate the points on the 
machine, subassemblies or instanation which must be lubricated or where 
lubrification must be checked. They also state the periodicity with which the work 
must be carried out and the type and quantity of lubricant to be used. 
At the back of th£ files there is a drawing showing the points for lubrication or 
checking. 

5. Prawings and nomenclature 

5.1. Mechanical 

- Assembly drawings of machines and installations; 
- Drawings of subassemblies (mechanical pc;semblie.;, transmissions, special 

hydraulic com~onents etc.) for gear boxes, wiftl a diagraru of the kinematic 
chain and all technical data; 

- The workshop drawings with the data the customer needs to manufacture the 
parts (dimensions, tolerances, finishing, quality of material); 

- A maximum of section drawings and/or exploJed views of the machine and its 

components: 
- The complete nomenclatures of parts on different drawings. 

5.2. Electrical and automation 

5.2.1. Electrotechnical diagrams 

- Electrotechnical drawings (power, control, signalization, diagrams, time 
and cycles): 

- Connection drawings; 
~ Lisi of electrical components. 

5.2.2. Automation file (documented programs, logic schemes, PLC, Grafcets, 
operation manual, saving programs on separate disks) 
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e. 

5.3. Instrumentation 

- Drawings of circuits of various fluids with all devices for measuring. controling 
and regulation; 

- Nomendature of all equipment 

5.4. Hydraulic 

- Hydraulic schemes (power, <iagram of phases); 
- Nomendature of components. 

5.5. Pneumatic 

- Pneumatic diagrams (conditioning, power, logic, control and diagram of 
phases); 

- Nomendature of components. 

5.6. Other fluids 

- Fluids schemes; 
- Nomendature of components and equipment. 

The list of recommended spare parts consists of safety parts (important parts that 
could be accidentally damaged or broken, but which do not normally show any 
significant signs of ~ar; ar.d replacement parts (consumables) which have to be 

kept in stock to re.Jlace those subject to wear and tear .. ~I the data for an exact 
identi;ication of a!I these parts should be presented on a special form (appendix 
22). 

7. Pro§pectuses and catal<wues 

March 1994 

This heading covers the complete technical documentation for each component 
or accessory (motors, instruments.regulators, registers, special relays, level 
aetectors, pum~. pneumatic and hydraulic components, electrical and electronic 
apparatus, gear boxes, variators, trai1smissions, couplings. brakes, exchangers, 
transport and handlin~ cnains etc.). 
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8. Control certificates and commiSSionjog reoorts 

- Commissioning reports for test run; 
- A control certificate for various apparatus or subassemblies suqect to official 

controls, such as pressure vessels, crane cables etc. 
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MAJOR NEEDED MAINTENANCE TRADES 

FIELD ON F/S/T E 

1 Mechanic 

Head of section x x 
Fitting x x 
Vehicle-mechanic x x 
Diesel engine x 
Pumps, compressors x 
Pneumatics x 
Hydra1Jlics x 
Job preparation x 

2 Metalworking 

Head of workshop x x 
Lathe operator x x 
Universal miller x x 
Various machine-tools operators x x 
Metalsheet-working x x 
Special welding x 
Forge x 
Mold-making x 
Wood modelling x 
Modelling (mechanic) x 
Universal hardener x 
Heat treatment x 
Job preparator machine tools x 
Job preparator metalsheet-working x 

3 Electricity 

Head of section/workshop x x 
Electricity HT x 
Electricity (installation) x x 
Motor rewinding x 
Electro-mechanic x x 
Vehicle electricity x 
Job preparation x 
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F/S/T 
E 

FIELD 

Instrumentation 

Head of section 
lnstrumentist 
Telecommunications 
Electronics 
Autom atisation 
Job preparation 

Civil works 

Buildings and infrastructures 
Drawers 

Energy-fluids 

Thermician 
Cold technician 

Various specialities 

Technical documentation 
Methods officer 
Planning man 
Engineering (mechanic, electric) 
Industrial drawer 
Drawer-designer 
Drawer engineering studies 
Spare parts management 
Coding-filing (spare parts) 
Refractories 
Tribology 
Condition monitoring 
Maintenance management 
Computer aided maintenance 

Qualified worker 
Foreman/Supervisor/Technician 
Engineer 
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APPENDIX46 

FRAMEWORK OF PLAN OF ACTION 
FOR IMPROVEMENT OF MAINTENANCE 

r-
FlELD 

I 1 PP.ODUCTION EQUIPMENT 

2 ORGANIZATION AND 
MANAGEMENT 

3 MATERIAL RESOURCES 

4 HUMAN RESOUHCES 

5 ENVIRONMEm 

March 1994 

ACTIONS WILL DEAL WITH FOLLOWING TOPICS 

- state (cleanliness, order, housekeeping, ... ) 
- operation 
• standardization 
- design and technology 
- acquisition of new equipment 

Corporate Maintenance Managemer.t Master Plan 
- Maintenance concept 
- hierarchical position of maintenance 
- maintenance organization chart 
- organization chart of all services 
- function and job descriptions 
- maintenance management information system (MMIS) 
- maintenance planning 
- management tools 
- computerization 

- technical doc1Jmentation 
- spare parts 
- maintenance workshop 
- tools, measuring instruments 
- maintenance cost and budget (incl. accountancy system) 

- manning table 
- qualifications 
- rec~uitment 

- career development policy 
- motivation/incentive policy 
- training 
- subcontracting 
- technical assi;.;tance 
- safety 

- lodging 
- transport 

1- medical care 
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APPENDIX 47/2 

RESTRUCTURING OF A MAINTENANCE DEPARTMENT 

ITEM ACmNS METHODOLOGY /OBSERVATD<IS 

1. GENERAL.MAMENANCE POUCV Nm 
ORGANIZATION 

1.1. defiM a plan of action to in1>fOY8 . pr9p1re a cUgno.:ic NpOlt on manenance 
manenance . identify .. .ctioflS to be t.bn, especially in the 

folloWlg fieldl : . sendizalion I inf«mation . m.intemnce / PfOduction ~ 
- rnailaMnce concept and poicy 
- position of rminleMce in the cxganizational 

strudUIW . manemnce organization chart and jab 
descriptions . ..aing up of data coleclion pocedurM 
(Maintenance Management Information System) 

- ..,.,. pmlS nmnagement 
- improving eledromlchanica intetYenlion works 
. inlrocklction of planned nwinlenance system . workshope/spare parts manufacturing 
- cost conlrOI / maintenance management . introduc:lion d C;MMS 

1.2 obtain full cornmlmenl of General 
Management 

1.3 define and irrf>lement Corporate . centralize all maintenance activities 
Maintenance Management Master Plan . rjv .. mUttenance the same rank as production . tighten the links between mai'denance and production 

- inform personnel ~the maintenance policy and 
show the benefits resulting from ii . launch a campa9 of awareneu creation at all levels 
to develop maintenance-mi~ - develop 
corporate maintenance c:ulure . devise a ain1>le maintena'lee chart and clear job 
descriptions 

. define maintenance concept - introduce planned 
rnanenance gradually, and ltriU a proper balance 
among concition-based maintenance, aystematic 
maintenance and corrective maintenance . inlroduction of CMMS . ifl1>rove maintenance staff motivation by deviling a 
policy on productiviy incentives and on in1>1ementing 
~idance measures 

- budget separately for maintenance and for investmenl 
in ay.tems, akilla and training 

- irrf>lement regular fN aluation system 

-
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APPENDIX 47fJ 

ITEM ACTIONS METHODOLOGY /OBSERVATIONS 

1.4 include maintenance managers on the 
executive board of directors 

1.5 establish a maintenance committee 
wthin the COfTl>811Y, wilh the job of 
observing the if11>lementatio of actions 
for maintenance~ and 
evaluating their results 

2 TRAINING 

2.1 devise a policy of human resources 
development for maintenance 

2.2 recruit highly qualified staff for 
maintenance - provide for additional 
training if need be 

2.3 establish training courses in - of practical type 
maintenance, coordinated with - of specific type 
production needs . by apprenticeship . vocational training . at polytechnics or universities 

- on-the-job 

3. TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATK>N 

3.1 draw up specific tenns of reference on The following points must be incorpora•ed in it : 
technical documentation - itemized contents 

- language of user 
- presentation (iUustrated with samples, perhaps 

even standard forr,lS) 
- delivery conditions (time schedule, amount, 

packing, place etc.) 
- conditions of acceptance 
- penalties 

3.2 set up a team of specialists (methods 
officers) to do the acceptance of/inspect 
the technical documentation at the time 
of the equipment acquisition 

3.3 :.tart training programmes on technical subject matter : 
documentation - drawing up terms of reference 

- checking documentation sent in connection with 
equipment supply 

- setting up machine-files 
- updating documentation 
. filing documentation 
. providing user service 
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APPENDIX 47/4 

ITEM ACTIONS METHODOLOGY /OBSERVATIONS 

3.4 make an assessment of existing 
technical documentation .at the factory -
gather al documentation in one central 
place • make copies for the users 

3.5 coq>lete technical documentation . make ABC analysis of most~ works in relation 
to safety, pn>duc:tion, qualily and environment 

. launch requests to machine manufacturers or 
colleagues 

4. SPARE PARTS 

4.1 make analysis of stocks currently held in . classify and valuate on spare parts in three 
the plant categories: 

. consumables 

. standard parts 

. specific parts 

. idently dead stock 

4.2 make a study of spare parts needs I . study of technical documentation and investigation 
make sure that designations are among users according to priority machines 
accurante . bring stock up to required levels 

4.3 set up a stock management departmenl . code al spare parts 
. define stock management parameters 
. set up a data collection system 
. institute a co"1)uterised stock management system 

based on a preceding feasibility study 

4.4 study the parts with a view to local . classify parts as 
manufacturing or repair . to be inl><>fted . available on the market 

. can be manufactured 

. can be repaired 

4.5 design warehouses of 81J1>le size, with 
adequate facilities for the storage, 
handlir.g and protection of the spare 
parts 

4.6 speed up the enterprise's in-house 
procedures for parts reordering 

4.7 develop parts reclamation I repair 
techniques 
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APPENDIX48 

ABACUS FOR THE CALCULATION OF THE ECONOMIC 
ORDERING QUANTITY 

Economic Ordering Quantity 
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